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Introduction
When we moved to Argentina in 1962, a lighthearted suggestion that it would be good to find some pewter plates to use with our 
dinner service set Alex. off on his quest. By the time we moved to Brazil it was an obsession. In the early years his Father had warned 
him that the churches in Scotland were selling off their pewter to pay for maintenance and heating, so he decided to try and build up 
a complete collection of chalices and flagons

Alex was working for a private multinational company in Buenos Aires. The first few years were relatively peaceful but in the 
seventies there were two terrorist groups wreaking havoc so after a series of kidnappings and the murder of company executives he 
was moved to Uruguay and in 1976 transferred to Brazil for two years and there he remained until 1996. During that period the top 
auction houses in the UK were holding regular pewter sales and a lot of very important collections came on the market which allowed 
him to acquire some outstanding pieces. Together with Richard Mundey he decided to stop important pieces from going abroad 
and concentrated on building up his collection with a view to placing it in a museum. Not everyone was happy about his decision 
and he received some very critical and vitriolic correspondence on the subject which made him even more determined to donate his 
collection so it would remain in Britain and not be broken up.

In 1996 when he retired to Barcelona the pewter collection went to the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust in Stratford-on-Avon. When a 
new director was appointed Harvard House was closed down and a new home was sought. Alex then offe ed it to the Smith Art 
Gallery and Museum in Stirling which had an important collection of its own.
Living abroad all these years did not make it easy for him to produce a catalogue. The collection went into storage in Scotland and by 
the time it was ready to be exhibited Alex. was not well enough so it fell to me. Unfortunately we never received a proper inventory 
from the SBT. Over the months the mutilated list they sent required a lot of detective work and sorting out. We discovered that over 
40 items were not even listed. This catalogue contains the two collections, Alex’s and the one belonging to Richard Mundey distilled 
over the years just to explain the diffe ent numbering and then there  are some sixty items that have been acquired or we have found 
lying around our flat

I am indebted to a lot of people who have helped me along the way as this has been a very international production and we would 
have never managed without the internet: John McPake who took the main photographs, Carl Ricketts for his enthusiasm and all the 
research and the descriptions, Michael McGinnis for all his assistance and John  Bank for his endless encouragement. There have been 
many dealers who have  discovered unusual items, Michael Kashden, Albert Bartram and the late Tony Pilsen and Richard Mundey. 
Finally there is Jane Darroch Riley who waved the magic wand and produced the actual book.

Patricia Neish
Barcelona 2018.
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ROMANO BRITISH PEWTER
Interestingly, Roman pewter is predominantly found in Britain, with only about 100 pieces from Belgium, France and the Netherlands, while the rest of the 
Roman Empire is almost completely pewter free.  The Romans in Britain made an extensive range of quite sophisticated pewter ware, and about 600 pieces 
had been recorded by 2003.  They have been recovered from almost every area of Roman Britain, but are most concentrated in the South and South West, 
and East Anglia.  About 65% of that pewter came from hoards arbitrarily defined as more than three pieces.  Archaeological evidence suggests that initially 
pewter was imported from elsewhere in the Roman Empire.  However, by the 3rd century domestic production was supplying local needs using native tin 
and lead alloys cast in stone moulds and finished on a lathe.  It is not known whether Roman and Romano-British pewter was ever marked by the maker.  
Of the many hundreds of items found in Britain only one piece from Chichester may bear a maker’s mark.  Certainly, Romano-British pewter has marks 
but these are typically Chi Rho the Greek symbol of Christianity.  

The wares include sadware such as 5” saucers up to 32” diameter chargers, small cups, bowls both with plain circular rims and octagonal flanges, ewers, 
jugs, caskets, and even a candlestick.  Some items have a central decorated panel with geometric and swirling designs.  Almost every piece of sadware has 
a support ring underneath of about half the well diameter.  The five most common forms are plates, dishes, bowls, cups and flagons, which means there are 
several uncommon items in the Neish Collection.       

853.  A Romano-British pewter cast decorated 
ceremonial charger, possibly made as a stand for a 
ewer.  No maker’s mark.  The outer edge of the rim 
with a raised beaded border, then a panel of radial 
ridging, with a decorated raised inner edge adjoining 
the bouge.  The bowl steps down from the rim, is 
raised at the centre and decorated with three groups 
of concentric incised lines, a single, then triple, and 
nearest the centre a double within which are six 
decorated flanges, perhaps denoting the sun long 
worshipped by the Romans.  A raised reinforcement 
ring on the reverse serves as a foot.  19½” (495mm) 
diameter, with a 2” (51mm) wide rim.  Bought 1995.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 5/1996 Fig 10 p148-160.  Illustrated p4 An 
Introduction to British Pewter 1997.  Illustrated as cover 
photo and Fig 2, and discussed by Cheryl Smith in A Gift 
to the Gods or a Cache in a Crisis: Pewter in Roman Britain in 
Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 2003 p2-9.

860-530.  A Romano-British pewter dish with heavy 
beading to the edge of the rim.  No maker’s mark.  
A single incised line to the rim, and a series of 
concentric twin incised lines to the well with a narrow 
double line in the centre.  A raised reinforcement ring 
about ¼” wide on the reverse serves as a foot.  Peal 
speculated that these features showed such dishes 
were more likely used as ewer stands rather than for 
food.  14½” (369mm) diameter with 1⅜” (35mm) rim 
width.  1.4kg weight.  Formerly in the collection of the 
late Richard Mundey.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 5/1996 Fig 2 p148-160. 

845.  A Romano-British pewter charger.  No maker’s 
mark.  The outer edge of the rim has a large triangular 
bead on both sides to add strength.  The shallow bouge 
slopes gently down to the well which is decorated 
with two groups of incised lines: four centrally then a 
group of three about midway to the bouge.  A raised 
reinforcement ring on the reverse serves as a foot.  
17⅝” (448mm) diameter, and 1¼” (32mm) deep.  The 
colour of the nature’s gilding is an outstanding gold 
and black.  Excavated from the River Thames.  Bought 
December 1994.

989.    A Romano-British pewter charger.  No maker’s 
mark.  The rim diffe entiated from the rest of the dish 
by a raised triangular rim bead with two decorative 
incised lines.  A raised reinforcement ring on the 
reverse serves as a foot.  17⅔” (450mm) diameter.
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA 
Vol 11 5/1996 Fig 7 p148-160.  

810.  A Romano-British pewter saucer.  No maker’s 
mark.  The outer edge of the rim has an incised line 
decorated outside with a simple engraved pattern.  A 
raised reinforcement ring on the reverse serves as a 
foot.  6½” (165mm) diameter, and 1” (25mm) deep.  
Found at Bath, Somerset.  Bought April 1994.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of 
the PCCA Vol 11 5/1996 Fig 6 p148-160. Illustrated and 
discussed by Cheryl Smith in A Gift to the Gods or a Cache 
in a Crisis: Pewter in Roman Britain in Journal of the Pewter 
Society Autumn 2003 Fig 1 p2-9.

860-507.  A Romano-British pewter pear-shaped wine 
or water carafe.  No maker’s mark.  A tall and slender, 
narrow-necked ovoid jug whose lower body tapers to 
a saucer shaped foot.  There is no evidence the vessel 
ever had a handle.  Halfway up the neck is a plain 
raised fillet, above which are a pair of incised lines, 
then the profile fla es out to an expanding mouth and 
rounded turned over rim.  Below the fillet is another 
less prominent one.  9½” (241mm) tall.  Excavated 
from the River Thames.  Formerly in the collection of 
the late Richard Mundey.  
Illustrated p6 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.  
Illustrated as Fig 1, and discussed by Cheryl Smith in A 
Gift to the Gods or a Cache in a Crisis: Pewter in Roman Britain 
in Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 2003 p2-9.

808.  A Romano-British pewter footed bowl with an 
octagonal flanged rim and incurving elements.  No 
maker’s mark.  The bowl with heavy turning lines 
stands on an inverted trumpet shaped base.  The inner 
rim edge has a single incised line, and another or a 
seam near the upper part of the bowl.  5⅗” (142mm) 
maximum diameter.  3” (76mm) tall.  Excavated in 
Bath, Somerset.  Bought March 1994.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 5/1996 Fig 4 (right) p148-160.  Illustrated as 
Fig 4, and discussed by Cheryl Smith in A Gift to the Gods or 
a Cache in a Crisis: Pewter in Roman Britain in Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 2003 p2-9.

968.  A Romano-British pewter footed bowl with an 
octagonal flanged rim and straight edges.  No maker’s 
mark.  The bowl stands on an inverted trumpet shaped 
base.  5⅗” (142mm) maximum rim diameter, with 
2¼” (57mm) base.  3” (76mm) tall.  350g weight.  ex 
W Brewster collection.  Bought May 1994.  Illustrated 
and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 11 
5/1996 Fig 4 (left) p148-160.

809.  A Romano-British pewter footed cup.  No 
maker’s mark.  The plain bowl stands on an inverted 
trumpet shaped base.  In view of its diminutive size, 
this may be a votive rather than domestic vessel.  1⅞” 
(48mm) tall.  Found at Bath, Somerset.  Bought April 
1994.  Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of 
the PCCA Vol 11 5/1996 Fig 5 (right) p148-160.  

722b.  A hoard of nineteen Roman copper-alloy 
coins from the reign of Emperor Gallienus found 
inside a Romano-British pewter jug at Ravenshead, 
Nottinghamshire (each is shown in the chapter on 
Tokens &c).  Publius Licinius Egnatius Gallienus 
came from a distinguished Etruscan family, and ruled 
as Augustus from 253-268 AD.  He ruled jointly with 
Valerian I from 253-260, with Valerian I and Saloninus 
in 260 and solely from 260-268 after his father’s 
capture by Parthia in 260.  Ruling during the crisis 
of the 3rd century that nearly caused the collapse of 
the Roman Empire, he repelled wave after wave of 
barbarian invaders, but was unable to prevent the 
secession of important provinces.  Gallienus presided 
over a late flowering of Roman culture, patronizing 
poets, artists and philosophers.  He was assassinated 
by his own soldiers in 268 while besieging Milan.  
One coin is bronze, the rest of silvered bronze i.e. 
washed in silver.  Bought with the jug #722a October 
1991 from M Kashden.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 5/1996 Fig 3 p148-160.  

722a.    A Romano-British pewter pear-shaped flask or jug.  No maker’s mark, 
but dating c260-268 AD from the coin hoard found inside, which makes this 
one of the earliest dateable Anglo-Roman pewter vessels known.  The jug 
with triangular shaped handle attached to the neck and midway down the 
body.  The narrow tapering neck has a folded over rim, and lower down a 
single incised line.  The upper body has a pair of incised lines.  The base is a 
flaring pedestal with a discernible basal angle.  2⅜” (60mm) base diameter.  
6½” (165mm) tall.  In excavated condition with green-brown patination.  
Found at Ravenshead, Nottinghamshire with 19 Roman coins of the Emperor 
Gallienus.  Bought October 1991 from M Kashden.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 11 5/1996 Fig 3 
p148-160.   
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SSAGM-56  A Romano-British pewter footed cup.  No 
maker’s mark.  The plain bowl stands on an inverted 
trumpet shaped base.  No other information or 
dimensions recorded

966.  A Romano-British pewter footed cup.  No maker’s 
mark.  The plain bowl stands on an inverted trumpet 
shaped base, with fine turning, and is hollow under 
the foot.  2⅖” (62mm) tall.  ex W Brewster collection.  
Bought May 1994.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 5/1996 Fig 5 (left) p148-160.

967.  A Romano-British pewter footed cup.  No maker’s 
mark.  The bowl with an incised line to the inside of 
the rim stands on a hollow inverted trumpet shaped 
base, with another incised line near the bottom rim.  
Turning lines from being finished on a lathe all over 
the bowl and foot.  3¼” (84mm) rim, and 2⅛” (54mm) 
base diameters.  2⅖” (62mm) tall.  ex W Brewster 
collection.  Bought May 1994.  

852.  A possibly Romano-British pewter cup and 
associated saucer c250-350 AD.  Said to have been 
excavated from a river in Suffolk.  The side of the cup 
engraved with what was originally thought to be an 
early Christian symbol of two fishes and a cross.  Some 
years ago, Cheryl Smith then of Kingston Museum 
made an expert analysis, and concluded that the piece 
was made from two diffe ent vessels soldered together, 
and the base is a cut-down plate.  Cup diameter is 3⅚” 
(98mm), and it is 2⅛” (55mm) tall.  Bought February 
1995.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 5/1996 Fig 8 p148-160.  Illustrated in An 
Introduction to British Pewter 1997 p7. 

1250.  A small pewter disc, possibly Romano-British, 
and of unknown provenance.  No maker’s mark c200-
300 AD.  The circular item now with a hole in the centre 
has a 6-sided floral decoration in the well, and may be 
the the lid of a vessel, or a small dish.  No dimensions 
recorded.  Bought 2008 from M Kashden.  

380.  A possibly Romano-British pewter drinking cup 
or chalice.  The cylindrical deep bowl tapering to a 
long stem that fla es out into a trumpet mouth foot.  
4¾” (120mm) tall.  Excavated near Cambridge in 1916.  
Bought 12 October 1984 at Sotheby’s.

1178.  A Romano-British pewter toy figurine probably 
depicting a gladiator* or Roman soldier.  No maker’s 
mark.  The man is shown wearing a crested helmet, 
holding a long, rectangular shield known as a scutum, 
and possibly a short sword in one hand.  Excavated in 
York.  1” (26mm) wide at the base.  1¾” (45mm) tall.  
*Such shields were used by the group of gladiators known 
as hoplomachus.

965.  A Romano-British pewter cast decorated spoon 
with an iron stem.  No maker’s mark.  The edge of the 
bowl cast decorated with a cross-hatch pattern.  The 
utility of an iron stem would help the user to do things 
such as open oyster shells.  5” (126mm) long.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 5/1996 Fig 11 p148-160.

1257.  A Romano-British pewter female statuette.  No 
maker’s mark.  Most probably this is a votive model of 
a priestess or a goddess.  Found in the River Thames.  
No dimensions recorded.

1267.  A Romano-British pewter statuette of a mother 
and child dating 2nd century AD.  No maker’s mark.  
Originally painted gold or gilded much of which 
remains.  Most probably this is a votive model, or a 
toy.  5” (127mm) tall.  76g weight.  Found beneath a 
house in Ipswich.  Bought May 2006 from M Kashden.

CANDLESTICKS & TAPERSTICKS  
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959.  An English copper-alloy candlestick.  No 
maker’s mark c1200-1300.  The circular base has a 
slightly dished upper surface with inner and outer 
raised borders.  The three lion’s paws or trefoil feet 
with ribbed legs are spaced evenly around the base.  
The candleholder has a globular socket rising from 
a tapering stem decorated with several raised fillets. 
1⅚” (47mm) tall.  Bought from T Pilson. 

1120.  An English (pewter or tin-lead or copper alloy?) 
medieval candleholder probably a pilgrim souvenir for 
votive use.  No maker’s mark c1250-1300.  The round 
base is cast decorated with inner and outer beaded 
borders inside which is a pattern of pellets and discs.  
The three lion’s paws or trefoil feet with reeded legs 
are spaced evenly around the base.  The candleholder 
has a cylindrical socket and flaring body pinched at 
the base.  To the reverse of the base is a recess where 
the socket fits.  2” (50mm) tall.  Bought December 1998.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Summer 1999 Fig 1 p44.

1103.  An English base alloy cast decorated fragment 
of a miniature votive candleholder c1300-80.  The base 
decorated with diagonal cross-hatching each lozenge 
with a pellet centrally.  The candleholder socket cast 
separately to the base.  1⅙” (30mm) wide across the 
base.  ⅜” (10mm) tall. See Medieval Chapter.

580.  An Anglo-French cast inscribed pewter votive 
candleholder c1250-1300.  No maker’s mark, but has 
a cast inscription in Norman French, and is probably 
an example of the inexpensive devotional souvenirs 
which were made for sale to pilgrims for votive use.  
The circular base is cast decorated with inner and 
outer raised borders inside which is a Latin prayer 
DIEX GART TOVS CHEVS KI CHI SONT ET KI ME 
FIRENT ‘May God protect all those present and those 
who made me’.  The three lion’s paws or trefoil feet 
with plain legs are spaced evenly around the base.  
The candleholder has a cylindrical socket that sits 
inside a raised surround.  Found by a metal detectorist 
at Billingsgate lorry park, London.  1¼” (32mm) tall.  
Bought July 1987 from M Kashden.  
Discussed and illustrated by M Kashden in the Journal of 
the Pewter Society Autumn 1987 Fig 1 p46.  Illustrated and 
described by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA May 1995  
Fig 1 p88.  Illustrated p6 An Introduction to British Pewter 
1997.

1288.  An English pewter miniature pricket candlestick 
on a tripod base with circular feet.  The candlestick 
may have served a religious purpose.  No maker’s 
mark, but suggested dating is 14th century.  Almost 
every part including the circular drip tray is profusely 
decorated with cast designs, and the triangular base 
includes what seems to be a tailed animal eating 
foliage.  3” (76mm) tall.  In excavated condition from 
the foreshore of the River Thames.  Bought May 2007 
from M Kashden.

CANDLESTICKS & TAPERSTICKS 
For centuries, the only light present after sunset came from the flames of the fi eplace, oil and rush lamps, and candles.  Candles made from tallow (beef or 
mutton fat) were smelly, smoky, and dripped once lit.  Their low melting temperature made them droop easily, all of which led to the use of drip catchers 
on candle holders.  As the quality of candle wax improved, the need for a drip catcher diminished as sputtering fat no longer scalded the hand, nor clogged 
the clothes, so by about 1700 drip catchers were mainly abandoned.  The advent of large-scale brass production and the development of brass candlesticks 
in the 18th century sounded the death knell of the pewter candlestick until the Britannia metal era gave a resurgence to their use. 
The earliest known candlesticks date from around the 14th century, which was when the first domestic socket candlesticks appeared in Europe in forms 
from which we can trace their subsequent development.  It is not surprising that the majority of the earliest candlesticks are small, as almost all are exca-
vated and their size helped them to survive intact.  Indeed, several examples in the Neish Collection might more properly be described as tapersticks being 
only a few inches tall.  The typical height of domestic candlesticks from Tudor to Victorian times ranges between 7¾” and 10¼”, with an average of 8½”.  
The typography of candlesticks remains unclear notwithstanding the work of RF Michaelis Old Domestic Base-Metal Candlesticks 1978, Ken Gordon The Candlestick Maker’s Bawle 1994 and 
Jan Gadd Pewter Candlesticks 2004.  Michaelis did not have the benefit of knowing about the extensive finds uncovered by ‘mud larks’ with metal detectors, Gordon 
concentrated on ball knop candlesticks, and Gadd covered only what he termed the Baroque period meaning the second half of the 17th century.  
No particular attempt has been made to categorise the candlesticks and tapersticks in the Collection, other than to record them in an approximate dating 
sequence.   

898.  An English base metal alloy pricket candle 
holder, possibly the upper part of a larger pilgrim’s 
tripedal candlestick c13-14th century.  Each of the 
six ‘sides’ of the Y-shaped column is decorated with 
raised roundels, and zigzag patterns.  A standing 
female figu e holds on to the central column, which 
has a similarly decorated saucer-shaped drip tray with 
a central pricket of either iron or bronze.  2⅚” (72mm) 
tall.  105g weight.  Excavated in Norfolk.  Bought June 
1996.  
Illustrated p6 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.  An 
example with an almost identical top section on a tripod 
foot with each leg in the form of a mounted knight is held 
by the Bruges Museum (acc’n no. 458).

912a.  An English medieval pewter* socket candlestick 
of a type sometimes described as of ‘bunsen burner’ 
form for its’ likeness to that laboratory item.  No 
maker’s mark, although a merchant’s mark is 
inscribed on the base c1375-1450.  This is probably the 
earliest recorded English domestic candlestick.  The 
base a simple disc shape with a slightly depressed top 
having a decorative ring.  The stem has a rudimentary 
fillet where later a knop would usually be.  Stem and 
base were cast separately and then joined together.  4” 
(102mm) diameter base.  5⅖” (137mm) tall.  Found 
on the Thames foreshore at Cannon Street.  Bought 
September 1995.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Summer 1999 Fig 2 p45.  Illustrated and discussed 
by Moulson in the Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 2003 
Fig 1 (left) p2-3.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein 
(2011) in The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-
1700.  *Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 
74.9%, lead 23.6%, copper 1.35%, 1.87% bismuth, which is 
English lay metal.

SSAGM-64.  An English pewter transitional 
candlestick that links the low and great bell forms.  No 
maker’s mark, but probably dates from the mid 16th 
century.  The stem with a ball knop and circular candle 
wax drip tray are typical of late Tudor candlesticks, 
but the lower half with its ‘bun’ base reflect an Iberian
influence from the same period.  The candle socket 
has an everted edge.  6¼” (159mm) tall.  No other 
dimensions recorded.  Bought December 2006 from M 
Kashden.   

1111.  An English pewter bell-based candlestick.  No 
maker’s mark, but probably dates from the Tudor 
period, and is by far the smallest example known.  The 
lower half of the candlestick comprises the bell base, 
which has a line of decorative work and turning lines 
inside and out.  The circular candle wax drip tray is 
completely above the bell base, a feature that Michaelis 
believed indicates later manufacture than the earlier 
‘low bell’ types whose drip-catchers encircle part of 
the base Old Domestic Base-Metal Candlesticks 1978 p69.  The stem with a 
baluster knop of a form not seen on candlesticks of any 
nationality after the first quarter of the 17th century.  
The candle socket with an everted edge.  2⅛” (54mm) 
base diameter.  4⅙” (106mm) tall.  94g weight.  Found 
in a river near Chichester, Sussex.  Bought June 1998.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Summer 1999 Fig 8 p49.

611.  An English pewter* bell-based candlestick by TN 
his initialled mark with a harp in a beaded circle under 
the edge of the base c1580-1600.  Ownership initials IS 
or SI under the base.  The lower half of the candlestick 
comprises the bell base, of a form known as a great bell, 
with a pair of incised lines.  The circular candle wax 
drip tray is completely above the bell base, a feature 
that Michaelis believed indicates later manufacture 
than the earlier ‘low bell’ types whose drip-catchers 
encircle part of the base Old Domestic Base-Metal 
Candlesticks 1978 p69.  The stem with a baluster knop 
of a form not seen on candlesticks of any nationality 
after the first quarter of the 17th century.  The candle 
socket with an everted edge has a pair of incised lines 
as does the knop.  5” (127mm) base diameter.  9” 
(229mm) tall.  416g weight.  Bought February 1985 
from R Mundey.
Described by Mundey with a drawing in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Spring 1987 p36.  Illustrated and described 
by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA June 1990 Fig 1 p17, and 
Vol.11 5/1995 Fig 3 p89.  Illustrated p6 An Introduction to 
British Pewter 1997.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein 
(2011) in The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-
1700.  *Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be 
tin 94.3%, lead 4.2%, copper 1.38%, 0.12% bismuth, 0.02% 
antimony, which is English ‘trifle alloy’
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999.  An English pewter bowl-based candlestick.  
No maker’s mark, which makes dating problematic 
as there is no other candlestick like this one.  It is 
tentatively dated as first half of the 17th century, but 
could be earlier*.  The small size suggests it might be 
described more properly as a bedchamber taperstick 
used to light the way to bed, and then as a light 
source in the bed chamber.  The presence of a tongue 
topped carrying handle is unusual, but extremely 
practical.  The socket has a wedding band flange
below which is a raised fillet to which the upper end 
of the S-curve handle attaches.  Below another raised 
fillet is the candle wax drip tray with a decorative 
incised line near the edge, and fine, wide turning 
lines underneath.  The inverted bowl-shaped base 
and stem are hollow up to the point of attachment to 
the stem.  2¾” (70mm) base diameter.  3¾” (95mm) 
tall.  Bought October 1997.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Summer 1999 Fig 4 p47.  *Among the silver owned 
by Sir Robert Cecil, and inventoried during 1612 was a six 
ounce ‘low candlestick with handle for wax lights’.  This 
would have been used to light the many candlesticks in 
great houses. 

599 & 600.  A pair of English pewter ball-knopped 
candlesticks by an unidentified maker his touchmark 
(possibly PS with a fleur de lys in a lozenge) on top 
of one socket flange c1620-40.  The socket with a 
wide flat flange.  The upper stem has a pair of incised 
lines visually creating a broad fillet above the plain 
ball knop.  The base being a circular foot with a 
flanged surround rising and falling to create a candle 
wax depression.  The pedestal showing traces of 
decorative features possibly the remains of beading.  
5” (127mm) base diameter.  6⅛” (155mm) tall.  10 oz 
weight.  Bought November 1988 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Gordon in the Journal of 
the Pewter Society Autumn 1981 p46-52.  Illustrated and 
described by Hornsby in Pewter of the Western World 1983 
Fig 1071 p316.  Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the 
Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1990 p102-103, and 
Bulletin of the PCCA June 1990 Fig 1 p17, and Vol.11 
5/1995 Fig 4 p90.  Illustrated and discussed by Gordon 
in The Candlestick Maker’s Bawle 1994 as #2 & #3 p28-29.  
Illustrated p6 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

825.  An English pewter ball-knopped candlestick.  No 
maker’s mark, but dating likely to be c1630-50 based 
on details such as thickness of stem, diameter of ball, 
and style of base.  Ownership triad of initials P over 
SE to base.  The socket with a wide flat flange.  The 
thick stem above and below the ball knop with bold 
roughly equidistant bands of ribbed embellishment.  
The upper and lower stem and ball knop each having 
a pair of incised lines, with traces of gadrooning 
between.  The base being a circular foot with a flanged
surround rising and falling to create a candle wax 
depression.  The top edge of the depression showing 
traces of decorative detailing either punch decoration 
or the remains of beading.  6¼” (159mm) tall.  Bought 
July 1994 from A Bartram.

SSAGM-53.  An English pewter bell-based candle-
stick.  No maker’s mark, but probably dates from 
the early to mid 17th century.  The lower half of the 
candlestick comprises the bell base, which has some 
decorative incised lines.  The circular candle wax drip 
tray with an outer incised line is completely above the 
bell base, a feature Michaelis believed indicates later 
manufacture than the earlier ‘low bell’ types whose 
drip-catchers encircle part of the base Old Domestic Base-Metal 

Candlesticks 1978 p69.  The stem with a baluster knop of a form 
not seen on candlesticks of any nationality after the 
first quarter of the 17th century.  The candle socket 
with an everted edge.  3¾” (95mm) base diameter.  8” 
(203mm) tall.  Provenance said to be from an East Sus-
sex church*.  Bought 2011 from M Kashden. 
*What may be an almost identical candlestick or the same 
one from the collection of the late S Shemmel was sold 26 
October 2006 as Lot 267 at Bonhams Chester. 

SSAGM-58.  A possibly English pewter candlestick*.  
Dating is estimated as early to mid 17th century.  No 
other information and no dimensions recorded.
* The domed base on this candlestick is virtually identical 
to that on a unique ‘drip pan’ candlestick dated c1590-1620 
formerly in the Little collection, and illustrated at Fig 51 
Pewter A Celebration of the Craft 1200-1700 1989.  Two similar 
brass examples formerly in the Lear collection were dated 
similarly.

1104.  An English pewter trumpet base candlestick by 
WB his mark in a shield at the edge of the sconce c1650-
70.  The stylistic elements of this candlestick differ
significantly from other trumpet base candlesticks, 
making it the only one known in this format.  The 
socket with a wide flat flange below which is a raised 
fillet at the top of the stem, and another at the base 
of the socket.  The baluster stem with a bold knop 
formed from a shallower upper section and a deeper 
cup-shaped lower section, with a raised fillet to the 
stem above and below the knop.  A stepped trumpet 
base below a small circular candle wax drip tray 
decorated with three incised lines below the drip tray, 
and a single incised line at the edge of the base.  4½” 
(114mm) diameter base.  7” (180mm) tall.  Bought 
May 1998.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Summer 1999 Fig 3 p46.

1109.  An English pewter trumpet base candlestick.  
No maker’s mark, and suggested dating is c1650-70, 
although it could be earlier.  The small size suggests 
it might be described more properly as a taperstick, 
and this is the smallest trumpet base example known.  
The socket flange is 1” (25mm) wide, and has a pair 
of incised lines near the raised outer edge.  The stem 
above the small saucer shaped candle wax drip tray 
has six equidistant incised lines, and that decorative 
format is repeated down the inverted trumpet base 
with a further ten incised lines.  2” (51mm) base 
diameter.  3” (76mm) tall.  60g weight.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Summer 1999 Fig 7 p49.  

768.  An English pewter trumpet based candlestick.  
No maker’s mark, but from other examples dating is 
c1660-90.  The small size suggests it might be described 
more properly as a taperstick.  The circular base in 
the form of an inverted trumpet with a single incised 
line between the foot rim and base of the stem.  The 
stem having two pairs of incised lines about midway 
creating a visual fillet, with fine turning lines over all 
the stem.  The wide sconce with a single incised line to 
the outer edge.  The lower stem with a blade knop.  In 
excavated condition having been found in the River 
Thames foreshore.  2½” (65mm) base diameter.  3½” 
(89mm) tall.  57g weight.  Bought May 1993.

911a.  An English pewter trumpet base candlestick 
by William White of London 1661-84 his initialled 
hallmark used as a touchmark under the base.  The 
small size suggests it might be described more 
properly as a taperstick.  The stem with six pairs of 
incised lines above a small circular drip tray, one pair 
below the drip tray, and the flat sconce with another 
pair of incised lines.  The unusual trumpet base having 
two pairs of incised lines.  In excavated condition, 
with nature’s gilding.  2⅙” (55mm) base diameter.  
2⅓” (59mm) tall.  ex Sandy Law collection.  Bought 25 
September 1997 as Lot 136 at Phillips, Chester.  
Illustrated in the Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1991 
Fig 2 p12, and discussed by ‘Sandy’ Law Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 1991 p72.  Illustrated and described 
by Jan Gadd as PRP55 at p75 in Pewter Candlesticks 2004.

579.  An English pewter candlestick whose stem 
is heavily turned to create the effect of horizontal 
banding.  No maker’s mark, but probably mid-17th 
century from stylistic details.  The small size suggests 
it might be described more properly as a taperstick.  
The circular base with multiple incised lines to edge.  
In excavated condition, with extensive nature’s 
gilding having been found in the River Thames mud.  
The only recorded example of this form.  2½” (63mm) 
base diameter.  3¼” (82mm) tall.  Bought February 
1988 from M Kashden.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Spring 1989 p35-36, and in the Bulletin of 
the PCCA Vol.9 5/1988 p143-44, and Vol.11 5/1995 Fig 2 
p88.  Illustrated p6 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

1153.  An English pewter candlestick.  No maker’s 
mark, but dating is probably last quarter of the 17th 
century.  The small size suggests it might be described 
more properly as a taperstick.  The domed circular 
base with a candle wax depression rising to a fillet
at the base of the stem.  The upper edge of the foot 
rim with two rows of a simple punched decorative 
pattern.  The whole candlestick finished with turning 
lines at the wide sconce, stem, and base.  1¼” (33mm) 
sconce diameter, and 2½” (65mm) base diameters.  
3⅕” (81mm) tall.  65g weight.  Bought April 1998.
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538.  An English pewter trumpet based candlestick.  
No maker’s mark c1675-1700.  The circular base in 
the form of an inverted trumpet.  The stem having a 
wedding band fillet about midway to the circular drip 
tray, which drip tray is a modern replacement.  The 
sconce cast integrally with the stem.  4” (102mm) base 
diameter.  4¾” (120mm) tall.  Bought July 1987 from 
P Hornsby.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA June 1990 Fig 1 p17, and May 1995 Fig 9 (right) p93.  

485.  A pair of English pewter octagonal based 
candlesticks by an unidentified maker IB his worn 
lozenge shaped touchmark below the rim of one 
c1680-90.  Having octagonal sconces, candle wax 
drip trays and bases.  The stepped octagonal bases 
replaced/restored by the late Pat Kydd of Bristol 
under the supervision of Richard Mundey during 
1986.  The stems decorated with two sections of turned 
banding.  5⅚” (148mm) base diameter.  7¾” (197mm) 
tall.  Bought 31 October 1985 as Lot 14 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated and their restoration discussed by Neish in the 
Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1987 p33.  Illustrated 
and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA June 
1990 Fig 1 p17, and Vol.11 5/1995 Fig 7 p92.  Illustrated 
and described by Jan Gadd as PRP53 at p75 in Pewter 
Candlesticks 2004.  

817 & 818.  A pair of English pewter ball-knopped 
candlesticks.  No maker’s mark, but dating c1680-
1700 from the presence of relief cast decoration, 
although the absence of a candle wax depression on 
the base has been linked to dating, and may indicate 
a slightly later date of manufacture.  Ownership triad 
of initials W over MM under the edge of the base.  
The socket with a wide flat flange, and unusually a 
band of vertical radial ridging at the top of the stem.  
The tapering stem with a fillet at midpoint and near 
the base a plain ball knop with a wide fillet.  The 
canted square (octangular) base rising to a circular 
domed foot with a border of vertical radial ridging.  
4” (102mm) base diameter.  7” (178mm) tall.  9¼ oz 
weight.  Bought 21 June 1994 as Lot 583 at Sotheby’s 
Billingshurst.  
Illustrated and discussed by Gordon as a single example in 
The Candlestick Maker’s Bawle 1994 as #16 p44, as he had 
not known this was one of a pair.  

860-406.  An English pewter octagonal based 
candlestick by CB his touchmark dated 1670 under 
the foot c1670-85.  The candlestick has an octagonal 
top, candle wax drip tray and base, and a horizontally 
ribbed cylindrical stem.  7⅜” (187mm) tall.  5⅖” 
(138mm) base diameter.  Formerly in the collection of 
the late Richard Mundey who bought it as Lot 134, 
Sotheby’s 28 March 1980.  
Illustrated and described by Hornsby in Pewter of the 
Western World 1983 Fig 1065 p314.  Illustrated and 
described by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA May 1995 
Fig 5 p91.  Cited by North at p188 Pewter at the Victoria and 
Albert Museum.  Illustrated and described by Jan Gadd as 
PRP25 at p68 in Pewter Candlesticks 2004.

630 & 631.  A pair of English pewter octagonal based 
candlesticks with a worn maker’s mark on one 
sconce c1675.  This type being described by Gadd as 
‘plate-rim base Type III with pillar stems’.  The pillar 
stems having two areas of decorative banding.  With 
octagonal edges to candleholders, and octagonal 
drip trays and stepped bases.  5¾” (146mm) tall.  
Bought 25 September 1989 from P Hornsby.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA May 1995 Fig 11 p94.  Illustrated and described by 
Jan Gadd as PRP45 at p73 in Pewter Candlesticks 2004.

860-405.  An English pewter octagonal based 
candlestick by IB his touchmark of IB over ‘74 in a 
diamond-shaped shield on the foot c1675-85.  The 
baluster and ball stem with a circular candle wax drip 
tray.  Engraved ownership initials IM on upper face 
of foot, which has a cast reeded edge.  7½” (191mm) 
tall.  6¼” (160mm) base diameter.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.  
Illustrated by Michaelis in British Pewter 1969 p29 (centre).  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA May 1995 Fig 6 p91.  Illustrated and described by 
Jan Gadd as PRB02 at p57 in Pewter Candlesticks 2004, 
although he cites an incorrect inventory number.  

469.  An English pewter trumpet based candlestick.  
No maker’s mark c1675-1700.  The circular base in the 
form of an inverted trumpet whose upper element is 
covered with fine turning lines.  The stem having a 
narrow fillet about midway to the circular candle wax 
drip tray.  The narrow sconce cast integrally with the 
stem.  4” (102mm) base diameter.  5½” (140mm) tall.  
Bought February 1988.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA May 1995 Fig 9 (left) p93.  These are rare in pewter, 
but more commonly seen in brass.  For similar examples see 
Schi� er The Brass Book, Michaelis Old Domestic Base-Metal 
Candlesticks, and Cotterell Old Pewter its Makers and Marks.

605 & 606.  A pair of English pewter ball-knopped 
candlesticks by an unidentified maker his heart 
shaped touchmark on top of one socket flange c1690-
1710.  The socket with a flat flange (now distorted).  
The upper stem has a wedding band fillet midway 
between the socket and the ball knop.  The ball knop 
divided into two gadrooned halves by a narrow 
fillet.  The base being an octagonal foot with a flanged
surround, and rising from the sunken centre is a raised 
circle of gadrooning to create a candle wax depression.  
4⅙” (106mm) base diameter.  6½” (165mm) tall.  8½ oz 
weight.  Bought June 1989 from R Mundey.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Spring 1990 p102-103, and Bulletin of the 
PCCA June 1990 Fig 1 p17, and Vol.11 5/1995 Fig 8 p93.  
Illustrated and discussed by Gordon in The Candlestick 
Maker’s Bawle 1994 as #20 & #21 p48.  Illustrated and 
described by Jan Gadd as NS07 in Pewter Candlesticks 
2004 p83, although some details such as inventory number 
and dimensions are incorrect, being confused with the pair 
#817 & 818.

1197.  A European (pewter or tin-lead or copper 
alloy?) candlestick with a domed octagonal base.  
No maker’s mark, and dating is suggested to be 
17th century.  The outer edge of the domed base is 
cast decorated with vertical radial ridging.  The 
candleholder unscrews about half-way down the 
stem.  In excavated condition, with extensive nature’s 
gilding.  4½” (115mm) base diameter.  3⅞” (100mm) 
tall.  Bought December 2002.

276.  An English pewter ball-knopped candlestick.  
No maker’s mark, but dating c1690-1710 from the 
relief cast decoration at the raised edge of the foot.  
The socket with a wide flat flange.  The stem with a 
fillet at midpoint and near the base a ball knop with 
cast gadrooned decoration above and below a wide 
fillet.  The base being a domed circular foot with a 
candle wax depression and a border of vertical radial 
ridging.  4” (102mm) base diameter.  5¾” (146mm) 
tall.  10¾ oz weight.  ex Peal collection.  Bought 6 
October 1981 as Lot 50 at Sotheby’s. 
Illustrated and described by Peal in the magazine Antiques 
August 1969 Fig 7.  Illustrated and described by Peal in 
British Pewter 1971 Fig 38 p104.  Illustrated and described 
by Hornsby in Pewter of the Western World 1983 Fig 1073 
p317.  Illustrated and described by Peal in Pewter of Great 
Britain 1983 Fig 63 (right) p92.  Illustrated and described by 
Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA June 1990 Fig 1 p17, and 
May 1995 Fig 12 p95.  Illustrated and discussed by Gordon 
in The Candlestick Maker’s Bawle 1994 as #26 p53.  Illustrated 
and described by Jan Gadd as NS06 at p83 in Pewter 
Candlesticks 2004, although he dates it as 18th century. 

1108.  A pair of English pewter ball-knopped 
candlesticks.  No maker’s mark, but dating c1690-1710 
from the absence of a candle wax depression, and the 
design of the upper base.  Ownership initials BC on 
each stem below the socket, and an asterisk cast inside 
the base of the candleholder.  The socket with a wide 
flat flange with decorative radial gadrooning to the 
edge.  The stem with a raised fillet just above midpoint 
and near the base a plain hemispherical variant of 
the ball knop.  The canted square (octangular) base 
rising to a circular domed foot whose top border 
has decorative radial gadrooning.  3¾” (95mm) base 
diameter.  6⅜” (161mm) tall.  Bought July 1998.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Summer 1999 Fig 5 p47.

998.  An English pewter ball-knopped candlestick.  
No maker’s mark, but dating likely to be c1690-1710 
based on stylistic details especially the style of base.  
The socket with a wide flat flange.  The upper stem has 
two pairs of equidistant incised lines in the middle of 
which is a raised fillet.  The large ball knop having 
a pair of incised lines visually creating a broad fillet. 
The circular base in the form of an inverted trumpet 
with a wide border of vertical radial ridging.  6⅔” 
(170mm) tall.  Bought April 1997.

788.  An English pewter octagonal based candlestick 
by Hugh Quick of London 1674-1725 his touchmark 
under the base, and dating from the early 18th century.  
The acorn knopped stem with a deep candleholder 
having decorative features.  The base of the stem with 
a half-knop emerging from the octagonal base with a 
candle wax depression and a border of vertical radial 
ridging.  The upper parts of the knops also having cast 
decorated ridging.  4⅞” (124mm) base diameter.  5¾” 
(146mm) tall.  Formerly in the K Gordon collection.
The Shakespeare Birthplace Trust cataloguers suggested 
that this is the same candlestick listed as #534.  However, 
while the two candlesticks are similar they are not identical, 
and have diffe ent degrees of wear and oxidation, with 
significant detailed diffe ences.  Neish confirms there are 
two (he describes them wrongly as a pair) in the Bulletin 
of the PCCA Winter 1999 p74.  Either this or #534 is the 
example illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin 
of the PCCA June 1990 Fig 1 p17.  Illustrated and described 
by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA May 1995 Fig 10 p94. 
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534. An English pewter octagonal based candlestick 
by Hugh Quick of London 1674-1725 his touchmark 
under the base, and dating from the early 18th century.  
The knopped stem with a deep candleholder.  The base 
of the acorn knopped stem with a half-knop emerging 
from the octagonal base with a candle wax depression 
and a border of vertical radial ridging.  4⅞” (124mm) 
base diameter.  5¾” (146mm) tall.  Bought 6 March 
1987 from P Spencer Davies. 
Illustrated and described by Hornsby in Pewter of the 
Western World 1983 Fig 1074 p317.  Either this or #788 is 
illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA June 1990 Fig 1 p17.  Illustrated and discussed by 
Gadd in the Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 2000 Fig 
41 p34, and as NS02 p82 Pewter Candlesticks 2004. 

1083.  An English pewter gadrooned chamberstick.  
No maker’s mark, but typically these date from late 
Regency period onwards.  The looped handle with 
a pierced lug designed to hold a snuffer that is now 
missing.  The rim of the candleholder, base of its stem, 
and edge of bowl cast decorated with gadrooning.  
The bowl has two pairs of incised lines around the 
base of the candlestick, and outer edge.  5⅞” (150mm) 
diameter.  3⅛” (80mm) tall.  300g weight.

1139.  An English pewter gadrooned base candlestick 
by Hugh Quick of London 1674-1725 his HQ 
touchmark under the base, and dating from the 
early 18th century.  The knopped stem with a deep 
candleholder having decorative features.  The base of 
the stem with a half-knop on a thick stem emerging 
from the circular base with a candle wax depression 
and a border of vertical radial ridging.  4⅞” (124mm) 
base diameter.  6½” (166mm) tall.  350g weight.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Winter 1999 p74.  Illustrated and discussed by Gadd 
in the Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 2000 Fig 40 p34.   
Illustrated by Gadd as NS01 in Pewter Candlesticks 2004 p82

1151.  A European (probably French) cast decorated 
pewter candlestick.  No maker’s mark, but suggested 
dating is early 18th century.  The deep socket is 
decorated with a gadrooned edge and incised lines 
below the flange and near the bottom of the socket.  
The acorn knopped baluster stem has a small 
circular gadrooned drip tray at the base.  The circular 
gadrooned base with a beaded upper edge to the 
candle wax depression.  4⅗” (117mm) base diameter.  
5⅔” (145mm) tall.  210g weight.  Bought June 2000.

760.  A pair of English pewter candlesticks with 
knopped baluster stems, and canted octagonal dished 
bases.  No maker’s mark, but this style of candlestick 
typically dates from the mid-18th century.  6¼” 
(160mm) tall.  4⅔” (120mm) base width.  130g weight.  
ex R Boocock collection.  Bought 22 September 1992 
as Lot 1289 at Sotheby’s Sussex.

SSAGM-21.  A pair of English or American pewter 
miniature tapersticks.  No maker’s mark, but from 
the casting and construction are likely to date c1830-
70.  Described in the USA as ‘Queen Anne’ style.  The 
stems with multiple knops and an urn base.  The 
octagonal bases with a candle wax depression.  The 
candleholder having a raised fillet.  2⅞” (73mm) 
maximum width of base.  4¼” (108mm) tall.  Bought 
August 2009 from C Ricketts.

SSAGM-22 & 23.  A pair of English pewter candlesticks 
in the neo-classical style.  No maker’s mark, but the 
presence of bright cut engraving suggests possibly 
made in Sheffiel c1800-20.  Ownership initials TJH 
within one of the four oval cartouches to each base.  
The square bases rising to a knopped stem above 
which are narrow necked candleholders.  4” (102mm) 
square base.  10¼” (260mm) tall.     

SSAGM-14.  A pair of English pewter ball-knopped 
candlesticks.  No maker’s mark.  This style of 
candlestick probably dates from the end of the 18th 
century.  The upper stem tapers inward with a wedding 
band fillet below the candleholder.  The lower stem 
has a concave sided fillet above the doughnut shaped 
ball knop.  The rim of the candleholder, upper edge 
of the base where it meets the stem, and outer edge 
of the base are cast decorated with gadrooning.  Each 
retains its original push-rod used to eject the candle 
stub, although one now lacks the brass button.  
8½” (216mm) tall.  4⅛” (105mm) base width.  The 
candleholder has an outer diameter of 2⅛”, and will 
hold a ¾” (20mm) diameter candle.  479g weight.  
Bought 24 February 2018 as Lot 238 at Wilkinson’s, 
Doncaster.
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DINING & KITCHEN PARAPHERNALIA 
See also other chapters such as Medieval & post-Medieval for similar items prior to the 18th century.
This range of utilitarian items fall in a sort of no-man’s land between hollow-ware and sadware.  Among them are vessels used for serving and eating food, 
as well as ones used for baptism and the collection of alms in churches and chapels.  Others such as barber’s bowls, colanders, commodes, spittoons and 
plant pots have become increasingly rare due to their exceptional practicality leading to very low survival rates.  

123.  An English pewter basin by one of the Alderson 
family of pewterers of London their hallmarks and 
touchmark to the underside c1780-1800.  The narrow 
rim deep bowl with a single reeded edge.  The outer 
face of the bowl showing several rows of accurate 
hammer marks left by the pewterer as part of the 
finishing process.  These narrow rimmed basins were 
made in a wide range of sizes, the largest holding 
about a gallon.  11¾” (298mm) diameter.  Bought 
December 1980 at Phillips.

1020.  An English pewter basin by Thomas Phillips 
I of London 1795-1849 his hallmarks and touchmark 
to the underside.  The narrow rim deep bowl with a 
single reeded edge.  The outer face of the bowl showing 
several rows of hammer marks left by the pewterer as 
part of the finishing process.  9¼” (235mm) diameter 
with ½” (13mm) wide rim.  730g weight.

1021.  An English pewter basin by Thomas Phillips 
I of London 1795-1849 his hallmarks and touchmark 
under the base.  The narrow rim deep bowl with a 
single reeded edge.  9¼” (235mm) diameter with ½” 
(13mm) wide rim.  735g weight.  

265.  A probably Dutch pewter deep basin c1770-
90.  Traces of an unidentified touchmark inside the 
base.  The narrow rim deep bowl with a single reeded 
edge.  9” (228mm) diameter.  Bought 31 July 1981 at 
Sotheby’s.

70. An English pewter basin of a type used widely for 
many secular purposes that may possibly have served 
as a church alms dish.  No maker’s mark c1780-1810.  
8¼” (210mm) diameter, and 2½” (63mm) deep.

266.  An English pewter footed bowl c1850-1900.  No 
maker’s mark.  Engraved under the base HMS Lydia.  
This form and size of bowl have been described as 
New England basins as so many were exported 
there during the late 18th and early 19th centuries.  
Great numbers also may have been made much later 
possibly during the first third of the 20th century, 
and similarly engraved, which was done to enhance 
their resale value.  Many such bowls are found with 
diffe ent ship’s names under the base, and less 
frequently with engraving on the outside of the bowl, 
including ones with a sailing ship with an initial letter 
such as ‘W’.  5¼” (133mm) diameter.  Bought 31 July 
1981 at Sotheby’s.

256.  An English pewter footed bowl c1750-80.  Inside 
the base is an unidentified crowned maker’s mark, 
which may be an X or initials.  London pewterers 
made almost all marked examples of this form 
throughout the 18th century.  The deep bowl has a 
broad raised fillet below the fla ed rim, and sits on a 
stepped and ovolo moulded hollow foot.  This form 
of bowl is found in a range of capacities from about 
15 to 30 fl oz.  They have been variously described as 
broth bowls, and butter basins, but the likelihood is 
they fulfilled several kitchen and dining room needs.  
4⅞” (125mm) rim, and 2¾” (69mm) base diameters.  
3” (75mm) tall.  142g weight.  ex Peal collection.  
Bought 6 October 1981 at Sotheby’s.

536.  An English pewter footed bowl c1750-80.  Inside 
the base is an unidentified maker’s mark with a 
LONDON label.  The deep bowl has a broad raised 
fillet below the fla ed rim, and sits on a stepped 
and ovolo moulded hollow foot.  Dimensions not 
recorded.

Basins, bowls and strainers

267.  A possibly Irish pewter footed bowl c1780-1820.  
No maker’s mark, but closely resembles a known 
Irish pewter example.  The bowl is much closer to 
being hemispherical than other examples in the 
Neish collection.  The bold reeded edge of the rim 
with incised lines below is distinctive.  4½” (114mm) 
diameter.  Bought 31 July 1981 at Sotheby’s.

665.  A Scottish pewter footed bowl by Robert Whyte 
of Cowgatehead, Edinburgh 1805-51 his touchmark 
under the base.  The bowl of very heavy construction 
with a convex narrow rim, and stepped hollow foot*.  
4¾” (120mm) base diameter.  9¾” (248mm) diameter.  
4” (102mm) tall.  Bought 7 August 1991. 
*Ingleby Wood shows similar examples at Plate VII and 
pp207-208 in Scottish Pewter-Ware and Pewterers.
  

1017.  A Scottish pewter basin by Archibald and 
William Coats of Glasgow 1799-1808 their touchmark 
inside the base.  The deep bowl with narrow single 
reeded raised edge rim.  This type of bowl was mainly 
used domestically, and sometimes in churches.  2⅝” 
(67mm) deep.  9¾” (248mm) diameter with ½” (13mm) 
wide rim.  750g weight. 

1018.  A probably Scottish pewter basin c1800.  No 
maker’s mark.  The deep bowl with narrow single 
reeded raised edge rim.  This type of bowl was mainly 
used domestically, and sometimes in churches for 
the collection of offerings.  2⅝” (67mm) deep.  9¾” 
(244mm) diameter with ½” (13mm) wide rim.  700g 
weight.

1019.  A probably Scottish pewter basin c1800.  No 
maker’s mark.  The deep bowl with narrow single 
reeded raised edge rim.  This type of bowl was mainly 
used domestically, and sometimes in churches for 
the collection of offerings.  2⅝” (67mm) deep.  9¾” 
(244mm) diameter with ½” (13mm) wide rim.  700g 
weight.

1196.  An English pewter plant pot by Henry Compton 
and Co., of London 1846-91 their touchmark, crowned 
X and SUPERFINE HARD METAL label under the 
base.  This deep bowled pot was probably made as 
a container for an aspidistra plant.  The side with 
decorative figu es in relief wearing Tudor period 
costume and holding shields.  12⅖” (315mm) rim, 
and 10⅖” (265mm) base diameters.  6½” (165mm) tall.

Strainers or mazarines, and scale plates

These items are really sadware accessories, and with few exceptions the 
strainer dishes were used by putting them inside a deeper vessel to allow 
liquids to drain from the food placed on top, which may have been fish.  The 
purpose of this type of pierced plate has gradually been clarified over recent 
years.  Neish wrote they “first came into being at the end of the 17th century.  A 
hundred years later it was in pewter practically extinct as china and porcelain 
advanced.  It comprised a perforated straining tray set into a deep dish into 
which the juices of the cooked fish would drain”.  They are uncommon, the 
main reason for which being the added cost to produce them.  The extra work 
involved great skill and time to design and mark out the complex pattern 
and then to carefully drill the holes.  Upon close examination the holes were 
not simply drilled straight through the metal, which would have left swarf 
at the exit point, but were finished by using a slightly larger drill bit to create 
a smooth edged slightly larger hole, which would aid drainage.  The work 
involved to do this added significantly to the cost.  Probably all of the flat
circular strainer plates were made from so-called ‘scale plates’, which were 
the part of a weighing scale on which the item to be weighed was placed.  
Although known generically as scale plates they could have served many 
domestic purposes.  However, the majority show few traces of knife marks, 
so almost certainly they were used to display and serve food items, rather 
than to cut or carve food in the kitchen or at the table.   

311.  An English pewter mazarine or strainer c1770-
90.  No maker’s marks.  Ownership initials RE to the 
reverse, which is the side shown in the photograph.  
An initial R to the face side.  The entire flat plate with 
a linear design of same-size circular drilled holes.  
12½” (317mm) diameter.
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636.  An English pewter plain rimmed oval straining 
dish by John Townsend of London 1748-1801 his 
touchmark, crowned X, SUPERFINE HARD METAL 
and MADE IN LONDON labels to the reverse.  The 
well with a linear design of same-size circular drilled 
holes.  19½” (495mm) long.  14¼” (362mm) wide.  

638.  An Irish pewter scale plate by Charles Clark of 
Waterford, Ireland 1788-1830 his hallmarks on the 
face side.  12½” (318mm) diameter.  Bought 18 August 
1990.

734.  An English pewter mazarine or strainer by Thomas 
Stribblehill II of London 1704-48 his touchmark on the 
face side showing the slaying (possibly of Goliath) by 
a man wielding a weapon.  The raised and reeded 
edge flat plate has a linear design of same-size circular 
drilled holes.  14” (356mm) diameter.  Bought May 
1992 from A Bartram.

778.  An English pewter scale plate.  No maker’s marks.  
The reverse has a Cotterell star label numbered 1082, 
and the collection label G20 of GJ Gollin from whose 
collection it came.  15” (381mm) diameter.  Bought 22 
June 1993 as Lot 561 at Sotheby’s Sussex.

672.  An English pewter plain rimmed oval straining 
dish.  No maker’s mark.  The well with a linear design 
of same-size circular drilled holes.  The decorative 
piercings include scrolling patterns, with lozenge 
shaped groups.  Dimensions not recorded.

186.  An English pewter oval plain rimmed straining 
dish.  No maker’s mark, but almost certainly by 
Thomas Burford and James Green of London as it is en 
suite with item #44-185 inside which it fits*.  Engraved 
to the rim with an armorial crest of a unicorn head out 
of a ducal coronet.  The well with a linear design of 
same-size circular drilled holes.  18⅜” (416mm) wide, 
and 12” (305mm) deep.  Bought 23 June 1981 from 
Somerhill.  
Illustrated by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 11 
8/1997 Fig 2 p252-256.  *This dish is part of a much larger 
garnish - for other items in the garnish, and all the makers’ 
marks see #44-159 & #44-185-193. 

436.  An English pewter scale plate c1660-75.  No 
maker’s mark, so dating is based on the style of the 
armorial engraving within crossed plumes.  The shield 
has three spurs in the right hand half.  17” (432mm) 
diameter.  Bought 25 March 1985 at Sotheby’s.

543.  An English pewter scale plate by the unidentified
maker WB his hallmarks on the face side, and rose 
and crown touchmark to the reverse c1680-1700.  
Ownership initials IB to reverse.  The flat plate with a 
multiple reeded rim.  25” (635mm) diameter.  Bought 
November 1986 from A Bartram. 

617.  An English pewter mazarine or strainer c1770-
90.  No maker’s marks.  The plate has a raised narrow 
plain rim, which is uncommon on such items.  The 
well with a linear design of same-size circular drilled 
holes.  12½” (317mm) diameter.  848g weight.  Bought 
June 1989 from A Bartram.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 1993 p59.

618.  An English pewter plain rimmed oval straining 
dish.  No maker’s mark.  Engraved to the rim with 
an armorial crest of a lion passant on a torse.  The 
well with a linear design of same-size circular drilled 
holes.  19” (483mm) long.  14” (356mm) wide.  Bought 
June 1989 from A Bartram.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 1993 p58.
 

1085.  An English pewter scale plate by Thomas Stone 
of London 1664-93 his touchmark, X quality mark, 
and crowned rose secondary mark to reverse.  The 
flat plate with a triple reeded edge rim.  15” (381mm) 
diameter.

1232.  An English pewter mazarine or strainer by 
Joseph Spackman of Cornhill, London 1749-99 his 
touchmark and address label to the front.  Ownership 
initials IB engraved on the reverse.  The flat plate with 
a linear design of same-size circular drilled holes.  
9⅓” (237mm) diameter.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 2004 Fig 62 p51.  

1246.  A European pewter mazarine or strainer by an 
unidentified maker his hallmarks below a crowned X 
on reverse c1800-30.  This form of strainer plate with 
a central hole served a diffe ent purpose to those with 
only a pattern of smaller holes.  Probably for use in 
a dairy as part of the cheese making process where 
it fitted over a projection in a press.  12” (306mm) 
diameter.  Bought March 2005.

1231.  An English pewter colander c1790-1820.  No 
maker’s mark.  Ownership initials IL on the rim.  
The twin handled deep bowl with evenly spaced 
holes.  11½” (294mm) mouth, and 7⅖” (189mm) base 
diameters.  5¾” high (146mm) tall.

806.  An English pewter mazarine or strainer by 
Richard Grunwin of London 1713-38 his touchmark 
on the face.  Engraved to the face with the arms of 
the Jennings family.  This is an early example with 
a unique heart and crown pierced design.  The flat
plate with a linear design of same-size circular drilled 
holes.  10¾” (273mm) diameter.  Bought December 
1993 from M Kashden.  
Cover illustration Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1994.

819.  An English pewter mazarine or strainer by Henry 
Joseph of London 1736-92 his touchmark, crowned X 
and Superfine Hard Metal label to the reverse.  The 
flat plate with a linear design of same-size circular 
drilled holes.  Decorated with a complicated pierced 
design comprising swirling lines surrounding a 
six-pointed star of David.  13¾” (349mm) diameter.  
1.26kg weight.  Bought June 1994 from M Kashden.  
Discussed and illustrated by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 1993 p59.

889.  An English pewter scale plate* by Edward 
Leapidge of London 1699-1720 his hallmarks on the 
face, with touchmark secondary mark, and LONDON 
label to the reverse.  The flat plate with a multiple 
reeded rim.  13⅝” (346mm) diameter.  1.3kg weight.  
A Richard Mundey label to the reverse.  Bought 
November 1995 at Sotheby’s.
*So-called scale plates were used on weighing scales of the 
balance type, and are now uncommon.  They may have 
served other contemporary purposes such as to serve food 
items such as cheese or dessert at table.

893.1.  An English pewter footed mazarine or strainer 
by Edward Kent of London 1677-92 his touchmark 
and crowned rose to the reverse, and hallmarks of his 
former master Ralph Marsh II to the face side.  The flat
plate with a linear design of same-size circular drilled 
holes, and the uncommon feature of three circular feet 
to the underside.  Dimensions not recorded.  
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The distance from the kitchen to the dining room in many old homes caused 
problems in keeping the food warm until it reached the table.  The ingenuity of 
the Victorians saw many devices gradually gain favour with the middle classes, 
but staff in most of the stately homes kept to traditional ways by continuing to 
use hot water plates and dish covers, which had been made in pewter since the 
late 17th century.  Dish covers were made in a range of sizes to match the dishes 
and chargers used to serve the food.    

Keeping food warm

Plate warmers were filled with hot water through the hinged flap on the upper 
rim*, and used to keep food warm at the table (see #98, which shows the flap
in the open position).  This was especially important in grander homes where 
considerable distances were involved bringing food from the kitchen to dinner 
table often along unheated corridors.  The most common form comprises two 
plate castings joined by a circular band forming the sides of the warmer, to which 
are added a hinged flap for filling, and two hinged swing handles for carrying.  
Another version has the bottom ‘plate’ and circular band soldered together, with 
the top plate being removable so no flap is required.  They are nearly always 
circular, and typically about 9” in diameter although ones as small as 6” and up 
to 15” are known, with some rectangular and oval ones being larger, which were 
probably used to bring a joint of meat or a whole bird to the table.  From early in 
the 18th century these incorporated a cork seal.  *Rarely, the filler is a short vertical 
tube with a screw end.   

Plate warmers

75.  An English pewter hot water plate warmer by 
Townsend and Compton of Fenchurch Street, London 
1784-1802 their touchmark, Fenchurch address mark, 
crowned X, and Superfine Hard Metal label to the 
underside.  Engraved on the rim with intertwined 
initials.  Two hinged handles for carrying to the table.  
9¼” (235mm) in diameter.  

98.  An English pewter hot water plate warmer by 
Mary Redshaw of London 1733-51 her touchmark 
(the same as her father John Redshaw but including 
1733 when she opened shop) and three hallmarks to 
the underside.  Two hinged handles for carrying to 
the table.  9½” (241mm) diameter.  

231.  An English pewter plate warmer by one of the 
Compton family of London their oval COMPTON 
touchmark, crowned X and SUPERFINE HARD 
METAL label under the base c1820-1870.  Two hinged 
handles for carrying to the table.  8” (203mm) diameter.  

 299.  An English pewter rectangular hot water serving 
dish by Susannah Cocks of London her marks to the 
reverse c1819.  Written on the reverse ‘Bought at Pratts 
Southwass hall (???) Oct 1936’.  This uncommon form 
of serving dish has four ball feet, and a depression 
at one end for fluids to collect.  13¾” (350mm) long.  
Bought 16 February 1982 at Phillips. 

300 & 301.  Two English pewter hot water plate 
warmers by Susannah Cocks of London her touchmark, 
hallmarks, and crowned X to the underside.  Two 
hinged handles for carrying to the table.  1½” (37mm) 
deep.  7⅞” (200mm) diameter.  1.25kg weight.  Bought 
16 February 1982 at Phillips.

304, 305 & 306.  Three English pewter hot water plate 
warmers by John Ingram of Bewdley and Bridgnorth 
1755-99 his marks to the underside.  Two hinged 
handles for carrying to the table.  1½” (39mm) deep.  
9⅗” (244mm) diameter.  1500 gm weight.  Bought 
31 July 1981 at Sotheby’s.  Restored by John Somers 
(Brazil). 

334.  An English pewter oval plate warmer c1820.  No 
maker’s mark.  Two hinged handles for carrying to 
the table.  18½” (471mm) long, and 13½” (344mm) 
wide.
   

213.  An English Britannia metal oval dish cover by 
Shaw and Fisher of Sheffiel 1830-94 their mark under 
the lid c1860.  The mark with the crossed arrows of 
Sheffiel in the centre and a version of the Royal Arms 
refers to their PATENT OVAL DISH COVER.  The vine-
decorated handle retained beneath by the name plate 
and two brass thumb screws.  11¾” (299mm) long by 
9½” (242mm) wide.  8” (204mm) tall. 

214.  An English Britannia metal oval dish cover by 
Shaw and Fisher of Sheffiel 1830-94 their mark under 
the lid c1860.  The mark with the crossed arrows of 
Sheffiel in the centre and a version of the Royal Arms 
refers to their PATENT OVAL DISH COVER.  The 
vine-decorated handle retained beneath by the name 
plate and two brass thumb screws.  10¼” (260mm) 
long by 7½” (190mm) wide.  7” (178mm) tall.
 
   
385 & 386.  A pair of English pewter gravy or sauce 
boats by Henry and Richard Joseph of London 1785-
92 their touchmark under a crowned X quality mark 
under the base.  The circular plain body made from 
a larger casting that has been cut down and hand 
finished to form the integral frontal spout.  The triple 
scrolled handle with an acanthus leaf decorated 
thumbrest.  3” (78mm) base diameter.  4¾” (121mm) 
tall.  Bought 25 January 1984 at Sotheby’s.    410g 
weight.

 

458 & 459.  A pair of English pewter gravy or sauce 
boats c1800.  No maker’s mark.  Each engraved to 
one side with an armorial crest of a hand pointing 
towards a star.  The oval body made from a larger 
casting that has been cut down and hand finished to 
form the integral frontal spout.  The bold strap handle 
positioned to ensure ease of use at the dining table.  
4¾” (120mm) tall.  7½” (190mm) long.  450g weight. 

732.  An English pewter wrigglework decorated wine 
carafe c1660-90.  No maker’s mark.  The footed conical 
body has a flat, sconce-like rim, with a fillet below.  The 
upper and lower body sections diffe entiated by pairs 
of incised lines and wavy bands.  Two of the wider 
bands have semi-circular wriggle-work patterning.  
The mid-body with wrigglework decoration of a 
pair of lovebirds holding a branch in their wings, a 
peacock preening its tail, and a plant.  Capacity 13½ �  
oz.  1½” (40mm) rim, and 3” (77mm) base diameters.  
6” (152mm) tall.  Bought May 1992 from M Kashden.  
Illustrated (cover photograph) and described by Neish in the 
Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 1992 p152.  Illustrated p24 
An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

623.  An English pewter gravy boat from the set 
made by Thomas Dean Alderson of London for 
the coronation banquet of King George IV c1820.  
Alderson’s mark under the base, and the body 
engraved with the royal cypher of George IV*.  4¾” 
(121mm) tall.   Bought October 1989 from R Mundey.  
Illustrated p29 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.  * The 
Neish Collection includes several pewter items produced 
for the Coronation banquet of King George IV.  There are a 
pair of salts, a pair of spoons, a gravy boat, an oval platter 
(15⅞” long, 12⅜” wide with 1¼” rim), a single and a pair 
of dishes (12” with 1⅝” rim), a dinner plate (9¾” with 1⅜” 
rim), and a soup bowl (9½” with 1⅛” rim).  Each engraved 
with the Royal Cypher on the plain rim, comprising ‘GR’ 
in ornamented script enclosing ‘IV’ under the royal crown.  
Each except the pair of 12” dishes is struck with Thomas 
Alderson’s rampant lion touchmark with ‘X’ to either side 
and his London Superfine label

215a.  An English pewter egg cup or less likely a spirit 
measure c1850.  No maker’s mark.  Dimensions not 
known.  Bought 4 June 1982.  .

1007a.  An English pewter egg-cup or spirit measure 
c1820-60.  No maker’s mark.  1¾” (45mm) rim, and 1⅝” 
(42mm) base diameters.  2¼” (58mm) tall.  50g weight.

1007b.  An English pewter egg-cup or spirit measure 
c1840-80.  No maker’s mark.  2” (52mm) rim, and 1½” 
(39mm) base diameters.  2½” (65mm) tall.  75g weight.

1188.  An English pewter egg-cup or spirit measure 
c1850-80.  No maker’s mark.  1⅞” (50mm) rim, and 
1⅝” (42mm) base diameters.  2⅓” (60mm) tall.  64g 
weight.  Bought from Tim Wright Antiques, Glasgow.
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1013.  An English pewter marzipan mould c1850-
80.  No maker’s mark.  The mould designed to 
create a product having the appearance of a nut.  No 
dimensions recorded.
 

83.  A pewter hinged mould to create butter or 
marzipan confections in the shape of a flower and 
seeds c1880-1900.  No maker’s mark.  Dimensions not 
recorded.
 

85.  A pewter hinged mould to create butter or 
marzipan confections in the shape of a crown c1880-
1900.  No maker’s mark.  2½” (65mm) tall.  322g 
weight. 

84.  An English pewter fruit ice or jelly mould of three-
part pillar shape by Watts and Harton of London 1836-
63 their mark cast into the mound of fruit (cherries) 
on the top encircled by two incised lines.  Three parts 
comprise the mould: top, body and base.  3⅝” (92mm) 
base diameter.  5½” (140mm) tall.  780g weight.  12½ 
fl oz capacit .

1014.  An English pewter jelly or ice mould c1880-1910.  
No maker’s mark.  This is known as a pillar mould, 
and was by far the most popular type of ice cream 
mould in nineteenth century England.  Originally a 
three-part mould (lid, body and foot), it is now missing 
its base section.  The lid with lenticular beaded edges 
has an open rose design.  The base of the pillar also 
has a beaded edge.  3” (76mm) rim, and 4½” (114mm) 
base diameters.  7⅖” (188mm) tall.  1.4kg weight.

1272.  An English pewter freezing container by Sir 
George Alderson of London 1792-1826 his touchmark 
centrally on the lid.  In the days before refrigeration, 
those wanting to make dessert ices had to use 
containers like this.  The ingredients were ‘frozen’ by 
placing the container into brine to which was added 
river or lake ice.  The snug fitting slip-on lid has a 
substantial hollow arched handle, and the cylindrical 
body sits on a raised foot.  This example holds about a 
half-gallon.  10¾” tall, and 8¼” to edge of lid, and 5¼” 
diameter.  Bought September 2006 from C Ricketts.   
 

The first record of ice cream in this country is from 1671 when it was on the 
menu of a feast for the Knights of the Garter held in St. George’s Hall at Windsor 
Castle.  Then, it was such an exclusive dish that it appeared only on the king’s 
table.  The earliest printed recipe appeared in Mrs Eale’s Receipts, a little work 
on confectionery published in London in 1718.  Mrs Eales claimed to have been 
confectioner to Queen Anne, during whose reign ice cream continued to be a 
luxury enjoyed only at court and by the nobility.  It was not until the second half 
of the 18th century that ices become more widely available from confectioners’ 
shops.  
After mixing the ingredients, and once the ice cream had ‘congealed’, it was 
sometimes put into a freezing container (see #1272), or into hinged pewter 
moulds in the form of fruits, or other novelty shapes.  The seams were sealed 
with lard and they were wrapped in brown paper before being plunged into the 
salt and ice mixture for about two hours to freeze hard.  After being turned out 
of the moulds, the desserts were preserved in their frozen state in an early form 
of refrigerator known as an ice cave.  These fruits glacés were often coloured 
with edible pigments and provided with stalks and leaves to make them look 
realistic.  Moulds in the form of citrons, pineapples, bergamot pears and apricots 
were popular.  Some in the form of crayfish, asparagus, cuts of meat and truffle
were also used.  In France, rich custard-based ices known as fromages glacés 
were frozen in moulds in the form of cheeses.  Fake biscuits and canelons (cigar 
shaped wafers) were also popular.  Water ices and frozen mousses were made in 
a remarkable variety of flavours.  Some of them included the alcoholic liqueurs 
of the day, such as the almond-flavou ed ratafia and the spicy rossolis.  In 
England, frozen punches were particularly popular, and were based on lemon, 
or Seville orange sorbet fortified with rum.  During Victorian times the range 
of moulds increased greatly, with confectionery and marzipan moulds being 
added to those already available for jellies and ice creams.

Making and shaping ice cream and jellies 1053 & 1054.  Two English pewter fluted globular ice 
cream or jelly moulds c1840.  No maker’s mark.  The 
upper and lower body halves each have ten lobes, 
and male and female hinge lugs.  This allows each 
side to be hinged, and locked together with a brass 
pin.  Suggested provenance Fyvie Castle, Fyvie, near 
Turriff, Aberdeenshire.  5” (128mm) diameter.  1.375kg 
weight.  Bought April 1993.  
    

1150.  An English pewter teapot by Gaskell and 
Chambers of Birmingham 1892-1971 one their marks 
inside the base.  The globular shaped body on a 
simple foot ring.  The high domed lid with milled 
decoration to lower edge is missing the wooden disc 
to the pewter finial.  The S-shaped pewter handle 
painted black to resemble the japanned wood of 
earlier versions, and attached to the body by pewter 
hosels, possibly with an insulating ceramic insert 
to limit heat transmission.  This form of teapot was 
long known by North American collectors as ‘Queen 
Anne’, without any rationale for such a description.  
That they were export pieces is not in doubt, and 
the most recent destinations were in North Africa.  
3” (75mm) base diameter.  6¾” (172mm) tall, and 4” 
(101mm) to rim.  536g weight.  Bought May 2000. 
   
1158.  An English pewter teapot with a globular 
shaped body on a simple foot ring.  No maker’s mark, 
and generally found to be 19th century or later.  The 
high domed lid with milled decoration to lower edge, 
and a wooden disc to the pewter finial.  The S-shaped 
pewter handle attached to the body by pewter hosels, 
possibly with an insulating ceramic insert to limit heat 
transmission.  This form of teapot was long known by 
North American collectors as ‘Queen Anne’, without 
any rationale for such a description.  That they were 
export pieces is not in doubt, although the most recent 
destinations were in North Africa.  2⅖” (69mm) base 
diameter.  6⅜” (162mm) tall, and 3½” (90mm) to rim.  
548g weight.
 

860-470.  An English pewter teapot with relief-cast 
classical Greco-Roman scenes and decoration adapted 
from the Portland Vase in the British Museum.  An 
unidentified shield-like possible maker’s mark is 
under the base, which may be that of Richard Ford 
Sturges of Birmingham c1833-59.  One of only five
examples known, all with a body form similar to 
contemporary teapots of the Regency period.  Josiah 
Wedgwood copied the Portland Vase in pottery c1790-
95, and no doubt these vessels remained popular for 
some time afterwards.  Hornsby illustrates another 
version that he dates c1800-30 at Fig 502 p166 Pewter 
of the Western World that has ivory inserts to the 
upper and lower parts of the handle to serve as heat 
insulators, which this example does not appear to 
have.  The hinged lid, handle and spout each with cast 
foliate decoration.  6” (152mm) tall.  880gm weight.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.  
Exhibited as item 195, and illustrated in the catalogue of 
the 1969 Reading Exhibition of British Pewterware through 
the Ages.  Illustrated p46 in An Introduction to British Pewter 
1997.  Illustrated and discussed by Hayward in the Journal 
of the Pewter Society Spring 2009 p39-41. 
PS used wrong inventory number in their version of 
description
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860-497.  An English pewter cricket-ball shaped 
body teapot (previously thought to be by Edward 
Quick of London).  Close scrutiny of the touchmark 
under the base shows it comprises X over ES.  One 
of the earliest known pewter teapots dating c1720-
40.  The hinged lid with a wooden knop capped by a 
pewter acorn.  The plain body with a straight spout 
that is hexagonal in section.  The wooden handle 
set into pewter sockets, and retained by brass pins.  
2½” (64mm) base diameter.  4⅞” (124mm) tall.  
330gm weight.  Formerly in the collection of the 
late Richard Mundey.  
Illustrated in the Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 
1991 Fig 1 p68.  Illustrated p25 An Introduction to British 
Pewter 1997.  Illustrated and discussed by Garland Pass 
with the other 11 known early pewter teapots in the 
Bulletin of the PCCA Winter 2008 p3-12, and Journal of 
the Pewter Society Spring 2009 p3-11.  
    

SSAGM-57.  A German hinge-lidded container by 
an unidentified German (Nuremburg?) pewterer.  
His touchmark under the lid, which is kept closed 
by an ornamental ‘pin’ on a chain attached to the 
knop.  Decorative wrigglework to both sides of 
the body.  The larger display featuring what may 
be a merchant’s mark, and the other has ‘IHG’ and 
‘1785’, although this may be a later addition.  This 
is a high status (church?) item that is very well 
made and finished with fine incised lines with 
feint hatching between them at the top and bottom 
of the body.  3½” overall height, 2⅝” to rim, with 
3⅜” diameter base.  Bought November 2011 from 
C Ricketts. 

SSAGM-55.  An English pewter pear shaped 
container, which is a unique example in pewter.  No 
maker’s mark makes dating problematical.  However, 
such fruit shaped caddies in other materials were 
popular during the late 18th century.  The upper body 
is a slip-on fit to the lower base section.  Decorated 
with extensive wrigglework and engraving.   4½” tall, 
with a 3¼” base diameter.  Made of very thin pewter 
sheet that was covered with a worn greyish brown 
surface discolouration when first found.  Bought 
March 2012 from C. Ricketts

CONDIMENTS, SWEETMEAT 
CONTAINERS & CASTORS 

SSAGM-30.  An English pewter honey pot replicating 
a ‘bee skep’ by James Dixon & Sons, Sheffiel 1835 
onwards, with their mark struck under the base.  
The design of the body and lid are made to replicate 
the traditional plaited straw ‘skeps’ used before 
modern hives.  The domed lid with ball finial has 
an internal rim that allows it to fit snugly inside the 
top of the body.  4” (102mm) tall, with 4¼” (108mm) 
base diameter.  Bought August 2013 from C Ricketts.
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CONDIMENTS, SWEETMEAT CONTAINERS & CASTORS 
From the earliest times, people used various condiments to heighten the natural flavour of foods, to stimulate the appetite, to aid digestion, or to preserve 
certain foods.  As international trade grew, so did the variety of spices available in Britain.  By Tudor times, the choice was extensive, and pewterers 
produced vessels such as spice saucers (see Early Sadware chapter for saucers used as spice dishes), and later containers for condiments.  Salts were among 
the earliest containers, and it is believed they were initially used for banquets and similar grand occasions.  During the 16th century, the principal vessel 
was the bell salt with two, or possibly three tiered elements creating a magnificent centrepiece at the head of the table.  No complete example of an English 
pewter bell salt is known, although a few bases have survived (see #584).  
While the range of British pewter condiment containers is not that extensive, it has proved impossible to identify their original purposes from contemporary 
sources.  Because of this, we cannot be sure that even the objects we call ‘salts’ were used solely for that purpose.  Nor should we assume that earlier writers 
on this subject were any better informed.  For example, it was received wisdom that early salts only held small amounts due to the high price of salt during 
the 17th century.  This is not the case, and it is much more likely that they demonstrate the old adage ‘form fits function’.  It was convenient for most of them 
to hold small amounts either because the damp air spoiled the salt, or because from at least the Stuart period it was usual for several salts to be placed about 
the table.  Some of the so-called ‘salts’ may have equally served as containers for other condiments like imported spices, which were expensive.  British 
salts are almost exclusively unlidded suggesting the problem of moisture absorption was quickly realised.  Although other containers may have been made 
much earlier, the only ones to survive other than salts are what have become known as ‘spice canisters’, the earliest of which are late 17th century (see #53).

Spice and mustard containers and castors

The capacities of most spice canisters range from about 100-150ml.  The smaller 
capacity of the latest forms is considered significant.  From at least Tudor times, 
it was common practice to make mustard sauces typically by adding vinegar 
and/or oil to the crushed seeds.  In 1720, a Mrs Clements of Durham started 
making mustard flour on a commercial scale.  The seed was ground in a mill, 
and then subjected to the various processes used in flour making.  She met with 
instant success, and her ‘Durham mustard’ soon became famous.  The reduction 
in capacity of spice pots coincides with the availability of mustard flou , which 
is denser than mustard seeds.  It may also be significant that within a decade the 
use of slip-on lids was superseded by screw-on lids.  This was probably because 
an escape of fine mustard flour caused greater household problems than that 
caused by spilled seeds.  Once mustard flour was introduced, it was a short step 
to providing ready mixed mustard at the table.  The first known silver pot for 
wet mustard, a small covered baluster form, dates from 1724.  Using wet mustard 
was convenient, and the utility of having easy access to the condiment soon led 
to further design changes.  Many 18th century European pewter containers with 
a handle and a spoon hole in the domed lid are known, which were probably 
mustard pots.  In turn, the English fashion evolved along diffe ent lines.  From 
the 1750s, a few silver vase-shaped pots are known, which were soon followed in 
both silver and pewter by cylindrical examples with blue glass liners.  The liner 
helped to prevent the vinegar with which the mustard flour was by then often 
mixed from corroding the metal.  The provision of a hole in the lid for a spoon 
was a later development.  We have a few examples of earlier spice pots with 
holes in the lids added after manufacture.  Finally, we have pewter and Britannia 
metal handled mustard pots of squat, lidded cylindrical form, which date from 
the 19th century.

53.  An English pewter spice canister by the unidentified
maker EA his lozenge shaped touchmark inside the 
base c1695-1715.  The maker is probably Ephraim 
Acton I, of Bridgnorth 1678-1707 or his son Ephraim 
II*.  The tapering conical body with bold fillet, and 
ovolo moulded foot.  Slip-on slightly domed lid with 
central finial, and incised line at outer edge.  Ownership 
initials GW scratched on body.  3⅛” (92mm) tall, 2⅞” 
(73mm) to rim.  Bought December 1980 at Phillips.  
Illustrated and discussed by K Gordon Journal of the Pewter 
Society Spring 1983 p2-3.  Illustrated and discussed by C 
Ricketts Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1997 p27-34, 
and Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 13 5/2006 p28-37.
*There are very few pewterers with the initials EA, and of 
these Acton is the most likely candidate.  The only spice 
pots with maker’s marks (apart from one) were made by 
pewterers from the North of England.   

SSAGM-11.  An English pewter spice canister c1710-
30.  No maker’s mark.  The plain baluster shaped body 
with gently fla ed foot and rim. Slip-on hemispherical 
domed lid with acorn finial has an internal rim 
allowing it to fit snugly inside the neck of the body.  
4⅛” (105mm) tall.  ex Danny Robinson collection his 
label under the base.  Bought 21 January 2014 as Lot 56 
from Bonhams, Oxford.
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913.  An English pewter kitchen castor* c1780-1820.  
No maker’s mark.  The cylindrical body with a deep 
raised fillet below the rim, and another above the foot 
rim.  Slip-on hemispherical lid with a lower band then 
an ovolo moulding before the perforated dome, with 
relatively large holes drilled in a constant decorative 
pattern.  The strap handle with cast vertical ribbing to 
the outer side.  2” (51mm) base diameter.  Height: 3¼ 
(83mm) tall, and 2¾” (70mm) to rim.  125g weight. 
*This vessel could have several uses: as a � our dredger, sugar 
castor, or mu� neer for sprinkling salt, sugar, spices &c. on 
cakes.  It is very unusual for these to be made of pewter. 

55.  An English Britannia metal lidded mustard pot 
c1850-80.  No maker’s mark.  The body in the form of a 
tankard with an applied everted rim has three incised 
lines at mid-body, and a moulded foot.  The slightly 
domed stepped lid, now missing the thumbpiece.  
C-curve handle with applied hinge assembly.  The 3” 
(76mm) tall.

1122.  A probably Dutch pewter castor or muffinee by 
the unidentified pewterer MU his crowned touchmark 
under the base.  Ownership initials i.A.b. also under 
the base.  The screw-off lid with a central dome is 
pierced with relatively large diameter holes.  This 
suggest the use may be for a coarse condiment.  The 
inward tapering body with two pairs of incised lines, 
and a spreading foot.  2” (52.5mm) base diameter.  3⅓” 
(85m) tall.  Bought May 1999

264.  An English pewter lidded bulbous mustard pot 
c1875-1900.  No maker’s mark, but probably made 
in Birmingham based on other marked examples 
with similar thumbpieces.  The bulbous body with 
ovolo moulded hollow foot.  The double dome lid 
with palmette thumbpiece, and a frontal cut-out for a 
mustard spoon.  C-curve handle with integral hinge 
assembly.  2⅖ (62mm) base diameter.  2⅚” (72mm) tall.  
Bought 31 July 1981 at Sotheby’s.

1009.  An English pewter lidded bulbous mustard pot 
c1875-1900.  No maker’s mark, but probably made in 
Birmingham based on other marked examples with 
similar thumbpieces.  The bulbous body with convex 
hollow foot.  The double dome lid with palmette 
thumbpiece.  C-curve handle with integral hinge 
assembly.  No dimensions recorded.  

1121.  A probably English pewter miniature or toy 
capstan salt c1600-50.  No maker’s mark.  The capstan 
shaped body with internal salt bowl.  The upper 
body (distorted) with a squat stem tapering out to the 
slightly convex foot.  2¾” (70mm) bowl diameter.  1⅝” 
(42mm) tall.  Bought 27 March 1999.

584.  An English pewter trumpet shaped salt c1570-
1600.  No maker’s mark.  This is a previously 
unrecorded and extremely rare type.  It could either be 
a very early spool salt, or a bell salt base.  The trumpet 
shaped body with shallow hemispherical internal 
bowl has a pair of incised lines near where it broadens 
out to form the hollow foot, which has a flat rim.  The 
projecting mouth of the body with a horizontal flange
below a vertical rim edge suggests this may have 
been the base of a bell salt, or originally had a slip-
on lid.  In excavated condition with extensive gold 
and black nature’s gilding having been found in the 
River Thames.  2” (51mm) rim, and 2⅞” (73mm) base 
diameters.  2⅖” (61mm) tall.  Bought December 1987 
from M Kashden.

570.  An English pewter capstan salt by the unidentified
maker IL his lozenge shaped touchmark under the 
base c1690-1710.  The capstan shaped body with 
shallow hemispherical internal bowl.  The outer bowl 
with complex rim moulding has beaded decoration 
to the lower edge.  The stem with a raised triple fillet
midway down also has beaded decoration to the lower 
edge.  The hollow foot has radial cast gadrooning to the 
ovolo moulded lower element.  2½” (63mm) rim, and 
3” (76mm) base diameters.  2⅝” (67mm) tall.  Bought 
December 1987 from M Kashden.

991.  An English pewter capstan salt by the unidentified
maker RD his beaded edge circular touchmark under 
the base c1690-1710.  The capstan shaped body with 
shallow hemispherical internal bowl.  The outer bowl 
has cast gadrooned decoration to the upper convex 
edge.  The stem has a narrow fillet with beaded 
edges midway down.  The hollow foot has linear cast 
gadrooning to the ovolo moulded base.  3½” (90mm) 
base diameter.  3⅛” (80mm) tall.  ex EW Turner, B Isher, 
and K Bradshaw collections.  Bought 18 March 1997 as 
Lot 389 at Sotheby’s Summer Place.  
Illustrated and discussed by Cotterell at Fig 102 p143 in 
Pewter Down the Ages 1932.

Salts

showing the salt inverted

showing the salt inverted
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860-496.  An English pewter salt by G:F his heart 
shaped touchmark under the base c1720-40.  The 
maker is possibly Gerard Ford II of Wigan who is last 
mentioned in 1730.  The plain bulbous body with an 
incised line at the rim, and a shallow hollow foot.  2¼” 
(57mm) base diameter.  1⅖” (36mm) tall.  Formerly in 
the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

144.  A European probably Dutch pewter capstan salt 
c1720-50.  No maker’s mark.  The capstan shaped body 
with cast gadrooning to the flat rim, radial gadrooning 
to the hollow ovolo moulded foot, which has a beaded 
edge.  Dimensions not recorded.

1138.  A probably French pewter octagonal capstan salt 
c1720-50.  No maker’s mark.  The capstan shaped body 
with an internal salt bowl, and projecting octagonal 
flat rim.  The bowl has a wedding band fillet dividing 
it from the domed base that has two incised lines, and 
an octagonal rim.  Height: 2⅛” (55mm) tall.

522 & 523.  A pair of English pewter bowl salts c1770-
1800.  No maker’s mark.  The hemispherical bowl has 
a slightly thickened rim, a raised reeded fillet, sits on 
an ovolo moulded deep hollow foot.  2¾” (70mm) rim 
diameter.  Bought 14 October 1986 at Sotheby’s.

173 & 174.  A pair of English Britannia metal footed 
cup salts c1790-1820.  No maker’s mark.  The shallow 
bowls with beaded edges to the rim sit on a tapering 
stem, and a circular foot with stepped edge.  2” (51mm) 
diameter.  1” tall.  

172.  A possibly British pewter cup salt c1800-30.  No 
obvious maker’s mark, although there may be an ‘X’ 
under the base.  The hemispherical bowl has a vertical 
rim edge with two incised lines below, and sits on a 
hollow ovolo moulded and stepped foot.  3” (76mm) 
top diameter.  2” (51mm) tall.

224.  An English pewter bowl salt c1800-30.  No maker’s 
mark.  The hemispherical bowl with a thickened rim 
sits on an ovolo moulded hollow foot.  2” (52mm) base 
diameter.  1½” (38mm) tall.  

893.  An English pewter octagonal trencher salt c1690-
1710.  No maker’s mark.  The tapering octagonal body 
with shallow internal bowl has a thickened rim, and 
an upright edged hollow foot.  3½” (89mm) long.  2⅝” 
(67mm) wide.  
Illustrated Fig 385 (centre) p142 Pewter of the Western World 1983

.
860-434.  An English pewter capstan salt c1690-1700.  
No maker’s mark.  Ownership initials IE under the 
edge of the base.  The plain capstan shaped body 
with shallow hemispherical internal bowl.  The outer 
bowl with a reeded upper convex edge.  The plain 
stem tapers to the hollow foot, which has an incised 
line.  3⅛” (80mm) base diameter.  2⅓” (60mm) tall.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

609.  An English pewter variant capstan salt c1700-20.  
No maker’s mark.  The body is a variant of a capstan 
shape with a hemispherical internal bowl.  The outer 
bowl has a reeded overhanging rim tapering to a short 
stem with a deep raised band above the hollow stepped 
foot, which has a flat rim.  Height: 3⅛” (79mm) tall.  
Bought 21 June 1989 at Sotheby’s.

822.  An English pewter circular trencher salt c1700-
1720.  No maker’s mark.  The globular body with 
shallow hemispherical internal bowl has a thickened 
slightly everted rim, and two incised lines midway 
to the convex hollow foot with one incised line.  2⅛” 
(54mm) base, and 2⅞” (73mm) overall diameters.  
1⅚” (47mm) tall.  ex K Bradshaw (his owner’s label 
underneath) and A Hibbs collections.  Bought 14 July 
1994 as Lot 306 at Lawrence’s, Crewkerne.  
Illustrated Fig 393 (left) p143 Pewter of the Western World 1983.

860-495.  An English pewter circular trencher salt by 
the unidentified maker IH his touchmark under the 
base c1710-30.  The maker is probably John Harrison of 
York 1713-54.  The globular body with hemispherical 
internal bowl has a thickened slightly raised rim, with 
incised lines below it.  The convex hollow foot has 
one incised line.  1¾” (44mm) base, and 2⅖” (62mm) 
overall diameters.  1½” (37mm) tall.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.

showing the salt inverted
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222.  An English pewter bowl salt c1840-70.  No maker’s 
mark.  The bulbous bowl with slightly fla ed rim sits 
on a stepped hollow foot.  1½” (38mm) tall.

90.  An English pewter bowl salt c1840-70.  No maker’s 
mark, but has ownership initials ‘JC’ engraved on the 
outside of the bowl.  The hemispherical bowl with 
slightly fla ed rim sits on a stepped hollow foot.  2¼” 
(57mm) tall with 4” (102mm) top diameter.

91.  An English pewter bowl salt c1840-70.  No maker’s 
mark, but has ownership initials FDB and DH engraved 
underneath the base.  The hemispherical bowl with 
a substantial rim sits on a stepped hollow foot.  1¾” 
(44mm) tall with 3⅜” (85mm) top diameter.

89.  An English pewter bulbous salt c1850-80.  No 
maker’s mark.  The body with turned over rim, and 
broad raised fillet to mid body.  The hollow foot (and 
lower half of the body) may have been cast in a mould 
normally used to make bulbous measures.  Dimensions 
not recorded.  

221.  An English pewter bowl salt c1850-80.  No 
maker’s mark.  The hemispherical bowl with turned 
over rim sits on an ovolo moulded hollow foot.  1½” 
(38mm) tall.

223.  An English pewter bowl salt c1850-80.  No maker’s 
mark.  The bulbous bowl with slightly fla ed rim sits 
on a stepped hollow foot.  1½” (38mm) tall.

846.  An English pewter dodecagonal sweetmeat* dish 
c1720-40.  No maker’s mark.  The circular bowl with six 
wider and six narrower fluted elements with v-shaped 
notches between them.  The bowl sits on a circular foot 
with ovolo moulding.  Described as ‘small’, but no 
dimensions recorded.  Bought December 1994 from M 
Kashden. 

*The Tudors were the first to use the word ‘sweetmeats’ for 
jellied fruits, preserved fruits, and sugared nuts.  During 
the 17th and 18th century, sweetmeat consumption was 
restricted to the upper classes.

SSAGM-41 An English pewter bowl salt possibly 
by John Phillips of London 1784-1838 his hallmarks 
under the base.  The bulbous bowl has a rounded rim 
with a fillet below, and sits on a stepped hollow foot.  
2½” (65mm) diameter.  1⅗” (41mm) tall.  Bought 2014 
from M Kashden.

268.  An English pewter bowl salt by Thomas Meeson 
and Daniel Grove trading as Meeson & Co., of 
Birmingham 1811-14 their crowned X over touchmark 
inside the base.  The bulbous bowl has a rounded rim 
with a fillet below, and sits on a stepped hollow foot.  
2” (53mm) base diameter.  1½” (38mm) tall.

532 & 533.  A pair of English pewter bulbous salts 
c1820.  No maker’s mark, but probably made by 
Thomas Dean Alderson of London for the Coronation 
banquet of King George IV as each is engraved his 
crowned royal cypher*.  The bulbous body with 
everted rim and raised hollow vestigial foot.  2½” 
(64mm) base diameter.  1⅞” (47mm) tall.  Bought 1987 
from A Bartram.
* The Neish Collection includes several pewter items 
produced for the Coronation banquet of King George IV.  
There are a pair of salts, a pair of spoons, a gravy boat, an 
oval platter (15⅞” long, 12⅜” wide with 1¼” rim), a single 
and a pair of dishes (12” with 1⅝” rim), a dinner plate 
(9¾” with 1⅜” rim), and a soup bowl (9½” with 1⅛” rim).  
Each engraved with the Royal Cypher on the plain rim, 
comprising ‘GR’ in ornamented script enclosing ‘IV’ under 
the royal crown.  Each except the pair of 12” dishes is struck 
with Thomas Alderson’s rampant lion touchmark with ‘X’ 
to either side and his London Superfine label

269.  An English pewter cup salt c1820-50.  No maker’s 
mark.  The hemispherical bowl has an everted rim 
with a fillet below, and sits on a stepped hollow foot.  
2½” (64mm) diameter.

208a & b.  A pair of English pewter bulbous salts with 
legs c1830-60.  No maker’s mark.  The bulbous body 
with an embossed floral design, and milled rim.  The 
curved legs with lion masks and paws.  2” (50mm) tall.

Sweetmeat and pickle dishes

showing the salt inverted
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A collection of 20 English pewter pepper castors. 

 Only one has a maker’s mark #1008.1, and is by James Dixon and Sons of Sheffiel
1879-1927.  The absence of marks makes dating these castors problematical, but it 
is likely that the majority are late 19th century, and some are probably early 20th 
century.  They range in dimensions, but typically are between 4-5” (100-130mm) tall.     

Sprinkler boxes in silver for sugar, pepper and other spices first appeared 
in the late 16th century.  The idea of combining castors for pepper or other 
spices with the salt was used in bell salts, and at least a part of such a 
condiment is known in pewter.  The earliest castors were cylindrical on a 
corded or spreading rim foot, with bodies strengthened by one or more 
moulded ribs.  The tops of the early castors were pierced quite coarsely 
suggesting not very finely ground contents.  Matching sets of individual 
castors in silver were introduced in the mid 17th century.  By 1700, 
the relatively large sugar castor and its smaller pair of matching spice 
boxes – known as ‘lighthouse’ castors assumed a graceful shape.  Under 
Huguenot influence the pear shape or baluster on a spreading stepped 
foot was rapidly adopted, and in silver by 1705 the straight-sided castor 
was out of fashion except for the small spice dredgers with ring handles, 
popularly known as kitchen peppers.  Sometimes, one castor was not 
pierced or left blind, for dry mustard, which at the time was mixed with 
wine or water individually at the table.  Smaller castors, singly or in pairs, 
and of vase form were known as muffineer from the habit of putting salt 
on hot buttered muffin

Pepper castors

1282.  An English pewter octagonal sweetmeat* dish 
c1760-90.  No maker’s mark.  The circular bowl with 
eight fluted elements.  The bowl sits on a circular foot 
with ovolo moulding.  No dimensions recorded.    

259.  An English pewter footed cup c1750-80.  No 
maker’s mark.  The plain bowl sits in the mouth of 
a long stem tapering outwards at both ends.  The 
circular base steps down to an ovolo moulded foot 
whose diameter is curious.  Such a feature has been 
linked with maritime use as it makes the object more 
stable.  Although initially thought to be a cup salt that 
is doubtful as the interior is not eroded by salt.  Yet, 
as the interior has been etched by something acidic, 
it is more likely based on its capacity to have served 
as a wine cup, or pickle dish.  Capacity is one gill 
Old English Wine Standard.  3⅛” (79mm) top, and 
3⅝” (91mm) base diameters.  3⅝” (91mm) tall.  200g 
weight.  Bought 31 July 1981 at Sotheby’s.

SADWARE
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SADWARE 
The term sadware derives from an Old English word meaning solid (as opposed to vessels which were hollow, and known generically as hollow-ware).  
The descriptor ‘sadware’ is applied to all such objects whatever their size.  More items of sadware including saucers, plates, dishes and chargers were 
made than any other group of pewter objects.  Inventories from the 14th century onwards show that up to 65% of all pewter listed in homes was sadware.  
The great majority of sadware has three principal elements: an outer edge or rim; a central area or bowl, and a slope between the two known as a bouge.  
Because there is so much sadware, it is appropriate to use four sub-categories for the sadware in the Collection, and these are:

  • Saucers: small plates under 7” diameter

  • Plates: sadware from 7-11” diameter

  • Dishes: sadware from 11-17” diameter

  • Chargers: sadware over 17” diameter.   

  • Plain (64%)

  • Single reed (20%)

  • Triple or multiple reed (6%)

  • Wavy edge (6%)

  • Narrow rim: less than 17%

  • Semi-narrow rim: 17-21%

  • ‘Standard’ rim: 21-31.9%

  • Semi-broad rim: 32-36.9%

  • Broad rim: 37-41.9%

  • Ultra-broad rim: 42% and above• 

First, three composite photos are shown each featuring four segments from 
plates in the Collection.  Second, a photo of each of those plates is shown 
on its own. 

  ultra broad plain rim           broad reeded rim           semi broad reeded rim        semi broad incised rim

‘standard’ multiple 
reeded rim     

   single reeded rim           

‘standard’ triple 
reeded rim      

narrow reeded rim     narrow multiple reeded  

semi-broad armorial 
plain rim     

‘standard’ plain rim plain rim Corporation   

The form of the rim and its outer edge is often used to describe a piece of 
sadware, and from a large sample of sadware Peter Hornsby deduced 
the frequency of each type of rim, which is shown in parenthesis (the 
balance of 100% being for broad rim (2%), narrow rim (1%) and others 
(1%):

Combined with one of the following (based on the rim width expressed 
as a percentage of the overall diameter), a clearer picture emerges of 
the overall appearance of an item, and is another way to categorise 
sadware:

Plates are possibly better than other sizes of sadware in allowing one to 
see and thus understand the nomenclature used to describe sadware.  
Showing a group of plates to the same size helps to demonstrate the 
di� erences that relate mainly to the detail of the rim edge, and the width 
of the rim from the inner edge (with the bouge) and the rim edge.  
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Medieval and later sadware

The dominating form was a plate with a narrow rim, shallow sloping sides (the 
bouge) and a central raised boss probably made at least initially by hammering 
up from the reverse.  This form was found throughout Britain and Europe, and 
continued into the 17th century.  During the 16th century sadware with a much 
broader rim, more steeply sloping bouge, and flatter base became popular.  
These broad-rimmed plates and dishes dominated the 17th century, and their 
rims reached relatively massive proportions about mid-century.  By the third 
quarter of the century the broad rim became less pronounced, and was often 
decorated with reeding.  At first, this was cut (incised) into the rim, and later 
cast upon the rim.  Some mid-17th century broad rims retained the central 
raised boss, which disappeared in Britain by about 1650.  Then, near to the end 
of the century, rims began to shrink and groups of very narrow rimmed plates 
started to appear.  Finally, and initially in London, there was a return to a plain 
rimmed style without incising or reeding, but narrower than broad rims.  This 
plain rimmed form gradually took over from all other forms, and dominated 
sadware production until the Victorian era.  Meanwhile, many provincial 
pewterers continued making single reeded flatwa e.  In the first half of the 18th 
century plates for higher status clients were made by cutting straight edges 
from circular plates to create ones with between four to ten (and rarely twelve) 
sides.  Some of these were plain rimmed, and others were embellished with 
beaded or gadrooned rim edges.  They were followed by ones with a wavy or 
scalloped edge, which can also be plain, beaded or patterned in the rococo style.
Pewterers also made specialised sadware such as footed plates, which were 
probably flagon stands, but may also have been used to serve food.  Rarer forms 
stood on three or four feet, while the majority had a central foot made typically 
from a mould for a salt or candlestick base.  Many additional forms gradually 
appeared from the end of the 17th century: scale plates, strainer dishes, hot 
water plates, and dish covers.

EARLY SADWARE
Miniature and toy sadware

977.  A probably Dutch pewter miniature or toy 
charger by an unidentified maker his crowned rose 
touchmark on the reverse c1580-1620.  The plain rim 
with a strenghtening bead to the reverse.  Both sides 
covered in turning lines.  In excavated condition, with 
extensive nature’s gilding.  2” (53mm) diameter.

984.  A probably Dutch pewter toy dish by an 
unidentified maker his crowned rose touchmark on 
the face rim c1600.  The dish with a plain rim has a 
shallow bouge, and a central raised boss.  In excavated 
condition with nature’s gilding.  2” (50mm) diameter.

978.  An English pewter miniature or toy plate c1630-
70.  No maker’s mark.  The plate has a reeded edge 
rim, with a gently sloping bouge and a flat based bowl.  
In excavated condition with extensive nature’s gilding 
including mauve and gold colouration.  2⅞” (75mm) 
diameter.

979.  An English pewter miniature or toy broad-
rimmed and cast decorated charger c1620-50.  No 
maker’s mark.  The charger has unusual low relief cast 
decoration to the outer edge of the rim, the bouge, and 
around the centre of the bowl.  The whole covered in 
fine turning lines.  3” (76mm) diamete .  

983.  A probably Dutch pewter miniature or toy 
charger by an unidentified maker his crowned rose 
touchmark on the reverse c1580-1620.  The plain rim 
with a strenghtening bead to the reverse.  Both sides 
covered in turning lines.  In excavated condition, with 
extensive nature’s gilding.  2” (53mm) diameter.
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1273.  An English pewter (or lead-alloy) small bowl, 
possibly a spice bowl c1420-50.  No maker’s mark.  
The bowl has a rounded base, flat rim with a raised 
rim edge.  4¼” (109mm) diameter, with ½” (12mm) rim 
width.  1” (25mm) tall.  144g weight.  Excavated from 
the River Thames at Custom House Quay.  Bought 
October 2006 from AG Pilson.

569.  An English pewter spice saucer c1450-1500.  
No maker’s mark.  A Lombardic letter R is struck 
on the rim, and may be an ownership rather than 
maker’s mark.  The plain rimmed saucer has a gently 
curving bouge, and a large central raised circular boss 
outlined by an incised line.  In excavated condition, 
with nature’s gilding.  6” (153mm) diameter.  Bought 
August 1987 from R Mundey.

776.  An English pewter narrow-rimmed bowl 
saucer c1400-50.  An unidentified maker’s mark of a 
crowned hammer to the face rim.  The reverse has a 
strengthened rim, and is engraved with a wrigglework 
number 1, and a shield that may be a merchant’s mark.  
The saucer is hammered all over the plain rim, with a 
bouge that slopes into the centre where there is a small 
raised boss.  In excavated condition, with extensive 
nature’s gilding in gold and mauve.  7” (179mm) 
diameter with a ¾” (20mm) wide rim.  340g weight.  
Bought November 1993.  
Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The 
Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.  Analysis 
of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 97.6%, lead 
1.5%, copper 0.67%, 0.30% bismuth, 0.02% antimony, which 
is English ‘fine’ metal.  The high tin, low lead copper-
hardened alloy used for this bowl matches the Pewterers’ 
Company regulations for fine metal.  Hatcher and Barker, 
1974 p225 note the use of bismuth indicates a later 16th 
century date.  As the item has no provenance it was argued 
that the hammer mark showed it is not English pewter.  This 
was based on how uncommon hammer marks are, they are 
not recorded in the Company’s regulations, and are known 
to have been used in France and the Low Countries.  Yet, 
the alloy indicates English provenance.  Perhaps the mark 
shows the maker belonged to a specific hammermen’s 
guild, such as that of Coventry, which was in existence from 
at least 1450, and included pewterers.

576.  An English pewter broad-rimmed spice saucer 
c1450-1500.  An unidentified maker’s mark of a 
crowned hammer in an outline to the face rim.  The 
broad rim with a single reed at the rim edge has a gently 
curving shallow bouge, and a raised central boss in the 
bowl.  In excavated condition, with extensive nature’s 
gilding.  6⅞” (175mm) diameter, with 1¼” (32mm) rim 
giving a ‘broadness’ factor of 36.6%.  Bought 15 March 
1988 from R Mundey.

906a.  An English pewter narrow-rimmed deep saucer 
c1470-1500.  No maker’s mark.  The saucer has a plain 
rim, with a gently sloping bouge and a flat based bowl.  
6½” (165mm) diameter.  In excavated condition, with 
extensive nature’s gilding.  Bought 1997.

Saucers, patens and spice bowls

Sauces were served in elite establishments at any of the principal courses of 
the meal, as to eat fine and costly sauce was a mark of status.  In medieval 
kitchens, meat was roasted on spits turned by kitchen boys, and dusted 
periodically with spices and herbs. Since forks were almost unknown the 
slices of meat were eaten in the fingers accompanied by sauces. These were 
laid out in small saucers along the tables, and diners would dip the little 
finger of the right hand only into the sauce and spread it on their meat.  This 
finger was never licked, but carefully wiped on a napkin out of respect for 
fellow diners.  Sauces, spices and other condiments had special equipment at 
table.  While some parts of this such as salts are well known (see chapter on 
Condiments etc) others have been less well discussed.  Sauces were served in 
smaller plates and dishes known as saucers, which came in a range of designs 
and sizes.  The earliest recorded pewter saucer is from Tong Castle c1375-
1400, and is broad rimmed with the mark of a pewterer’s hammer on the face 
rim.  Some striking deep bowled examples with broad rims came from the 
Mary Rose, which sank in 1545.  Spice plates were used to hand round spices 
near the conclusion of a meal, or for separate occasions when spices and wine 
were consumed together, such as at the end of the day.

Egredouce (from the French aigre douce) was a sweet and sour sauce listed 
in a cookbook c1370-90 for Richard II’s household with diffe ent recipes 
for serving it with meat and fish.  John Russell described the sauces that 
accompanied certain foods in his ‘Boke of nurture’ c1460-70: garlic, vinegar 
and pepper with roast beef, goose, wild birds and fish.  Cameline sauce (rather 
like modern steak sauce) used a cinnamon base with currants, walnuts, 
vinegar, and bread as a thickener.  Peverade had a peppery foundation.  
Other sauces added colour to the food: green sauce for fish, black and red 
sauces etc.          
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1101.  An English pewter semi broad-rimmed saucer 
c1490-1530.  No maker’s mark.  The plain rim has 
an unidentified Lombardic initial, which may be ‘h’.  
The sloping bouge meets a relatively flat bowl with a 
low central raised boss.  In excavated condition with 
extensive nature’s gilding having been found on the 
River Thames foreshore. 6½” (165mm) diameter, with 
a rim width of 1” (25mm) giving a ‘broadness factor’ 
of 30.3%.  225g weight. 
Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The 
Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.  Analysis 
of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 99.6%, lead 
0.02%, copper 0.84%, bismuth 0.17%, which high tin, low 
lead alloy is English ‘fine’ metal.  Hatcher & Barker consider 
this high tin content to be sometimes found during the 
Middle Ages, but as it contains bismuth suggest it must be 
no earlier than late 15th century.

673.  An English pewter narrow-rim deep bowled spice 
saucer c1480-1530.  No maker’s mark.  The plain rim 
bowl has a steeply sloping bouge with a large central 
raised boss outlined by an incised line.  In excavated 
condition from the River Thames foreshore, with 
nature’s gilding.  6½” (166mm) diameter, with a ⅗” 
(15mm) diameter rim.  360g weight.

970.  A Dutch pewter broad-rimmed spice saucer by 
an unidentified maker his mark of a crowned rose 
with central letter F on the rim c1500-50.  The plain 
broad rim having a possible ownership initial G to 
the reverse.  The bowl with a gently sloping bouge, 
and central raised boss.  In excavated condition, with 
extensive nature’s gilding.  6⅞” (176mm) diameter, 
with 1¼” (33mm) rim giving a ‘broadness factor’ 
of 37.5%.  314g weight.  (Bought September 1992 at  
Sotheby’s Billinghurst).

976.  An English pewter reeded edge saucer or spice 
dish by an unidentified pewterer HA his circular 
touchmark in the centre of the underside c1560.  The 
most likely candidate is Henry Abraham of London 
who was made free and opened shop in 1549, and 
died in 1575.  Ownership triad of initials D over ES to 
the face rim.  The saucer has a reeded edge rim, gently 
sloping bouge, and a central raised boss.  4⅓” (110mm) 
diameter.

841.  An English pewter small broad-rimmed saucer 
c1530-60.  No maker’s mark.  The saucer with a plain 
rim and minimal bouge has a very shallow well.  In 
excavated condition, with extensive nature’s gilding 
and black patination.  4¾” (120mm) diameter, with 
a ⅞” (22mm) wide rim giving a ‘broadness’ factor of 
36.7%.  Bought November 1994 from M Kashden.  
Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The 
Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.  Analysis 
of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 92.9%, lead 
6.3%, copper 0.43%, 0.27% bismuth, 0.02% antimony, which 
is English ‘trifle’ metal with a lower than usual copper 
content.  This saucer is interesting in having a high lead 
content, similar to hammer marked broad rimmed saucers 
from the Mary Rose (# 80A, 1627, 1942) that also have added 
bismuth.  

982.  An English pewter broad-rimmed saucer c1620-
50.  No maker’s mark.  The broad rim covered in fine
turning lines has a wide and deep incised or cast inner 
groove, which is an unusual feature on London made 
wares, but is known on some contemporary provincial 
items from East Anglia.  The gently sloping bouge 
leads to an almost flat bowl.  5” (127mm) diamete .

958.  An English pewter saucer by an unidentified
maker FM his touch dated 1632 under the base.  The 
most likely candidate is Francis Mills of London who 
was made free and opened shop in 1632.  The saucer 
has a plain rim, with a gently sloping bouge and a flat
based bowl.  3⅞” (100mm) diameter.

962.  A probably English pewter small saucer c1630-
60.  No maker’s mark.  The rim has an exceptionally 
wide and deep incised or cast inner groove, which 
is an unusual feature on London made wares, but is 
known on some contemporary provincial items from 
East Anglia.  The gently sloping bouge leads to an 
almost flat bowl with the remains of an outer incised 
line.  The metal is described as leady.  The saucer is 
in excavated condition, with nature’s gilding.  No 
dimensions recorded.   
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889a.  An English pewter small saucer c1640-70.  Maker’s 
mark of what may be an acorn within a circular outline 
to the reverse.  Ownership triad of initials H over AM 
to the face rim.  The plain rimmed saucer with a gently 
sloping bouge has a central raised circular boss.  In 
excavated condition from the River Thames foreshore.  
4” (102mm) diameter.  Bought March 1996.

993.  An English pewter broad-rimmed saucer by 
Edmund Dolbeare of Ashburton, Devon 1664-70 (in 
which latter year he emigrated to Boston USA) with 
his hallmarks to the rim.  The rim with two incised 
lines to the outer edge having ownership initials 
ME (for Mount Edgecumbe) opposite the hallmarks.  
Apparently, one of three such saucers from Cotehele 
House, Cornwall the family seat of the Edgecumbe 
family.  6⅛” (155mm) diameter with 1¼” (31mm) 
rim width giving a ‘broadness factor’ of 40%.  ex K 
Bradshaw collection.  Bought 18 March 1997 as Lot 399 
at Sotheby’s Summer Place.  
Exhibited as item #205 at the City of Lincoln Usher Gallery 
from 29 September to 27 October 1962.  Illustrated by K 
Ulyett p100 Pewter Collecting for Amateurs 1967.   

994.  An English pewter broad-rimmed paten by an 
unidenti� ed maker his hallmarks to the rim c1660-80.  
The paten has a gadrooned border to the raised edge, a 
shallow bouge, and a � at base.  5¼” (135mm) diameter 
with 1⅛” (28mm) rim width giving a ‘broadness factor’ 
of 43%.  ex AT Isher and K Bradshaw collections.  Bought 
18 March 1997 as Lot 409 at Sotheby’s Summer Place.    
Illustrated and discussed by Bradshaw in Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 1987 Fig 3 p37.

975.  An English pewter saucer c1670-1700.  No maker’s 
mark.  Ownership triad of initials S over RF to the face 
rim.  The saucer has a plain rim, with a gently sloping 
bouge and a flat based bowl.  4⅓” ( 10mm) diameter.

1283.  An English pewter saucer c1670-90.  Unidentified
maker’s mark to the reverse that appears to include 
a star between two pellets below an illegible shape.  
Ownership initials FP to the face rim.  The shallow 
saucer has a plain rim, with a steep bouge and a flat
based bowl.  4⅖” (112mm) diameter.  ex AS Law 
collection.  Bought 26 October 2006 as Lot 160 at 
Bonhams Chester.

Plates, flagon stands, and deep bowl

466.  An English pewter plate by an unidentified
London maker his Lombardic A mark to reverse c1502-
05.  This may be the mark of Laurence Astlyn made free 
in 1480 who was Master of the Worshipful Company 
of Pewterers several times, including in 1497, 1504 and 
1505.  The rim has a ‘crowned feather’ mark with a 
single ostrich feather beneath a Tudor crown*.  A label 
to the reverse states Hampton Court Excavation#.  The 
plain rimmed bowl with a gently sloping bouge has 
a central raised circular boss.  In excavated condition, 
with extensive nature’s gilding.  10½” (267mm) 
diameter.  700g weight.  Bought 1 August 1985 from 
R Mundey.  
Illustrated and discussed p12-13 An Introduction to British 
Pewter 1997.  Discussed by Neish in The Royal Touch Bulletin 
of the Pewter Collectors Club of America Vol 12 7/2002 
p331-38.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in 
The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700 who 
reports analysis of the alloy shows the plate to be English 
‘fine’ metal (tin 98.1%, lead 0.02%, copper 1.4%).  *The 
crowned feather device is linked with the Prince of Wales, 
which in this case could be that of Prince Arthur eldest son 
of Henry VII (d. 1502), and brother of Henry VIII, or that of 
Henry VIII who became Prince of Wales in February.
#This plate and another were unearthed in 1978 near 
Hampton Court while about 20 more were found in 1899 
during building work at Guy’s Hospital, London.  The 
marks on the various examples differ with three distinct 
feather marks, and three diffe ent touchmarks. 

826.  An English pewter narrow-rimmed deep bowl 
c1500-50.  No maker’s mark, but has Lombardic 
ownership initials IE to the reverse of the rim, which 
has a strengthening bead behind it.  The plain rim bowl 
has a steeply sloping bouge with a central raised boss 
outlined by an incised line.  1⅞” (50mm) deep.  10⅞” 
(278mm) diameter, with a ¾” (20mm) wide rim.  This 
is one of the largest sizes of sadware excavated from 
the River Thames foreshore in recent years.  
Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The 
Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.  Analysis 
of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 96.8%, lead 
1.4%, copper 1.36%, bismuth 0.18%, and antimony 0.17%, 
which is English ‘fine’ metal. 
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1201.  An English pewter semi broad-rimmed plate 
by AG his circular beaded touchmark with initials 
flanking a tree to the reverse c1540-80.  The only 
possible candidate if this is a London made plate is 
Allyn Gardiner made free in 1546 who became Master 
of the Worshipful Company of Pewterers in 1578, and 
died in 1580.  Two sets of ownership initials IR and 
GRA to opposite sides of the face rim.  The plate has a 
plain rim, gently sloping bouge and a central slightly 
raised boss.  10” (254mm) diameter, with a rim width 
of 1½” (38mm) giving a ‘broadness’ factor of just under 
30%.  575g weight. 
Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in                                        
The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.  
Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 97.8%, 
lead 0.13%, copper 1.7%, bismuth 0.24%, which is English 
‘fine’ metal

652.  An English pewter narrow-rimmed bowl c1550-
80.  An unidentified maker’s mark of a crowned 
hammer to the face rim.  The plain rim bowl has a 
steeply sloping bouge with a small raised central 
boss.  In excavated condition, with nature’s gilding.  
1” (27mm) deep.  7½” (192mm) diameter, with ¾” 
(21mm) rim.  380 gm weight.  Bought August 1990.
Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in                                  
The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.  
Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 98.2%, 
lead 0.02%, copper 1.48%, 0.25% bismuth, 0.02% antimony, 
which is English ‘fine’ metal.  The high tin, low lead copper-
hardened alloy used for this bowl matches the Pewterers’ 
Company regulations for fine metal.  Hatcher and Barker, 
1974 p225 note the use of bismuth indicates a later 16th 
century date.  As the item has no provenance it was argued 
that the hammer mark showed it is not English pewter.  This 
was based on how uncommon hammer marks are, that they 
are not recorded in the Company’s regulations, and are 
known to have been used in France and the Low Countries.  
Yet, the alloy indicates English provenance.  Perhaps the 
mark shows the maker belonged to a specific hammermen’s 
guild, such as that of Coventry, which was in existence from 
at least 1450, and included pewterers.

608.  An English pewter narrow-rimmed bowl with a 
small unrecognizable maker’s mark on the rim c1550.  
The bowl with a raised central boss, deep bouge, 
and narrow plain rim.  In excavated condition.  10½” 
(267mm) diameter.  Bought 21 June 1989 at Sotheby’s 
Billingshurst.

990.  An English pewter semi broad-rimmed plate 
c1580-1620.  An unidentified maker’s mark of a 
crowned hammer to the face rim.  The plain rim has a 
triangular strengthening bead to the reverse, a shallow 
bouge hammered all over, and a large central raised 
boss.  9¼” (235mm) diameter, with a rim width of 1⅜” 
(35mm) giving a ‘broadness’ factor of just under 30%.  
525g weight. 
Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in                                       
The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.  
Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 98.4%, 
lead 0.02%, copper 1.31%, which is English ‘fine’ metal.  The 
high tin, low lead copper-hardened alloy used for this bowl 
matches the Pewterers’ Company regulations for fine metal   

756.  An English pewter semi broad-rimmed plate 
c1620-50.  An obscure and partial maker’s mark to the 
reverse face of the rim.  Ownership initials RS to the 
face rim.  The plain rim dish has a sloping bouge with 
a central raised boss, which is distorted having become 
flattened.  10⅚” (275mm) diameter with a rim width of 
1⅘” (46mm) giving a ‘broadness’ factor of 33.4%.  634g 
weight. 

860-402.  An English pewter ultra broad-rimmed plate 
by William Cross of London 1641-68 his four ‘rose’ 
hallmarks on the rim, and touchmark of a pelican in 
her piety over the date 1641 to the reverse.  Ownership 
initials SS above the hallmarks, and a triad of initials H 
over IM opposite them on the face rim.  The plate has 
a plain rim with a shallow bouge, and flat base.  9⅖” 
(239mm) diameter with a rim width of 2¼” (58mm) 
giving a ‘broadness’ factor of 48.5%.  500g weight.  In 
excavated condition with nature’s gilding.  Formerly in 
the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

995.  An English pewter tazza or flagon stand attributed 
to the maker IN whose indistinct circular mark is under 
the base c1640-60.  The flat circular top with a raised 
narrow single reeded edge rim on an incurved base 
with a single reeded edge foot rim.  6⅛” (155mm) top, 
and 3⅕” (82mm) base diameters.  1¾” (44mm) tall.  275g 
weight.  ex R Michaelis and K Bradshaw collections, 
with Bradshaw’s label under the base.  Bought 18 
March 1997 as Lot 383 at Sotheby’s Summer Place.  
Exhibited as item 112 at the Reading Exhibition of British 
Pewterware through the Ages 1969. 
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1147.  An English pewter dish c1440-70.  No maker’s 
mark.  Lombardic initial(s) to the face rim.  The plate 
has a plain rim, gently sloping bouge and an almost 
flat base.  In excavated condition having been found 
at Bull Wharf, London by Tony Pilson.  13⅜” (340mm) 
diameter.

890a.  An English pewter narrow-rimmed dish c1620-
40.  An unidentified maker’s mark that includes a 
crown to the reverse.  Ownership initials EW engraved 
in wrigglework to the reverse.  The dish has a plain 
rim, a gently sloping bouge, and a central raised boss.  
Because of the shape of the bowl it has been suggested 
that it may have been used as a voyder, a plate held in 
one hand while cleaning scraps from the table.  12½” 
(318mm) diameter, with a rim width of 1⅛ (29mm).  
Bought March 1996.

484.  An English pewter semi-broad rim dish by an 
unidentified maker his swan touchmark in a circular 
outline to the reverse c1630-50.  Ownership initials 
GH on the face rim.  The plain rimmed dish with 
strengthening reed on the reverse rim edge has a 
gently curving bouge, and a central raised circular boss 
outlined by an incised line.  12¾” (324mm) diameter.  
Bought 6 February 1986 from A Bartram.

771.  An English pewter triple-reeded narrow rim bowl 
by IS his beaded edge touchmark with fleur de lys and 
rose to the reverse c1660-80.  This later style of bowl 
with a central raised boss typically dates from the last 
quarter of the 17th century.  Two sets of ownership 
initials on the rim: a triad of G over AS, and HM.  The 
reverse of the gently sloping bouge shows hammer 
marks.  13⅞” (353mm) diameter, with 1⅕” (31mm) 
wide rim.  1.3kg weight.  ex HJ Fell collection.  Bought 
22 June 1993 as Lot 544 at Sotheby’s Sussex.

971.  An English pewter narrow triple-reeded rim dish 
c1660-90.  No maker’s mark.  The dish has a shallow 
sloping bouge with a central raised boss, which is 
distorted having become flattened.  14⅝” (372mm) 
diameter.

313.  An English pewter tazza or flagon stand by John 
Trout of London 1689-95 two of his hallmarks visible on 
the top, and paired touchmarks to the underside.  The 
flat plate with a triple-reeded edge sits on a base made 
from a capstan salt with gadrooned decoration to the 
collar and foot rim.  Note the use of a strengthening 
disc where the base meets the top.  8⅞” (223mm) 
diameter.  ex Hopcraft collection.  Bought 4 June 1982.

1094.  An English pewter tazza or flagon stand by 
Peter Allom, London 1707, and possibly Reading his 
touchmark, hallmarks, LONDON label and X quality 
mark to reverse c1710.  The flat circular top with a 
raised narrow multi-reeded edge rim on an incurved 
base with a single reeded edge foot rim.  9” (229mm) 
diameter.  588g weight.

969.  An English pewter small broad-rimmed plate 
c1650-80.  No maker’s mark.  The triple-reeded edge 
plate with a gently sloping bouge, and shallow flat
bowl.  No dimensions recorded.

1016.  An English pewter plain rimmed plate c1660-90.  
No maker’s mark.  The plate has a plain rim, shallow 
bouge and flat base.  7¼” (184mm) diameter, with a 
rim width of ⅞” (23mm).  263g weight.

1022.  An English pewter broad-rimmed plate by 
AL his dated mark to the reverse.  The only possible 
candidate if this is a London made plate is Adam 
Langley made free in 1656 who opened shop in 1658.  
The single reeded edge plate has fine turning lines 
visible to the outer half of rim, with a shallow bouge 
and flat base.  8½” (217mm) diameter, with a rim width 
of 1⅝” (42mm) giving a ‘broadness factor’ of 38.75%.  
553g weight.

Dishes and voiders Chargers
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988.  An English pewter plain rim charger c1525-75.  
No maker’s mark.  Lombardic ownership initials IGA 
heavily struck to the rim, with a wrigglework chi rho 
symbol, and a second chi rho symbol to the reverse.  
The bowl having a central raised boss.  17⅛” (435mm) 
diameter.  2⅛” (54mm) rim width.  Excavated from the 
bed of a river, and has extensive nature’s gilding.  
Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in                                     
The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.  
Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 98.3%, 
lead 0.82%, copper 1.5%, 0.19% bismuth, 0.02% antimony 
which is English ‘fine’ metal. 

992.  An English pewter broad-rimmed charger by 
TM his touchmark with a heart over two birds to the 
reverse c1625-40.  Ownership initials TC* to the slightly 
upward curving plain rim.  The charger has a plain rim, 
gently sloping bouge, and a large central raised boss.  
19¾” (500mm) diameter, with rim width of 3⅜” (86mm) 
giving a ‘broadness factor’ of 34.3%.  ex R Michaelis 
and K Bradshaw collections.  Bought by Michaelis 1 
June 1956 as Lot 9 at Sotheby’s.  Bought by Bradshaw 
12 November 1973 as Lot 12 at Sotheby’s.  Bought 18 
March 1997 as Lot 396 at Sotheby’s Summer Place.  
Illustrated and discussed by Michaelis in Early Stuart 
Pewter from Cotehele, the Antique Collector February 1959.  
Exhibited as item #235 at the City of Lincoln Usher Gallery 
from 29 September to 27 October 1962.  Exhibited as item 
#67 Reading Exhibition of British Pewterware through the 
Ages 1969.  *The ownership initials TC are for Sir Thomas 
Cottle (Cotehele) whose daughter Mary married Sir Richard 
Edgcumbe of Cotehele c1615.  The charger passed to her 
either as part of her dowry or upon her father’s death 
sometime before 1640.    
    

519.  An English pewter semi-broad rim charger by 
an unidentified maker his touchmark too poor to 
photograph to reverse of rim c1650-70.  Ownership 
mark of HS beneath a crown to the face rim.  The 
plain rimmed charger has a gently curving bouge, 
and a large central raised circular boss.  17” (432mm) 
diameter, and 2¾” (70mm) rim width giving a 32.4% 
‘broadness’ factor.

582a, 583a & 584a.  A set of three English pewter semi-
broad reeded rim edge chargers by Stephen Lawrence 
I of London 1662-1708 his hallmarks on the front rim, 
and touchmark on the reverse.  Ownership engraving 
of an armorial in mantling opposite the hallmarks.  The 
armorial shield with three scallops over a lion rampant 
possibly refers to the Russell family.  Ownership 
initials C over IB centrally on the reverse.  582a is the 
largest weighing 6.35kg, with an overall diameter of 
25¾” (655mm) and a rim diameter of 4½” (114mm) 
giving a ‘broadness’ factor of 34.8%.  583a and 584a 
are a pair each weighing 5kg, with an overall diameter 
of 23⅗” (600mm) and a rim diameter of 4” (102mm) 
giving a ‘broadness’ factor of 34%.  Bought December 
1986 from R Mundey.  
Described and recorded by Robinson et al as C17, C69 and 
C70 in the Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 2008. 

SADWARE - CHARGERS
See more chargers in other sadware categories.
The largest chargers in the Neish Collection are #582a with an overall diameter 
of 25¾”, #583a and #584a, which are a matching pair with an overall diameter 
of 23⅗” (600mm), and SSAGM-66 another of the same size probably from 
the same mould.  In Spring 1977 the late Ian Robinson listed in the Journal 
of the Pewter Society the 35 chargers then recorded of 23” in diameter or 
larger.  Updates added in 1980, 1983, and 1988 took the total up to 63.  By 2008 
another 32 had been identified, and the 3 Neish examples were described 
and recorded by Robinson, Bartram and Hayward as C17, C69 and C70 in 
the Autumn 2008 Journal of the Pewter Society.  The entries have errors, and 
C17 is given an incorrect inventory number, and rim diameter.  C69 is given 
an incorrect inventory number, and both it and C70 have incorrect ‘broadness 
factors’ ascribed to them (they are almost certainly the same pair recorded as 
C96 & C97).  
Robinson’s work showed how rare large chargers really are, and that the two 
most exceptional ones at the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge (UK) and Colonial 
Williamsburg Foundation (USA) are indeed major rarities at 36⅛”, and 34⅜” 
diameter.  ‘About 75% of large chargers are between 23” to 25” diameter’.
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341.  An English pewter plain rim charger by Samuel 
Ellis of London 1721-65 his touchmark, X quality 
mark, name label with LONDON, and hallmarks 
to the reverse.  20½” (521mm) diameter.  Bought 21 
December 1982 at Phillips. 

217.  An English pewter single reeded rim edge 
charger by Stephen Bridges of London 1696-1716 
his touchmark, crowned rose secondary mark and X 
quality mark to the reverse.  22⅜” (568mm) diameter.  
Bought 23 June 1981 from Somerhill.

342.  An English pewter semi-broad incised rim edge 
charger by Richard Eames of London 1697-1716 his 
touchmark to the reverse, and the hallmarks of Thomas 
Powell to the rim.  Ownership initials RT over MT within 
a circlet of entwined stems and leaves engraved on the 
rim opposite the hallmarks.  The rim with a single incised 
line to its outer edge.  A former collector’s label to reverse: 
Miss JC Vaughan Morgan.  18¼” (463mm) diameter, with 
a 3¼” (83mm) rim width giving a broadness factor of 
35.7%.  Bought 24 August 1982 at Phillips.
   
765.  An English pewter semi-broad incised rim edge 
charger by Thomas Templeman of London 1668-1713 
his hallmarks to the front rim, and touchmark to the 
reverse.  Ownership initials IA repeated above and 
below the hallmarks.  18¼” (463mm) diameter, with 
rim width of 3¼” (83mm) giving a broadness factor 
of 35.8%.  At some time in the collection of the late 
John Minchin his label on reverse (TM 4393 refers to 
the touch mark (TM) being number 4393 in Cotterell’s 
Marks book).  Bought March 1993 from A Bartram.   
 
549.  An English pewter semi-broad reeded rim edge 
charger by Robert Clothyer of Chard, Somerset 1670-
1704 his hallmarks to the front rim, and touchmark 
to the reverse.  Ownership initials EB over ET to 
the reverse.  18¼” (464mm) diameter.  Bought 13 
November 1986 at Lawrence, Crewkerne.

724.  An English pewter plain rim charger by John 
Harrison of York 1713-54 his touchmark, secondary 
mark, LONDON label, crowned X quality mark, 
and hallmarks to the reverse.  Ownership initials 
AW to front rim.  18¼” (463mm) diameter.  Bought 6 
December 1991 at Tennants.

SSAGM-66.  An English pewter semi-broad reeded 
rim edge charger by Stephen Lawrence I of London 
1662-1708 two of his hallmarks on the front rim, 
and touchmark feintly on the reverse.  Ownership 
engraving of an armorial in mantling opposite the 
hallmarks*.  23⅗” (600mm) diameter, with rim width 
of 3¾” (96mm) giving a ‘broadness’ factor of 32%.  
Bought 21 January 2014 as Lot 31 at Bonhams, Oxford.    
*The arms are those of Musters impaled with Mundy; 
representing the marriage of John Musters (b.1648, d.1685), 
eldest son of Sir John Musters of Hornsey and Colwick, 
to Millicent Mundy (b.1655, d.1739), daughter of Adryan 
Munday of Quarndon, Derbyshire.  They were married 24 
June 1675.  The Chaworth-Musters of Annesley Park and 
Colwick Hall, Nottingham, were descendants through their 
son Mundy Musters of Colwick, (b.1676, d.1750).

758.  An English pewter rectangular reeded rim edge 
serving charger by Thomas Alderson of London 1796-
c1844 his touchmark, crowned X quality mark, and 
Superfine label to reverse.  Engraved ‘Larder’ to the 
rim.  24” (608mm) wide, and 17¼” (438mm) deep, with 
a 2” (52mm) wide rim.  4.55kg weight.  ex R Boocock 
collection.  Bought 22 September 1992 as Lot 1224 at 
Sotheby’s Sussex.
   

 
816.  An English pewter triple reeded rim edge 
charger by Nehemia Cloudsley of Leeds c1689-1714 
his hallmarks to the front rim, and twin touchmarks 
to the reverse.  Ownership triad of initials H over IS to 
rim.  20¼” (515mm) diameter, with rim width of 2⅔” 
(68mm).  2.675kg weight.  Bought 21 June 1994 as Lot 
555A at Sotheby’s Billingshurst.

   

860-460.  An English pewter semi-broad reeded rim 
edge charger by William Westcott of London 1637-82 
his touchmark of a sword flanked by W and W in a 
beaded circle, with his crowned rose mark on the 
reverse, and hallmarks on the rim.  Two groups of 
ownership initials: a triad of initials B over ES, and RS 
struck on rim opposite the hallmarks.  20” (508mm) 
diameter, with rim width of 3⅜” (86mm) giving a 
‘broadness’ factor of 33.9%.  2.73kg weight.  Formerly 
in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.
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850.  An English pewter plain rim charger by the 
unidentified maker EB his hallmarks to the face 
rim, and touchmark to the reverse c1670-80.  An 
ownership triad of initials P over ED to rim.  The 
bowl with a central raised boss outlined by an 
incised line, and a hammered bouge.  17” (432mm) 
diameter, with a rim width of 2⅝” (67mm) giving 
a broadness factor of 31%.  Bought February 1995 
from A Bartram.
 
  
185.  An English pewter plain rim oval serving 
charger by Thomas Burford and James Green of 
London trading as Burford & Green 1748-80 their 
marks to the reverse*.  Engraved to the rim with 
an armorial crest of a unicorn head out of a ducal 
coronet.  18¾” (476mm) wide.  Bought 23 June 1981 
from Somerhill.
*This charger is part of a much larger garnish - for other 
items in the garnish, and all the makers’ marks see #44-
159 & #44-185-193.  
 
390.  An English pewter plain rim oval serving 
charger from the Corporation dinner service of Great 
Yarmouth c1780*.  No maker’s mark, although other 
examples of these plates were made by London 
pewterers.  Engraved to the rim with the Borough 
arms of Great Yarmouth Corporation showing 3 
lions passant guarded halved and joined to the 
tail ends of 3 herrings#.  18⅔” (475mm) wide, and 
14¾” (374mm) deep, with a 2” (50mm) rim.  2.745kg 
weight.  Bought 13 December 1983 at Phillips.  
*During the 18th century pewter was widely used by 
public bodies for their formal dinners, and sometimes 
these garnishes ran into hundreds of items.  The Neish 
Collection also includes a pair of plates from the same 
service (#44-132 & 133).  #For his assault on northern 
France in what was to become the Hundred Years War, 
King Edward III who lacked a dedicated fleet of warships 
assembled hundreds of merchant vessels - the majority 
from the port of Yarmouth.  The fie ce sea battle at 
Sluys, then the best harbour in Europe, saw the English 
overwhelm a combined force destroying French naval 
capability for some years allowing the King to land with 
little opposition and head off an invasion of England.  
Afterwards hailing the contribution of men and ships 
from Yarmouth Edward allowed the town to halve its coat 
of arms of three silver herrings and add his own three 
lions, elevating its standing and providing an arresting 
heraldic emblem.

1002.  An English pewter plain rimmed dish by Ralph 
Baldwin of Wigan 1720-44 his touchmark, hallmarks 
and crowned X to the reverse.  A single incised line at 
the outer edge of the bowl.  11⅞” (303mm) diameter, 
with 1⅓” (34mm) rim.  795g weight.

135.  An English pewter triple reeded rim edge dish 
by Thomas Grave of Penrith 1716-63 his hallmarks to 
the front rim, and partially obscured touchmark to the 
reverse.  Ownership initials I I on the rim opposite the 
hallmarks.  12” (300mm) diameter.  ex Peal collection.  
Bought 13 November 1980 at Sotheby’s.

237.  An English pewter single reeded rim edge dish 
by an unidentified maker his touchmark, hallmarks 
and London label on the reverse c1720-40.  A single 
incised line at the outer edge of the bowl.  12” (304mm) 
diameter.

238.  An English pewter single reeded rim edge dish by 
an unidentified maker his touchmark on the reverse 
c1720-40.  Illegible ownership initials to the front rim.  
Traces of a single incised line at the outer edge of the 
bowl.  12” (305mm) diameter.

382.  An English pewter single reeded rim edge dish 
by Ann Carter of Southampton c1734-54 her armorial 
type touchmark to the reverse.  Ownership initials 
EDM to the front rim.  12” (305mm) diameter.  Bought 
25 January 1984 at Sotheby’s.    

SADWARE - DISHES
See more dishes in other sadware categories.
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494.  An English pewter single reeded rim edge 
communion dish by Robert Bush and Co., of Bristol 
c1787 their paired touchmarks and hallmarks to 
the reverse.  Engraved to rim The Communion dish of 
Cunwillgayo 1787.  This is the parish of Cynwylgaio, 
in the union of Llandovery, Carmarthenshire.  A 
single incised line at the outer edge of the bowl.  13½” 
(343mm) diameter.  Bought 26 March 1986 at Christie’s.
 

159.  An English pewter plain rimmed dish by Thomas 
Burford and James Green of London trading as Burford 
& Green 1748-80 their marks to the reverse*.  Engraved 
to the rim with an armorial crest of a unicorn head out 
of a ducal coronet.  14⅜” (365mm) diameter.  Bought 
23 June 1981 from Somerhill.
*This dish is part of a much larger garnish - for other items 
in the garnish, and all the makers’ marks see #44-185-193.  

899.  An English pewter deep plain rimmed dish by 
an unidentified maker a pair of his identical horse’s 
head touchmarks on the reverse, with his LONDON 
label c1740-70.  Ownership triad of initials I over 
RA on face rim.  The dish with a domed bowl, and 
a heavily hammered bouge.  14⅝” (371mm) diameter.  
2” (51mm) tall.  Bought June 1996 from Dunedin.

693.  An English pewter single reeded rim edge 
dish c1750-80.  No maker’s mark.  Ownership 
initials SN to front of rim.  A single incised line 
at the outer edge of the bowl.  14⅞” (378mm) 
diameter.

* The Neish Collection includes several pewter items produced for the 
Coronation banquet of King George IV.  There are a pair of salts, a pair 
of spoons, a gravy boat, an oval platter (15⅞” long, 12⅜” wide with 
1¼” rim), a single and a pair of 12” diameter dishes, a dinner plate (9¾” 
with 1⅜” rim), and a soup bowl (9½” with 1⅛” rim).  Each engraved 
with the Royal Cypher on the plain rim, comprising ‘GR’ in ornamented 
script enclosing ‘IV’ under the royal crown.  Each except the pair of 12” 
dishes is struck with Thomas Alderson’s rampant lion touchmark with 
‘X’ to either side and his London Superfine label

350 & 350a.  A pair of English pewter plain rimmed 
dishes with shallow bouges.  These were made for 
the coronation banquet of King George IV c1820.  No 
maker’s mark, but almost certainly made by Thomas 
Dean Alderson of London who made all the marked 
pieces.  The crowned royal cypher of George IV 
engraved on the rim.  A single incised line at the outer 
edge of the bowl.  12” (305mm) diameter with 1⅝” 
rim.  916g weight.

860-429.  An English pewter plain rimmed dish by 
Thomas Dean Alderson of London 1796-1852 his 
touchmark flanked by Xs, and LONDON SUPERFINE 
label to the reverse.  The crowned royal cypher of 
George IV engraved on the rim.  This was made for the 
coronation banquet of King George IV c1820.  Traces of 
a single incised line at the outer edge of the bowl.  12” 
(305mm) diameter.  Formerly in the collection of the 
late Richard Mundey

125.  An English pewter multiple reeded rim edge dish 
by John Barlow of London 1699-1744 his hallmarks to 
front rim and touchmark to the reverse.  13½” (343mm) 
diameter.  Bought December 1980 at Phillips.
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128.  An English pewter multiple reeded rim 
edge dish by Arthur Thomas of Bristol 1684-1702 
his hallmarks to the front rim, and touchmark to 
the reverse.  A ‘Guaranteed’ star label No. 1395 
from Howard Cotterell alongside the touchmark.  
Ownership initials MB on the rim opposite 
the hallmarks.  15” (381mm) diameter.  ex Peal 
collection.  Bought 13 November 1980 at Sotheby’s.
  

126.  An English pewter multiple reeded rim 
edge charger by John Barlow of London 1699-
1744 his hallmarks to the front rim, with his 
touchmark, secondary mark and LONDON label 
to the reverse.  16½” (419mm) diameter.  Bought 
December 1980 at Phillips.

239.  A British pewter plain rimmed charger c1750.  
No maker’s mark, but has feint ownership initials 
beginning with J on reverse.  Damage visible on 
front is caused by poor soldering of a suspension 
hook on the reverse.  A single incised line at the 
outer edge of the bowl.  16½” (419mm) diameter.

SADWARE - PLATES
See more plates in other sadware categories.

860-401.  An English pewter semi-broad rimmed 
armorial plate by William Adams of London* his 
hallmarks on the rim, and feint beaded touchmark to 
the reverse.  Engraved to the rim with a coat-of-arms 
in mantling opposite the hallmarks.  The plate rim has 
a single incised line to the outer edge, shallow bouge 
and a nearly flat base.  9½” (243mm) diameter with 
1½” (40mm) rim width giving a broadness factor of 
c33%.  520g weight.  Formerly in the collection of the 
late Richard Mundey. 
*The maker could be either of two William Adams whose 
dates were 1643-78 or 1675-81. 

127.  An English pewter single reeded rim edge plate 
by William Howard of Drury Lane, London 1673-88 
his hallmarks to the rim, and his touchmark, London 
label and crowned rose secondary mark to the reverse.  
Ownership initials EH on the rim opposite the 
hallmarks.  9” (229mm) diameter.  416g weight.  ex Peal 
collection.  Bought 13 November 1980 at Sotheby’s.

860-403.  An English pewter multi-reeded rim edge 
plate by Christopher Raper of London 1665-1706 his 
hallmarks to rim, and touchmark with secondary 
mark to the reverse.  A single ownership letter E on the 
rim opposite the hallmarks.  The plate has a shallow 
hammered bouge and flat base.  10¼” (260mm) 
diameter, with a rim width of 1⅜” (35mm).  Formerly 
in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.
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860-430.  An English pewter single reeded rim edge 
plate by Gabriel Grunwin of London 1681-1713 his 
touchmark, name label and hallmarks on the reverse.  
The rim edge detail of this plate is unusual comprising 
a single reed with an inner incised line.  9½” (241mm) 
diameter, with 1¼” (32mm) wide rim.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.

860-487 & 860-488.  A pair of English pewter multiple 
reeded rim edge plates by Richard White of London 
1688-1750 his name label and touchmark to the reverse.  
9½” (241mm) diameter.  Formerly in the collection of 
the late Richard Mundey.

860-450.  An English pewter multiple reeded rim edge 
plate by George Lester I of Dorchester c1669-1700 his 
touchmark of a bird holding an olive branch flanked
by G and L to the reverse, and hallmarks to the face 
rim.  The plate has a gently sloping bouge, and a 
slightly domed base.  8⅞ (226mm) diameter, with a 
rim width of 1⅜” (35mm) giving a ‘broadness’ factor 
of just under 31%.  Formerly in the collection of the 
late Richard Mundey.

860-490.  An English pewter triple reeded rim edge 
plate by Thomas Leapidge of London 1691-99 his worn 
marks on the reverse.  9” (229mm) diameter.  Formerly 
in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

507 & 508.  A pair of English pewter broad rimmed 
plates by WH his hallmarks on the rim c1690.  The 
most likely maker is William Hutchins of Tavistock 
1686-1732.  Ownership initials ME struck on rim 
opposite the hallmarks show these came from a garnish 
supplied to Richard the first Earl of Mount Edgcumbe 
probably for use at his Cotehele seat in Cornwall.  9¾” 
(248mm) diameter, with 1¾” (44mm) rim width giving 
a broadness factor of 36%.  Provenance: Cotehele 
House originally part of a garnish of one charger and 
twenty plates, sold June 1956 in lots of six by Sotheby’s.  
Formerly in the collection of W Buckell.  Bought 22 
April 1986 as Lot 208 at Sotheby’s.

860-485 & 860-486.  A pair of English pewter single 
reeded edge narrow rimmed plates by Robert Dawe 
II of Exeter 1681-1735 his four identical hallmarks of 
a rampant lion in a shield on the rim, and traces of 
his touchmark to the reverse of the bowl.  Ownership 
triad of initials B over CM to the rim opposite the 
hallmarks.  The rim edge detail of these plates is 
unusual comprising a single reeded edge with a broad 
inner incised line.  8¼” (210mm) diameter.  Formerly 
in the collection of the late Richard Mundey. 

235 & 236.  A pair of English pewter semi-broad rim 
plates by John Barlow of London 1699-1744 his marks 
to the reverse.  Each engraved to the reverse with two 
diffe ent triads of ownership initials: H over MM, and 
B over IC the latter above a crowned X.  9¼” (235mm) 
diameter, with rim width of 1½” (38mm) giving a rim 
‘broadness’ factor of 32.4%. 
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860-431.  An English pewter multiple reeded narrow 
rimmed plate by John Trapp II of Worcester 1677-
1707 his hallmarks in the bowl, and touchmark to 
the reverse.  Ownership triad of initials S over IA 
to the reverse.  Formerly in the collection of the late 
Richard Mundey.  1⅛” (28mm) rim width.  9” (229mm) 
diameter.  370g weight. 

860-489.  An English pewter single reeded edge narrow 
rimmed plate either by George Lester I of Dorchester 
1669-1700 or his son George II 1681-1708 his double 
touchmark of a bird with outstretched wings � anked by 
G and L to the reverse.  An unusual group of ownership 
initials IS over F over IE also to the reverse.  The form 
of the plate even if it had no maker’s mark suggests it 
is a provincially made piece.  8⅖” (214mm) diameter.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

130.  An English pewter single reeded rim edge plate 
by John Batchelor of Bristol 1676-1708 his hallmarks 
to the rim, and touchmark to the reverse.  Ownership 
initials AP on the rim opposite the hallmarks.  8¾” 
(222mm) diameter.  ex Peal Collection.  Bought 13 
November 1980 at Sotheby’s. 

860-484.  An English pewter triple reeded rim edge plate 
by an unidenti� ed maker S(?) a pair of his identical 
king’s head touchmarks on the reverse, with a six-
petalled � ower between them c1680-1710.  Ownership 
initials PW to the face rim.  9½” (241.5mm) diameter.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey. 

129.  An English pewter single reeded rim edge plate 
by Thomas Ingles of Southampton 1707-55 his twin 
identical touchmarks and London label to the reverse.  
9” (228mm) diameter.  ex Peal Collection.  Bought 13 
November 1980 at Sotheby’s.

92.  An English pewter multiple reeded rim edge 
plate by Edward Leapidge of London 1699-1728 his 
hallmarks on the rim with touchmark on the reverse.  
Ownership triad of initials W over HM on rim opposite 
the hallmarks.  9” (229mm) diameter, with rim width 
of 1” (28mm).  370g weight.  

187 to 194.  A set of eight English pewter plain rimmed 
armorial plates by Thomas Burford and James Green 
of London trading as Burford & Green 1748-80 their 
touchmark, address label and crowned X to the 
reverse*.  Engraved to the rim with an armorial crest 
of a unicorn head out of a ducal coronet.  9½” (241mm) 
diameter.  Bought 23 June 1981 from Somerhill. 

*These plates are part of a much larger garnish - for other 
items in the garnish, and all the makers’ marks see #44-159 
& #44-185-193.  
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755.  An English pewter narrow rimmed plate by John 
Dole of Bristol 1699-1744, his hallmarks on the rim, and 
touchmark of his uncle Erasmus Dole 1660-1716 to the 
reverse.  Ownership triad of initials M over P I on rim 
opposite the hallmarks.  9⅛” (231mm) diameter, with 
a rim width of ⅔” (17mm).  370g weight.  Formerly in 
the collection of R Boocock.  Bought 22 September 1992 
as Lot 1205 at Sotheby’s Sussex.  
Exhibited as item #207 at the City of Lincoln Usher Gallery 
from 29 September to 27 October 1962.

1001.  An English pewter plain rimmed armorial plate 
by Jonas Durand of London c1694-1730 his touchmark 
to the reverse.  Engraved to the rim with an armorial 
crest of a coronet impaled by a tree.  9⅝” (245mm) 
diameter.  480g weight.  Formerly in the collection of 
R. Smith.  Bought 17 July 1997. 

860-481, 860-482 & 860-483.  A group of three English 
pewter multiple reeded rim edge plates from the 
workshop of John Shorey of London 1683-1722.  At 
least two of the plates with the hallmarks of a former 
apprentice John Calcott made free in 1701 who became 
one of Shorey’s journeymen.  Ownership triad of 
initials P over RM on the rim of one plate.  8⅞” (225mm) 
diameter.  400g weight.  Formerly in the collection of 
the late Richard Mundey.

451.  An English pewter plain rimmed plate by 
Abraham Crowley of Penrith his touch, and 
partial hallmarks to the reverse c1730-40.  Triad of 
ownership initials B over DW to the reverse.  9” 
(229mm) diameter.

455 & 456.  A pair of English pewter plain 
rimmed plates by Abraham Crowley of 
Penrith his touchmark, hallmarks and pair 
of crowned X’s to the reverse c1730-40.  
Ownership initials IA to the reverse.  9” 
(229mm) diameter.

452.  An English pewter plain rimmed plate by 
Francis Piggott of London 1736-84 his touchmark 
and crowned X to the reverse.  9” (231mm) diameter.  
427g weight.

454.  An English pewter plain rimmed plate 
possibly by Francis Piggott of London 1736-84 with 
what may be his crowned X on the reverse c1730-
60.  Ownership initials BB engraved to reverse.  9” 
(231mm) diameter.  440g weight.

492.  An English pewter single reeded rim edge deep 
plate* by Joseph Spackman of London 1749-99 his 
touchmark, hallmark, address label and crowned 
rose marks to the reverse.  8⅜” (213mm) diameter.  
374g weight.  Bought March 1986 from A Bartram. 
*Deep bowled plates were used for soup and desserts.

234.  An English pewter single reeded rim edge plate 
c1750-80.  No maker’s mark.  Ownership initials 
ECB struck on the rim.  8½” (216mm) diameter.
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453.  An English pewter plain rimmed plate by 
Edmund Harvey of Stockton-on-Tees his touchmarks, 
hallmarks and secondary marks to the reverse c1760.  
Crowned ownership initials WT.  1⅛” (28mm) rim 
width.  8⅛” (206mm) diameter.  387g weight.

233.  A Belgian or Dutch pewter single reeded rim plate 
c1750-1800.  No maker’s mark, but has ownership 
initials MAG on rim.  9⅜” (239mm) diameter.  738g 
weight.

1080 & 1081.  A pair of European pewter single 
reeded rim edge plates c1760-1800.  No maker’s mark.  
Ownership initials AM engraved to rim.  8¾” (223mm) 
diameter.  444g and 438g weight.

860-492 & 860-493.  A pair of English pewter plain 
rimmed plates by Thomas Mundey I of London 1754-
90 his touchmark, hallmarks, MADE IN LONDON 
label, and previously unrecorded secondary mark to 
the reverse.  Ownership initials J-M-L-B-M engraved 
on the rim.  9½” (241mm) diameter.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.

132 & 133.  Two English pewter plain rimmed armorial 
plates from the Corporation dinner service of Great 
Yarmouth c1780.  No maker’s mark, although other 
examples of these plates were made by London 
pewterers*.  Engraved to the rim with the Borough 
arms of Great Yarmouth Corporation showing 3 lions 
passant guarded halved and joined to the tail ends of 3 
herrings#.  Engraved to the reverse ‘The old plate was 
formerly in use at the Town Hall Corporation’.  9¼” 
(235mm) diameter with rim width of 1” (29mm).  428g 
weight.  ex Peal collection.  Bought 13 November 1980 
at Sotheby’s.  
*During the 18th century pewter was widely used by 
public bodies for their formal dinners, and sometimes these 
garnishes ran into hundreds of items.  The Neish Collection 
also includes an oval serving charger pair of plates from the 
same service (#44-132 & 133).  #For his assault on northern 
France in what was to become the Hundred Years War, 
King Edward III who lacked a dedicated fleet of warships 
assembled hundreds of merchant vessels - the majority from 
the port of Yarmouth.  The fie ce sea battle at Sluys, then 
the best harbour in Europe, saw the English overwhelm 
a combined force destroying French naval capability for 
some years allowing the King to land with little opposition 
and head off an invasion of England.  Afterwards hailing 
the contribution of men and ships from Yarmouth Edward 
allowed the town to halve its coat of arms of three silver 
herrings and add his own three lions, elevating its standing 
and providing an arresting heraldic emblem. Illustrated and 
discussed by Peal at Fig 56 British Pewter and Britannia Metal 
for Pleasure and Investment 1971.

57. A European pewter single reeded rim edge plate 
by the unidentified maker JD his marks to the reverse.  
8¾” (222mm) diameter

860-494.  An English pewter single reeded rim edge 
deep plate*.  The plate has the touchmark of Richard 
Bache of London 1779-1808 with the secondary mark of 
John Jones II, and an IN LONDON label to the reverse.  
Bache adopted the same angel device that Jones had 
used for his touchmark, and his secondary crowned 
rose mark and hallmarks.  Ownership initials JF and 
FT to the reverse.  8¾” (222mm) diameter.  Formerly in 
the collection of the late Richard Mundey.   
*Deep bowled plates were used for soup and desserts.
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1116.  An English pewter saucer with cast decorated 
rim.  No obvious maker’s mark, although the 
photograph of a segment of the plate shows an 
unusual quatrefoil punch at 12 o’clock that could be 
a touchmark.  Dating has been suggested as ‘possibly 
first quarter 17th century’, but is uncertain based on 
metal analysis*.  The rim with a beaded outer edge is 
cast decorated with garlands of berries, flowers, vines 
etc.  Although the saucer is in excavated condition, the 
design is completely unworn, which suggests it was 
lost soon after manufacture.  3⅞” (98mm) diameter.  
Found on the foreshore of the River Thames.  Bought 
October 1998.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Spring 2000 Fig 14 p30.  Illustrated and 
discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The Archaeology of Pewter 
Vessels in England 1200-1700.  *Analysis of the alloy shows 
the composition to be tin 94.3%, lead 4.7%, copper 0.5%, 
bismuth 0.5%, antimony 0.5%, which is English ‘fine’ metal.  
Weinstein suggests that the presence of antimony indicates 
a later 17th century date.

SSAGM-12.  A possibly English pewter coaster or 
paten.  No maker’s mark, and its unusual format 
makes dating problematical say c1780-1820.  The flat
base with central incised line rises at the edge forming 
a steeply sloping side with a pair of incised lines below 
the rim.  4¾” (120mm) diameter.

860-449.  An English pewter plain rimmed plate by 
Thomas Dean Alderson of London 1796-1852 his 
touchmark flanked by Xs, and LONDON SUPERFINE 
label to the reverse.  This dish was made in 1820 for 
George IV’s coronation banquet*.  The rim engraved 
with the cypher of George IV below the royal crown.  
9¾” (248mm) diameter.  Formerly in the collection of 
the late Richard Mundey.
* The Neish Collection includes several pewter items 
produced for the Coronation banquet of King George IV.  
There are a pair of salts, a pair of spoons, a gravy boat, an 
oval platter (15⅞” long, 12⅜” wide with 1¼” rim), a single 
and a pair of dishes (12” with 1⅝” rim), a dinner plate 
(9¾” with 1⅜” rim), and a soup bowl (9½” with 1⅛” rim).  
Each engraved with the Royal Cypher on the plain rim, 
comprising ‘GR’ in ornamented script enclosing ‘IV’ under 
the royal crown.  Each except the pair of 12” dishes is struck 
with Thomas Alderson’s rampant lion touchmark with ‘X’ 
to either side and his London Superfine label

1126.  An English pewter plain rimmed plate by 
Frederick Brown and William James Englefield of 
London trading as Brown & Englefield 1885-1935 their 
marks to the reverse.  Interestingly, they also used a 
‘Superfine Hard Metal’ label and one of the touchmarks 
of Thomas Compton of London which were used by 
at least four successive pewterers from 1814 to 1891.  
The rim of the plate engraved ‘Thomas’s Chop House, 
Cornhill’*.  9½” (240mm) diameter. 
*The location of Thomas’s was St. Michael’s Alley.  A 
chophouse was traditionally where people dined on ‘hearty’ 
English food. The ‘menu’ centred around meat, with mutton 
chops being an obvious choice. They may perhaps be seen 
as a forerunner to the modern restaurant, but perhaps only 
in the same way the coffeehouse, first introduced to England 
in 1652, resembles a contemporary ‘espresso-bar’.  

 

SADWARE - DECORATED & NON-CIRCULAR 
For centuries, pewterers have utilised their skills to enhance the appearance of their 
products.  This is best demonstrated by sadware, which shows the greatest diversity 
of finishes of all pewterware.  The degree of sophistication of the decorative effect
ranges from simple scratch engraving right through to the use of specially made 
moulds to produce cast decorated items.  Except for inscriptions engraved on church 
pieces, to commemorate a special event, or to show ownership, it was unusual for 
British pewterers to embellish their sadware.  This began to change during the 1660s 
from when pewterers commenced experimenting with a variety of the decorative 
effects, sometimes they used two or more effects on the same piece for example 
wrigglework and punch decoration.

Cast decorated sadware

Cast decorated sadware is perhaps the most interesting, and certainly the rarest form 
of British pewter.  The style probably has Germanic origins.  All pewter is made by 
melting a mixture of tin and trifling amounts of other metals in a crucible.  The molten 
metal is poured into a pre-formed mould usually made of bronze, which in Britain 
is more likely to have been made by another craftsman.  Once cooled, the casting is 
removed from the mould and finished by the pewterer.  So-called ‘cast decorated’ 
pewter requires the mould maker to produce the detailed elements of the mould to 
the highest possible standard to eliminate or minimise the finishing process.  Relief 
casting was used as early as the Renaissance period to produce medallions and 
plaques, but only started to be used by pewterers notably in Nuremberg to decorate 
the larger surfaces of sadware during the later 16th century.  Received wisdom 
suggests that British pewterers first made cast decorated items at the beginning of 
the 17th century.    
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963.  A Dutch pewter cast decorated shallow bowl by an 
unidentified maker his touchmark centrally under the 
base c1575-1600*.  A noble couple dressed in costume 
of the period are shown standing in front of what may 
be a log fi e. The scene is set within a pelleted border, 
within an outer floral ‘frame’.  3” (75mm) diamete .
*Dubbe shows a slightly larger drinking bowl (drinkschaaltje) 
with a very similar cast decorated central scene and border 
at Fig 75 p147 in Tin en tinnegieters in Nederland 1978, which 
he dates to the end of the 16th century. 

954.  An English pewter toy or miniature cast decorated 
plate.  No maker’s mark.  The raised rim edge cast 
decorated with gadrooning comprising equidistantly 
spaced ‘pellets’.  The flat base cast decorated with an 
ring of rose-like raised designs.  1” (27mm) diameter.

930a.  A probably English pewter cast decorated saucer 
with single reeded edge rim.  No maker’s mark c1590-
1620.  The outer edge of the rim has scrolling floriate
vine-like decoration.  The inner edge of the rim is 
unusual having an inner ‘ridge’.  The bouge slopes 
gently to the bowl, which has a central raised flat ‘boss’ 
cast decorated with lobes and linear gadrooning.  It 
may have served to hold something, for example, 
a chalice or beaker.  3¾” (95mm) diameter.  Bought 
October 1997.  Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the 
Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 11 9/1998 p315.

1149.  An English pewter* saucer with cast decorated 
and beaded edge rim.  An unidentified partial 
touchmark possibly W(?) in a beaded circle to the 
reverse.  Suggested dating is c1603-10*.  Ownership 
triad of initials T over CN to the reverse.  The rim 
having representations mainly of thistles with 
intermittent fleur de lys, unlike other cast decorated 
pieces that feature mainly roses and vines.  Possibly 
made to celebrate the accession of James VI of Scotland 
to the English throne as James I in 1603.  The saucer 
has a flat base with a raised band, narrow rim with 
triangular cast edge decoration comprising raised 
inner triangles, and lower outer ones.  Under the base 
there is a further raised band ¾” (19mm) from the edge 
and around the centre.  4” (101mm) diameter.  Found 
on the River Thames foreshore.  Bought February 2000.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA 
Vol. 12 7/2002 p333.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein 
(2011) in The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-
1700.  *Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be 
tin 94.0%, lead 4.1%, copper 1.3%, bismuth 0.5%, antimony 
0.05%, which is English ‘fine’ metal.  Weinstein suggests that 
the presence of antimony indicates a later 17th century date.

Non-circular  sadware

Pewterers began making multi-sided plates in the fashion of silver examples 
from the second third of the 18th century and continued doing so throughout the 
rococo period.  As moulds were costly they adapted circular plates by trimming 
the edges, and soldered strengthening beads to the rim, sometimes to the face, or 
as on the first th ee following examples to the reverse.  

Hammered sadware
Almost all British sadware was ‘hammered’ during manufacture.  It is believed 
this was done to ‘case harden’ the casting.  Mostly, the marks left by the hammer 
were removed by lathe turning as part of the � nishing and polishing process.  The 
skill of the pewterer was such that the hammer marks were not only consistent but 
also evenly spaced almost decoratively in radial patterns.  That led to a demand 
for ‘hammered all over’ sadware especially from Scandinavian export markets.  
Today, one is most likely to see hammering on the rear of the bouge rather than 
more extensively across the entire surface of the rim and bowl.  A development of 
hammering the natural surfaces was to create raised areas, which was a practice 
adopted by British pewterers from their European counterparts.  Examples of such 
forms are shown under ‘repousse decorated sadware’.

797 & 798.  A pair of English pewter semi-broad rim 
plates with multiple reeded rim edges by John Elderton 
of London 1694-1745 his hallmarks to the front rim, 
and touchmark and secondary mark to the reverse.  
Ownership initials IK scratch engraved to the reverse.  
The reverse is hammered all over, which shows through 
to the rims but less so to the thicker bowl.  9⅝” (245m) 
diameter, with rim width of 1⅝” (41mm) giving a 
‘broadness’ factor of 33.5%.  520g weight.  Bought 
September 1993 from M Kashden.

823.  An English pewter decagonal sided plain rim plate 
by Jonas Durand II of London 1732-75 his touchmark 
(which was that of his father Jonas I) to the reverse.  
Engraved to the rim with an armorial device of a bird.  
A Cotterell ‘star’ guarantee label to the reverse.  9½” 
(241mm) diameter with rim width of 1⅓” (34mm).  
565g weight.  This is probably one of a set of 19 such 
plates sold 24 April 1970 as Lot 74 at Sotheby’s.  ex A 
Hibbs collection.  Bought 14 July 1994 as Lot 319 at 
Lawrence’s, Crewkerne.
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860-491.  An English pewter octagonal sided plain 
rim plate by Henry Maxted of London 1735-c50 his 
touchmark to the reverse.  Engraved to the rim with an 
armorial device of a crest of a stag above intertwined 
initials within which is an armorial shield.   9¾” 
(247mm) diameter at the widest point.  550g weight.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

448.  An English pewter 5-lobed wavy edged charger 
with twin reeded rim edge by Richard Yates of 
Shoreditch, London 1772-1832 his crowned X and 
address label to the reverse.  This is an exceptionally 
large example of wavy edged sadware, and probably 
formed part of a much larger garnish in a range of sizes.  
20” (509mm) diameter.  1⅖” (43mm) deep from rim 
edge.  3.425kg weight.  Bought 7 July 1985 at Christie’s.

904.  A European pewter 5-lobed wavy edged plate 
with triple reeded rim edge by the unidentified maker 
JD his mark to the reverse.  No dimensions recorded.

1256.  An English pewter 5-lobed wavy edged plate 
with cast cable decorated rim edge by John Townsend 
of London 1748-1801 his touchmark, crowned X and 
address and quality labels on the reverse.  Engraved 
to the rim with an armorial device comprising a crest 
of a swan flanked by foliage.  9½” (241mm) diameter.  
Bought April 2005 from M Roberts.

SSAGM-24.  An English pewter 14-sided or 
tetradecagonal teapot stand.  No maker’s mark, but 
probably made in She� eld c1790-1820.  This is an 
uncommon form having fourteen lobes rather than the 
usual oval or occasionally circular form.  The � at top 
rises at the edge to create a retaining rim.  The centre 
of the top has a bright cut cartouche, with bands of 
punched and bright cut decoration following the outer 
edge.  Four simple feet with triple reeded outer faces.  
6” (152m) maximum length.  4¼” (108mm) maximum 
width.

260.  An English pewter decagonal sided plain rim 
plate by Jonas Durand II of London 1732-75, his 
touchmark (which was that of his father Jonas I) to the 
reverse.  Engraved to the rim with the monogram IL.  
9½” (241mm) across from one parallel edge to another.  
Bought 31 July 1981 at Sotheby’s. 

442-447.  A group of six English pewter 5-lobed wavy 
edged plates with twin reeded rim edges.  One with the 
touchmark of Richard Pitt of London 1747-97, and five
by Pitt and Floyd of London 1769-81 their touchmark 
and flanking pair of crowned Xs to the reverse.  All 
engraved to the rim with the same armorial device 
comprising a crest of a ram’s head and a crown.  That 
by Pitt with diameter of 9½” (241mm), and the rest 
9⅝” (245mm).  550g weight.  Bought 3 July 1985 at 
Christie’s

Showing the subtle diffe ences among 
armorial devices engraved possibly by 
diffe ent engravers, or in the case of this set, 
at a diffe ent time for the odd plate (#446).

327.  An English pewter repousse plate with a single 
reeded rim edge, and an incised line on the rim by the 
bouge.  The outer well and bouge repousse decorated 
to create 16 lobes separated by raised outlines.  No 
maker’s mark.  In view of the inscription to the reverse, 
it was probably used as a church collection plate.  
Engraved to reverse Boughton Blean 1739 suggesting it 
came from the parish church of St. Peter and St. Paul, 
Boughton under Blean, near Canterbury, Kent.    10½” 
(267mm) diameter, with a rim width of 1⅜” (35mm).

437. A Dutch pewter repousse and wavy edged plate.  
An unidentified maker’s touchmark to the reverse 
c1750.  The so-called ‘strawberry dish’ has its bouge 
divided into 18 fluted panels rising to a narrow 
undulating rim.  8⅞” (226mm) diameter.  Bought 25 
March 1985 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated p28 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997. 

SSAGM-10.  An English pewter repousse and wavy 
edged dessert or condiment saucer by Edward Ubly 
of London 1716-39 his touchmark to reverse.  The so-
called ‘strawberry dish’ has 15 lobes, and is naively 
engraved with crossed sprays of berried foliage.  6” 
(152mm) diameter.  Bought August 2014 from C 
Ricketts.  
Two similar examples are illustrated by Hornsby at Fig 358 
and 359 Pewter of the Western World 1983.  
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1161.  An English pewter 5-lobed wavy reeded edge 
footed plate with four lion’s paw feet by Joseph Spackman 
of London 1753-99 his touchmark, Cornhill London 
address label and crowned X to the reverse.  9½” (241mm) 
diameter.  Bought July 2000 from Tony Pilsen.   

905a.  A probably Italian pewter punch decorated 
saucer.  No maker’s mark c1650.  The semi-broad 
saucer with a central circular raised boss in the gently 
sloping bowl.  It is punch decorated to the outer edge 
of the rim, the bouge and around the raised boss.  4¾” 
(120mm) diameter.  62g weight.  Bought 1997.

422.  An English pewter punch decorated charger 
with triple reeded rim edge.  No maker’s mark but 
it probably dates from the late 17th century.  The rim 
punch-decorated with 40 crescents enclosing fleur de 
lys, with more fleur de lys above the flower heads in 
between.  Engraved at the top with a single crescent 
over ownership initials EG.  18⅛” (462mm) diameter.  
Bought 21 November 1984 as Lot 46 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Spring 1990 p104-105, and Bulletin of the 
Pewter Collectors Club of America Winter 1997 p252-256.  
Illustrated at p48 in An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.  
Illustrated and discussed by Hayward in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 2017 p2-28.

Punch decorated  sadware

Most of the 17th century sadware with applied embellishment was made for 
special purposes such as to celebrate signi� cant events such as a marriage.  In 
terms of ‘creativity’, the design and commissioning of special punches was a 
rare action for the pewterer.  Nevertheless, some appear to have done this, and 
then to have used a handful of such punches to create a pattern usually around 
the rim of a special piece of sadware.  The design is built up by the repeated 
use of say three ornamental punches.  In the examples illustrated the punches 
include a � eur de lys, a rose, and a semi-circular ‘arcade’ that was reversed to 
produce a circular e� ect with the rose at the junction of neighbouring punch 
marks.  Creating a balanced pattern over the whole rim required some skill, but 
the pewterer probably acquired that from striking touchmarks and hallmarks 
using dies made in much the same way as the decorative punches.  Such wares 
are very scarce, and the one shown below is the second largest known

Repousse decorated  sadware

British pewterers created decorated sadware using punched and hammered 
ornamentation singly, or in combination.  Later, there was a brief resurgence of 
these skills used in combination to produce repousse work, which can result in 
some most attractive sadware.  It is thought no English repousse sadware was 
made at the time of original manufacture, but was decorated much later in the 
18th century.  Some consider they were too fancy for the home, and perhaps 
were made as church alms dishes.  Little evidence exists to support that notion.  
The repousse work is done by beating up the design from the back using special 
hammers, while the sadware is laid face down on a bed of pitch or a sand-� lled 
leather bag.  The skill involved in ensuring the design was uniform required very 
careful measuring and marking out the back of the piece.  A few ‘complementary 
pairs’ of dishes are known where the central ‘petals’ lean in opposing directions.  
The � nal stage of the process was to use decorative punches on the rim of the 
piece, and less frequently a di� erent punch was used to decorate the inner edge 
of the repousse work near to the bouge of the bowl
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542.  A German pewter broad rim engraved Guild 
dish by an unidentified maker c1680-1720.  A pair 
of marks within a decorative device on the rim at 6 
o’clock.  Guild officials ownership initials within a 
cartouche on the rim below a coronet: IW above a pair 
of crossed objects flanked by initials I and G.  The rim 
profusely engraved with trailing foliage, with a face 
at 9 o’clock.  Later ownership letters MH to the right 
of the cartouche.  11¾” (299mm) diameter.  Bought 25 
March 1987 at Christie’s

1268.  An English pewter plain rim communion 
plate by Thomas Pratt and Sons of London 1874-94 
their touchmark to the reverse.  The bowl engraved 
between two pairs of concentric lines with a cross and 
the legend Dei Dextera, and in the centre a hand giving 
benediction.  This represents the Hand of God (Manus 
Dei in Latin), also known as Dextera dei, the right hand 
of God, which is widely used as a motif in Jewish 
and Christian art.  The hand, sometimes including a 
portion of an arm, or ending about the wrist, is used 
to indicate the intervention in or approval of affairs on 
Earth by God.  No dimensions recorded.  

503.  An English pewter repousse and punch decorated 
plain rimmed dish by Samuel Harrop of Shrewsbury 
1734-80 two of his hallmarks to the reverse.  The bowl 
having a central boss with a raised petal-lobed border.  
The bouge with a sunken petal-lobed motif struck at 
the base of each with a five-lobed die.  The rim with 
a punched double-volute motif.  The decoration 
undoubtedly not contemporary with the period of the 
dish.  15” (381mm) diameter.  Previously sold Sotheby’s 
3 July 1972 from the Leonard Cheshire Home, Staunton 
Harold.  ex W Buckell collection.  Bought 22 April 1986 
as Lot 223 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated Fig 4 and discussed by Michaelis in Decoration 
on English Pewterware Part III: Punched and Hammered 
Ornamentation, Antique Collector August 1974.  Illustrated 
and discussed by Buckell in Journal of the Pewter Society 
Autumn 1980 p6-8.  Illustrated and discussed by Neish in 
Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1988 p95-96. 

545.  An English pewter repousse and punch decorated 
multiple reeded rim edge dish by John Raymond of 
Gainsborough, Lincolnshire 1691-1713 his lozenge 
shaped hallmarks to the front rim, and touchmark to 
the reverse, with a group of six lozenge shaped outlines 
containing one letter each, and spelling LONDON.  
Crowned ownership initials GK on rim opposite the 
hallmarks.  The decoration probably not contemporary 
with the period of the dish.  13½” (343mm) diameter.  
Bought 1 November 1987 from A Bartram.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in Journal of the Pewter 
Society Spring 1988 p95-96.  

546.  An English pewter repousse and punch decorated 
single reeded rim edge dish by William Cooke of 
Bristol 1795-1812 his touchmark, secondary crowned 
rose mark, and FROM LONDON label to reverse.  
Ownership initials GF on rim.  The decoration probably 
not contemporary with the period of the dish.  13½” 
(343mm) diameter.  Bought 1 November 1987 from A 
Bartram.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in Journal of the Pewter 
Society Spring 1988 p95-96.  Illustrated at p49 in An 
Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

Engraved and wrigglework decorated sadware

From the 1660s, British pewterers began to embellish their sadware with what 
may be termed ‘aesthetic engraving’.  Rare examples from pre-1660 are known, 
but are very much the exception.  British pewterers utilised engraving tools 
that suited pewter rather than those employed by silversmiths.  So, the normal 
incised work done with a burin on silver was replaced by a narrow chisel-like 
blade.  The pewterer simultaneously pushed it at an angle while rocking the 
blade from side to side along the metal, which created a zigzag groove.  This is 
what is known today as wrigglework.  British wrigglework should be viewed 
as naive folk art, as pewterers while skilled craftsmen were not scholarly 
artists.  They responded to trends in other materials as best they could.  Thus 
their designs may be seen as crude, but it is this aspect which is so appealing to 
collectors who enjoy the simplicity of these depictions of everyday objects and 
scenes.  Wrigglework reached a peak in popularity from c1690-1740.  Thereafter, 
the engraving was limited to ownership inscriptions and armorial devices 
followed later in the 18th century by bright cut engraving.  The 19th century 
saw a wider use of engraving, which may have been undertaken by specialist 
engravers rather than the pewterers themselves. 
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1146. An English pewter single reeded rim edge 
charger by John Jupe of London 1737-81 his marks 
to the reverse.  Later engraved c1900 as a trade sign 
to advertise his business by Richard Lambourne 
of Oxford*.  Engraved to the rim: ‘RICHARD 
LAMBOURNE DEALER IN ALL KINDS OF PLATE 
CHINA PEWTER STAMPS & ANYTHING OLD 
FASHIONED OR CURIOUS’.  The bowl engraved 
with the City arms of Oxford encircled by the legend 
‘BEST PRICE GIVEN WITHIN THE CITY’.  16½” 
(420mm) diameter, with a rim width of 1⅞” (49mm).  
1.75kg weight.  Sometime in the Michaelis Collection 
and sold 19 February 1971 as lot 95 by Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated cover photo Journal of the Pewter Society 
Autumn 1990.  *Lambourne and Son traded in antique 
furniture from 12 Market Street, Oxford in 1899.  By 
1901 Richard Lambourne was selling furniture from 230 
Banbury Road, then appearing at various addresses selling 
antiquities and furniture from 1906 until 1914 when he was 
also running a lodging house at 25 Beaumont Street.  

SSAGM-25.  An English pewter oval teapot stand 
by James Vickers of Sheffiel 1769-1809 his mark 
under the base.  The flat top rises slightly at the edge 
to create a retaining rim.  The centre with engraved 
ownership initials.  The outer edge with bands of 
punched and engraved bright cut decoration, with 
another band following the rim.  Four simple feet 
with triple reeded outer faces.  6⅞” (175m) long.  5⅛” 
(130mm) maximum width.

343.  An English pewter wrigglework ultra-broad rim 
charger by Edward Everett of London 1652-65 his 
hallmarks to the rim, and touchmark to the reverse.  
The outer edge of the rim with a single incised line.  
Decorated in the bowl with wrigglework engraving 
of St George and the Dragon, and the date 1662, and 
on the rim with pack horses, wagons and an inn.  
18⅖” (467mm) diameter, and with a broadness factor 
of 42.55%.  Formerly in the collections of R Michaelis, 
and R Mundey. 

368.  An English pewter plain rim plate c1700-30.  An 
unidentified maker’s mark to the reverse of the rim.  
The plate wrigglework engraved with an armorial 
device of a fish on the rim, with a sprig of leaves and 
flowers in the bowl.  9¾” (248mm) diamete .

432. An English pewter wrigglework broad-rim 
charger by an unidentified maker his hallmarks to 
the rim, and crowned rose secondary mark to the 
reverse.  This is one of a significant group of about 
35 wrigglework chargers collectively described as 
‘Charles II commemorative chargers’.  The bowl 
is decorated in wrigglework with the royal arms 
and mottoes of Charles II centrally around which 
is the legend Vivat Rex Carolus Secundus Beati Paci�  
1662.  The royal arms surmounted by a crowned lion 
statant between the initials ‘CR’. The rim decorated 
in wrigglework with a Sun in splendour at 12 o’clock 
opposed by an ownership triad H over TS in a garland, 
with a Tudor rose at 3 o’clock and another at 9 o’clock.  
The rest of the rim having sprays of tulips in the upper 
half, and scrolling branches with oak leaves and 
acorns in the lower half.  21¾” (552mm) diameter.  ex 
Yeates collection (unconfirmed).  ex Professor Dougal 
collection who bought the charger from R Mundey in 
August 1932.  Bought by K Bradshaw 13 May 1949 as 
Lot 42 at Sotheby’s.  Bought by R Mundey 13 June 1977 
as Lot 101 at Sotheby’s.  Bought from Mundey in 1985.
Illustrated and discussed by Bradshaw in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society September 1976, and cover photo.  Illustrated 
Antique Collector 10 October 1977 p80.  Illustrated and 
discussed by Brett p46 Phaidon Guide to Pewter 1981.  Illustrated 
and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Winter 
2004 Fig 1 p31.  Illustrated and discussed by Gadd as #13 in 
his privately published analysis Coronation Chargers 2005

417.  An English pewter wrigglework multiple-reeded 
rim edge dish by a maker whose LONDON label is 
on the reverse, and is possibly that of Joseph Hodges 
of London 1697-1710.  The rim and bowl engraved in 
a naive style of wrigglework depicting floral sprigs 
and other emblems around a central floral design.  15” 
(381mm) diameter.  ex R Michaelis collection sold 12 
November 1973 as Lot 103 at Sotheby’s.  Bought 21 
November 1984 as Lot 14 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Spring 1990 p104. 

418.  An English pewter wrigglework single reeded rim 
edge plate.  No identifiable maker’s mark, although 
there is a crowned rose secondary mark on the reverse.  
Probably early 18th century.  The rim decorated with 
lunettes, the well with a stylised design of thistles 
enclosing initials M(?).  8½” (216mm) diameter with 
rim width of 1” (23mm).  297g weight.  Bought 21 
November 1984 as Lot 25 at Sotheby’s.
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860-528.  An English pewter wrigglework triple 
reeded rim edge charger by John Jackson I of London 
1677-1731, his hallmarks on the rim and touchmark 
on the reverse.  The rim with a serpentine band 
of simple wrigglework interspersed with lavishly 
engraved acorns, tulips and foliage.  The bowl with 
a wrigglework crowned male lion placed centrally 
above a stag, a dove, and a lily pot, all surrounded 
by acorns, tulips and foliage.  Ownership initials IS 
over the lion’s crown.  18¼” (463mm) diameter with 
2⅖” (61.5mm) rim.  2.15kg weight.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.  
Illustrated by Mundey in the Journal of the Pewter Society 
Spring 1989 p25.  Illustrated p21 An Introduction to British 
Pewter 1997. 

861.  An English pewter broad-rim charger by an 
unidentified maker his touchmark to the reverse.  This 
is one of a significant group of about 35 wrigglework 
chargers collectively described as ‘Charles II 
commemorative chargers’.  The bowl is decorated in 
wrigglework with a central Tudor rose surrounded 
by a garland of acorns and oak leaves, around which 
is the legend GIFT OF HENRY CAPELL TO JOHN 
LAWRENCE 1687*.  The rim decorated in wrigglework 
with a Sun in splendour at 12 o’clock opposed by an 
ownership triad L over IE in a garland, the rest of the 
rim having a double wavy line of wrigglework sprigs 
of acorns alternating with oak leaves.  The reverse of 
the bowl wrigglework decorated with a pair of rising 
phoenix birds and ‘1696’#, and the back of the rim 
with a wrigglework circular outline and four double 
reversed fleur de lys.  22¼” (565mm) diameter (38% 
‘broadness factor’).  Bought by AE Gautier 28 July 
1966 as Lot 141 at Sotheby’s.  Bought May 1995 from 
Sampson.  
Illustrated (cover photo) and discussed by Neish in 
the Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 1995 p68-
69.  Illustrated p23 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol. 12 7/2002 p334-335, and Winter 2004 Fig 2 p32.  
Illustrated and discussed by Gadd as #27 in his privately 
published analysis Coronation Chargers 2005.  *Henry Capell 
(probably Sir Henry Capel, d.1696#, second son of Arthur, 
1st Lord Capel(l) of Hadham, Hertfordshire, a prominent 
Royalist soldier executed in 1649 by the Parliamentarians).  
Sir John Lawrence, a Master of the Haberdashers’ Company 
was Lord Mayor of London at the time of the Great Plague 
of 1665.  

509.  An English pewter wrigglework narrow rim 
multiple reeded rim edge plate probably by Henry 
Harford of London c1690*.  Ownership initials DLSL 
to the rim, and scratched names to the reverse.  The 
bowl with wrigglework decoration of a stylised 
flowering thistle and foliage.  8⅔” (219mm) diameter 
with rim width of ½” (13mm).  ex C Peal and W 
Buckell collections.  Previously sold 6 October 1981 as 
Lot 55 at Sotheby’s.  Bought 22 April 1986 as Lot 222 
at Sotheby’s.  
*There are four hallmarks to the front, which include a pair 
of initials, a stag, a crown and the fourth is obscure.  The 
most likely candidate is Henry Harford I of London 1683-
1715 whose hallmarks are almost identical to these.

607.  An English pewter wrigglework single reeded rim 
edge plate by John Lovell I (1700-34) or II (1725-42) of 
Bristol, his marks to the reverse.  Wriggled ownership 
initials PH above maker’s mark on reverse.  The rim 
engraved with alternating straight and curvilinear 
wrigglework, and the well with a wrigglework 
depiction of a stag.  9¼” (235mm) diameter, with 1⅛” 
(29mm) wide rim.  340g weight.  Part of Lot 9 sold at 
Sotheby’s 25 April 1985.  Offe ed in his Autumn-Fall 
1985 sales list by P Hornsby who listed it as #6.  Bought 
21 June 1989 at Sotheby’s.

692.  An English pewter wrigglework single reeded 
rim edge marriage plate by James Hitchman of London 
1701-38 his touchmark, LONDON label, secondary 
crowned rose mark, and hallmarks to the reverse.  
Ownership initials EE wriggled to the bowl.  The rim 
engraved with alternating straight and curvilinear 
wrigglework, and the bowl with a wrigglework 
depiction of a peacock.  8½” (216mm) diameter with 
rim width of 1” (27mm).  340g weight.  ex F Jaeger 
collection.  Bought 4 December 1990 as Lot 1418 at 
Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated p27 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

851. An English pewter wrigglework single reeded 
rim edge plate by an unidentified maker his twin rose 
touchmarks, and LONDON label to the reverse c1710-
20.  Ownership initials IP wriggled to the reverse.  The 
rim engraved with alternating straight and curvilinear 
wrigglework, and the bowl with a wrigglework 
depiction of a crowned thistle with foliage.  8⅜” 
(213mm) diameter with rim width of 1⅛” (29mm).  
298g weight.  Bought February 1995 from A Bartram.
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864.  An English pewter wrigglework single reeded 
rim edge dish by an unidentified maker his FROM 
LONDON label* to the reverse c1710-20.  The rim 
wrigglework engraved with trailing foliage, and the 
bowl with a wrigglework depiction of a central seated 
lion surrounded by trailing foliage.  15” (381mm) 
diameter.  ex Rupert Smith collection.  Bought 29 June 
1995 as part of Lot 111 at Phillips Edinburgh.
*This could be the label of John Duncumb of Birmingham 
and Bewdley c1718-45 whose label is almost identical to this 
one.

911.  An English pewter wrigglework single reeded 
rim edge plate by Thomas Leach of London 1720-
47 his touchmark, MADE IN LONDON label, and 
secondary mark to the reverse.  Ownership name L 
BEST wriggled to the front, with what appears to be an 
inverted letter P struck in one of the semi-circles.  The 
rim engraved with curvilinear wrigglework within a 
wavy outer border, and the bowl with a wrigglework 
depiction of a lily pot with three flowers.  9” (228mm) 
diameter.  Bought September 1996.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 8/1997 Fig 5 p252-256.

1118.  An English pewter wrigglework plain rim 
deep plate by Hellier Perchard of London 1709-59 his 
touchmark, hallmarks and MADE IN LONDON label 
to reverse.  Ownership initials HE over 1750 engraved 
in a wrigglework cartouche on the rim.  The depth 
of the bowl suggests this is a dinner bowl for soup 
or dessert.  The bowl engraved with an 8-petalled 
‘flowe ’ within a single circular line of wrigglework.  
9½” (240mm) diameter.  Bought November 1998.

860-409.  An English pewter wrigglework single 
reeded rim edge plate.  No maker’s mark is visible, 
but the presence of a LONDON label on the reverse 
suggests a London pewterer.  The rim with a simple 
band of alternating straight and curved engraving.  
The bowl depicting a stag in woodland represented 
by stylised versions of an acorn, leaf and tulip.  8½” 
(216mm) diameter.  Formerly in the collection of the 
late Richard Mundey.
Illustrated by Mundey in the Journal of the Pewter Society 
Spring 1989 p24.

1270 & 1271.  A pair of English pewter wrigglework 
single reeded rim edge marriage* plates by James 
Hitchman of London 1701-35 his touchmark, hallmarks, 
secondary mark, and LONDON label to the reverse.  
Engraved in wrigglework between the touchmark and 
secondary crowned rose mark is the date 1661, which 
was done probably to commemorate a date important 
to the owner.  The outer edges of each plate with varied 
zigzag patterned engraving.  8½” (216mm) diameter.  
Bought 2 July 2013 at Christie’s South Kensington.  An 
almost identical pair illustrated Plate 3 catalogue of a 
Pewter Exhibition at the City of Lincoln Usher Gallery 
1962.  
1270: The rim with a simple sinuous band of curving 
wrigglework engraving.  The bowl depicting a peacock 
amongst foliage, and ownership triad of initials B over IS.  
1271: The rim with groups of zigzagging wrigglework 
alternating from the inner to the outer edges.  The bowl 
depicting a peahen amongst foliage and flower heads, 
and ownership triad of initials P over IS.  
*These pairs are usually described as ‘marriage’ plates as their 
imagery refers to a male and a female, and the ownership 
lettering is often linked.

616.  An English pewter octagonal baptismal font 
bowl.  No maker’s mark, but engraved to rim Parish of 
HAREBY, Co. Lincoln 1820.  Harbey is near Horncastle.  
One of a number of similar examples all of which come 
from Lincolnshire, and are dated between 1819-1823*.  
The plain rimmed deep bowl with a foot ring.  8½” 
(215mm) diameter, and 3⅓” (85mm) deep.  Offe ed for 
sale in September 1987 by Hornsby.  Bought 21 June 
1989 at Sotheby’s.  
*These bowls may have been the specialised product of a local 
pewterer, though Gazely suggests they may have been made 
to a special order by Townsend and Compton of London.  In an 
article in the Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 2005 p35-36 
he illustrates two more and discusses these unusual vessels.  
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860-410.   An English pewter wrigglework single 
reeded rim edge plate possibly by James Hitchman of 
London, although no maker’s mark is visible.  The rim 
with a simple band of alternating straight and curved 
engraving.  The bowl depicting a crowned rose flanked
by two tulips.  8½” (216mm) diameter.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.  

860-411.  An English pewter wrigglework single 
reeded rim edge plate by James Hitchman of London 
1701-35 his touchmark, hallmarks, secondary mark, 
and LONDON label to the reverse.  The outer and 
inner edges of the rim, and the rim itself with varied 
zigzag patterned wrigglework engraving.  The bowl 
depicting a tulip flower head with stem and leaves, 
and ownership initials EC.  8½” (214mm) diameter.  
1” (27mm) wide rim.  325g weight.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.  
Illustrated by Mundey in the Journal of the Pewter Society 
Spring 1989 p25.

SSAGM-59.  An English pewter wrigglework single 
reeded rim edge dish by Thomas Munday I, London 
1754-90 his touchmark, secondary label dated 1694, 
MADE IN LONDON label, and hallmarks all struck 
clearly to the reverse.  The design well executed in 
wrigglework of trailing foliage to the rim, with a naïve 
scene of a family having their portrait painted by 
an artist with their pet dog to the right.  The style of 
the wrigglework engraving suggests it was possibly 
decorated in Germany to where many London 
pewterers traditionally exported their wares.  13¼” 
(337mm) diameter, with a rim diameter of 1⅝” (41mm).  
Bought May 2013 from C Ricketts.

SSAGM-44.  An English pewter plain rim plate with 
rare ownership engraving and housemark c1650-
80.  No maker’s mark.  A single reeded rim edge 
to the reverse.  The reverse of the bowl engraved 
circumferentially with Thas Lancaster at ye Fishmongers 
Arms in Love Lane Billingsgate, and struck centrally with 
the owner’s housemark die.  In excavated condition, 
with extensive nature’s gilding.  9½” (241mm) 
diameter.  Bought April 2003 from M Kashden.

SADWARE - SCOTTISH & IRISH 
Scottish and Irish sadware from before the mid-18th century is exceedingly 
rare, and up until the early 19th century most of what survives are church 
collection dishes.  Thus, the Collection includes some very rare items.  In 
general, the diameters of Scottish and Irish sadware follow those made in 
England, although the range of sizes is more limited.  The most commonly 
seen diameters are 9, 12, 15, 16½, and 18 inches, with very few larger chargers.  
The oldest known item of Scottish sadware in the Collection is #356 the Royal 
‘rosewater’ charger by Robert Weir of Edinburgh (1596-1614).  Spencer Davies 
notes that other Scottish sadware to survive from the 17th century is almost 
exclusively from churches, and he records as the earliest 18th century Scottish 
items a 15” triple reeded rim edge dish by Robert Edgar of Edinburgh (1684-
1710), and a pair of 9” triple reeded rim edge plates by Stephen Crawfurd of 
Glasgow (1684-1733) Scottish Pewter 1600-1850.  The Collection has two Scottish early 
18th century items of sadware (#1079 & #1127).  See also other sections for 
example Basins and Strainers.

Scottish sadware

1127.  A possibly Scottish pewter single reeded rim edge 
armorial dish by an unidentified maker his feint mark 
to the reverse c1722-30.  The bowl engraved with the 
arms of Johnstone of Westerhall, Dumfriesshire, with 
the legend Nunquam non paratus (never unprepared).  
The family received its lands for opposing the rebellion 
of the Earl of Douglas against James II.  The coat of arms 
has a man’s heart below a crown under the saltire, to 
which position it was moved c1722.  Ownership triad 
of initials B over RB to the front rim.  14¾” (375mm) 
diameter.

Spencer Davies reports that the set of Edinburgh hallmarks 
shown were used by Robert Veitch 1725-c1748, William 
Ballantyne II 1749-77 and his widow, and by John Brown 
1761-77 Scottish Pewter 1600-1850.

373.  A Scottish pewter single reeded rim edge plate 
possibly by Robert Veitch of Edinburgh 1725-c1748 his 
hallmarks to the reverse*.  Scratch engraved ownership 
initials PP over IW to the reverse.  9” (229mm) diameter, 
with rim width of 1⅛” (28mm).  427g weight.  
*(see note preceding this entry)
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356.  A Scottish pewter ‘rosewater’ charger by Robert Weir 
of Edinburgh 1596-1614 his touchmark and Edinburgh castle 
secondary mark to the reverse*.  From the plain rim of the dish 
there are three roughly equidistant internal steps creating a deep 
well in the centre of which is a copper and enamel boss on a pewter 
mount.  The boss has the arms of James VI of Scotland who from 
1603 became James I of England, Scotland and Wales.  2.5.1598 
Weir supplied pewter vessels for a banquet in honour of Anne 
of Denmark’s 19 year old brother Ulric, Duke of Holstein.  This 
was hosted by the King and by the burgh at Baillie MacMorran’s 
house in Riddle’s Court, Edinburgh: Item to Robert Weir puyderar 
for borrowit vessel to the said banquet with the price of sik vessel wes 
tint thereat according to his particular compt subscribed be theforsaid 
persons: £14-11s-4d Riddle’s Court: the banquet, the renaissance painted ceiling and diplomacy 

in 1598 Draft by Michael Pearce 18.10.2011 academia.edu.  September 1600 noted as 
pewterer to the Royal Household The Household and Court of King James VI of Scotland 

1567-1603 PhD thesis AL Juhala Edinburgh Univ 2000.  Dead by 5.2.1616 (date of his 
testament dative & inventory ECC8/8/49).  17½” (444mm) diameter, 
and 3” deep.  Sometime in the G Gollin collection.  Bought 24 
February 1983 as Lot 17 at Christies.  
*This is one of the earliest marked pieces of Scottish pewter to which 
an accurate date range can be ascribed.  Robert was the son of Quentein 
aka Mungo Weir to whose business he succeeded in 1595/96, being 
admitted as a freeman pewterer of the Edinburgh Incorporation of 
Hammermen in 1596.  This is one of a handful of similar styled dishes, 
others being in the Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh, and the Burrell 
Collection, Glasgow.  Dalgleish suggests they formed part of a garnish 
made for Holyrood Palace, Edinburgh Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1982 pp92-

93.  Exhibited at the Exhibition of Scottish Art 1939.  Illustrated and 
discussed by Sutherland-Graeme in the Connoisseur February 1939.  
Exhibited as item #30 at the City of Lincoln Usher Gallery from 29 
September to 27 October 1962.  Discussed by Shemmell in Journal of 
the Pewter Society Autumn 1982 p105-115.  Illustrated and discussed 
by Neish in the Bulletin of the Pewter Collectors Club of America Vol. 9 
12/1989 Fig 3 p243.  Rear cover illustration of An Introduction to British 
Pewter by Moulson & Neish 1997.  Discussed by Neish in The Royal 
Touch Bulletin of the Pewter Collectors Club of America Vol 12 7/2002 
p331-38.  Discussed and compared by P Spencer Davies and DW Hall 
with other Scottish enamel bossed dishes in the Journal of the Pewter 
Society Autumn 2014 p6-9.      

1036.  A probably English pewter plain rim charger.  No 
recorded maker’s mark but probably by John Shorey II of 
London 1708-1732*.  Engraved FOR THE WASTER GRAY 
FRIEIRS KIRK 1723, although the date may have been added 
later.  This is the Wester Greyfriars Kirk in Edinburgh**.  20¼” 
(515mm) diameter with a rim width of 2⅖” (62mm).  3.025kg 
weight.  
* Although this example is unmarked, an identical one in the 
National Museums of Scotland has the marks of John Shorey II on 
the reverse.  No sadware of this large diameter is known by Scottish 
pewterers.  ** Greyfriars was the first church built in Edinburgh 
after the Reformation.  In 1562 Mary Queen of Scots granted the 
land, which was then on the outskirts of the city, to the Town 
Council for use as a burial ground.  By 1602 building had started 
re-using stonework from the Dominican convent at Sciennes, but 
work was slow, and the new church did not open until Christmas 
Day 1620.  In 1638 the National Covenant was presented and signed 
in front of the pulpit. Greyfriars was used as a barracks from 1650-
53 during Cromwell’s invasion of Scotland.  Little remains of the 
original church, which ended where the great west arch is now.  
Beyond that was a small, squat tower, where the Town Council kept 
its gunpowder.  In 1718 it blew up.  The west end of the church was 
reduced to ruins and a new west wall was built, two bays into the 
church.  On the western side a new church was created by adding 
two further bays in the same style, so that Greyfriars housed two 
separate congregations, back to back. The porch, added on the north 
side in 1721 provided access to both churches.  

516 & 517.  A pair of Scottish pewter single reeded rim edge dishes.  One by William 
Harvey II of Edinburgh 1707-c50, his hallmarks and oval touchmark to the reverse, 
and the other by William Scott of Edinburgh with his name label twice on the reverse.  
This dish was probably made to replace an earlier one, and engraved to keep it 
ensuite.  Each engraved ASSOCIATE CONGREGATION OF JEDBURGH 1748*.  
14¾” (375mm) diameter, with rim width of 1⅞” (48mm).  Bought 31 October 1985 as 
part of Lot 26 at Sotheby’s.  
*History of the Blackbriars Associate Session: some of the parishioners of Jedburgh withdrew 
from the Established Church and united in a formal accession to the Associate Presbytery.  
They were then joined to the congregation of Gateshaw, now Morebattle, then forming.  In 
1739, the new combined congregation of about 300 members presented a petition praying 
for supply of sermon at Jedburgh.  The Presbytery did so a short time later, which continued 
thereafter about once every month, until a minister was settled over the congregation.  The 
first minister adhered with the great majority of his congregation to the Associate Burgher 
Synod at “The Breach” in 1747, and shortly afterwards the communion set was purchased.  
The first chu ch was built in 1746, the second built 1801 and a third was built in 1818. 
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1079.  A very rare Scottish pewter plain rim bowl plate 
possibly by John Merchant of Dunfermline c1740-60*.  
Ownership initials CT over AP to the reverse.  9⅓” 
(237mm) diameter.  446g weight.
*There is an incomplete maker’s mark ‘John’ in a rectangular 
outline on the reverse, which may be that of Merchant 
whose complete mark is also shown.  If it is then this is a 
very rare plate as almost no pewter by Dunfermline makers 
has survived. 

562.  A British pewter plain rim plate c1740-80.  No 
maker’s mark.  Believed to have belonged to the 
communion service of the Glenbervie/Drumlithie 
Episcopal Church of Scotland in Kincardineshire.  9⅗” 
(244mm) diameter.  527g weight.  

563.  A British pewter paten c1740-60.  No maker’s 
mark.  Believed to have belonged to the communion 
service of the Glenbervie/Drumlithie Episcopal 
Church of Scotland in Kincardineshire.  The top 
engraved centrally with the glory and IHS has a turned 
five-g oove rim.  7” (178mm) diameter.  1” (25mm) tall.

333.  A Scottish pewter plain rim deep dish by 
William Fleming of Gallowgate, Glasgow 1744-84 his 
touchmark, secondary LET TRADE FLOURISH mark*, 
crowned X and SUPERFINE HARD METAL label to 
the reverse.  16” (407mm) diameter.
*Several Scottish pewterers added such sentiments to their 
marks, which refer to the importance of the American 
colonies as customers for their wares.

374.  A Scottish pewter single reeded rim edge plate by 
William Hunter of Edinburgh 1749-94 his hallmarks to 
the reverse.  9” (230mm) diameter, with rim width of 
1⅛” (28mm).  438g weight.

281a & 281b.  A pair of Scottish pewter plain rim 
chargers by William Hunter of Edinburgh 1749-
94 his twin touchmarks, hallmarks and crowned X 
to the reverse.  Engraved to the rim Dedit Gulielmus 
Mitchel Armiger AD 1794 (given by William Mitchel 
armourer).  The bouge is hammered, and the bowl 
has an incised line.  See flagons #279 and #280 from 
the same communion set.  18½” (471mm) diameter, 
with rim width of 2¼” (57mm).  Bought 23 July 1981 
at Christie’s.

367.  A Scottish pewter single reeded rim edge dish by 
William Hunter of Edinburgh 1749-94 his hallmarks 
to the reverse.  Scratch engraved ownership initials 
LP over MP, and MM to the reverse.  14¾” (375mm) 
diameter.

371 & 372.  A pair of Scottish pewter single reeded 
rim edge deep plates by William Hunter of Edinburgh 
1749-94 his hallmarks to the reverse.  Scratch engraved 
ownership initials RP over IW to the reverse, with 
a cross below the lower pair of initials.  9” (230mm) 
diameter with rim width of 1⅛” (28mm).  435g weight.

619. A Scottish pewter plain rim deep dish by 
Stephen Maxwell of Glasgow 1763-95 his sailing ship 
touchmark with early legend Success to ye British 
Colonies (c1763-83) and LONDON label to the reverse.  
Ownership initials WD over M to the reverse.  15” 
(381mm) diameter

88.  A Scottish pewter plain rim dish by Robert Graham 
and James Wardrop of Glasgow trading as Graham & 
Wardrop 1774-1812 their square touchmark of a sailing 
ship on the reverse surrounded by the legend ‘Success 
to the United States of America’*.  15” (381mm) 
diameter.  
*Several Scottish pewterers added such sentiments to their 
marks, which refer to the importance of the American 
colonies as customers for their wares.

587-589.  Three Scottish pewter single reeded rim edge 
deep dishes by Robert Kinniburgh I of West Bow, 
Edinburgh 1796-1812 his hallmarks and touchmark to 
the reverse.  14½” (368mm) diameter with rim width 
of 1½” (38mm).  Bought February 1988.

359 & 360.  A pair of Scottish pewter plain rim dishes 
by James Wylie of Glasgow 1789-1847 his marks 
including touchmark, address label, SUPER FINE 
HARD METAL label, and crowned X to the reverse.  
16¾” (425mm) diameter.
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905.  A Scottish pewter narrow rimmed footed dish 
by Robert Whyte of Cowgatehead, Edinburgh 1805-51 
his touchmark and thistle mark under the base.  The 
salver or serving dish with a shallow bouge has an 
incised line near the bouge, and stands on four ball 
feet.  This may have been used either domestically, or 
in a church.  12¼” (311mm) & diameter

1089.  A Scottish pewter plain rim bowl plate by William 
Scott III of Edinburgh 1790-1824 his touchmark to the 
reverse.  9¾” (247mm) diameter with a rim width of 
1⅜” (35mm).  500g weight.

252-254.  A group of three Scottish pewter single reeded 
rim edge dishes by William Scott III of Edinburgh 1790-
1824 his marks to the reverse.  Each engraved to the 
rim Wemyss Kirk 1799*, although from the diffe ences 
in engraving they may not be contemporary with each 
other.  #253 has hammer marks showing to the face of 
the bouge and outer edge of the bowl.  16½” (420mm) 
diameter.
*The former parish church is St. Mary’s by the Sea, in East 
Wemyss where a church has been on that site since the 12th 
century.  Originally rectangular in plan, the church seems to 
have been virtually rebuilt in 1528, with further rework in 
1792 and 1810.  After the Reformation, the chancel became 
the Wemyss Aisle.  The church closed in 1976 with the 
congregation being united with St. George’s, East Wemyss 
(itself united with St Adrian’s in West Wemyss in 1973) and 
the church was converted to a house in 1985. 
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419 & 420.  A pair of Scottish pewter plain rim dishes by 
William Scott IV of Edinburgh 1826-49 his touchmark 
to reverse.  The rims engraved Parish of Cross and 
Burness 1846.  Cross and Burness was a united parish 
in the north of Orkney, comprising the south-western 
and north-western limbs of Sanday island, and also, in 
its quoad civilia estate, the island of North Ronaldshay.  
15” (381mm) diameter.  Bought 21 November 1984 as 
Lot 54 at Sotheby’s.

873 & 874.  A pair of Scottish pewter plain rim dishes 
by Robert Kiniburgh II of West Bow, Edinburgh 1831-
38 his touchmark to the reverse.  Engraved UN. ASSO. 
CONGREGATION. ROUSAY 1834*.  Diameter 14⅞” 
(378mm) with a rim width of 1¾” (44mm).  1.74kg 
weight.  Bought 29 June 1995 as part of Lot 128 at 
Phillips Edinburgh, which also included communion 
flagons and cups. 
*This refers to the Rousay United Associate Secession 
Church.  Rousay is an Orkney island 4 miles broad and 3 
miles long.  This place was fixed upon as a preaching station 
by the United Associate Presbytery of Edinburgh in 1829.  A 
congregation was organized in 1834 and a place of worship 
built the same year.  This church joined with the Rousay and 
Egilsay Free Church in 1906 to become the Trumland United 
Free Church.

Irish sadware

1183.  An Irish pewter plain rim plate by Charles 
Clark of Waterford 1788-1830 his hallmarks to the 
reverse.  Ownership initials ‘IC’ on reverse.  A single 
incised line at the junction of the bowl and bouge, and 
a strengthening bead under the rim.  9⅖” (240mm) 
diameter with a rim width of 1⅖” (36mm).

1078.  An Irish pewter plain rim plate by Joseph Austen 
of Cork 1791-1845 his touchmark, SUPERFINE HARD 
METAL label, crowned X, and hallmarks to the reverse.  
Ownership triad of initials GME to the reverse.  To the 
rear of the rim is a bead whose purpose was probably 
to give added strength to the edge of the plate.  9⅔” 
(245mm) diameter, with rim width of 1⅜” (35mm).

PORRINGERS 
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PORRINGERS 
The vast majority of pewter porringers have a shallow circular bowl typically with a single handle usually known as an ear.  They are first mentioned in 
the records of the Worshipful Company in 1556-57 at which time until about 1600 they were made with two ears*.  Initially, the ears were shaped like fleur
de lys becoming more stylised into a trilobate form later.  Until the mid-17th century the bowls were of a shallow ‘bucket’ shape with outwardly sloping 
sides.  From c1650, the bowl shape changed to one with a curved bouge having a circular gutter surrounding a central raised boss, and a narrow erect collar 
at the rim.  Small capacity examples may have served as wine tasters, but could also be children’s toys.  Some porringer-like vessels were made to measure 
liquids, and have become known as bleeding porringers although they may have served other purposes.  Examples are shown in the chapter on Health, 
Medical & Personal Hygiene items.  The popularity of this form continued into the 20th century, and examples are shown in the chapter on Victorian to 
21st century items.  Apart from the evolutionary development of the form, the shape of the ear has attracted the interest of collectors for the wide range of 
types that may be encountered.

*Although it was customary for all English porringers after c1600 to have only one ear, there was a short time at the end of the Stuart period when a special 
group of commemorative porringers were made with two ornamental ears, and a separate lid (no British porringers are known with lids other than these, 
although European examples continued to be made up until the 19th century).  These commemorative twin-eared porringers also featured relief-cast 
decoration.  They have medallions in the centre of the bowl incorporating portrait busts of reigning monarchs and other notable persons.  Similarly, their 
lids were also ornamented with portraits or motifs complimentary to the design of the medallion.  While it is possible they were the products of say Dutch 
pewterers, all those with maker’s marks have the marks of English pewterers.    

Twin-eared porringers

The most distinctive features of 16th century porringers are the ears.  Despite 
its simplicity, the three lobed design is found in subtly diffe ent styles, 
ranging from a perfect fleur de lys to a perfect shamrock.  A few examples 
are known with four or five lobed ears.  Two have a centre lobe pierced for 
hanging up the porringer when not in use (see #1264).  This simple form is 
plain and undecorated, although only a toy, #920 is the best example of a cast 
decorated porringer.

571.  An English pewter* curved sided porringer by 
an unidentified maker his touchmark of a crowned 
double-headed hammer and rose under one ear.  
This kind of touchmark is typically seen on 15th 
century pieces.  However, whereas this type of 
porringer is typically dated c1550-80 it could be 
fifty years earlier.  The deep curved sided bowl 
with narrow rim has an everted raised edge and 
two trefoil ears, and is possibly the largest example 
of this type recorded.  6¾” (172mm) bowl diameter.  
9⅞” (251mm) wide across the ears.  1¾” (44mm) 
deep.  587g weight.  Excavated from the River 
Thames mud at St Paul’s Stairs, London, and with 
nature’s gilding all over.  Bought February 1988 
from M Kashden. 
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol.9 5/1988 p143-44, and Journal of the Pewter 
Society Spring 1989 p35-36.  Illustrated p15 An Intro-
duction to British Pewter 1997.  Illustrated (Fig 25) and 
described by Hess in the Journal of the Pewter Society 
Spring 2001 p9-16.  Illustrated and discussed by Wein-
stein (2011) in The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 
1200-1700.  *Analysis of the alloy shows the composition 
of the porringer to match English ‘trifle alloy’.  The body 
having tin 94.0%, lead 4.54%, copper 0.92%, 0.34% bis-
muth.  The ears with 95% tin, 3.6% lead, 0.89% copper, 
0.39% bismuth.

840.  An English pewter* curved sided 
porringer with twin fleur de lys ears.  No 
maker’s mark, but is dated c1550-80 from the 
form of the bowl and ears.  The curved sided 
bowl with fine turning lines on the outside 
has a shallow foot ring, and twin trefoil form 
ears closely resembling fleur de lys.  4⅞” 
(125mm) bowl diameter.  8½” (215mm) wide 
across the ears.  2” (53mm) deep.  340g weight.  
In excavated condition with nature’s gilding.  
Bought November 1994 from M Kashden.  
Illustrated (Fig 37) and described by Hess in the 
Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 2001 p9-16.  
Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in 
The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-
1700.  *Analysis of the alloy shows the composition 
to be tin 92.6%, lead 5.93%, copper 0.97%, 0.33% 
bismuth, which is English ‘trifle’ metal
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1264.  An English pewter curved sided toy por-
ringer mid-16th century.  Twin trefoil ears, one 
pierced for suspension, and the other with the ini-
tials TC, which probably is a maker’s touchmark.  
In excavated condition, with extensive nature’s 
gilding.  3” (76mm) bowl diameter.  4⅛” (102mm) 
wide across the ears.  Bought 4 May 2006 as Lot 38 
at Bonhams Chester.

920.  A probably English pewter toy porringer 
by the unidentified pewterer ID over Q, his 
touchmark integrally cast within the decorative 
band at the outer edge of the bowl c1640-45.  The 
shallow curving bowl elaborately cast decorated 
with a central cinquefoil rose surrounded by 
a band of scrolling foliate decoration within 
defined borders.  The twin trilobate solid ears 
are undecorated.  Forsyth and Egan 2005 note 
that most English toy porringers of the period 
were cast decorated.  The Type 1 examples they 
illustrate chiefly have decorated ears and less 
ornate bowls making this example an especially 
unusual one.  1” (26mm) bowl diameter.  1⅗” 
(40mm) wide across the ears.

577.  A Dutch pewter miniature porringer or wine 
taster.  No maker’s mark and unusual features 
makes dating problematical, but first half of the 
17th century is suggested.  The curved sided deep 
bowl with flat base and a foot ring, and turning 
lines to the interior.  The twin ears of an unusual 
type.  2¼” (57mm) bowl diameter.  4¼” (109mm) 
wide across the ears.  In excavated condition with 
extensive nature’s gilding having been found in 
the River Thames.  Bought July 1987.

604.  A Dutch pewter miniature porringer by the 
unidentified pewterer ITK his touchmark to the 
reverse of one ear c1680.  The straight sided deep 
bowl with flat base and a foot ring, and turning 
lines to the interior.  The twin ears of an unusual 
type.  2” (51mm) bowl diameter.  4¼” (108mm) 
wide across the ears.  In excavated condition 
with traces of nature’s gilding having been found 
in the River Thames.  Bought June 1989 from A 
Bartram. 

642.  A Scottish wood and silver plated brass 
curved sided quaich or porringer.  No maker’s 
mark, but suggested dating is mid-18th century.  
The curved sided deep bowl made from wood, 
the openwork ears from silver plated brass 
attached to a silver plated ring that serves as a 
rim for the bowl.  Bought August 1990.

529.  An English pewter bellied porringer or wine 
taster with a one-off ear design.  No maker’s mark 
and unique form makes dating problematical 
but mid-17th century is suggested (or possibly 
earlier).  The bellied bowl with incised lines to 
the centre and outer edge of the flat base.  The 
openwork ear of a form not recorded previously 
having five outer lobes, with an escutcheon 
cast decorated with a saltire cross and spheres 
arranged symetrically in three of the quarters.  
Because of the decor it was suggested the 
porringer may be Scottish although it was found 
in the River Thames.  In excavated condition 
with traces of nature’s gilding.  2¾” (70mm) bowl 
diameter.  3⅞” (100mm) long.  Bought 26 March 
1987 from P Hornsby.  
Not recorded by Hayward and Marsden in the Journal 
of the Pewter Society Autumn 2015 p3-30, and Spring 
2016 p2-30.

Early 17th century single ear porringers
Two examples probably from the first half of the 17th century a e shown below.
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860-444.  An English pewter straight sided porringer 
with an unidentified touchmark to the back of the 
ear.  Ownership initials ID struck on an inverted 
heart shaped cartouche to the base of the unusual 
form of ear, which incorporates a cherub mask.  The 
small hanging ring that should be at the top of the ear 
now missing.  Only three porringers with a cherub 
mask ear are known: this and #860-443, and one by 
William Mabbott of London 1636-80 in the Museum 
of London.  All have an inverted heart at the base 
of the ear, rope decor to the edge of the bowl, and 
this has an incised line externally.  5” (128mm) bowl 
diameter.  7” (180mm) long.  1⅕” (31mm) deep.  230g 
weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late Richard 
Mundey. 
Not recorded by Hayward and Marsden in the Journal of 
the Pewter Society Autumn 2015 p3-30, and Spring 2016 
p2-30.

1204.  An English pewter bellied toy or miniature 
porringer by John Kenton of London 1675-c1720 
his worn touchmark inside the base (shown with a 
complete example of his mark for comparison).  The 
bellied bowl with a flat base, and a unique variant 
of the open 3-lobed type of ear.  2⅕” (56mm) bowl 
diameter.  3⅓” (85mm) long.  1” (25mm) deep.  
Bought April 2003 from M Kashden. 
Not recorded by Hayward and Marsden in the Journal of 
the Pewter Society Autumn 2015 p3-30, and Spring 2016 
p2-30.   

Mid to late 17th century single ear porringers 
Examples from the second half of the 17th century are shown below.

860-443.  An English pewter straight sided 
porringer with an unidentified touchmark 
CS with a flower under the flat base c1670.  
The maker probably is Charles Sweeting I 
of London 1633-80.  Ownership initials DT 
struck on an inverted heart shaped cartouche 
to the base of the unusual form of ear, which 
incorporates a cherub mask topped by a small 
hanging ring.  Only three porringers with a 
cherub mask ear are known: this and #860-444, 
and one by William Mabbott of London 1636-
80 in the Museum of London.  All have an 
inverted heart at the base of the ear, and rope 
decor to the edge of the bowl, which on this 
example also has an incised line internally.  5½” 
(141mm) bowl diameter.  8¼” (210mm) long.  
1⅖” (37mm) deep.  250g weight.  Formerly in 
the collection of the late Richard Mundey.
Recorded as P218 by Hayward and Marsden in the 
Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 2015 p3-30, 
and Spring 2016 p2-30 although they ascribe an 
incorrect inventory number to it (#860-444). 

777.  An English pewter straight sided 
porringer with an unidentified touchmark 
T.C in a hexagonal shaped outline struck on 
the reverse of the boss c1650.  Gothic style 
ownership initial A to front of the uniface ear 
(the reverse of the ear is also pictured).  The 
straight sided bowl has a small boss in the 
centre of the base, and an open 5-lobed ear.    
4⅘” (122mm) bowl diameter.  7” (177mm) 
long.  1¼” (32mm) deep.  210g weight.  In 
excavated condition with nature’s gilding 
having been found in the River Thames.  
Bought September 1992 from M Kashden. 
Not recorded by Hayward and Marsden in the 
Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 2015 p3-30, 
and Spring 2016 p2-30. 
 

903.  An English pewter straight sided very deep 
bowled porringer by an unidentified maker his 
crowned rose touchmark to back of ear c1675.  The 
bowl with an incised line below the rim, a flat base, and 
Old English ear.  A label on the reverse states: A RARE 
PORRINGER WITH VERY DEEP BOWL CIRCA 1675.  
There is a similar but larger example in the collection of 
the Worshipful Company of Pewterers #S5/386.  3¼” 
(83mm) bowl diameter.  5” (129mm) long.  1⅘” (46mm) 
deep.  150g weight.  
Not recorded by Hayward and Marsden in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 2015 p3-30, and Spring 2016 p2-30.  

901.  An English pewter straight sided toy porringer 
with cast decorated Old English ear by the unidentified
pewterer II his touchmark to back of ear c1680.  This 
variant of the Old English ear is unique.  The straight 
sided bowl has a domed boss in the centre of the base.  
2⅙” (55mm) bowl diameter.  3¼” (84mm) long.  ⅜” 
(10mm) deep.  25g weight.  Bought June 1996. 
Not recorded by Hayward and Marsden in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 2015 p3-30, and Spring 2016 p2-30.  
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Commemorative porringers with twin ears and lids  
About 22 lidded examples of this form of porringer are known, plus four 
lacking a lid, and one lid without a bowl.  All have two ears, a cast medallion 
inside the bowl, and highly decorative lids.

680.  An English pewter commemorative twin-eared 
porringer.  No maker’s mark, but like all the marked 
ones probably made by a London pewterer.  Made to 
commemorate the 1697 Treaty of Ryswick that ended 
the war between France and the ‘Grand Alliance’ of 
England, Spain and the United Provinces (later the 
Netherlands), resolved territorial disputes, and rec-
ognised the right of William of Orange to the British 
throne.    The bellied bowl with twin dolphin ears 
(each now missing its hanging ring) has a relief cast 
boss inside the base with a standing figu e holding in 
one hand a flail and in the other a banner.  The flail
ends form the intertwined initials WMR of the regnal 
cypher for William and Mary, and the banner has the 
legend TO EUROPE PEACE I GIVE LET NATIONS 
HAPPY LIVE.  Speculation about who is portrayed 
by the figu e remains unanswered, although the most 
likely candidate is King William III.  The lid has 3 feet 
in the form of cockerels spaced equidistantly around 
an outer rope border that allow the lid to be inverted 
and used as a stand for the bowl.  The border relief 
decorated with a crown, with the busts of William and 
Mary to left and right.  6” & 6⅕” (153mm & 158mm) 
bowl and lid diameters.  10¼” (259mm) wide across 
the ears.  Bought from M Kashden.
Illustrated and discussed with other similar examples in the 
Connoisseur June 1909 p121; The Antique Collector October 
1956 p191-197, and Apollo January 1958; American and Brit-
ish Pewter 1975 p35-46; An Introduction to British Pewter 1997 
p45, and Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 2013 p19-34 
where listed as #TR1, although Hayward and Moulson as-
cribe an incorrect inventory number to it (#44-847). 
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860-465.  An English pewter bellied porringer by 
Jonathan Ingles of London and Southampton 1670-
1709 his II touchmark struck on the reverse of the 
ear.  Ownership initials MS to shield on front of ear.  
The bellied bowl has a domed boss in the centre 
of the base, and an Old English ear.  5⅛” (130mm) 
bowl diameter.  1¾” (45mm) deep.  255g weight.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard 
Mundey.  
Recorded and discussed as P220 by Hayward and 
Marsden in the Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 
2016 p3-30.  

860-468.  An English pewter bellied porringer 
with an unidentified touchmark probably G◦B 
or possibly C◦B struck on the reverse of the ear 
c1695-1715.  The bellied bowl has a domed boss 
in the centre of the base, and an Old English ear.  
4¼” (108mm) bowl diameter.  6½” (165mm) long.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard 
Mundey. 

Not recorded by Hayward and Marsden in the Journal of 
the Pewter Society Autumn 2015 p3-30, and Spring 2016 
p2-30. 

974.  An English pewter small bellied porringer.  
No maker’s mark c1690-1720.  The bellied bowl 
with a flat base, and a unique form of ear.  2⅘” 
(71mm) diameter.  ¾” (20mm) deep.  In excavated 
condition, with extensive nature’s gilding.  

Not recorded by Hayward and Marsden in the Journal of 
the Pewter Society Autumn 2015 p3-30, and Spring 2016 
p2-30. 

860-445.  An English pewter commemorative twin-
eared porringer by Samuel Lawrence of London 
1687-1729 his touchmark to reverse of one ear.  The 
bellied bowl with twin dolphin ears has a relief cast 
boss inside the base with a crowned bust of King 
William III flanked by a W below a crown, and an 
R below an orb.  The lid has 3 ball feet spaced equi-
distantly around an outer rope border that allow 
the lid to be inverted and used as a stand for the 
bowl.  The border relief decorated with a crown 
supported by a pair of cherubim, with the busts 
of William and Mary to left and right, and the in-
tertwined initials WMR below.  A central roundel 
has four shields depicting the Royal coat of arms: 
at the top three passant guardant lions of England, 
to the left the rampant lion and double tressure fl -
ry-counterflory of Scotland, to the right a harp for 
Ireland, and at the foot three French fleur de lys.  
The spaces between the shields with the entwined 
initials WMR.  A band around the central roundel 
with the legend HONI SOIT QUI MAL Y PENSE.  
5⅓” & 5½” (136mm & 139mm) bowl and lid diam-
eters.  10¼” (261mm) wide across the ears.  1⅔” & 
1¼” (42mm & 32mm) bowl and lid depths.  280g 
bowl weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late 
Richard Mundey.  
Illustrated and discussed with other similar examples in 
the Connoisseur June 1909 p121; The Antique Collector 
October 1956 p191-197, and Apollo January 1958; Amer-
ican and British Pewter 1975 p35-46; and Journal of the 
Pewter Society Spring 2013 p19-34 where listed as #W4.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in The Royal Touch 
Bulletin of the Pewter Collectors Club of America Vol 12 
7/2002 p336.

Early 18th century single ear porringers

860-466.  An English pewter bellied porringer 
with an unidentified touchmark TR or TP and 
a rampant lion in a shield struck on the reverse 
of the ear.  The London maker probably is 
Thomas Roberts 1688-94, or possibly Thomas 
Parker 1694-1705, Thomas Peisley I 1693-1730, 
or Thomas Pickfat 1680-c1700.  Unrecorded pair 
of ownership initials struck at base of upper ear.  
The bellied bowl with a flat base, and an Old 
English ear.  No dimensions recorded.  Formerly 
in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.  
Not recorded by Hayward and Marsden in the Journal 
of the Pewter Society Autumn 2015 p3-30, and Spring 
2016 p2-30.
  

312.  An English pewter bellied porringer by 
the unidentified pewterer FB his touchmark 
to the back of the peacock tail ear c1690-1720.  
Ownership initials IV below a pair of scratch 
engraved devices to shield on front of ear.  The 
bellied bowl has an incised line near the outer 
edge of the flat base.  This is the only porringer 
recorded by this maker, although there are at 
least 18 other English porringers with this form 
of ear.  5⅓” (136mm) bowl diameter.  8” (206mm) 
long.  1⅔” (43mm) deep.  320 gm weight.  Bought 
17 December 1981 at Sotheby’s.  
Hayward and Marsden refer to this porringer as P78 
in the Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 2015 
p3-30, but omit current ownership citing instead 
Robinson who illustrated the mark in the Journal of 
the Pewter Society Autumn 2004 Fig 32 p27.

860-447.  An English pewter bellied porringer by 
RB probably of Wigan c1700-30 his mark struck 
on the front of the ear.  The bellied bowl with a 
flat base, and variant of the coronet ear seen on 
other Wigan porringers now missing its hanging 
ring.  4½” (114mm) bowl diameter.  1⅞” (49mm) 
deep.  260g weight.  Formerly in the collection of 
the late Richard Mundey.
Recorded as P47 by Hayward and Marsden in the 
Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 2015 p3-30, and 
Spring 2016 p2-30 although they ascribe an incorrect 
inventory number to it (#447).  

282.  An English pewter straight sided porringer 
with cast decorated Old English ear.  No maker’s 
mark, but dating based on body and ear form 
is likely to be early 18th century.  This variant 
of the Old English ear is rare, and this is the 
only recorded example where the ear is used 
on a porringer, the other two being on blood 
porringers, which are bleeding bowls having 
internal incised lines that show capacities*.  For 
an almost identical example see Hornsby Pewter 
of the Western World 1983 Fig 296 p122.  The 
straight sided bowl has a pair of external incised 
lines about midway from the rim to the flat base.  
5⅕” (132mm) bowl diameter.  7⅔” (195mm) 
long.  1¾” (45mm) deep.  340g weight.  Bought 
23 July 1981 at Christie’s.  
*Not recorded by Hayward and Marsden in the 
Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 2015 p3-30, 
and Spring 2016 p2-30, although they describe the 
other two examples citing one as P217, and the other 
illustrated by Peal in British Pewter 1971 Fig 60 p125.  
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863.  A Scottish pewter quaich, or twin handled small 
bowl.  No maker’s mark, but has ownership triad 
J over TD to underside of bowl.  This example has a 
downward projecting tip to the handles, but no foot rim 
like some do.  The handles were cast separately to the 
bowl, and soldered on.  These shallow cups were made 
from precious and base metals, and coopered wood.  
The form is uniquely Scottish, and the name derives 
from the Gaelic word for a cup - cuach.  For centuries it 
was commonplace to drink whisky from a quaich.  3⅞” 
(100mm) diameter.  ex Rupert Smith collection.  Bought 
29 June 1995 as Lot 88 at Phillips Edinburgh

SSAGM - 49 A possibly Scottish pewter ‘quaich’ with 
twin shaped ears.  A strengthening � llet to the upper 
part of the body, which has a � at base.  No maker’s 
mark, but has ownership initials JT engraved below the 
rim � llet.  Said to have been excavated in the grounds 
of Arbroath Abbey.  6⅔” (170mm) bowl diameter, and 
10” (255mm) across the ears.

860-464.  An English pewter bellied porringer 
by Christopher Banckes of Bewdley 1693-1746 
his CB touchmark struck on the reverse of 
the ear.  Ownership triad of initials S over SE 
to front of ear.  The bellied bowl with a very 
slightly domed base, and a geometric cross 
and crescent ear.  5⅓” (135mm) bowl diameter.  
7⅔” (195mm) long.  2” (51mm) deep.  300g 
weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late 
Richard Mundey.  
Recorded and discussed as P219 by Hayward and 
Marsden in the Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 
2016 p3-30, although they ascribe an incorrect 
inventory number to it (#464) 

860-469.  An English pewter bellied porringer 
by Henry Smith of London 1723-44 his partial 
touchmark struck on the reverse of the ear, and 
an X in the centre of domed base.  Ownership 
triad of initials H over TE to front of ear.  The 
bellied bowl has a domed boss in the centre of 
the base, and a geometric fretwork ear.  5½” 
(140mm) bowl diameter.  7½” (192mm) long.  
1⅚” (47mm) deep.  300g weight.  Formerly in 
the collection of the late Richard Mundey.  
Not recorded by Hayward and Marsden in the 
Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 2015 p3-30, 
and Spring 2016 p2-30.

SPOONS & LADLES 
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SPOONS and LADLES
Pewter spoons were easy to make, cheap to buy, and universally used.  However, their utility means their  survival rate is poor relative to the numbers 
made.  We know there were spoonmakers in most parts of the country, and the annual outputs of those who specialised in the larger towns and cities were 
mammoth.  This should not be surprising as almost every home would have needed several, which would have required regular replacement due to wear 
and tear.  Early spoons were probably cast in stone, cuttle fish bone, clay, wood or plaster moulds, but from at least the 17th century copper alloy moulds 
were used (see #733, 733.1 & 733.2).  We encounter pewter spoons from Roman times (see #965) with a gap until the 12-13th centuries when a few examples 
appear (see #904a & 1222).  Post-medieval spoons are better represented in most collections, and are found with a wide range of knops, of which the slip-
top is the most common.  New forms evolved, and during the 17th century both the shape of the bowl and the handle changed.  Towards the end of the 
century, a fashion emerged to produce commemorative wares celebrating important occasions, such as Royal Weddings, and Coronations.  The pewterers 
produced some exceptional items both in sadware and hollow-ware, as well as spoons.  The collection includes three royal portrait spoons (see #914-915 
& 829) and a pair from the Coronation banquet of King George IV (see #624-625).  Only known from 18th century examples, Scottish spoons and ladles are 
as rare as medieval English ones (see #1040, 1063 & 361).  Pewter spoons continued to be made throughout the 19th century, with some ingenious versions 
such as castor oil spoons (see #1124).  The growing dining etiquette of the Victorian era created opportunities for pewterers to produce specialised spoons 
to serve foods and condiments.  These include mustard, and jam spoons, pierced spoons for castor sugar, and caddy spoons as well as teaspoons.  Ladles 
for such things as gravy, sauce, and soup were accompanied by toddy or punch ladles (see #114 & 1064).  Because some of the old moulds have survived, 
there are reproductions made using them (see Victorian to 21st Century chapter - #1086-88, 1090 & SSAGM-1) 
Collectors use the shape of the spoon bowl as a guide to dating, but the chosen nomenclature to describe a spoon is more often derived from the appearance 
of the handle terminal or knop: in order of greater frequency for early spoons from the 15th to 17th century these are: strawberry, stump, melon, wrythen, 
lion sejant, apostle, seal, maidenhead, hexagonal, baluster, acorn, and slip-top.  Within these groups there are numerous sub-categories, so the study of 
base metal spoons is one requiring great effort.  An extremely helpful publication is that by the late Dr Ron Homer: Five Centuries of Base Metal Spoons 1975.
  

965.  A Romano-British pewter cast decorated spoon 
with an iron stem.  No maker’s mark.  The edge of 
the bowl cast decorated with a cross-hatch pattern.  
The utility of an iron stem would help the user to do 
things such as open oyster shells.  5” (126mm) long.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 5/1996 Fig 11 p148-160.0.  

733, 733.1 & 733.2.  Three complete copper alloy 
spoon moulds c1750-80.  No maker’s marks, except 
the inside of the reverse of mould #733 has the initials 
IW.  All may be American.  The moulds allowed rapid 
production of spoons by pouring molten pewter 
into the opening at the bowl end of the mould while 
holding the two halves together.  The cast spoon 
would then need hand finishing.  A relatively poorly 
cast spoon made using mould 44-733 is shown.  9” 
(230mm) long.  Bought May 1992 from A Bartram.

904a.  An English pewter medieval spoon.  No 
maker’s mark c13th-14th century.  The shallow, leaf-
shaped bowl has a slightly diffe ent casting back and 
front.  It may have been partially turned on a lathe, 
a previously unknown practice for this period.  The 
handle end of the bowl has an unusual fleu -de-lys-
shaped scroll on the back, which Homer describes 
as a grotesque animal’s head*.  The polygonal-sided 
stem has linear cast decoration along its entire length, 
with a ball knop about halfway to the terminal knop, 
which is like a facetted ball.  The bowl is soldered to 
the stem.  Excavated at Billingsgate c1965. Length 6 
ins. Bought May 1997.
*Five Centuries of Base Metal Spoons, October 1975 p4.1

1222.    An English pewter medieval spoon.  No 
maker’s mark c13th-14th century.  The shallow, leaf-
shaped bowl is extensively cast decorated on the 
reverse with four daisies, one each in the quadrants 
of a cross.  The polygonal stem cast decorated with 
diagonal crosses and cross hatching.  5” (129mm) 
long. Bought August 1993. Jane Stevenson.

860-437.    An English pewter spoon of a type termed 
horned head-dress from the design of the knop at 
the end of the rounded hexagonal stem.  No maker’s 
mark.  Fig-shaped bowl, which suggests a date 
of manufacture c1450-1500.  6⅝” (169mm) long.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

860-438. An English pewter spoon by WS his 
touchmark of two crossed keys and initials WS in a 
beaded circle struck in the fig-shaped bowl c1550-60.  
This type of spoon is known as a hexagonal knop from 
the detail of the terminal at the end of the rounded 
hexagonal stem.  6” (152mm) long.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.

860-441.  An English pewter spoon by AB his 
touchmark in a beaded circle struck in the fig-shaped
bowl c1550-60.  This mark has been recorded on 
other spoon forms including acorn, hexagon and 
maidenhead knops suggesting the maker had a 
long working life, or whose successor kept the same 
touchmark from c1490-1570.  This type of spoon is 
known as a slip top, or slipped in the stalk from the 
design of the terminal at the end of the rectangular 
stem.  6½” (165mm) long.  Formerly in the collection 
of the late Richard Mundey.

859.  An English pewter post-medieval spoon by an unidentified maker 
his beaded circular touchmark in the fig-shaped bowl.  The flat stem cast 
decorated on both sides with diagonal crosses and cross hatching.  The 
handle shaped in the form of a female with hands resting on her slim waist, 
and a stylised triangular fretted skirt.  In excavated superb condition*.  4⅞” 
(125mm) long.  Bought April 1995.  Illustrated p11 An Introduction to British 
Pewter 1997.
*Peter Hornsby illustrated an almost identical spoon lacking the torso at page 7 of 
his 1977 sales list.  Just over 4” long it was excavated in Bristol in 1975.  It also had 
a cast decorated handle, and the bowl had three beaded edge marks of a ‘daisy’ like 
device.  He mentions another two examples neither being complete.  The smallness 
of the bowl, and comparative fragility of the spoon raises questions about its 
purpose.  It has been suggested that the spoon may date from the late 17th century, 
and might be a souvenir of Queen Catherine of Braganza, wife of King Charles II.     
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860-442.   An English pewter spoon by I I his touchmark 
in a beaded circle struck in the fig-shaped bowl c1560
1610.  This type of spoon is known as a slip top, or 
slipped in the stalk from the design of the terminal at 
the end of the rectangular stem.  6⅖” (164mm) long.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

1095 & 1096.     Two English pewter apostle spoons 
by the unidentified maker WA his circular spoon mark 
with three spoons struck at the top of the rounded fig
shaped bowl.  Dating is c1580-1620.  These are known 
as apostle spoons for the representation of an apostle 
for the knop at the end of the flat stem.  6¾” (172mm) 
long

112.    Possibly European pewter spoon of the type 
known as melon knop from the form of the handle 
terminal.  No maker’s mark.  An unusual variant 
having a decorative panel between the hexagonal 
section stem and the bowl.  Verster illustrates others 
of similar form at Plate 72 Old European Pewter 1957, 
and suggests an early 17th century dating.  Dimensions 
not recorded.    

357.  A Dutch pewter spoon by an unidentifiedpewterer 
MM late 17th century.  The mark of a crowned rose 
with the letters enclosed is on the back of the bowl 
near the rat tail.  The spoon has an oval bowl with a 
rat tail attachment to the diamond shaped handle 
with a variant of a spade terminal.  Dimensions not 
recorded.  Recovered from the English naval ship ‘The 
Association’ that was wrecked off the Isles of Scilly in 
1707.  Bought 1 June 1983 at Lane and Son, Penzance. 
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914 & 915.  A pair of English pewter royal portrait 
spoons commemorating King George I c1714-15.  No 
maker’s mark, but with cast initials RE over ER on the 
reverse of the handle whose significance is unknown.  
The upper handle with a cast bust of King George 
facing right encircled by a laurel wreath over the 
initials GR and foliate decoration.  These are known 
as dog-nose spoons from the shape of the end of the 
handle.  The oval bowl shows scraping marks from 
when the pewterer finished the casting.  There is a 
rat-tail and single drop strengthening where the stem 
joins the bowl.  8½” (216mm) long.  Bought December 
1996.

115.  An English pewter spoon by an unidentified
maker whose GENUINE PEWTER label is on the 
back of the handle, with ownership initials WSN.  5½” 
(140mm) long, with a bowl diameter of 1½” (38mm)

414.  An English pewter spoon by John Yates, 
Birmingham 1805-76 his mark on back of handle.  The 
upper end of the handle decorated with an acanthus 
design.  Dimensions not recorded.    

110.  Probably European pewter spoon with a large 
round bowl and simple rectangular section handle 
with no terminal.  No maker’s mark.  Possibly 19th 
century.  Dimensions not recorded.  

1040.  A Scottish pewter ladle or ‘tureen spoon’ by 
James Wright, Edinburgh 1732-75 with his partial 
touchmark, and hallmarks to the back of the handle.  
The round deep bowl joined to a flat stemmed handle 
with wider rounded end.  13½” (343mm) long.  
Illustrated and described by P Spencer Davis as very 
rare at pp252-253 in Scottish Pewter 1600-1850 2014.

1064.  An English pewter punch or toddy ladle with 
broad and shallow pewter bowl and wooden handle 
inserted and pinned into a pewter socket.  Probably 
Georgian, but could be later as this ubiquitous form 
had a long useful life.  13¾” (349mm) long. 

860-440.  An English pewter spoon by RA his 
touchmark of two keys and initials RA in a 
beaded circle struck in the fig-shaped bowl 
c1550-70.  Ownership initials IM below the 
touchmark.  This type of spoon is known as a 
slip top, or slipped in the stalk from the design of 
the terminal at the end of the rectangular stem.  
6⅝” (169mm) long.  Formerly in the collection of 
the late Richard Mundey.  

 SSAGM-63 An English pewter hexagonal knop 
spoon by the unidentified maker TA (conjoined 
initials) his circular beaded touchmark on the 
upper part of the fig-shaped bowl c1570-1600.  
No dimensions recorded.  

860-439. An English pewter spoon by RN his 
touchmark of two keys and initials RN in a 
beaded circle struck in the fig-shaped bowl 
c1550-70.  This type of spoon is known as an 
acorn knop from the design of the terminal 
at the end of the rounded hexagonal stem.  In 
excavated condition, with nature’s gilding.  6⅜” 
(162mm) long.  Formerly in the collection of the 
late Richard Mundey.

111. Possibly European pewter spoon of the type 
known as an acorn knop from the form of the 
handle terminal by an unidentified maker S (?) 
in a shield.  The outline of the mark on the back 
of the fig shaped bowl is unusual for a medieval 
English spoonmaker’s mark.  Dimensions not 
recorded.

1063.  A Scottish pewter dessert spoon by Fleming of 
Glasgow, which is either James (1743-83) or William 
(1744-84), marked to the reverse of the stem with a 
crowned X.  This style of spoon dates from the mid-
18th century onwards.  Known as a Hanoverian form 
it has an elongated oval bowl, a double-drop at the 
bowl/stem junction, and mid-rib to the upturned 
end.  Scottish spoons are extremely rare, and this is 
the one of very few to have survived, and the only one 
known by Fleming.  8½” (216mm) long.
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829.  An English pewter royal portrait spoon by John Watts I, London 1725-
66 his spoon touchmark, 829.  An English pewter royal portrait spoon by John 
Watts I, London 1725-66 his spoon touchmark, LONDON label, and crowned 
X to reverse of handle.  The spoon has an elliptical bowl, with cast decoration 
to the upper handle showing two overlapping profile busts facing right below 
the initials GIII and Q.C.  This celebrates the marriage in 1761 of King George 
III to Charlotte Mecklenburg-Strelitz.  8” (203mm) long.  Bought February 1994 
from M Kashden.  Discussed by Neish in The Royal Touch Bulletin of the Pewter 
Collectors Club of America Vol 12 7/2002 p335.

113.  Probably European pewter spoon with a large 
round bowl and simple rectangular section handle 
with no terminal.  No maker’s mark.  Possibly 19th 
century.  Dimensions not recorded. 

114.  An English pewter ladle by John Yates of 
Birmingham 1805-76 his touchmark to the back of 
the handle.  Although sometimes described as toddy 
ladles, these ubiquitous items were used to serve 
various liquid and semi-liquid foods like gravy and 
sauces.  6½” (165mm) long.

624 & 625.  A pair of English pewter soup or dessert 
spoons made for George IV’s coronation banquet 
by Thomas Dean Alderson of London his mark on 
the reverse of the handle*.  Engraved with the royal 
cypher of George IV.  8½” (216mm) long.  Bought 
October 1989 from R Mundey. 
* The Neish Collection includes several pewter items 
produced for the Coronation banquet of King George IV.  
There are a pair of salts, a pair of spoons, a gravy boat, 
an oval platter (15⅞” long, 12⅜” wide with 1¼” rim), a 
single and a pair of dishes (12” with 1⅝” rim), a dinner 
plate (9¾” with 1⅜” rim), and a soup bowl (9½” with 1⅛” 
rim).  Each engraved with the Royal Cypher on the plain 
rim, comprising ‘GR’ in ornamented script enclosing ‘IV’ 
under the royal crown.  Each except the pair of 12” dishes 
is struck with Thomas Alderson’s rampant lion touchmark 
with ‘X’ to either side and his London Superfine label

361.  A Scottish pewter ladle or ‘tureen spoon’ by Peter Durie 
of Aberdeen 1823-38 his P DURIE touchmark in a rectangular 
outline to the reverse of the handle, which has a � ddle end.  
The size of the ladle suggests it was used to serve individual 
helpings of liquid and semi-liquid foods such as soup and 
porridge.  These are sometimes known as tureen spoons.  4” 
(102mm) bowl diameter.  14” (356mm) long. 
 Illustrated and described by P Spencer Davis as very rare 
at pp252-253 in Scottish Pewter 1600-1850 2014. 
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PEWTERWARE USED BY HOSTELRIES, FRIENDLY SOCIETIES & 
PLACES OF PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENT 
The range of pewter wares used in hostelries, clubs, theatres and other places of public entertainment is vast.  Whenever new merchandise or practices 
appeared, the pewter trade responded with appropriate vessels to measure, serve or deliver that product.  The cigar dispenser (see #892), table barrel (see 
#329) and drip tray (see #1070) epitomise that entrepreneurial spirit.  Flagons used in such establishments are illustrated and described in the chapter 
English and European Flagons (see #175, #278, #379, #727 & #860-451). .
  

892.  An English pewter cigar dispenser used by an 
attendant to sell cigars c1880-95.  No maker’s mark, 
but probably made by Jackson Petfield of Sheffiel
1879-96 who was the best known maker of such wares.  
Three identical octagonal sections are joined together 
to form the dispenser, with a C-shaped hollow handle 
attached to the back of the centre one.  All sides of 
each container have bright cut engraving, and are 
numbered from ‘2’ to ‘4’, which may refer to the cost 
in pennies, or the size of the cigars in each section.  
Six fixed tubes are set into each container to hold 
individual cigars.  The solder joints between adjacent 
containers are disguised by lines of decoration.  3” 
(78mm) deep.  2⅓” (60mm) tall (excluding handle).  
9” (230mm) width.  570g weight.  Bought 14 January 
1981 at Christie’s.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 1992 p159

Devices to filter and trap detritu
Extraneous solids were commonplace contaminants of liquids in the days 
before most drinks such as cider, beer, and wine, could be efficientl filte ed 
during production.  Thus, a need arose to filter and trap the detritus at the 
point of delivery to the consumer.  The majority of serving jugs (and teapots) 
had grilles behind the spout to perform this task.  Other devices like funnels 
were also designed to do this, but perhaps #81 is one of the more unusual 
examples.   

81.  An English pewter or Britannia 
metal (beer) strainer with a fine
mesh grille inside the body.  This 
was designed to fit inside the neck of 
another vessel to allow any extraneous 
matter to be filte ed out of the liquid 
being transferred.  No maker’s mark, 
but suggested to be from the North 
of England and dating 19th century.  
5¼” (133mm) tall.

 

Jugs
These ubiquitous serving and pouring vessels have been variously described 
as ale, cider, beer, and water jugs.  Indeed, they probably served all such 
functions, and are found in a wide range of sizes from gill to gallon, although 
most have a capacity of a quart, three pints or a half-gallon.  Typically they 
have a perforated grid or grille behind the spout whose purpose was to trap 
detritus when pouring.  The spout was added after the upper body/neck was 
cast.  The maker had three choices for finishing the assembly: to keep the neck 
intact and drill holes in it to form a grill, to leave a simple cut-out in the neck 
with no grill, or to solder a separately made grill at the cut-out behind the 
spout.  Some lidded versions have a drilled hole in the lid, which is original 
and allows steam to escape when serving hot liquids.  The globular forms 
typically date from the first quarter of the 19th century right through until the 
mid-20th century.  Earlier forms tend to be straight sided, and the collection 
includes two examples (see chapter on English Flagons #727 & #860-451)  Both 
globular and straight sided forms were made lidded and lidless.  See also 
Romano-British, and Victorian to 21st century chapters for other jugs.

762a.  An English pewter funnel with 
integral strainer grille at the base 
of the bowl.  No maker’s mark, but 
probably dates from the first half of 
the 19th century.  The hemispherical 
bowl with four incised lines near the 
pewter loop and hanging ring below 
the strengthened rim.  The slightly 
tapering spout widens to meet the 
bowl at a bladed knop.  4⅖” (113mm) 
mouth diameter.  5⅔” (145mm) long.  
350g weight. 
 

165.  A three pint English pewter lidded hostelry jug 
c1850-70.  No maker’s or other marks, but probably 
made in the West Midlands.  Engraved ownership 
W Hickford Blue Boar Hotel Maldon* to front upper 
body.  The plain body of shouldered and bulbous form 
with a frontal spout to the cylindrical neck having a 
strainer grille at the body opening.  The body tapers to 
a raised foot ring.  The double dome lid with peacock’s 
tail thumbpiece.  The double overlapped C handle is 
typical of such jugs.  4” (104mm) base diameter.  8¼” 
(210mm) tall.  Bought 5 February 1981 at Christie’s.
*The Blue Boar was the registered offic of the Maldon 
Union Friendly Society established in 1807, which in 
1875 had 230 members and total assets of £1766.  William 
Hickford became landlord of the Blue Boar in March 1851 
having previously ran the White Horse, Maldon for 16 
years.  During 1852 he, his son William junior and wife 
Martha came to public attention brought before a Select 
Committee enquiring into election expenses after a petition 
to disbar an MP for improper expenditure at the election 
House of Commons Papers Vol 16.   

169.  A pewter spouted lidless jug with pear shaped 
body and scroll handle of uncertain origin having 
the fake marks of William Wright of London under 
the base.  Probably not a British piece, but may be a 
genuine 19th century European jug, with fake marks 
added more recently.  8¼” (210mm) tall.  Bought 5 
February 1981 at Christie’s. 

348.  A quart English pewter lidded serving jug by 
John Warne II of Blackfriars Road, London 1856-1900 
his circular touchmark inside the base.  The plain 
body of shouldered and bulbous form with a frontal 
spout to the cylindrical neck having a strainer grille 
at the body opening.  The body tapers to a raised 
foot ring.  The double dome lid with solid chairback 
thumbpiece.  The double overlapped C handle is 
typical of such jugs.  4” (104mm) base diameter.  5” 
(127mm) high to rim. 

429.  A quart English pewter bulbous measure used 
as a Friendly Society jug c1860-80.  No maker’s mark, 
but of a form made by James Yates of Birmingham.  
Engraved ownership ‘A.O.F. No. 2922’ to front lower 
body*.  The bulbous body with frontal spout has a 
raised fillet with an incised line above and below it, 
and ends in a hollow ovolo moulded foot.  The single 
curve handle with raised thumbrest has a stubby 
terminal.  4⅗” (117mm) base diameter.  6” (154mm) 
tall.  700g weight.  Bought from A Bartram.  
* ‘A.O.F’ represents Ancient Order of Foresters, with the 
Lodge number ‘2922’.  The use of the term ‘Foresters’ 
derives from the idea of the forest as a symbol for life’s 
adversities.

434.  A gallon English pewter lidless Friendly Society 
jug c1855-60.  No maker’s mark, but has a crowned X 
surmounted by S inside the base.  Engraved ownership 
‘Court Lily of the Valley No 2741 of the Ancient Order 
of Forresters Friendly Society Established 1856’ to 
front lower body.  An unidentified verification mark 
VR crowned over CD below rim to left of handle.  
The pear shaped body with two pairs of incised lines 
creating a visual fillet below the frontal spout, which 
has a strainer grill at the body opening.  The body 
tapers inwards to a hollow foot ring.  The double 
dome lid with peacock’s tail thumbpiece.  The double 
overlapped C handle with a ridged thumbrest.  9” 
(229mm) tall.  Bought from A Bartram.  
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844.  An English pewter wine ewer with detachable 
base c1790-1820.  No maker’s marks.  While the 
purpose of this vessel is to serve wine, the need for 
such a long neck and handle is unclear.  The spherical 
body, which appears to be made by joining two halves 
made from basin moulds, has a wide neck with a screw 
thread.  The tall tapering neck with wide pouring 
spout screws onto the base, and has a double scroll 
handle.  Dimensions not recorded.  Bought December 
1994 from M Kashden.

860-526.  An English pewter bottle measure.  No 
maker’s mark.  The baluster form body with graduated 
incised lines inside the neck corresponding to several 
capacities from a wine quart down to two-thirds of a 
quart.  The cage attached to the rim served to support 
the inverted bottle while it was being emptied.  Capacity 
c33 fl oz.  4¾” (120mm) mouth and 4” (102mm) base 
diameter.  9” (230mm) tall, and 6¼” (160mm) to rim.  
1.3kg weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late 
Richard Mundey.  

723.  An English pewter bottle measure.  No maker’s 
mark.  The baluster form body with graduated incised 
lines inside the neck corresponding to several capacities 
from a wine quart down to two-thirds of a quart.  The 
cage attached to the rim served to support the inverted 
bottle while it was being emptied.  Capacity c33 �  oz.  
4¾” (120mm) mouth and 4” (102mm) base diameter.  9” 
(230mm) tall, and 6¼” (160mm) to rim.  1.225kg weight.

SSAGM-42.  A half-pint English pewter serving jug 
by James Cliffo d Edwards of 90 High Street, Camden 
Town c1881-1900.  His name marked below the rim to 
the left of the handle, and his address on the rim to 
the right.  Ownership initials GCC to the front of the 
pear shaped body, which has a frontal spout, and a 
fillet where the neck meets the body.  The body tapers 
inwards to a shallow foot ring.  The handle of the type 
seen on 19th century bulbous measures.  3⅝” (92mm) 
base diameter.  4” (102mm) tall.

329.  An English pewter table barrel probably to serve 
brandy after dinner.  No maker’s mark, but the style 
of engraving dates this as early Victorian.  Engraved 
ownership initials JMB to mid body.  The body 
has four sets of cast reeding in the form of multiple 
banded fillets replicating the metal bands on wooden 
barrels.  The screw-on filler cap in the form of a 
decorative finial, with a drilled hole to facilitate liquid 
displacement.  The ball knopped stem, with a double 
domed hollow foot.  The tap operated spigot with a 
drip bucket, which would stand on the table below the 
spigot during use.  9⅞” (250mm) tall.  Bought 29 June 
1982 at Phillips.
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524.  A three pint English pewter lidded hostelry jug 
c1860-80.  No maker’s mark.  Engraved under the base 
the hostelry address ‘Feathers George St., Edgeware 
Rd.’.  The plain body of shouldered and bulbous form 
with a frontal spout to the cylindrical neck having a 
strainer grille at the body opening.  The body tapers 
to a raised foot ring.  The double dome lid with 
solid chairback thumbpiece.  The double overlapped 
C handle is typical of such jugs.  4” (104mm) base 
diameter.  8¼” (210mm) tall.  Bought 14 October 1986 
at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated by Michaelis at p69 of British Pewter 1969.

525.  A three-pint English pewter lidded serving 
jug by Gaskell and Chambers of Birmingham c1892 
onwards their unusual version of an X mark inside 
the base.  The pear shaped body with two pairs of 
incised lines creating a visual fillet below the frontal 
spout, which has a strainer grille at the body opening.  
The body tapers inwards to a hollow foot ring.  The 
double dome lid with peacock’s tail thumbpiece.  The 
double overlapped C handle with a ridged thumbrest.  
3⅝” (92mm) base diameter.  7¾” (197mm) tall, and 
5¾” (146mm) high to rim.  950g weight.  ex Buckell 
collection.  Bought 14 October 1986 at Sotheby’s.  
Exhibited and illustrated as item #203 Reading Exhibition 
of British Pewterware through the Ages 1969.  Illustrated 
by Michaelis at plate 10 of The Pewter Collector 1971, and in 
British Pewter 1969.

1098.  A quart English pewter lidded serving jug 
c1870-90.  No maker’s mark.  The plain body of 
shouldered and bulbous form with a frontal spout to 
the cylindrical neck having a strainer mesh at the body 
opening.  The body tapers to a raised foot ring.  The 
double dome lid with open chairback thumbpiece.  
The double overlapped C handle is typical of such 
jugs.  3⅝” (92mm) base diameter.  6¾” (171mm) tall, 
and 5¾” (146mm) high to rim.  850g weight.  

Drinks dispensers and accessories
The need to serve drinks to clients and guests led to some ingenious devices 
of which the table barrel is one of the rarest survivors.  Other vessels include 
punch bowls and their associated ladles, and carafes and ewers.  During the 
19th century the public house developed from a simple ale house serving 
from barrels to a luxuriously appointed premises with all ‘mod cons’.  These 
included purpose made bars sometimes topped with pewter, and beer 
engines from which the beer (now kept in a cellar) was pumped.  To protect 
the bar and floo , the pewterers also made catch trays (see #1070), as well as 
drip funnels.  The latter are the bodies of pint mugs with a funnel shaped 
insert that fits inside the rim. 

1034.  The body of an English pewter table barrel 
(see #329) now missing certain parts c1840-60.  
No maker’s mark.  The body has six raised fillets
replicating the metal bands on wooden barrels.  
One end is pierced with a hole, as is the mid-body, 
which has been crudely plugged with a pewter disc.  
Dimensions not recorded.

1070.  An English pewter hemispherical drip 
tray with a removable strainer plate c1840-80.  
No maker’s marks.  The decoratively pierced 
strainer sits in the opening of the base.  The flat
plate with a linear design of same-size circular 
drilled holes.  Probably used in a hostelry as a 
drip tray under a beer engine, although it could 
serve the same purpose in the cellar of a large 
house.  Dimensions not recorded. 

   
886.  A probably French or Belgian pewter monteith 
or punch bowl by an unknown maker his crowned 
X and two indistinct hallmarks in squares under 
the base c1750-80.  The globular body with simple 
ring handles and a small foot rim.  The suggested 
functional purpose of the decoratively notched rim 
was to hold punch cups, or to cool wine glasses by 
suspending them in ice.  The British name is said 
to have originated from Monteigh, a Scotsman who 
in the late 17th century wore a coat or cloak with a 
notched hem.  17” (432mm) diameter.  10” (254mm) 
tall.  Bought January 1996.

520.  An English pewter carafe.  No maker’s mark, 
but based on marked examples dating probably is 
c1800-30.  A carafe is a container without handles 
used for serving drinks at table.  Unlike the related 
decanter, carafes do not have stoppers.  The plain 
gourd-shaped body ending in a shallow hollow 
foot ring.  The broad mouth facilitates filling, and 
the narrow neck allows an easy grip when pouring.  
Capacity is 60 fl oz.  3⅜” (86mm) rim, and 4” 
(104mm) base diameters.  8¾” (223mm) tall.  832g 
weight.

Wine bottle measures
These were used to check the capacity of beer and wine bottles*.  Almost all 
have graduated incised lines inside the neck corresponding to several diffe ent 
capacities.  A couple are known with engraved glass plates let into the upper 
body to show the capacity.  Most date from the 19th century, and there are 
late Victorian examples made by Farrow and Jackson of London.  At least one 
example is known where the rim and three arms of the cage are covered in raffi
to protect the glass of the bottle.  They are found with diffe ent capacities, which 
is explained in the cited article.  
*Illustrated and described by Ricketts and Moulson in the Journal of the Pewter Society 
Autumn 2001 Fig 21 p36-40.  
.  
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785.  An English pewter bottle measure.  No maker’s 
mark.  The baluster form body with graduated incised 
lines inside the neck corresponding to several capacities 
from a wine quart down to two-thirds of a quart.  
The cage attached to the rim served to support the 
inverted bottle while it was being emptied.  Capacity 
c33 fl oz.  4¾” (120mm) mouth and 4” (102mm) base 
diameter.  9” (230mm) tall, and 6¼” (160mm) to rim.  
1.2kg weight.  Bought 22 September 1992 as Lot 1324 
at Sotheby’s Sussex.  

912.  An English pewter ceremonial pole head.  No 
maker’s mark, but likely dating is early to mid 16th 
century.  A spearhead shaped filig ee top with a 
depiction of an Elizabethan soldier in the centre.  The 
standing figu e is wearing an Elizabethan hat and 
doublet.  In his right hand he holds a pike, and his 
left hand rests on his sword scabbard.  The piece is 
well cast to both sides, but is in excavated condition.  
It is now broken off at the knees, the socket separated 
from the top, and the piece between them missing.  Its 
purpose was almost certainly as a processional pole 
head for ceremonial occasions.  0.55” (14mm) socket 
diameter.  The top element is 5” (125mm) tall, and 3⅜” 
(86mm) wide.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 1997 Fig 17 p34.  Discussed by 
Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol.12 7/2002 p332.

Friendly and similar Societies
Many Friendly Societies were instituted between 1793 and 1819.  By 1802, 
9672 were reported to Parliament, and by 1815 they had almost one million 
members, which had increased to about six million by 1904.  They emerged 
with the industrial revolution when many agricultural workers left a rural life 
for an urban one.  Once away from friends and family they lost many social 
opportunities, and in times of hardship could no longer rely on help from 
their original community.  In those times, the attractiveness of collective self-
help organisations must have been significant.  Friendly societies provided 
working people with the security of mutual insurance, and opportunities for 
regular, ritual-based sociability.  Most Friendly societies were based in local 
pubs.  For example, when a member died, all members would meet at the 
pub then progress to the home of the deceased and accompany the body 
to the cemetery.  The Society would meet the funeral costs, and gave to the 
widow(er) a grant usually of several pounds.  At such times, and for other 
ceremonial occasions many Societies had visual emblems such as staffs and 
banners for their official to carry.  A rare example and one of the earliest pole 
heads known is the Tudor one in the Collection (see #912)

Accurate measures for use in licensed premises after Imperial Standard 
was introduced in 1826.
Prior to 1826 there were several diffe ent statutory and customary systems of 
capacity measurement in use in diffe ent parts of Great Britain.  As well as 
the statutory Old English Wine, and Old English Ale Standards, there were 
local or customary capacity standards being used in most counties, towns and 
other jurisdictions, with distinct arrangements in parts of Scotland and Ireland.  
Pewter measures were made to hold all these capacity ranges, and government 
reports from the late 18th century onwards reveal widespread concern about 
the consequential abuses this permitted.  With a few exceptions, like the Cities 
of London, and Westminster, there had been no efficien enforcement of capacity 
standards on a regular and consistent basis.  That began to change nationally 
with the introduction of Imperial Standard in 1826.  It was an evolutionary 
rather than revolutionary process, so for example it took another 10 years or 
so for the enforcement arrangements including the appointment and training 
of Weights and Measures Inspectors to be firmed up.  Meanwhile, the demand 
for measures conforming to the new standard grew exponentially, which took 
pewterers some time to cope with.  Initially, as new bronze moulds had to be 
commissioned and produced, it was down to the ingenuity of the pewterers 
to provide appropriate measuring vessels to traders and licensees.  However, 
measure makers had to ‘make do and mend’ in the interim before they got 
new moulds.  In Sheffield the Britannia metal makers were among the first
to fabricate sets of Imperial measures made from sheet metal, and some cast 
components like handles.  Elsewhere, as a stop-gap, pre-Imperial wine capacity 
measures were extended either at the rim or body seam to bring them up to 
Imperial capacity.  Pre-Imperial ale capacity measures being slightly larger 
than Imperial capacity continued in use.  All old measures were allowed to 
continue to be used provided they were marked in some way to show their 
relationship to Imperial capacity.   

Bulbous measures.
The significance of this body form is that until the introduction of Imperial 
Measure in 1826, almost all measures were lidded and had baluster shaped 
bodies.  A few flat lid bulbous measures are known from London dating to the 
first quarter of the 19th century.  Once the lidless bulbous form was launched 
it became increasingly popular, and its use spread throughout England and 
Wales, and eventually Ireland and Scotland so that by the early 20th century it 
was being used in almost all licensed premises.  

Straight-sided and tapering measures
These lidless body forms were continued from variants made throughout the 
18th century, and it is likely that some vessels described today as drinking mugs 
were originally intended as measures.  The introduction of Imperial measure 
led pewterers to exploit whatever moulds they already had, so they continued 
casting these body forms.  As demand for lidless drinking vessels grew, and beer 
engines began to appear, the pewterers created variants with heavier duty rims 
that could withstand being knocked against barrel spigots and later beer engines.  
Initially, the rim was of pewter, but being a softer metal it was quickly replaced 
by brass.  Most brass rimmed larger measures are straight or tapering sided, with 
brass rimmed bulbous forms being uncommon except in the smaller sizes.   

1159 & 1160.  A pair of English pewter ceremo-
nial and/or processional maces or staffs of of-
fice, the head formed as a dove bearing an olive 
branch.  No maker’s marks.  These were held 
aloft during processions or ceremonial occa-
sions by various officer of Friendly Societies, 
civic and other bodies.  The dove is the tradi-
tional emblem of the Holy Spirit being the bird 
who brings to Noah the olive branch symbolic 
of peace in God’s covenant with man, and again 
appears at the baptism of Christ.  Because of 
this, the dove is used to represent grace and the 
seven gifts of the Holy spirit.  33½” (850mm) 
long.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of 
the PCCA Vol 12 5/2001 Fig 4 p238-241.

1162-1164.  Three Friendly Society processional maces with 
ebonised wooden handles, and cast pewter heads.  No mak-
er’s marks.  These would have been carried by officer of a 
Friendly society, and represent respectively the stars, sun, 
and moon.  They vary in length and weight, the heaviest 
being 1kg.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA 
Vol 12 5/2001 Fig 5 p238-241.

1115a, b & c.  Three English pewter ceremonial and/or processional maces or 
staffs of office two of the heads formed as hands with a heart in the palm, the 
third formed as a shepherd’s crook.  No maker’s marks.  These were held aloft 
during processions or ceremonial occasions by various officer of Friendly 
Societies, civic and other bodies.  The ‘heart in hand’ is symbolic of charity, 
given from the heart, and also a loving welcome.  It has also been a symbol 
of the Order of Odd Fellows, a fraternal organization originating in the mid-
18th century.  It is thought the symbol originated as the seal of the Protestant 
Reformer John Calvin.  The crook (and the flail) is an emblem of the Egyptian 
God Osiris.  They were the symbols of divine authority carried by Egyptian 
Pharaohs in State ceremonies.  The crook and flail are shepherd’s tools, and 
one of the epithets of Osiris was ‘good shepherd’, with the crook and flail
becoming symbols of purification and divine guidance.  28½” (725mm) long, 
and the pedestal at the wrist of the hand is 3⅛” (80mm) in diameter.  Bought 
20 October 1998 as Lot 159 at Phillips, Chester who were selling them from a 
private Belgian collection.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 12 5/2001 Fig 2 
p238-241.
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136-140.  A quart English pewter bulbous measure 
from a harlequin set of five c1830-50.  No maker’s 
mark, but they have a distinctive IMPERIAL label 
within a serrated edge rectangular outline.  The earliest 
verification is a crowned GIV mark, with later ones 
from Cheshire and Durham dating from the end of the 
19th century.  The bulbous body with a pair of incised 
lines midway between the rim and mid-body seam.  
The handle continues to curve outwards at the lower 
attachment point, and has a vestigial ball terminal.  
They range in size from ¼-gill to quart, and in height 
from 2” (51mm) to 5⅞” (150mm).  ex Peal collection.  
Bought 13 November 1980 at Sotheby’s.

263.  A half-pint English pewter bulbous measure.  No 
maker’s mark, but has several verification marks the 
eldest of which is dated 1825 and underneath the base.  
They are all for Herefordshire including a rarely seen 
example where the initials of Andrew Thompson the 
Inspector of Weights and Measures are incorporated 
in the mark.  The body has a pair of incised lines, and 
the handle with flat top thumbrest has a semi-ball 
terminal.  3⅜” (86mm) tall.  Bought 31 July 1981 at 
Sotheby’s.

568.  A gill English pewter brass rimmed bulbous 
measure c1870-90.  The plain body with an applied 
brass reinforcing rim.  No dimensions recorded.  Given 
to Neish in August 1987 by R Mundey.

1287.  A gill English pewter bulbous measure with an 
applied plaque.  No maker’s mark, but this form of 
measure seems to be a specialised product of Sheffiel
Britannia metal makers c1825-35.  This gill has one of 
the specially made IMPERIAL over a crown flanked by 
GR plaques fixed to the front.  It seems these plaques 
were made in bulk, and used on a range of sizes of 
measure.  No dimensions recorded.

860-461.  A gallon English pewter bulbous measure 
c1880-1900.  No maker’s mark, capacity label or 
verification mark.  This style of measure was brought 
into use soon after Imperial Standard was introduced 
in 1826.  It quickly replaced all other styles of measure 
throughout Great Britain, and was made in all legally 
recognised sizes.  10¼” (260mm) tall.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.
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Conical measures

The earliest versions were made in Bristol at the end of the 18th century, 
which probably led to the generic descriptor ‘West Country’ measure.  Some 
collectors believe the Cork pewterers developed the Bristol form to create the 
Irish ‘haystack’ measure.  The conical form with a more rounded body seems 
to have been especially popular in Ireland although there is no evidence they 
were made in Ireland.  Indeed, it is more likely that they are products of 
the Birmingham pewter industry as their bases and handles are made from 
the same moulds used to cast bulbous measures.  The upper body from a 
separate casting, and the rim handmade using sheet, with a vertical seam 
behind the upper handle attachment.  The capacity of conical measures was 
legislated to be to the neck, which is the way that they are measured, as the 
mouth serves only to assist filling and emptying, but not measu ement.  
  
Spirits measures
Most measures of a gill or smaller capacity probably served as spirits 
measures.  They exist in all body forms, and some like the ‘duck and hen’, 
and ‘bucket’ measures were only made in the smaller sizes.

621.  A half-pint English pewter brass rimmed 
measure c1860-80.  No maker’s mark.   The tapering 
cylindrical body with two pairs of incised lines, 
and more incised lines at the base.  The applied 
extended brass ovolo shaped reinforcing rim.  A 
double scroll handle with a ‘knuckle’ joint at the 
upper attachment point, and raised buttons at the 
upper and lower attachment points.  3¼” (81mm) 
rim, and 2¾” (71mm) base diameters.  3¼” (82mm) 
tall.  273g weight.  

SSAGM-19.  A quart English pewter brass rimmed 
measure by (Mary) Gerardin and (Thomas) Watson 
of London 1824-94 their circular GERARDIN & 
WATSON touchmark inside the base.  A City of 
Westminster verification mark below the rim.  The 
straight sided body with a raised fillet above and 
below which are a pair of incised lines.  The slightly 
spreading foot having several mouldings and 
incised lines.  The C-curved handle has a ‘knuckle’ 
joint at the upper attachment point.  4½” (114mm) 
base diameter.  6” (152mm) tall.

1269.  A quart English pewter conical 
measure of heavy construction c1880-
1900.  No maker’s mark, and one of only 
� ve all of quart capacity of this form 
known, and mainly with veri� cation 
marks from London and its immediate 
area.  Probably made in very limited 
numbers for an unknown user/pur-
pose, at least one example has a vertical 
seam to the left of the handle.  Attenu-
ated conical body with minimal foot rim, 
inset base, and circular ovolo moulded 
mouth.  The hollow cast handle of the 
form often seen on half-gallon bulbous 
measures.  QUART capacity label, and 
veri� cation marks for London Coun-
ty Council (VR 2 LCC), and Hastings 
(ER250).  5¼” (134mm) base diameter.  
8⅜” (213mm) tall.  

894.  A quart English ‘West Coun-
try’ measure c1850-90.  No maker’s 
mark.  An indecipherable Irish 
verification mark on the rim to the 
left of the handle.  Dimensions not 
recorded.

1005.  A half-pint English ‘West 
Country’ measure c1850-90.  No 
maker’s mark.  Capacity label ½ 
PINT in a rectangular serrated 
edge outline to left of handle.  Veri-
fication marks for the City of Bir-
mingham and Somerset County 
on the rim to the left of the handle, 
and inside the rim.  3⅗” (92mm) 
base diameter.  4⅓” (110mm) tall.  
380g weight.

1004.  A pint English ‘West Country’ 
measure c1850-90.  No maker’s mark.  
Verification marks for the City of Bir-
mingham and Somerset County on 
the rim to the left of the handle, and 
inside the rim.  4½” (114mm) base 
diameter.  5¼” (134mm) tall.  580g 
weight.
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261.  A half-pint English pewter bucket measure c1840-
60.  No maker’s mark, but has a crowned X mark in-
side the base, and was probably made in London or 
Birmingham.  This body form resembling a bucket is 
seen mainly on much smaller measures used in Victo-
rian public houses.  The body with two bands of in-
cised lines, and a pair at the base, which is flat with 
no foot ring.  3” (76mm) tall.  Bought 31 July 1981 at 
Sotheby’s.

363.  An English pewter spirits or apothecary’s meas-
ure c1830-50.  No maker’s, capacity or verification
marks.  The cup and hollow foot each being a measure.  
These double ended measures have been described as 
‘duck & hen’ measures as they look as if they could be 
used as egg cups for two diffe ent sized eggs.  This ex-
ample is of quarter-gill, and eighth-gill capacities.  No 
other dimensions recorded.

SSAGM-60.  An English pewter very rare apothecary’s 
measure c1820-50.  No maker’s, capacity or verific -
tion marks.  The cup being a two dram measure, and 
the hollow foot being a four dram measure.  The meas-
ure has incised line detailing below the rims.  2” tall, 
with 1¼” and 1⅛” mouth diameters.  Bought from C 
Ricketts November 2017. 

1206.  An English pewter spirits measure c1880-1900.  
No maker’s mark.  Both ends serve as measures, 
have capacity labels, and are verified for Cumberland 
County.  The rims with strengthening beads to the up-
per edges.  These double ended measures have been 
described as ‘duck & hen’ measures as they look as if 
they could be used as egg cups for two diffe ent sized 
eggs.  This example is of half-gill, and quarter-gill ca-
pacities.  2⅜” (60mm) and 1⅞” (48mm) rim diameters.  
3⅜” (86mm) tall.  124g weight.

LIDLESS DRINKING VESSELS 

 

 

1284 & 1285.  A near pair of English pewter wriggle-
work decorated small cups or tumblers*.  No maker’s 
marks c1680-1700.  Each with a pair of incised lines un-
der the rim, and below which they have simple wrig-
glework decoration of foliate designs.  1⅘” (46mm) 
diameter.  2⅛” (54mm) tall.
*This form of vessel is known from several examples all of 
very similar size, and those that are not wrigglework deco-
rated have a high fillet or incised lines in similar positions to 
these two.  If they were used as a drinking vessels perhaps 
it was for spirits, or they may have been dice tumblers used 
in gaming at home or in public houses etc.
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PRE-IMPERIAL CAPACITY LIDLESS DRINKING VESSELS 
Collectors describe pewter lidless drinking vessels using a nomenclature based on the presence or absence of a handle, and the body shape.  These 
characteristics, together with the shape of any handle, tend to help dating.  But, dating can be tricky as many vessels do not have maker’s or other marks 
that might narrow their possible date range.  Even when marks are present, they are often ‘pot touches’, which the maker used only on hollow-ware, and 
frequently differ from their touchmarks used for sadware.  We do not always know the working lives of makers, or whether widows and other members 
of the family continued to use the same mark after the firm’s founder died

We know the vessels by various names, so for example, those with a single vertical handle are ‘mugs’, but if the body is squatter we tend to call them ‘cups’.  
Vessels made without a handle are often called ‘beakers’ (tassie in Scotland), but when a defined stem is present above the foot we know them as ‘chalices’ 
when taller, and ‘goblets’ when squatter.  However, please note ‘tankards’ are lidded, and as such are dealt with in the chapter on Tankards.
  
Capacities of hollow-ware before the introduction of Imperial Standard measure in 1826
As well as national there were local and customary measures of liquid capacity in use at various times in all or parts of Britain.  This meant that there 
were several diffe ent gallons.  What interests us is that most of these capacity systems were used at some time for liquid measures - even when they were 
clearly intended originally to be for dry measures.  Drinking vessels provide considerable evidence to suggest that for whatever reason it was our forebears 
practice to use non-conventional aliquots of statutory gallons which after 1835 should not have been legal.  For example, ‘Three-quarters of a Pint’ (or ‘3 
Gills’) which if based on the 1706 Wine Standard of Queen Anne gives a capacity of 12.5 fl oz.  Several examples of these are known as well as other sizes 
from the same binary system.  The intention in 1835 of achieving abolition of the former capacity systems did not occur in relation to mugs examples of 
which continued to be made in customary capacities.  They would not have been verified by Inspectors as they did not conform to the statutory aliquots, 
but would only have been seized and destroyed if found being used as measures. 

Cups
The earliest known drinking cups (as opposed to mugs) date from the late Tudor and early Jacobean period, and typically have zoomorphic ‘dolphin’ 
handles (see #908 & #767).  Interestingly in 1612, Hugh Newton headed a group of 12 ‘tryfelleres’ (makers of items using a higher lead content alloy) for the 
‘sizing’ of wares on behalf of the Worshipful Company of Pewterers of London (WCOP).  He had become Renter Warden in 1604, Upper Warden in 1610, 
and was Master of the WCOP twice in 1616 and 1621.  He had 13 apprentices between 1581-1614, and his will was proved 5.9.1633.  Their report specifically
refers to a category of drinking vessels termed goddards, which included small and great goddards with a dolphin ear.  The term derives from the Old 
French ‘godart’ meaning a drinking cup or goblet.  Later in the 17th century there was a resurgence of cups with squat globular bodies including ‘gorge’ 
cups dating c1660-90 (see #931b).  This is a form, which was popular in other materials such as earthenware and silver throughout the 17th century, but is 
known by very few pewter examples.  The globular body has a deep vertical neck (hence ‘gorge’).  The variations in decoration of the neck, body and handle 
are striking, as is the emergence of a defined foot. 

Squat bodied cups and mugs
We can only guess at the contemporary purpose of the squat mugs and cups included in this catalogue, which generally are of smaller capacities.  Possibly 
they were made for children, or stronger alcoholic drinks than ale and beer.  They probably continued being made throughout the 17th century, although 
there is a gap after the late Tudor and Jacobean examples shown below.  They are not easy to categorise, but an attempt based on body form has been made.  
Their use continued into the 18th century, and some examples are known from the 19th century.  However, some of these forms may not have been used 
for drinking.  Instead, it has been suggested that later ones were used as measures both for dry goods like seed, grain and flou , or for high value liquids 
such as milk, cream and oils.  That may well be true when they have incised lines inside the upper body near the rim to which the proper capacity would 
be measured.

885.  An English pewter cast decorated miniature 
cup c1600-15*.  No maker’s mark.  The squat beaker 
shaped body encircled by a ¾” deep band of relief 
cast decoration comprising a grape vine motif, with 
flowers, running vines and grapes.  The handle with 
rope decoration.  The base having fine turning lines.  
1⅞” (48mm) mouth diameter.  1½” (42mm) tall.  Bought 
November  1995 from M Kashden.  
*Other almost identical examples of this form are known, 
including one in the collection of the Worshipful Company 
of Pewterers’ (#312 in their Supplementary Catalogue) 
described by Richard Mundey as an Elizabethan child’s cup.  

908a.  An English pewter ‘goddard’ or drinking cup 
c1610-40.  No maker’s mark.  The beaker shaped body 
with two bands of incised lines has a stepped hollow 
foot with a strengthened foot rim.  The handle cast in 
the form of an unusual sea creature, which may well 
be a depiction of a dolphin.  Excavated at Blackfriars, 
London, and completely covered inside and out with 
nature’s gilding.  2¼” (57mm) rim, and 1⅗” (41mm) 
base diameters.  2⅔” (69mm) tall, and 2½” (64mm) to 
rim.  Bought 1997.  
Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts as #2 at p13 in Early 
English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers and Marks 2018.
 
767.  A half-pint English pewter ‘goddard’ or drinking 
cup* c1640-70.  Unidentified rectangular maker’s 
mark inside the base I (P or R or B?).  The semi-ovoid 
body has a thickened rim, with a zoomorphic handle 
depicting what may be a serpent swallowing another 
serpent.  Capacity is 8 fl oz.  3¾” (95mm) rim diameter.  
2⅖” (62mm) tall.  Excavated at Custom House on the 
River Thames, and covered in gilt and mauve nature’s 
gilding.  
Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts as #3 at p13 in Early 
English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers and Marks 2018.  

973.  An English pewter wrigglework toy cup.  No 
maker’s mark, but from other similar examples likely 
dating is 1650-80*.  The cup with two incised lines 
equidistant from the rim and shallow hollow foot.  The 
body front wrigglework decorated with a scrolling 
foliate design.  The S-curve handle with a rudimentary 
thumbrest has a short strut at the lower attachment 
point and a weak ball terminal.  In excavated condition, 
with extensive nature’s gilding.  1⅔” (43mm) tall.  
*Similar examples are in the collections of the Worshipful 
Company of Pewterers, and the Museum of London.  

1143.  A gill English pewter cup by W.C his touchmark 
of WC above a bull in a beaded circle inside the base 
c1670.  Probably the maker is William Cowley senior 
made free in 1662 of London whose cups failed the 
assay in 1673.  The tapering plain beaker body with 
a simple, strap handle.  In excavated condition, with 
extensive nature’s gilding.  Capacity 4½ fl oz.  2¼” 
(59mm) rim, and 1⅚” (47mm) base diameters.  2¼” 
(62mm) tall.  95g weight.  Excavated from the river 
at Canterbury.  Bought 15 October 1999 as Lot 1059 at 
Phillips, Chester.  
Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts as #24 at p20 in Early 
English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers and Marks 2018.  

931b.  An English pewter ‘gorge’ or drinking cup 
c1670-90.  No maker’s mark.  This is a form, which 
was popular in other materials throughout the 17th 
century, but is known by only two examples in pewter.  
The globular body with a deep vertical neck (hence 
‘gorge’).  The neck decorated with multiple incised 
lines below the rim.  The ornate cast decorated handle 
with beading along its sides is used on other late 17th 
century pewter hollow-ware.  2” (52mm) rim, and 2⅛” 
(54mm) base diameters.  2⅗” (66mm) tall, and 2⅕” 
(56mm) to rim.  112g weight.  Bought 13 December 
1997.  
Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts as #26 at p21 in Early 
English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers and Marks 2018.
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1289.  An English pewter handled beaker or cup by 
an unidentified maker his illegible touchmark inside 
the base c17th century.  Ownership initials IG.  The 
tapering plain body with a vestigial foot.  The strap 
handle with rudimentary terminal attached directly 
to the body.  2½” (64mm) diameter.  3½” (89mm) 
tall.  In excavated condition with extensive nature’s 
gilding from the foreshore of the River Thames.  
Bought March 2007 from AG Pilson.  
Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts as #23 at p20 in 
Early English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers and Marks 
2018.  

1263.  An English pewter footed cup with 
hemispherical bowl.  No maker’s mark, and because 
of this and its features dating is problematic, and 
could be any time from Queen Anne to George III.  
The wide bowl has a strap handle with a tongued 
thumbrest, and embryonic ball terminal.  The front of 
the body engraved John Scott in a wreath of foliage, 
which form of decoration first appeared on very late 
17th century vessels, while the cursive script of the 
name is possibly later.  4” (103mm) bowl diameter.  
2½” (63mm) tall.  5” (128mm) wide across handle 
and bowl.  Bought 4 May 2006 as Lot 20 at Bonhams 
Chester.  
Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts as #99 at p43 in 
Early English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers and Marks 
2018.

1136.  An English pewter toy cup c1720-50.  No 
maker’s mark.  The cup with a strengthened rim 
and shallow hollow foot.  The C-curve handle with 
a rudimentary thumbrest, and attached directly to 
the body top and bottom.  In excavated condition, 
with extensive nature’s gilding.  1⅙” (30mm) tall.

573.  A probably Dutch pewter beaker by an 
unidentified maker his initialled crowned touchmark 
in the Dutch style inside the base c1650*.  The inversely 
tapering body with a fla ed rim, and a raised hollow 
foot.  Found in London.  In excavated condition with 
nature’s gilding.  2½” (64mm) rim diameter.  3½” 
(89mm) tall.  Bought August 1988 from M Kashden.
Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The 
Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.  *Analysis 
of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 87.2%, lead 
11.6%, copper 0.4%, 0.45% bismuth, suggesting a possible 
non-British origin. 

860-407.  A pair of Dutch pewter wrigglework 
commemorative beakers by PI his initialled touchmark 
of a crowned rose under the base.  Made and engraved 
in the Netherlands with the wriggle work busts of 
King William III and Mary to celebrate their coronation 
c1688.  6¾” (172mm) tall.  4⅕” (107mm) mouth and 
3½” (90mm) base diameters.  500g weight.  Formerly 
in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.  
Dubbe shows an almost identical example at Fig 162 p283 
of Tin en Tinnegieters in Nederland.  Exhibited as items #26-
27 Pewterware with Royal Associations at Pewterers’ Hall, 
London from 1 to 13 July 1974.
 

SSAGM-37.  An English pewter miniature or toy 
beaker cup.  No maker’s mark, but the presence of 
wrigglework and gadrooning suggests a dating of 
c1690-1710.  The inward tapering body has multiple 
incised lines below the rim.  About half of the body is 
decorated with a simple foliage design in wrigglework.  
The ovolo moulded hollow foot has cast radial 
gadrooning, and a vertical seam is visible on the side 
opposite the engraving.  1¾” (44mm) base diameter.  
1¾” (44mm) tall.

Beakers

1281.  An English pewter relief cast* commemorative 
beaker.  No maker’s mark, but from other similar cast 
decorated items dating is c1610.  The inversely tapering 
body with three bands of cast floral decoration including 
marigolds, and other flowers.  The wider top band has 
roundels on opposite sides, one inset with ostrich feathers 
and the legend ICH DIEN, and the other a crown.  The 
initials HP probably for Henricus Princeps (Prince 
Henry) are also present.  Probably this beaker and other 
vessels cast decorated in a similar manner were made to 
commemorate the 1610 investiture as Prince of Wales of 
Henry (born 1594, died 1612) eldest son of James I.    3⅛” 
(80mm) base diameter.  5¾” (147mm) tall.  Found in a 
well at Hurstbourne Tarrant, Hampshire.  ex C Minchin, 
R Michaelis and D Little collections.  Bought May 2007 as 
Lot 98 at Christie’s King Street, London.
*The fashion for relief cast decorated pewter was short lived 
having spread from Italian designs of the late 16th century, 
exemplified by makers like Francois Briot of Lyons, France 
and Caspar Enderlein of Nuremburg, Germany.  Illustrated 
by Michaelis as Fig 82 Antique Pewter of the British Isles 1972.  
Illustrated and discussed by Roberts in Journal of the Pewter 
Society Autumn 1981 p62-66.  Illustrated by Hornsby as #1022 
Pewter of the Western World 1983.  Exhibited as item #112 Pewter a 
Celebration of the Craft at the Museum of London from May 1989 
to May 1990, and illustrated in the catalogue.      

554.  A Tudor English pewter beaker by an unidentified
maker CI his crowned rose touch mark inside the base 
c1580-1610.  Christopher Jennings of London c1561-
1611 is the only possible candidate.  The inversely 
tapering body with a fla ed rim, and twin incised 
lines above the cast decorated gadrooned hollow foot.  
2¾” (70mm) rim, and 2½” (64mm) base diameters.  
3¾” (96mm) tall.  In excavated condition with traces 
of nature’s gilding having been found on the River 
Thames foreshore.  Bought Jul 1987 from Rushden.  
Illustrated p16 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.  
Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The 
Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.  *Analysis 
of the alloy shows the composition to be 93.8% tin, 4.99% 
lead, 0.69% copper, 0.25% bismuth

787.  A Dutch pewter beaker c1570-1620.  The 
unidentified maker (MBH?) struck his crowned rose 
touchmark incorporating his initials under the base.  
The squat tapering body decorated with two pairs 
of twin incised lines.  In excavated condition with 
extensive nature’s gilding.  2½” (64mm) tall.  Excavated 
in Rotterdam.  Bought 1993 from A Bartram.
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Mugs
The first mug (#1156) is possibly the eldest of the three earliest mugs known, 
which date from the Cromwellian puritan period.  The thick mouth rim and 
vestigial foot rim is seen on nearly all early mugs.  The bodies of all early mugs 
were lathe turned after casting during which incised lines were added to create 
the visual impression of hooped bands.  During the Stuart period, pewterers 
began to change and evolve the designs of the simpler body forms and strap 
handles of the earlier mugs.  Cylindrical body shapes became more tapering, 
with more defined foot rims.  They also started to add shape to the simple 
stubby ends of handles, which from thereon have a wide variety of terminals.  
Although seen in the smallest sizes from Tudor times, it was not until the early 
18th century that drinking mugs began to be made with rounded body forms.  
Mugs are known in the three main sizes of quart, pint and half-pint, the latter 
being the least common.  Other sizes have been recorded, and probably reflect a 
preference for local standards of capacity, many of which continued to be used 
throughout the 18th century.  Gill and half-gill sizes tended to be made as squat 
mugs or cups.  Nearly all of the earliest mugs have solid cast handles, usually 
of a strap-like form, with very simple terminals, while some also had really 
prominent erect thumbrests.  During the late 17th century hollow cast handles 
become more usual.  At first they stayed simple and mostly devoid of obvious 
thumbrests, which gradually developed into what we call tongued thumbrests.  
The beginning of the 18th century saw a plethora of handle forms, with some 
very fancy casting details, such as lenticular beading to the upper outer part, and 
in the North West the introduction of cut-card decoration.  Terminals also begin 
to show greater design creativity with many derivatives of the so-called ‘spade’, 
‘boot heel’ and ‘hoof’ terminals, the ‘fishtail’, and some highly attractive ‘scroll’ 
forms.  The ‘ball’ terminal appears sooner than previously thought, but again in 
various guises, with some possibly predating the ‘hooded ball’.  By the mid-18th 
century handle design was mainly settled, although the emergence of the tulip 
body mugs caused the need for a new form of ‘double scroll’ handle.               

1156.  A quart English pewter twin incised band mug 
by PS his touchmark of a crowned pewterer’s hammer 
flanked by his initials and two cinquefoils in a beaded 
circle inside the base c1640-60*.  Ownership initials RY 
to upper part of handle.  The early body form has two 
pairs of single incised lines, and a simple foot rim.  The 
solid strap handle has no thumbrest, and extends be-
yond the lower attachment point in a weak terminal.  
In excavated condition with extensive nature’s gilding 
having been found in the River Thames at Bull Wharf.  
4½” (115mm) base and 3⅖” (87mm) mouth diameter.  
6⅞” (175mm) tall.  850g weight.  Bought July 2000 
from AG Pilson.  
Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts as #4 at p14 in 
Early English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers and Marks 
2018.  *Originally suggested to be by Peter Scarlet made free 
in 1682, but this style of mug is significantly earlier.  More 
likely the maker is Peter Smith made free in 1635 who died 
in 1658.  Other possible candidates were either sadware 
makers, or never opened shop.

528.  A quart English pewter twin broad band mug by 
Henry Frewin II, Reading 1656-1709 his touchmark 
inside the base, and crowned WR verification mark 
to the left of the handle.  A later Reading verification
mark to the right of the handle.  Ownership triad of in-
itials L over IA to top of handle behind the thumbrest.  
Engraved below the rim If Sold Stole, and on the body 
flanked by ears of barley John Little att ye Horse and 
Jockey in Reading 99.  The tapered body with wide 
everted rim, and two broad fillets above and below 
each of which are a pair of incised lines.  Single-curve 
handle with spade terminal.  6¾” (171mm) tall.  Some-
time in the collection of the late CC Minchin.
Exhibited as #195 and illustrated and described in catalogue 
of Usher Gallery Pewter exhibition Lincoln 1962.  Illustrated: 
cover of British Pewterware Through the Ages Exhibition, 
Reading Museum & Art Gallery 1969, #121.  Illustrated by 
Michaelis in British Pewter 1969 p20 (right).  Illustrated and 
described by Hornsby in Pewter of the Western World 1983 
Fig 943 p279.  Illustrated p22 An Introduction to British Pewter 
1997.  Illustrated and described by Neish in Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 14 4/2010 Fig 3 p18.  Illustrated and described by 
Carl Ricketts as #39 at p25 in Early English Pewter Drinking 
Mugs their Makers and Marks 2018

664.  A quart English pewter twin narrow band mug by 
Philemon Angel of London 1684-1712, his touchmark of PA 
in a lozenge inside the base.  Ownership triad of initials S 
over IM to the top of the handle.  The slightly tapered body 
with wide everted rim, two narrow � llets, and a simple 
foot.  The C-shaped solid strap handle with an erect cres-
cent shaped thumbrest, and lozenge/spade terminal.  3½” 
(90mm) rim, and 4⅕” (107mm) base diameters.  7” (178mm) 
tall.  825g weight.  ex F Jaeger collection.  Bought 5 Decem-
ber 1990 as Lot 1400 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts as #12 at p16 in Early 
English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers and Marks 2018.

450.  A pint English pewter mug c1675-1700.  No maker’s 
or veri� cation marks.  The slightly tapering plain body has 
a strengthened rim with a raised moulding below.  S-curve 
handle with raised thumbrest and horse’s hoof terminal.  
The vestigial foot almost � at to the surface.  4½” (116mm) 
tall.  4½” (116mm) rim, and 4¾” (121mm) base diameters.  ex 
Young collection.  Bought 19 March 1985 at Phillips.
Exhibited at the Antiques Exhibition sponsored by the Daily 
Telegraph at Olympia in 1928 (#P431 at p160 of catalogue).  
Illustrated by Cotterell in Old Pewter Its Makers and Marks 1963 
p142c.  It is item #17 in the Currier Gallery exhibition catalogue 
1974.  Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts as #29 at p22 in 
Early English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers and Marks 2018

415.  A quart English pewter ‘high band’ mug by Thomas 
Buttery, London 1692-1728 his touchmark inside the base, 
and crowned AR veri� cation mark to left of the handle.  
Engraved around the mid body: Francis Parsons at ye Co� ee 
Hous in queen Street in ye Park, with ownership triad of initials 
P over FE on the top of the handle thumbrest.  The tapering 
body with bold � llet to upper body, and decorative details 
such as multiple � nely incised lines near the hollow foot.  
The C-shaped handle with tongued thumbrest and scroll 
terminal.  In excavated condition having been found near the 
Tower of London in the 1930s.  4⅝” (118mm) base diameter.  
6⅜” (162mm) tall.  825g weight.  Bought 21 November 1984 
as Lot 7 at Sotheby’s.
Illustrated as cover photo Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 
1985.  Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts as #72 at p36 in 
Early English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers and Marks 2018.  

1276.  An English pewter miniature decorated beaker 
c1680-1700.  No maker’s mark.  The inversely tapering 
body with a fla ed rim, and a shallow hollow foot.  
The body with two broad bands of wavy linear 
wrigglework engraving.  2” (50mm) tall.  Bought 12 
June 2007 as Lot 406 at Bonhams Chester.

725.  A Dutch pewter beaker with wriggle work 
decoration c1720.  No maker’s mark.  The inversely 
tapering bodied beaker having a hollow short ovolo 
moulded foot.  3¼” (84mm) rim diameter.  4½” (115mm) 
tall.  234g weight.  Bought 1991 from M Kashden.

1077.  A Scottish pewter beaker or tassie possibly of 
Glasgow origin, but has no maker’s mark c1790-1830.  
The slightly tapering body with a flat bottom has an 
everted rim below which are a pair of incised lines.  
One of its possible purposes was to complement the 
use of a tappit hen inside whose neck it would fit.  No 
dimensions recorded.

496 & 496a.  A very near pair of 3 Scots ale gills capacity 
Scottish pewter beakers or tassies by Robert Whyte 
of Cowgatehead, Edinburgh 1805-51 his touchmark 
inside the base.  The inversely tapering beaker with 
fla ed rim has no capacity label or verification mark 
as it holds 12 fl oz, a customary pre-Imperial capacity.  
One of its possible purposes was to complement the 
use of a tappit hen inside whose neck it would fit.  3½” 
(90mm) & 2⅜” (61mm) mouth & base diameters.  3½” 
(90mm) tall.  Bought April 1986 from A Bartram. 
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799.  A pint English pewter mug by Paul Mitchell of 
London 1721-40 his touchmark inside the base*, and 
crowned WR veri� cation mark to left of the handle.  
Engraved to the upper body Burton Reynolds at ye Hen 
& Chickens Coxes Key**, and his triad of initials R over 
BE on top of the handle.  A typical London tapered 
drum mug of the second quarter of the 18th century of 
the form sometimes called truncated cone, with a raised 
body � llet, hollow cast C-shaped handle with a tongued 
thumbrest and ball terminal.  3⅖” (87mm) rim, and 
3⅞” (100mm) base diameters.  4⅝” (118mm) tall.  448g 
weight.  Bought September from M Kashden.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 
14 4/2010 Fig 5 p20.  Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts 
as #119 at p48-49 in Early English Pewter Drinking Mugs 
their Makers and Marks 2018.  *Formerly attributed to Philip 
Matthew, but the form of the pot touch inside the base, and 
the crowned WR di� er.  Mitchell was apprenticed to Hugh 
Quick who was not only a holloware maker, but also made 
teapots on two of which this PM pot touch have been noted.
**Cox’s Quay (also known as Cox’s Key or Cock’s Key) was 
one of three separate quays on the north bank of the River 
Thames a short distance downstream from London Bridge 
forming a wharf accessed via Lower Thames Street just behind 
the site of the church of St Botolph Billingsgate.  

641.  A quart English pewter tapered drum mug by 
Thomas Smith of London 1732-71 his touchmark inside 
the base.  Engraved to the front mid-body Dorothy 
Chaswell at The Red Lyon, Ivey Bridge, with her initials 
DC on top of the handle.  Crowned WR veri� cation 
mark to left of handle.  A typical mid-18th century 
London mug of the body form sometimes called a 
truncated cone, with a hollow cast C-shaped handle with 
a tongued thumbrest, and attached directly to the body 
top and bottom.  In excavated condition, with extensive 
nature’s gilding.  6” (152mm) tall.
Cited by Neish in Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 14 4/2010 p18.  
Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts as #139 at p54 in 
Early English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers and Marks 2018. 

SSAGM-7.  A Scots half-mutchkin capacity Scottish 
pewter tulip-shaped mug.  No maker’s mark, but almost 
certainly made in Glasgow probably by a member of 
the Galbraith family c1800-30.  The tulip-shaped body 
with double-curved handle with erect thumbrest and 
terminal attached to the body by short struts, and a 
hollow pedestal foot.  2¾” (70mm) base diameter.  3⅞” 
(98mm) tall.
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SSAGM-28.  A pint English pewter tapered drum 
mug c1750-80.  No maker’s mark, but has a distinctive 
crowned WR veri� cation mark to left of handle.  The 
front of the body wrigglework engraved with a fouled 
anchor for the name of the public house.  Engraved 
around the body with H Butcher Goldern (Anchor) 
Park St, SouthK.  The top of the handle engraved B 
over HE for the publican’s surname and two Christian 
names.  A typical George III period London mug of the 
form sometimes called truncated cone.  The body has a 
heavy rim and typical London style of foot moulding.  
The thumbrest of the C-shaped handle comprises a 
horizontal ridge and what is known as an ‘oozy tongue 
and pip’ below it.  The handle is attached to the upper 
body with an escutcheon plate to reinforce the body at 
what was often a weak point.  Found September 2009 
by a metal detectorist, the mug is in excavated condition 
with extensive nature’s gilding.  3⅖” (87mm) rim, and 
3⅞” (98mm) base diameters.  4⅜” (111mm) tall.  433g 
weight.
Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts as #152 at p57 in 
Early English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers and Marks 
2018.

416.  A pint English pewter ‘high band’ mug c1710-20.  
No maker’s or veri� cation marks.  Engraved around the 
mid body: John Gose att ye Crowne in Orange Street in Ye 
Park, with ownership triad of initials G over IF on the 
top of the handle thumbrest.  The tapering body with 
multiple incised lines to create a deep � llet to upper 
body, with similar decorative details at the hollow foot.  
The C-shaped handle with tongued thumbrest and boot 
heel terminal.  In excavated condition having been found 
near the Tower of London in the 1930s.  4⅝” (119mm) 
tall.  Bought 21 November 1984 as Lot 10 at Sotheby’s.
Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts as #70 at p35 in Early 
English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers and Marks 2018.

860-527.  An English pewter twin narrow band mug by 
an unidenti� ed maker his partial mark feintly visible 
inside the base c1710-25.  The slightly tapering body with 
a heavy rim has two equidistant narrow body � llets.  
This body form is known as a ‘2-band’, and is usually 
dated up to twenty years earlier.  However, the � sh-tail 
terminal on the bold S-curve hollow handle suggests the 
later dating given for this mug.  3⅜” (86mm) rim, and 
4” (103mm) base diameters.  6½” (166mm) tall.  650g 
weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late Richard 
Mundey.
Illustrated in the Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 1991 
Fig 6 p71.  Illustrated by Neish in Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 14 
4/2010 Fig 8 p218.  Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts 
as #58 at p30 in Early English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers 
and Marks 2018.

830.  Probably an English pewter cylindrical mug by 
an unidenti� ed maker his illegible touchmark inside 
the base c1700-30.  The straight sided plain body with 
a vestigial foot.  The C-curve strap handle with a semi-
erect thumbrest.  Capacity 7 �  oz.  2⅘” (71mm) base 
diameter.  2⅙” (55mm) tall.
Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts as #30 at p22 in Early 
English Pewter Drinking Mugs their Makers and Marks 2018.

1198.  A pint English pewter high band mug by Thomas 
Cooke of London 1699-1718* his previously unidenti� ed 
touchmark 16/TC/99 in a lozenge inside the base, and 
crowned AR veri� cation mark to left of handle.  Engraved 
below the rim Stop Theif, and on the mid-body John Brabin 
att ye Carpenters Armes in Henarita Street, Covent Garden, 
with ownership triad of his initials B over IE to handle 
thumbrest.  This body style of a tapered drum either with 
a raised � llet or as in this case multiple incised reeding is 
known to collectors as a ‘high band’.  The style was short 
lived and most examples fall within the reign of Queen 
Anne.  A nice design feature are the incised lines at the 
foot rim matching those higher up the body.  The form of 
the hollow cast C-shaped handle is unusual with a long 
tongued thumbrest and scroll terminal.  3¼” (83mm) 
rim, and 3¾” (95mm) base diameters.  4⅝” (118mm) tall.  
484g weight.  Bought September 1993. 
Illustrated and described by Neish in Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 
14 4/2010 Fig 6 p20.  Illustrated and described by Carl Ricketts 
as #71 at p35 in Early English Pewter Drinking Mugs their 
Makers and Marks 2018.*Cooke had probably ceased making 
pewter by March 1718 when Samuel Seaton nominated him 
to be his successor as the Worshipful Company of Pewterers’ 
Rent Collector for the houses and tenements in Gregory Alley, 
a position that he failed to gain.   
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262.  A half-pint English pewter beaker by Thomas 
and Townsend Compton of London 1814-35 their 
hallmarks below the rim.  No capacity label, or 
verification marks.  The plain tapering body with one 
incised line below the rim, and three at the almost flat
foot.  2½” (64mm) base diameter.  3¼” (83mm) tall.  200 
gm weight.  Bought 31 July 1981 at Sotheby’s.

290.  A half-pint English pewter beaker by an 
unidentified maker his distinctive crown flanked
by two ‘X’s below the rim c1830-50.  No verification
marks, but has a distinctive HALF PINT IMPERIAL 
label next to the maker’s mark.  The plain tapering 
body with a rounded fillet below the rim, and multiple 
incised lines at the hollow foot.  2½” (63mm) base 
diameter.  3¾” (95mm) tall.  204 gm weight.  Bought 
1981 at Sotheby’s.

291 & 292.  A pair of half-pint English pewter footed 
beakers c1830-40.  No maker’s mark, capacity 
label, or verification marks.  Ownership initials 
SAC bordered by flecks engraved to the mid body.  
This style of flecked engraving was mainly used 
in London, and tended to go out of use by c1830-
40.  The bell shaped bodies with twin bands of 
multiple incised lines.  Shallow hollow feet with 
incised line at rim.  2½” (64mm) base diameter.  
3⅚” (98mm) tall.  180 gm weight.  Bought 1981 at 
Sotheby’s.

364 & 365.  A pair of half-pint English pewter 
footed beakers by John Warne of London 1856-
1900 his touchmark inside the base.  Ownership 
initials WSP (for William S Perkins landlord 
c1869) engraved to mid body, and address under 
the base: Coach & Horses, James St, Kensington 
Sq.  Verification mark for Middlesex County that 
includes the Bloomsbury divisional mark (3M) 
of Inspector Edward Morrison.  The base of the 
plain tapering bodies with an incised line above 
a rounded fillet.  The ovolo moulded hollow foot 
with an incised line at the rim.  No dimensions 
recorded.  

SSAGM-27.  A third of a pint English pewter squat 
beaker by John Yates, Thomas Rawlins Birch, and 
Lucas Spooner of Birmingham trading as Yates, Birch 
& Spooner 1828-39 their hallmarks below the rim, 
and crowned X inside the base.  No capacity label, or 
verification marks.  The tapering body with two bands 
of five incised lines, two on the upper and lower body, 
and two at the almost flat foot.  Capacity is 6⅔ fl oz 
(one-third Imperial pint).  2½” (63mm) base diameter.  
2½” (63mm) tall.   

    
SSAGM-29.  A half-pint English pewter footed beaker 
by Farrow and Jackson of London their touchmark 
inside the base c1880.  The lower body with an 
armorial crest of a bent arm holding a weapon between 
two wings.  A post-1879 City of London verification
mark, and HALF PINT capacity label below the rim.  
The tapering body has a raised fillet with incised 
lines above and below it, and an incised line above a 
rounded fillet at the base.  The ovolo moulded hollow 
foot with an incised line at the rim.  2⅞” (73mm) base 
diameter.  4” (102mm) tall.     

19.  A half-pint English pewter U-shaped mug c1870-80.  
No maker’s mark.  Verification marks for Newcastle 
(3 castles), Durham County (VR157) and Darlington 
(ER148), and some early 20th century date stamps.  ½ 
PINT capacity labels to left of handle and on front of 
body.  The U-shaped body with two bands of multiple 
incised reeding to upper and lower body.  Shallow 
hollow foot with incised line at rim.  The twin C-scroll 
handle with two raised buttons at the attachment 
points.  3” (76mm) base diameter.  4” (102mm) tall.  
322g weight.

161.  A gill British pewter mug c1825-50*.  No maker’s 
or other marks.  The tapering body with an incised line 
below the rim, and a flat base.  The twin C-scroll handle 
with two raised buttons at the attachment points, and 
an erect thumbrest.  Capacity is 5 fl oz (1 Imperial gill).  
2½” (64mm) tall.  ex Peal collection.  Bought 6 October 
1981 at Sotheby’s. 
*Described as British because with no other known example 
the features of this mug could either be West Midlands of 
England, or Glasgow, Scotland.

Mugs

11.  A half-pint English pewter tulip shaped goblet c1850-
80.  No maker’s mark, capacity label, or veri� cation 
marks.  From the form, and pewter composition of 
the upper and lower body it was possibly made in 
Birmingham or Manchester.  The domed hollow foot 
with a vertical bottom edge.  4⅝” (117mm) tall. 

  
163.  A half-pint English pewter footed cup c1825-40.  
No maker’s or verification marks, but probably from 
the North West of England where similar designs of 
Imperial label where used.  A serrated edge IMPERIAL 
capacity label above ½ PINT to front mid body.  The 
bell-shaped cup has an incised line below the slightly 
fla ed mouth, and another at the edge of the hollow 
domed foot.  The S-curve handle with tongued 
thumbrest and a ball terminal.  3¾” (96mm) tall.  ex C 
Peal collection.  Bought 6 October 1981 at Sotheby’s.
Illustrated by Peal at Fig 108 p141 (left) Pewter of Great Britain 
for Pleasure and Investment 1983.

362.  A half-pint English pewter bell shaped footed 
cup c1880-90.  No maker’s mark, capacity label, or 
verification marks.  The bell-shaped cup has an incised 
line below the slightly fla ed mouth.  A short stem and 
hollow domed foot with a vertical rim.  The decorative 
form of twin C-scroll handle has two raised buttons 
at the attachment points.  4” (104mm) tall.  ex C Peal 
collection.  Bought 6 October 1981 at Sotheby’s.
Illustrated by Peal at Fig 108 p141 (centre) Pewter of Great 
Britain for Pleasure and Investment 1983.

162.  A half-pint English pewter beaker by Charles 
Bentley of London 1837-63 his hallmarks below the 
rim, and touchmark inside the base.  Ownership 
G. Barker engraved to mid body.  Verification mark 
for Norfolk County (VR550) and half-pint capacity 
label.  The tapering body with three bands of reeded 
decoration, two on the upper and lower body, and 
another above the fla ed hollow foot.  3” (75mm) base 
diameter.  3½” (87mm) tall.  ex Peal collection.  Bought 
6 October 1981 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated by Peal at Fig 109 p142 Pewter of Great Britain for 
Pleasure and Investment 1983.  

Beakers

LIDLESS DRINKING VESSELS - 
BRITISH IMPERIAL CAPACITY  
Imperial Standard capacity was introduced throughout the United Kingdom in 
1826, and was intended to replace all earlier measures, which were numerous.  
Difficultie had already delayed the introduction by more than a year, and it 
took almost another decade before the administration of Weights and Measures 
legislation became standardised.  The Imperial Gallon of 160 fl oz replaced for 
example, Old English Ale Standard and Old English Wine Standard in England, 
Ireland and Wales, and several diffe ent capacity systems in Scotland, and later 
in the Channel Islands.  Measures based on the former capacity standards and 
local and customary measures tend to be known generically as pre-Imperial.  It 
is an oxymoron to describe measures after 1826 as post-Imperial. 

Goblets and footed cups

225.  A half-pint English pewter bell shaped goblet c1830-
50.  No maker’s mark.  The cup body tapering down 
to a short stem then a two-tiered base, with a hollow 
foot.  2⅖” (62mm) base diameter.  4” (103mm) tall.  200g 
weight.

10.  A half-pint English pewter bell shaped goblet c1855-
60.  No maker’s mark, but has a veri� cation mark for 
Middlesex County including the Brentford divisional 
mark (4G) of Inspector James Gregg.  Ownership initials 
DW engraved to the mid body.  The bell-shaped cup 
has an incised line below the slightly � ared mouth.  The 
stepped hollow foot with a rounded bottom edge.  4½” 
(114mm) tall.

26.  A pint English pewter bell shaped footed cup 
c1880-90.  No maker’s mark.  Veri� cation marks for 
Northumberland County with date stamps for 1890 
and 1899.  PINT capacity label within a serrated outline 
to left of handle.  The bell-shaped cup has an incised 
line below the slightly � ared mouth.  A short stem and 
hollow domed foot with a vertical rim.  The decorative 
form of S-curve handle with semi-erect thumbrest has 
two raised buttons at the attachment points, a ball at the 
upper attachment point, projections lower down, and a 
ball terminal.  5¾” (146mm) tall.
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355.  A half-pint English pewter mug by Mary Gerardin 
and Thomas Watson of London trading as Gerardin & 
Watson 1824-94 their touchmark inside the base.  A City 
of Westminster veri� cation mark to the left of the handle 
with a worn ½ PINT capacity label.  Ownership initials 
JH engraved to the body, with Jessie scratched under 
the base.  The tapering body with two raised � llets, 
one centrally and the other above the ovolo moulded 
foot.  The C-curve handle with an oozy tongue and pip 
thumbrest, and attention terminal.  3⅛” (80mm) base 
diameter.  3½” (89mm) tall.  334g weight.  Bought July 
1982 at Phillips.

433.  A quart Scottish pewter mug by Robert Whyte of 
Cowgatehead, Edinburgh 1805-51 his touchmark inside 
the base.  A George IV period veri� cation mark of the 
City of Edinburgh to the left of the handle below the 
rim.  The slightly tapering body with a low narrow 
raised � llet, incised lines above the base, and an ovolo 
moulded hollow foot.  The S-curve handle with a long 
tongued thumbrest upturned at the end, and a ball 
terminal.  4½” (116mm) base diameter.  6⅖” (163mm) 
tall.  886g weight.  Bought 1985 from A Bartram.

513.  A half-pint Scottish pewter mug by James Moyes 
of West Bow, Edinburgh 1851-91 his touchmark inside 
the base.  Numerous veri� cation marks for the City of 
Edinburgh including eleven dated ones, and a ½ PINT 
capacity label to the upper body.  The cylindrical body 
with raised � llets to the rim and lower body, and an 
ovolo moulded foot with an incised line at the edge.  
The S-curve handle with semi-erect thumbrest, and a 
variant of a split-ball terminal attached to the body by 
shallow struts.  2½” (63mm) base diameter.  3⅚” (98mm) 
tall.  338g weight.

1046.  A pint Irish pewter tulip shaped mug c1830-40.  
No maker’s mark, although there is a crowned X inside 
the base.  The distinctive IMPERIAL capacity label 
has been linked with the family business of William 
Hodges of Dublin and his successors.  The tulip shaped 
body with slightly � ared rim has incised lines creating 
a visual � llet very low down the body.  The stepped 
hollow foot with cast gadrooning above the footrim.  
The C-curve handle attached directly to the body has 
a slightly raised thumbrest decorated with � ower and 
shell, and a  � ower design to the terminal.  3⅓” (85mm) 
rim, and 3⅝” (92mm) base diameters.  4⅞” (125mm) 
tall.  436g weight.
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514 & 515.  A pair of half-pint Scottish pewter mugs 
by James Moyes of West Bow, Edinburgh 1851-91 his 
touchmark inside the base.  An 1884 dated verification
mark for the City of Edinburgh, and a ½ PINT capacity 
label to the upper body.  Ownership engraving to body 
front J. Stevenson 167 Canongate*.  The cylindrical 
body with raised fillets to the rim and lower body, and 
an ovolo moulded foot with an incised line at the edge.  
The S-curve handle with semi-erect thumbrest, and a 
variant of a split-ball terminal attached to the body 
by shallow struts.  2⅗” (66mm) base diameter.  3⅚” 
(98mm) tall.  354g weight. 
*In 1877-78 John Stevenson is listed as a spirit merchant 
at this address, but noted as living at 3 Salisbury Terrace 
Edinburgh, Leith &c Post Office D ectory.  

1060.  A half-pint Irish pewter tulip shaped mug c1830-
40.  No maker’s mark.  The distinctive IMPERIAL 
capacity label has been linked with the family business 
of William Hodges of Dublin and his successors.  An 
early verification mark for the City of Dublin to the left 
of the handle.  The tulip shaped body with strengthened 
rim has incised lines creating a visual fillet very low 
down the body.  The hollow foot with cast gadrooning 
above the footrim.  The twin C-scroll handle with a 
long tongued thumbrest upturned at the end has two 
raised buttons at the attachment points, and a fishtail
terminal.  2½” (65mm) rim, and 2⅞” (73mm) base 
diameters.  4⅙” (106mm) tall.  300g weight.

1134.  A pint Scottish pewter mug by James Moyes of 
West Bow, Edinburgh 1851-91 his touchmark inside the 
base.  Numerous post-1879 verification marks (VR3 & 
ER3) for the City of Edinburgh, a PINT capacity label 
to the upper body, and ‘L9’, which may be a date 
stamp.  The slightly tapering body with two incised 
lines midway between the rim and the ovolo moulded 
foot.  The S-curve handle (now distorted) with a tear 
drop terminal.  4⅘” (122mm) base diameter.  6¼” 
(160mm) tall.  980g weight.

226.  A quart Scottish pewter concave mug by Charles 
Lowe of Glasgow 1857-70 his touchmark inside the 
base.  A pre-1879 City of Glasgow verification mark to 
the left of the handle*.  QUART capacity label to front 
of body.  The concave shaped body with an incised 
line below the rim, and multiple incised lines above 
the splayed hollow foot.  The C-curve handle with a 
long narrow raised thumbrest.  4¼” (109mm) rim, and 
5¼” (134mm) base diameters.  7” (178mm) tall.  730g 
weight.    
*The mark features the arms of the City: a tree with a bird on 
top, a bell hanging from bottom right, and a salmon with a 
ring in its mouth.  Both the bird and salmon facing left.

227.  A quart English pewter concave mug by James 
Yates of Birmingham 1837-99.  Yates’ name label above 
a QUART capacity label in a serrated rectangle to the 
left of the handle, and his crowned X mark below 
number 8 inside the base.  Unrecorded verification
marks.  The concave shaped body with an incised 
line below the rim, and two incised lines above the 
ovolo moulded hollow foot.  The C-curve handle with 
a long narrow raised thumbrest.  4¾” (122mm)  base 
diameter.  6¼” (160mm) tall.  740g weight.

228.  A quart Scottish pewter concave mug c1880-
1900.  No maker’s mark, but from its general form 
and the crowned ‘X’ inside the base almost certainly 
made in Glasgow.  Two post-1879 verification marks 
for Clackmannan County (VR361) to the left of the 
handle above a QUART capacity label.  The concave 
shaped body with an incised line below the rim, and 
two incised lines above the ovolo moulded hollow 
foot.  The C-curve handle with a long narrow raised 
thumbrest.  5⅛” (130mm) base diameter.  6⅝” (168mm) 
tall.  730g weight.  

229.  A quart English pewter mug by James Yates of 
Birmingham 1837-99 his touchmark to the left of the 
handle.  A crowned BF verification mark for the Burgh 
of Falkirk.  The concave shaped body with an incised 
line below the rim, and two incised lines above the 
ovolo moulded hollow foot.  The C-curve handle with 
a long narrow raised thumbrest.  4¾” (122mm)  base 
diameter.  6⅝” (168mm) tall.  678g weight.

131 & 354.  Two from a set of pint Irish pewter mugs by 
Joseph Austen and Son of 94 North Main Street, Cork 
1823-46 their touchmark inside the base*.  The large 
ownership initials M-O-K to the left of the handle is 
typically a Cork practice.  To the front of the body is 
a PINT capacity label, with 5 partial Irish verification
marks below the rim around the upper body.  The 
straight-sided body with fla ed hollow base with two 
incised lines.  A typical C-curve Cork handle with 
upper strut and ‘knuckle’ joint and attention terminal.  
3⅚” (97mm) base diameter.  4½” (115mm) tall.  425g 
weight.  #131 ex C Peal collection bought 13 November 
1980 at Sotheby’s.  #354 Bought July 1982 at Phillips. 
#131 illustrated and discussed by Peal at Fig 133 Pewter of 
Great Britain for Pleasure and Investment 1983.  *This style of 
mug was made by Austen & Son, and their successors the 
Munster Iron Company from c1826-80.

1131.  A pint English pewter mug by Samuel Leaux 
Williamson of London 1885-1900 his mark and 
address to right of handle.  Ownership initials EMS 
(for Edward Stroud landlord c1891) engraved to mid 
body, and address under the base: Star of Devon 
Bromley.  A Middlesex verification mark to the left 
of the handle.  The tapering body with two bands of 
multiple incised lines.  The D-shaped handle is typical 
of late 19th century London pub mugs.  3½” (90mm) 
rim, and 2⅚” (72mm) base diameters.  4¾” (120mm) 
tall.  535g weight.

203.  A pint Scottish pewter concave mug c1860-80.  
No maker’s mark, but from its general form and the 
‘X’ inside the base almost certainly made in Glasgow.  
Numerous verification marks for Lanark County 
Lower Ward (VR52), and Middle Ward (VR24), and 
a pre-1879 one for the City of Glasgow.  Engraved 
Cambuslang Old Wine Stores to front of body*.  The 
concave shaped body with an incised line below the 
rim, and multiple incised lines above the splayed 
hollow foot.  The C-curve handle with a long narrow 
raised thumbrest.  4¼” (107mm) base diameter.  5⅛” 
(131mm) tall.  420g weight.
*Cambuslang is in Lanarkshire to the south of Glasgow.  
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565.  A quart Scottish pewter concave mug by John 
McGlashan and Company of Glasgow their touchmark 
to the left of the handle 1882-1917.  From the Drumlithie 
Episcopal Church of Scotland communion service.  The 
concave shaped body with an incised line below the 
rim, and several incised lines above the splayed hollow 
foot.  The C-curve handle with a long narrow raised 
thumbrest.  7¼” (184mm) tall.

1191.  A half-pint English pewter mug by Samuel 
Mason of Birmingham 1860-1910 his marks under the 
rim to the left of the handle, and inside the base.  ½ 
PINT capacity label struck below rim to right of handle, 
with a post-1879 City of Birmingham veri� cation mark.  
Every part of the mug is covered in extravagantly 
carved decoration.  To the body front is a cartouche with 
number 39 - probably referring to the number of this mug 
in a larger set, or a lodge number.  The decoration may 
indicate use by a friendly society.  The cylindrical body 
with four bands of reeding at mid body, and repeated 
above the ovolo moulded hollow foot.  An 8-pointed 
star engraved under the base.  The C-curve handle with 
an oozy tongue and pip thumbrest is attached directly 
to body, and has a pronounced thumbrest with attention 
terminal.  3⅕” (82mm) base diameter.  3½” (90mm) tall.  
198g weight.  Bought May 2002. 

SSAGM-26.  A pint Scottish pewter mug by James 
Moyes of West Bow, Edinburgh 1851-91 his touchmark 
inside the base.  The upper body has a dated 
verification mark for Edinburgh City, and a PINT 
capacity label.  Ownership engraving to front of body 
W. Scott 27 Tolbooth Wynd Leith*.  The cylindrical body 
with a low raised fillet, and ovolo moulded foot.  The 
S-shaped handle with a rearward sloping thumbrest, 
and a teardrop terminal.  4⅛” (105mm) base diameter.  
4¾” (121mm) tall.    
*In 1867-68 Walter Scott is listed as a spirit dealer at this 
address, but noted as living at 11 Portland Place, Leith 
Edinburgh, Leith &c Post Office D ectory.  

932a.  A half-pint British pewter mug c1825-40*.  No 
maker’s mark or capacity label.  A verification mark 
No 15 struck with large dies below the rim, probably 
is a Divisional mark.  Ownership initials AH struck 
on top of the handle.  The cylindrical body with 
strengthened rim, two bands of eight incised lines, and 
a vestigial moulded shallow foot with more incised 
lines.  The C-curve solid cast handle attached to the 
lower body with a short strut has an unusually shaped 
long terminal.  2¾” (70mm) rim diameter.  4” (104mm) 
tall.  Bought January 1998.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in Bulletin of the PCCA 
Vol 14 4/2010 Fig 2 p18. 
*This is an unusual mug both in its form, and because it’s 
origin is unknown.  There have been suggestions it might 
be Scottish, or possibly Irish.  Similarly, its dating is unclear, 
and it might be late 18th century.  A very similar mug was 
in the Boorer collection (Lot 60), which when sold was 
described as Irish.

1133.  A half-pint English pewter mug c1830-50.  No 
maker’s mark, but of a form made in Newcastle upon 
Tyne.  A verification mark for the City of Newcastle, 
with a divisional mark (No 4) below the rim to the left 
of the handle.  An ownership initial C engraved to the 
front of the body.  The straight-sided body, slightly 
fla ed base and ball terminal handle with pronounced 
thumbrest are all typical of mugs made by the Hogg 
family of Newcastle.  2⅔” (69mm) rim, and 3” (78mm) 
base diameters.  3½” (89mm) tall.  310g weight.

MEASURES
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MEASURES - EARLY ENGLISH
Baluster Measures 
On 29.6.1350, a London pewterer John de Hiltone was charged before the Mayor of London and pleaded guilty to making 23 ‘false potels’ not of pewter 
but lead, which were confiscated and later sold for 19s 8d 24 Edward III 1350. Letter-Book F. fol. clxxxv.  We do not know what shape those early measures took, although 
it is possible they might resemble the globular ‘half-pottle’ example in the Neish collection (#44-428).  This is the earliest known measure except for one 
from the Mary Rose, and is of considerable importance.  The Mary Rose example has an apparently unique plume thumbpiece, and sits on a foot rim with 
a slightly recessed base.  The shape of these 15th and 16th century measures resembles contemporary copper-alloy and stoneware jugs. 
Pewterers were always reluctant to change their wares for reasons including traditionalism, lack of consumer demand, and the cost of replacement bronze 
moulds.  So, it seems that the design of baluster measures evolved very slowly.  Nevertheless, by the late 16th century the earlier globular and squat forms 
were being replaced by taller and slimmer versions, of which some have been dated well into the 17th century.  During the first third of the 17th century 
the slim body forms gradually became less slender, although there are exceptions.  Pewterers slowly switched to a squat form, which is the most commonly 
encountered.  During the 18th century several London and regional variants appeared.  Lidded baluster measures reigned supreme almost until the 18th 
century by when lidless versions slowly began to appear, initially being produced simply by omitting the lid and hinge assembly.  Later, almost all lidless 
measures were made with specifically cast handles.  In terms of body shape, the English baluster measure has had many incarnations, with those of the late 
18th century offering the g eatest variety. 
The development of the thumbpiece on baluster measures has not been the subject of any authoritative narrative.  The problem is to agree a dating 
sequence for these measures, and thereby establish if any succession is demonstrated.  Very few of these early measures come from dateable archaeological 
contexts.  There has been a tendency for the evidence to be skewed by collectors allocating earlier rather than later dates to them.  Even when a maker’s 
mark is present there is no way to know if the object was made early or late in his career (or by a successor using the same mark)  The evidence from so 
many examples in the Neish Collection, and a few other early measures in private collections and museums gives us a better insight.  The likely sequence 
is that hammerhead thumbpieces preceded and outlived the rounded ball versions, of which several variants are known with some appearing flattened, or 
squared, or misshapen.  The size of the hammerhead itself probably decreased with time.  These in turn were followed by other variants (the ‘bud’) from 
the latter part of the 17th century, then the ‘double volute’ from the second quarter of the 18th century, with regional resurgences of the ball thumbpiece.  
It is to be lamented that so many authors have described baluster measures lacking a thumbpiece but retaining the wedge part of the hinge assembly as 
‘wedge’ balusters - there is no such type.    

 A unique series of English baluster measures in the Neish Collection showing the evolution of form from c1475-1825.

Capacity Standards
A consistent and ever growing demand for pewter vessels came from the ‘licensed trade’, 
and constituted a significant part of the pewterers’ commerce from early times.  The 
national importance of having accurate trade weights and measures meant that pewter 
measures were always subject to greater scrutiny and frequent legislation.  Government, 
local authorities, and the pewterers’ and hammermen’s guilds all played a part in ensuring 
that no ‘short’ measures were used to retail wine, ale and beer.  The guilds often petitioned 
Government (largely unsuccessfully) to legislate that only pewter vessels were used in the 
licensed trade.  In 1411, the Lord Mayor of London issued an edict requiring that ale should 
be sold only in pewter measures.  About then there was also a requirement that ale and wine 
measures should be ‘sealed’, which means verified and stamped to show they conformed 
to the legal capacities.  
Scientific analyses of the alloys used for early baluster measures shows the composition 
varied little from the 15th to late 16th centuries being about 72% tin, 24% lead, 4% copper 
with traces of antimony and bismuth.  The alloy then gradually deteriorated through the 
17th century with higher lead levels.  Eventually, in the later 18th century, the Pewterers’ 
Company stipulated that wine measures be made henceforth from ‘trifling’ alloy.  Weinstein 
(2011) suggests that ‘trifle’ is a copper hardened ‘intermediate’ alloy falling between ‘fine’
and ‘lay’ metals.  ‘quart’ c1450-1500 (428)                           ‘pint’ c1520-50 (1119 )                   ‘quart’ c1550-80 (421)                            ‘pint’ c1570-90 (423)

‘pint’ c1550-90 (581)                         ‘½-pint’ c1560-1600 (425)                       ‘quart’ c1560-1610 (422)                  ‘½-gallon’ c1570-1610 (420)                        ‘pint’ c1590-1630 (632)

  ‘pint touch dated 1616 (424)                       ‘gill’ touch dated 1662 (275)                        ‘pint’ c1685-1720’ (491)                                  ‘½-pint’ c1700-30 (426)                          ‘gill’ c1710-30 (427)

‘½-gill’ c1714-56 (428)                               ‘gill’ c1800-25 (257)      
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428.  A half-pottle English pewter* hammerhead baluster 
measure c1450-1500#.  This one, and the example 
recovered from the Mary Rose, Henry VIII’s flagship are 
the earliest known English baluster measures.  No maker’s 
mark, although the base has inset a welded-in medallion 
(showing a heart in a decorative surround?)  The primary 
purpose of these medallions was to plug the hole needed 
to turn the item on the lathe.  Probably later they were cast 
decorated using iconography appropriate to the period, 
and later with owners’ or ‘house marks’.  The globular 
body has a pronounced outward inclination to the upper 
part with an angled collar below the rim, and slightly fla ed 
out hollow foot.  The flat thick lid has heavy turning lines 
on top, an inner ‘anti-wobble’ flange and a housemark of 
a twin-headed eagle.  The hinge assembly of the heavily 
cast strap handle comprises a hammerhead thumbpiece 
and wedge shaped extension.  Lower attachment point 
of handle directly against body.  In excavated condition, 
with extensive nature’s gilding.  3⅚” (98mm) rim, and 
4⅙” (106mm) base diameters.  8¼” (210mm) tall, and 7⅛” 
(181mm) to rim.  1.81 kg weight.  Bought April 1985 from 
Richard Mundey.  
#Dated by the Museum of London from the strata of the 
River Thames mud where it was found in 1975.  *Analysis of 
the alloy shows the composition to be tin 71.4%, lead 25.7%, 
copper 2.69%, 0.13% bismuth, 0.02% antimony, which is English 
lay metal.  Illustrated and discussed by Neish in Journal of the 
Pewter Society Spring 1987 p33-34; and in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 5/1988 p142-143.  Illustrated p14 An Introduction 
to British Pewter 1997.  Illustrated and discussed by Homer in 
Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 1999 p13.  Illustrated and 
discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels 
in England 1200-1700. 

1119.  A pint English pewter* hammerhead baluster 
measure c1520-1550.  A probable maker’s or house mark 
on the lid.  The circular beaded edge mark is initialled AFF 
and shows a lion rampant with a scrolling tail holding 
the top of an anchor.  The base has inset a welded-in 
medallion showing a stag regardant in woodland.  The 
squat baluster body with an almost invisible collar has 
a smooth transition to the foot.  The flat thick lid has a 
single reeded edge, and an inner ‘anti-wobble’ flange.  The 
hinge assembly of the heavily cast strap handle comprises 
a hammerhead thumbpiece and wedge shaped extension.  
Lower attachment point of handle directly against body.  
In excavated condition, with extensive nature’s gilding.  
17 fl oz capacity.  2⅞” (74mm) rim, and 3⅛” (79mm) base 
diameters.  6⅞” (175mm) tall, and 5¾” (146mm) to rim.  
860g weight.  Found at Brooks’ Wharf, River Thames 
foreshore.  Bought 24 November 1998 as Lot 455 at 
Sotheby’s.  
#A similar stag medallion was found on a chamber pot from 
Baconsthorpe Castle, Norfolk, and another in the base of a pear 
shaped flagon from a Somerset church flago  Homer Journal of the Pewter 

Society Spring 1995, p19-22.  *Analysis of the alloy shows the composition 
to be tin 72.4%, lead 22.0%, copper 4.85%, which is English lay 
metal.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The 
Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.

Shown below are four from a unique composite set of early baluster 
measures of which most were formerly in the collection of the late 
Richard Mundey.  The four shown below illustrated by Michaelis at 
p78-79 in British Pewter 1969.

860-423.  A pint English pewter* hammerhead baluster 
measure by John Curtis of London c1570-90, his 
touchmark of a Lorraine Cross with initials IC in a 
heart on the rim.  The elongated baluster body with 
a clearly perceptible collar with three incised lines 
below the rim has a smooth transition to the foot.  The 
body appears relatively tall and slim.  The almost flat
lid has three concentric incised lines, and a central 
housemark with the tavern keeper’s initials IC, and 
an inner ‘anti-wobble’ flange.  The hinge assembly 
of the cast strap handle comprising a hammerhead 
thumbpiece and wedge shaped extension.  The handle 
continues beyond the lower attachment point that 
joins directly to the body.  In excavated condition, with 
nature’s gilding.  17 fl oz capacity.  7⅞” (200mm) tall, 
and 6¾” (171mm) to rim.  3½” (89mm) base diameter.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey 
whose collection label is under the base.
*Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 
68.7%, lead 29.6%, copper 1.5%, 0.16% bismuth, which is 
English lay metal.  Exhibited as item 20, and illustrated 
in the catalogue of the 1969 Reading Exhibition of British 
Pewterware through the Ages.  Exhibited at Worthing Art 
Gallery 1971.  Cover photo Journal of the Pewter Society 
Spring 1986 where incorrectly described as by Thomas 
Curtis.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The 
Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.  

632.  A pint English pewter hammerhead baluster 
measure c1590-1630.  No maker’s mark, although there 
is an impressed illegible circular mark (not a medallion) 
inside the base.  The slender baluster body with a 
deep collar has a smooth transition to the foot.  The 
flat lid with two concentric incised lines, and an inner 
‘anti-wobble’ flange.  The hinge assembly of the cast 
strap handle comprising a hammerhead thumbpiece 
and wedge shaped extension.  The handle continues 
beyond the lower attachment point, which is directly 
against body, and ends in a squared off terminal.  2⅝” 
(67mm) rim, and 3” (78mm) base diameters.  7½” 
(192mm) tall, and 6⅓” (161mm) to rim.  750g weight.  
Bought 5 June 1990 at Sotheby’s.

860-421.  A quart English pewter* hammerhead 
baluster slim wine measure by an unidentified maker 
(?) (?B) his initialled mark in a beaded circle to the right 
of the handle c1550-80.  The base has inset a welded-
in medallion with a five-pointed mullet in relief.  The 
slim baluster body with a deep collar has a smooth 
transition to the foot.  The plain flat lid with a probable 
housemark of a bell flanked by the initials RC, and a 
thickened ‘keeper’ area underneath to ensure the lid 
sits snugly in the rim.  The hinge assembly of the cast 
strap handle comprising a hammerhead thumbpiece 
and wedge shaped extension.  The handle continues 
beyond the lower attachment point that joins directly 
to the body.  35 fl oz capacity.  10⅛” (258mm) tall, 
and 8¾” (222mm) to rim.  3⅓” (85mm) base diameter.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey 
whose collection label is under the lid.
*Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 73.1%, 
lead 24.8%, copper 0.14%, 0.02% bismuth, which is English 
lay metal.  Illustrated by Michaelis in British Pewter 1969 p18 
(right) and p79 (left).  Exhibited as item 19, and illustrated 
in the catalogue of the 1969 Reading Exhibition of British 
Pewterware through the Ages.  Exhibited at Worthing Art 
Gallery 1971.  Illustrated and discussed by Peal at Fig 22 
British Pewter and Britannia Metal for Pleasure and Investment 
1971.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The 
Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700. 
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860-420.  A half-gallon (also known as a pottle) English 
pewter* hammerhead baluster measure c1570-1610.  
By an unidenti� ed maker (?)S his mark on the rim to 
the right of handle, which has also been noted on two 
James I � agons.  Ownership triad of initials W over WD 
to the lid.  The slim baluster body with a deep collar has 
a smooth transition to the foot.  The � at lid with two 
concentric incised lines to the centre, a single line to the 
outer edge, and a thickened ‘keeper’ area underneath to 
ensure the lid sits snugly in the rim.  The hinge assembly 
of the cast strap handle comprising a hammerhead 
thumbpiece and wedge shaped extension.  The handle 
continues beyond the lower attachment point that joins 
directly to the body.  69 �  oz capacity.  12⅛” (308mm) 
tall, and 10¼” (260mm) to rim.  4¾” (120mm) base 
diameter.  2.95kg weight.  Formerly in the collection 
of the late Richard Mundey whose collection label is 
under the lid.
*Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 
69.0%, lead 26.4%, copper 2.33%, 0.13% bismuth, which 
is English lay metal.  Illustrated by Michaelis in British 
Pewter 1969 p79 right.  Exhibited as item 18, and illustrated 
in the catalogue of the 1969 Reading Exhibition of British 
Pewterware through the Ages.  Exhibited at Worthing Art 
Gallery 1971.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) 
in The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.

860-422. A quart English pewter* ball baluster measure 
by IB his touchmark of an initialled harp in a beaded 
circle under the base c1560-1610.  The slim baluster 
body with a deep collar has a smooth transition 
to the foot.  The flat lid with two concentric incised 
lines one centrally, another to the outer edge, and 
six housemarks with the tavern keeper’s initials RA 
and an indistinct device.  The lid has a keeper ring 
underneath to prevent it moving laterally in the neck 
of the body.  The hinge assembly of the strap handle 
comprising a misshapen ball# thumbpiece and wedge 
shaped extension.  Lower attachment point of handle 
directly against body.  33 fl oz capacity.  9” (228mm) tall, 
and 7¾” (197mm) to rim.  3½” (89mm) base diameter.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey 
whose collection label is under the lid.
*Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 75.1%, 
lead 23.6%, copper 1.1%, 0.10% bismuth, which is English lay 
metal.  #A pint  example by the same maker in the collection 
of the Worshipful Company of Pewterers has the same form 
of ball, and shallow wedge lid extension.  Illustrated by 
Michaelis in British Pewter 1969 p78.  Exhibited as item 20, and 
illustrated in the catalogue of the 1969 Reading Exhibition of 
British Pewterware through the Ages.  Exhibited at Worthing 
Art Gallery 1971.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein 
(2011) in The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.   

860-424.  A pint English pewter hammerhead baluster 
measure by an unidentified maker his touchmark dated 
1616 over a T and (?) on the rim.  The only candidate 
from London who opened shop during 1616 is Thomas 
Hatch made free in 1612.  The less slender baluster body 
with a deep collar has a smooth transition to the foot.  
The flat lid with five housemarks each with the tavern 
keeper’s initials RP flanking a cockerel.  The lid has two 
concentric incised lines to the centre, a single line to the 
outer edge, and an inner ‘anti-wobble’ flange to ensure 
the lid sits snugly in the rim.  The hinge assembly of the 
cast strap handle comprising a hammerhead thumbpiece 
and wedge shaped extension.  The handle continues 
beyond the lower attachment point, which is directly 
against body, and ends in a squared off terminal.  7⅛” 
(181mm) tall, and 6” (152mm) to rim.  3” (78mm) base 
diameter.  Formerly in the collection of the late Richard 
Mundey.

581. A pint English pewter ball baluster measure by RW 
his mark in a heart shaped outline to the back of the 
handle c1560-1600.  A possible candidate is Robert West 
made free in 1543 of London, a hollow-ware maker 
whose notorious behaviour led him to be punished 
by the Worshipful Company on several occasions.  
Ownership initials IK 1735 added later to the lid.  The 
slim baluster body with two incised lines just below the 
rim, and a pronounced shallow foot.  The plain � at lid 
with a keeper ring underneath to prevent the lid moving 
laterally in the neck of the body.  The hinge assembly 
of the handle comprising a ball thumbpiece and wedge 
shaped extension.  The strap handle continues beyond 
the lower attachment point, which is directly against the 
body, and ends in a short rounded terminal.  Capacity 
17 �  oz.  2½” (65mm) rim, and 2⅚” (72mm) base 
diameters.  7⅘” (198mm) tall, and 6⅗” (168mm) to rim.  
875g weight.  Bought September 1987 from M Kashden. 

860-425. A half-pint English pewter ball baluster 
measure c1560-1600.  No maker’s mark.  Probably 
engraved later with an armorial crest depicting a heron 
or a stork surrounded by Stuart mantling.  The slim 
baluster body with two incised lines just below the 
rim, and a pronounced shallow foot.  The � at lid with 
two concentric incised lines one nearer the centre and 
the other at the edge, with a keeper ring underneath 
to prevent the lid moving laterally in the neck of the 
body.  The hinge assembly of the handle comprising 
a ball thumbpiece and wedge shaped extension.  The 
strap handle continues beyond the lower attachment 
point, which has a very short strut, and ends in a short 
squared o�  terminal.  Capacity 8½ �  oz.  5⅞” (150mm) 
tall, and 5⅛” (131) to rim.  2⅛” (54mm) base diameter.  
400g weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late 
Richard Mundey whose collection label is under the lid. 
*Illustrated by Michaelis in British Pewter 1969 p78 (left).  
Exhibited as item 21, and illustrated in the catalogue of the 
1969 Reading Exhibition of British Pewterware through the 
Ages.  Exhibited at Worthing Art Gallery 1971.             

275. A gill English pewter ball baluster measure by IM 
his initialled anchor mark dated 1662 in a beaded circle 
struck on the lid.  Ownership initials ERE in a triad.  
The slender baluster body has a deep collar with a pair 
of incised lines just below the rim, two further pairs at 
mid body, and an everted foot*.  The � at lid with two 
concentric incised lines one nearer the centre and the 
other at the edge, with a keeper ring underneath to 
prevent the lid moving laterally in the neck of the body.  
The hinge assembly of the handle comprising a ball 
thumbpiece and wedge shaped extension.  The strap 
handle continues beyond the lower attachment point, 
which has a vestigial strut, and ends in a short squared 
o�  terminal.  In excavated condition, with extensive 
nature’s gilding.  Capacity 4 �  oz.  1⅞” (48mm) rim, 
and 2⅙” (55mm) base diameters.  4” (101mm) tall, and 
3⅜” (86mm) to rim.  175g weight.  ex Lester, and Peal 
collections.  Bought 6 October 1981 at Sotheby’s.
*The foot of the body is wider and more flattened than it 
should be because the body has been pushed down during 
its life.  Illustrated and discussed by Peal at Plate 12 (far 
right) British Pewter and Britannia Metal for Pleasure and 
Investment 1971.

860-428. A half-gill English pewter ball baluster measure 
by Edward Quick of London 1714-56 his touchmark on 
the rim to the right of the handle, and crowned X inside 
the base.  Scratch engraved THAME 1907 under the base.  
The squat and plain baluster body has a deep collar and 
slightly everted foot.  The � at lid has two concentric 
incised lines one centrally, and another to the outer edge.  
The hinge assembly of the strap handle comprises a ball 
thumbpiece and wedge shaped extension.  The lower 
attachment point of the handle has a short strut.  1½” 
(38mm) base diameter.  3⅙” (81mm) tall, and 2½” (64mm) 
to rim.  125g weight.  ex Peal collection.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey who bought it in 
November 1980 at Sotheby’s. 

860-426.  A half-pint English pewter ball baluster 
measure by IH his touchmark on the lid within a single 
incised line c1700-30.  The mark in a heart shaped 
outline is probably that of a Wigan pewterer, and the 
most likely candidate is John Hardman 1693-1743.  
The slender baluster body with a deep collar has four 
incised lines below the lower handle attachment, and 
an everted foot.  The slightly domed lid has a single 
central incised line, and a keeper ring underneath to 
prevent the lid moving laterally in the neck of the body.  
The hinge assembly of the handle comprising a ball 
thumbpiece and wedge shaped extension.  The strap 
handle continues beyond the lower attachment point, 
which has a vestigial strut, and ends in a short squared 
o�  terminal.  2⅛” (55mm) rim, and 2⅖” (62mm) base 
diameters.  5⅛” (130mm) tall, and 4¼” (108mm) to 
rim.  350g weight.  ex Peal collection.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.  

491.  A pint English pewter bud baluster measure by 
Anthony Waters of London 1685-c1725 his touchmark 
on the rim.  A crowned hR veri� cation mark also struck 
on the rim.  The squat and plain baluster body has a deep 
collar and everted foot.  The � at lid has two concentric 
incised lines one centrally, and another to the outer edge.  
The hinge assembly of the strap handle comprising a 
bud thumbpiece and pointed stepped extension.  The 
lower attachment point of the handle has a short strut.  
Capacity 18½ �  oz.  3⅜” (86mm) rim, and 3⅓” (85mm) 
base diameters.  6¾” (171mm) tall, and 5½” (139mm) to 
rim.  Bought March 1986 from A Bartram.
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352.  A gill Irish pewter spirits measure by an 
unidenti� ed maker his crowned X under the base c1880-
1900.  Capacity label GILL at mid-body.  A Victorian 
City of Belfast veri� cation mark and later ‘VR88’ mark 
on the rim.  The baluster shaped body made without 
a handle has a pair of incised lines at the upper body 
and another above the shallow hollow foot.  This is the 
commonly seen body form on gills.  2⅕” (56mm) base 
diameter.  3⅖” (87mm) tall.  150g weight.  

351.  A half pint Irish pewter spirits measure by an 
unidentified maker his crowned X under the base 
c1880-1900.  Capacity label HALF PINT at upper 
body.  Victorian City of Belfast verification marks on 
the rim.  The baluster shaped body made without a 
handle has a pair of incised lines at the upper body 
and another above the shallow hollow foot.  This is the 
commonly seen body form on half pints.  2⅓” (59mm) 
base diameter.  4⅔” (119mm) tall.  280g weight.  

353.  A half-gill Irish pewter spirits measure c1880-
1900.  No maker’s mark.  Capacity label ½ GILL at 
mid-body.  An Irish Edwardian verification mark on 
the rim.  The baluster shaped body made without a 
handle has a pair of incised lines at the upper body and 
another above the ovolo moulded hollow foot.  This 
is the commonly seen body form on half gills.  1⅔” 
(42mm) base diameter.  2⅝” (67mm) tall.  80g weight.

1011.  A half pint Irish pewter spirits measure c1890-
1910.  No maker’s mark.  Capacity label HALF 
PINT at upper body.  Edwardian City of Manchester 
verification mark on the rim.  The baluster shaped 
body made without a handle has a pair of incised 
lines at the upper body and another above the shallow 
hollow foot.  This is the commonly seen body form on 
half pints.  2⅔” (69mm) base diameter.  4⅚” (123mm) 
tall.  300g weight.  

860-427.  A gill English pewter ball baluster measure by 
IH his touchmark on the lid within a single incised line 
c1710-30.  The mark in a heart shaped outline is probably 
that of a Wigan (or York?) pewterer.  Ownership initials 
DF engraved on the body.  The slender baluster body 
with a deep collar has two incised lines just below the 
lower handle attachment, and a slightly everted foot.  
The slightly domed lid has two concentric incised lines 
one centrally, and another to the outer edge, and a keeper 
ring underneath to prevent the lid moving laterally in 
the neck of the body.  The hinge assembly of the handle 
comprising a ball thumbpiece and pointed wedge 
shaped extension.  The strap handle continues beyond 
the lower attachment point, which has a vestigial strut, 
and ends in a short squared o�  terminal.  2” (50mm) 
base diameter.  4” (104mm) tall, and 3⅜” (85mm) to 
rim.  200g weight.  ex Peal collection.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.  
Illustrated by Peal at Plate 15 (centre) British Pewter and 
Britannia Metal for Pleasure and Investment 1971, and Fig 72 
p102 Pewter of Great Britain 1983.  

2.  A quart English pewter bud baluster measure c1725-
50.  No maker’s mark.  The baluster body has a deep 
collar and everted foot.  The � at lid has two concentric 
incised lines.  The hinge assembly of the strap handle 
comprising a bud thumbpiece and pointed stepped 
extension.  The lower attachment point of the handle 
has a short strut, and a spade terminal.  7” (178mm) tall.  
Bought December 1980 at Phillips. 

900.  A half-gill English pewter beaker measure 
c1590-1620.  The unidenti� ed maker’s touchmark of 
a crowned rose struck centrally under the base.  The 
tapering body with three bands of cast decoration, with 
turning lines under the base.  The upper and lower 
bands with a running vine pattern, and the central band 
with roundels and pellets in a classical style.  Capacity 
one Ale half-gill.  2” (50mm) tall.  Found on the River 
Thames foreshore.  Bought June 1996.
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465.  A gill English pewter lidless baluster measure 
c1780-1820.  No maker’s mark.  The rounded baluster 
body has two pairs of incised lines, and an everted 
foot.  The handle with a hooded ball terminal has a 
modi� ed hinge assembly to make the measure lidless, 
and is from the double-volute series, with a lozenge 
shaped escutcheon at the lower attachment point of 
the handle.  Capacity 4 �  oz.  1⅞” (48mm) rim, and 
2” (50mm) base diameters.  3⅕” (82mm) tall, and 3⅙” 
(81mm) to rim.  225g weight.

257.  A gill English pewter lidless baluster measure 
c1780-1810.  No maker’s mark, but this form is 
unique to Wigan where two distinct series of smaller 
measures of this form were made.  The slender 
baluster body with a deep collar has three pairs of 
incised lines, and a smooth transition to the foot.  
The hollow cast handle with tongued thumbrest and 
obliquely cut o�  terminal continues beyond the lower 
attachment point, which is directly against the body.  
Capacity 4 �  oz.  1¾” (45mm) rim, and 1⅞” (48mm) 
base diameters.  3⅖” (94mm) tall.  Bought 6 October 
1981 at Sotheby’s.
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 3 p244-248 where he incorrectly 
describes it as a lidless Aberdeen measure.  

MEASURES - IRISH & CHANNEL ISLES 
Irish spirits measures
These spirits measures appear to be the preferred type used throughout Ireland 
from the late 18th century until the mid-20th century.  Apart from the quarter gill, 
the larger sizes were possibly derived from the English baluster measure.  The half 
pint size was the largest of this type.  Variations of the body form are probably more 
to do with individual makers than local preferences.  However, those known to have 
been made say in Cork, Dublin or Belfast appear to have certain specific features.  
Birmingham and Manchester makers increasingly took over the manufacture of 
these measures from the second half of the 19th century.

1152. A quarter gill Irish pewter spirits measure 
by Joseph Austen and Son of Cork 1823-46 their 
distinctive crowned X mark used on smaller measures 
under the base.  Rare capacity label HALF GLASS 
and several Irish local authority veri� cation marks 
on the slightly � ared rim.  The tapering body made 
without a handle has three incised lines to the upper 
body and one above the stepped hollow foot.  The 
body form is uncommon.  1.25 � . oz. capacity.  1⅖” 
(36mm) base diameter.  2¼” (57mm) tall.  60g weight.  
Bought December 1999. 

353a.  A quarter gill Irish pewter spirits measure by 
an unidentified maker his crowned X under the base 
c1890-1910.  An indistinct Irish verification mark on 
the rim.  The rim is pronounced when compared to 
that on #1152.  The tapering body made without a 
handle has a pair of incised lines at the upper body 
and another above the tapering hollow foot.  This is 
the commonly seen body form on quarter gills.  1½” 
(39mm) base diameter.  2” (53mm) tall.  75g weight.

1010.  A quarter gill Irish pewter spirits measure by 
an unidentified maker his crowned X under the base 
c1880-1900.  Capacity label ¼ GILL at mid-body.  The 
tapering body made without a handle has a pair of 
incised lines at the upper body and another above the 
tapering hollow foot.  This is the commonly seen body 
form on quarter gills.  1½” (39mm) base diameter.  2” 
(53mm) tall.  75g weight. 
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589a.  A pint Irish pewter haystack measure by Joseph 
Austen and Son of Cork 1823-46 their touchmark under 
the base.  Capacity label 1 HALF PINT to upper body.  
Several Irish verification marks on the rim including 
variants of VR505.  3⅔” (93mm) base diameter.  6⅛” 
(156mm) tall.  550g weight.

588a.  A quart Irish pewter haystack measure by Joseph 
Austen and Son of Cork 1823-46 their touchmark under 
the base.  Capacity label 1 QUART to upper body.  The 
absence of any verification marks, and the excellent 
overall condition might imply this is not a genuine 
piece.  4⅞” (124mm) base diameter.  7¼” (185mm) tall.  
800g weight.

591a.  A half gallon Irish pewter haystack measure 
by Joseph Austen and Son of Cork 1823-46 their 
touchmark under the base.  Capacity label ½ GALLON 
to upper body.  Irish verification marks on the rim 
including VR555.  5⅗” (142mm) base diameter.  10” 
(256mm) tall.  1.45kg weight. 

590a.  A gallon Irish pewter haystack measure by Joseph 
Austen and Son of Cork 1823-46 their touchmark 
under the base.  Capacity label 1 GALLON to upper 
body.  Numerous Irish verification marks on the rim.  
Note the body form of the gallon is more bulbous than 
the smaller sizes.  6½” (165mm) base diameter.  11⅘” 
(300mm) tall.  2.65kg weight. 
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Irish ‘haystack’ measures
This variant of the conical body form seems to be the preferred type of measure 
made and used in (Southern) Ireland throughout the 19th and into the early 
20th century.  All measures of this type are commonly called haystacks because 
of their resemblance to a traditional hay rick or stack.  The style is probably 
derived from the Bristol conical measures of the late 18th century.  Haystacks 
were made in seven Imperial capacities from the gallon to the very scarce 
half gill.  The everted mouth with a defined rim demarcated from the body 
by two raised fillets, the upper being narrow, and the lower much deeper.  
The tapering upper body with another raised fillet below which the body 
taper reduces down to the shallow hollow foot.  The C-curved handle with 
upper pistol grip has a raised button at the upper attachment point, and a 
flush fitting attention terminal at the lower attachment point.  Apart from the 
Imperial gallon version there is almost no variation in the body form among 
the diffe ent sizes.  A handful of very rare examples by Cork makers with 
diffe ent body forms are known: a pre-Imperial gallon and a pre-Imperial gill 
by Joseph Austin, and an Imperial quart by William Seymour 1805-31.  Later 
in the 19th century, and especially in Northern Ireland the preferred type of 
conical measure became those made in Birmingham, which collectors tend to 
call ‘West Country’ measures (see #894, 1004 & 1005 for examples)
The following complete set of all seven sizes of haystack measure bought 28 
October 1987 from Brocklehurst.

587a.  A half-gill Irish pewter haystack measure by 
Joseph Austen and Son of Cork 1823-46 their touchmark 
under the base.  Capacity label ½ NOGGIN to upper 
body.  Irish verification marks on the rim.  1⅞” (49mm) 
base diameter.  3” (76mm) tall.  125g weight.

585a.  A gill Irish pewter haystack measure by Joseph 
Austen and Son of Cork 1823-46 their touchmark under 
the base.  Capacity label 1 NOGGIN to upper body.  
Irish veri� cation marks on the rim.  2½” (63mm) base 
diameter.  3½” (91mm) tall.  220g weight.

586a.  A half pint Irish pewter haystack measure by 
Joseph Austen and Son of Cork 1823-46 their touchmark 
under the base.  Capacity label 1 HALF PINT to upper 
body.  Irish veri� cation marks on the rim including 
VR555, and one that is not attributed ‘WRIV 1871’.  2⅞” 
(75mm) base diameter.  4⅚” (123mm) tall.  350g weight.
 

Channel Islands measures
The Channel Islands had distinctive forms of measures from the 17th century, 
however only a handful are known prior to the mid-18th century.  There 
are no examples of Guernsey measures in the Neish collection.  The bodies, 
lids and thumbpieces are influenced more by French than English features, 
although most surviving examples seem to have been made in England, 
almost exclusively in London and Southampton.  The measures of the main 
islands of Guernsey and Jersey reflect their own local capacity standards, and 
have diffe ent characteristics too.  The Jersey capacity standard was the Cabot 
first made legal by an Act of the Royal Court of the Island in 1593.  The Cabot 
equalled ten Jersey ‘pots’.  Both types of measure reflect a corresponding range 
of sizes from the largest ‘pot’ capacity down to a half-gill or naggin as they are 
known locally.  As on the mainland, at some time during the later 18th century, a 
range of lidless measures were adopted, which are most plentiful in the smaller 
capacities.  No lidless example of the largest size is known, and only a handful 
of the lidless quart.  Most were used as measures, which is confirmed by the 
presence of the crowned GR verification mark on man .  

The crowned GR verification mark was used from 
about 1727 until 1902 when the local government of 
the Island adopted Imperial measure.  The mark was 
used to confirm that measures used on the island 
conformed to the local capacity standard.  From 1902 
to 1968 the verification mark was the crowned royal 
cypher of the current monarch (over J from 1910)  
There are other variants of the mark, which are well 
described and illustrated by Woolmer & Arkwright in 
their book Pewter of the Channel Islands 1973. 

860-435.  A quart British pewter Jersey measure by 
John de St Croix of London his IDSX touchmark under 
the lid.  St Croix opened shop and struck his touch in 
1730.  The plain pear-shaped body with an almost � at 
spade-shaped lid has the outline typical of the earlier 
variants of these measures.  The solid cast single curve 
strap handle with twin acorn thumbpiece, and a short 
strut at the lower attachment point.  35 �  oz capacity.  4” 
(101mm) base diameter.  8¼” (210mm) tall.  975g weight.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

1043.  A noggin (gill) British pewter Jersey measure 
c1760-80.  No maker’s mark.  The only marks are 
ownership initials I * F to the left of the handle.  This is 
a genuinely ‘lidless’ example of a Type (b) measure as 
described by Woolmer & Arkwright.  The plain pear-
shaped body made without a lid, and its defined foot 
are typical of the earlier variants of these measures.  
The solid cast single curve strap handle has a vestigial 
thumbrest, and a short strut at the lower attachment 
point.  4.4 fl oz capacit .  3½” (89mm) tall.  

860-509.  A half-pint British pewter Jersey measure 
c1750-80.  No maker’s or veri� cation marks.  The plain 
pear-shaped body with an almost � at spade-shaped lid, 
has the outline typical of the earlier variants of these 
measures.  The solid cast single curve strap handle 
with twin acorn thumbpiece, and a short strut at the 
lower attachment point.  9 �  oz capacity.  2⅔” (68mm) 
base diameter.  5½’’ (139mm) tall, and 4⅗” (117mm) to 
rim.  470g weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late 
Richard Mundey.

1042.  A half-pint British pewter Jersey measure c1800-
1830.  No maker’s mark.  Has a Jersey Type B crowned 
GR verification mark to the right of the handle.  The 
plain globular body made without a lid, has the 
outline typical of the later variants of these measures.  
The hollow cast C-curve handle with raised thumbrest 
suggests a 19th century date of manufacture.  8.8 fl oz 
capacity.  2⅔” (68mm) base diameter.  4¾’’ (121mm) 
tall.  Formerly in the collection of the late Stanley 
Woolmer his label under the base.  

860-508.  A half-pint British pewter Jersey measure 
c1780-1820.  No maker’s mark.  A Jersey GR verification
mark to the right of the handle.  The plain pear-shaped 
body with an almost flat spade-shaped lid has the 
outline typical of the earlier variants of these measures.  
The solid cast single curve strap handle with twin acorn 
thumbpiece, and a short strut at the lower attachment 
point.  8.8 fl oz capacity.  2⅔” (68mm) base diameter.  
5½’’ (139mm) tall, and 4⅗” (117mm) to rim.  Formerly 
in the collection of the late Richard Mundey. 
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860-523.  A pot capacity English pewter Jersey measure 
by John de St Croix of London his IDSX touchmark 
under the lid.  St Croix opened shop and struck his 
touch in 1730.  Ownership initials DDG on the back of 
the handle.  The body of typical plain globular form, 
with an almost flat spade-shaped lid with twin acorn 
thumbpiece, and a decorative hinge pin.  The solid cast 
single curve strap handle has a short strut at the lower 
attachment point.  70 fl oz capacity.  5⅛” (130mm) base 
diameter.  10⅞” (276mm) tall.  1.45kg weight.  

147.  A pot capacity English pewter Jersey measure 
c1750-80.  No maker’s mark.  A Jersey crowned GR 
verification mark to the left of the handle.  Ownership 
initials RLB on the back of the handle.  The body of 
typical plain globular form, with an almost flat spade-
shaped lid with twin acorn thumbpiece.  The solid cast 
single curve strap handle has a short strut at the lower 
attachment point.  70 fl oz capacity.  5⅛” (130mm) base 
diameter.  11” (279mm) tall.  1.5kg weight.  Bought 19 
February 1981 at Sotheby’s.
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860-436.  A quart English pewter Jersey measure by 
John de St Croix of London his full touchmark under 
the lid.  St Croix opened shop and struck his touch in 
1730.  Ownership initials RR on the back of the handle.  
The body of typical plain globular form, with an almost 
flat spade-shaped lid with twin acorn thumbpiece, and 
a decorative hinge pin.  The single curve strap handle 
attached directly at the lower junction with the body.  
35.5 fl oz capacity.  4” (102mm) base diameter.  8⅕” 
(208mm) tall.  950g weight.  Formerly in the collection 
of the late Richard Mundey.

255.  A quart capacity English pewter Jersey measure 
c1750-80.  No maker’s mark*.  The body of typical 
plain globular form, with a flat spade-shaped lid with 
twin acorn thumbpiece, and a decorative hinge pin.  
The solid cast single curve strap handle has a short 
strut at the lower attachment point.  36 fl oz capacity.  
4” (102mm) base diameter.  8¼” (210mm) tall.  950g 
weight.  Bought 30 April 1981 at Christie’s.  
*This was formerly catalogued as being made by John Le 
Neveu of Jersey.

324.  A quart capacity English pewter Jersey measure 
by John de St Croix of London his IDSX touchmark 
under the lid.  St Croix opened shop and struck his 
touch in 1730.  Ownership initials MBN on the back of 
the handle.  The body of typical plain globular form, 
with an almost flat spade-shaped lid with twin acorn 
thumbpiece.  The solid cast single curve strap handle 
has a short strut at the lower attachment point.  35.5 �  
oz capacity.  4” (102mm) base diameter.  8⅛” (206mm) 
tall.  950g weight.  Bought 11 June 1982 at Sotheby’s.

MEASURES - SCOTTISH 
Scottish pewter measures
No Scottish pewter measure is known that can be dated prior to the 17th century.  
Indeed, only a handful are known from the second half of the century, by when 
two distinct forms of measure were being made and used in Scotland.  The 
Edinburgh and Dundee pewterers were making ‘tappit hen’ style measures 
probably influenced in their choice of that form by the extensive wine trade 
with North West France.  Further North, the Aberdeen and Inverness pewterers 
were making ‘pot belly’ style measures influenced by their Dutch trading links.  
Both forms of measure are uniquely Scottish, and are found in a wide range of 
capacities.

The Stirling Corn Measures 
Alex Neish wrote about these in 19871 saying: “The ungainly Stirling corn 
measure is one of the rarest pieces in Scottish pewter.  Its obscurity has generated 
doubts as to its exact period.  Some date it as 1708, others more tentatively place 
it ‘sometime in the 18th century’.  The largest size to survive appears to be what 
Ingleby Wood described as a 1 gallon Imperial.  With two looped handles soldered 
on it as if by afterthought, the heavy cast bodies with their moulded rim and 
base are 7” by 7” in diameter and height respectively.  The smaller sizes have 
one handle.  On the front they have a medallion Cotterell described as showing 
a lamb.  It is in fact a reproduction of the Burgh seal of Stirling with its wolf 
on a rock surrounded by the legend “Sterlini Opidum”.  Ingleby Wood thought 
them “probably of Queen Anne’s reign ....... as they are similar to bronze ones of 
this period”.  This is in accord with the 1924 catalogue of the Smith Museum in 
Stirling which lists “5 pewter pots, bearing the Stirling seal, being copies of the 
Queen Anne measures” - these in turn being taken north in 1708 to impose the 
new standards on the Scots.  Here the confusion begins as Mr Michael McGinnes, 
the Smith’s Assistant Curator, says of the Queen Anne pieces: “These measures 
are much more decorative and made of bronze .... all are liquid measures with a 
single handle.”  With the invaluable help, however, of Mr GA Dixon, the Central 
Regional Council’s Archivist, the jigsaw begins to fall into place.  Stirling had 
since the 15th century been the home of the “Stirling jug”.  This “ane pint” had 
been given by a 1457 act of the Scottish Parliament and was the one to which all 
the standard measures, including the tappit hen, had to conform.  Its capacity 
was “three pound and seven ounces of French Troyes wecht of cleir running 
water of the Water of Leith”.  Following the Act of Union, the Stirling Town 
Council granted on the 24th January 1708 “Commissions to Collonel Erskine 
late Provost .... to receave the Standard of the liquid measures now come from 
England in Stead of the former jog ....”.  By the 24th July 1708 the Council was 
authorising “the dean of gild and conveener to distribute the standarts of the 
liquid measures to the severall Royell Burroues as the Provost of Edinburgh 
shall desyre after the said standarts shall be stamped with the Toune’s armes 
And to receive Thritty pounds Scots for each of the Setts ... “.  This authority 
granted to Stirling was not, however, limited as commonly thought to the liquid 
measures.  By the 4th September 1708 the Council was instructing “the dean of 
Gild to wreat to the dean of Gild of Edenburgh, Linlithgoe and Lanrick for the 

standers of the eine weights and dry measures”.  In fact the Dundee Guilds 
on the 6th of the same month recorded the receipt of the new “bushel ... 
jugs, weights and their fractions”.  In other words, Stirling on behalf of 
the Crown was also attempting to impose upon an anarchistic Scotland the 
English dry measures.  The relative crudity of the workmanship and the 
use of pewter as against the normal expensive bronze are both explained 
by their intended use.  Ingleby Wood’s attribution of Imperial capacity to 
what are clearly 1708 measures is obviously wrong.  The error, however, is 
small.  A capacity check of the larger suggests it is almost certainly the old 
English corn gallon - equal to 0.98 of an Imperial liquid gallon.  The lack 
of touchmarks denies an identification of the maker of the pewter Stirling 
measures.  The Stirling Council records show that one “Stephen Crawford, 
Coppersmith in Glasgow” was the author of the standard liquid bronze 
measures.  The pewter ones were originally thought to have been made 
in the town itself.  However, we now know that Crawford also made the 
pewter versions of which at least 19 have survived: P S Davies p166, Scottish 
Pewter 1600-1850 2014.
1. The Stirling Corn Measures Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1987 pp25-27

518.  A Winchester gallon Scottish pewter grain 
measure c1708 by Stephen Crawford, coppersmith 
and pewterer of Glasgow*. A cylindrical heavily cast 
body reinforced at the mouth and base, with two 
strap handles.  A circular cast medallion soldered to 
the front showing an element of the arms of the Royal 
Burgh of Stirling: a wolf on a rocky crag surrounded 
by the legend Stirlini Opidum.  The wolf recalling the 
Wolf’s Crag with its spring used as a public washing 
area from ancient times.  7½” (190mm) tall, and 7” 
(180mm) diameter.  
Illustrated p36 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.  
*Information from recent research: P S Davies p166, Scottish 
Pewter 1600-1850 2014.  
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Tappit hen measures
The body of this form of measure has cylindrical sections at the top and 
bottom, with the lower element being approximately twice the depth 
of the upper ‘collar’, with a concave section between them.  The lidded 
forms have a shallow domed lid almost always with a central raised 
medallion whose size is about two-thirds of the lid diameter.  A simple 
D-section strap handle has a hinge boss to which is attached an erect 
thumbpiece with a wedge extension to attach it to the lid.  Early tappit 
hens were more heavily cast, and had correspondingly massive hinge 
assemblies and lid wedges.  Maker’s marks are sometimes present, and 
were often struck adjacent to the handle on the upper collar.  Verification
marks were used occasionally prior to the introduction of Imperial 
measure in 1826, and thereafter are increasingly seen on measures 
used in trade.  Design details vary with time and maker, although the 
presence of incised lines to the body and lid are not consistent with any 
specific period or location.  The capacities of tappit hens range from 
the pre-Imperial Scots quart (6 Imperial pints) to an Imperial quarter 
gill, with several capacity standards being represented before and 
after 1826.  Some of these capacities as with pot belly measures are 
exceedingly rare.  For example, only two examples of the Scots quart 
are known, both in a private collection at Mount Stuart, Isle of Bute

346.  An Imperial quarter-gill Scottish pewter tappit 
hen measure c1880-90.  No maker’s mark, but has a 
Victorian verification mark for Glasgow (VR36), and
QUARTER GILL capacity label.  The very low profile
lid has a central plain disc.  The neck and lower body 
have two groups of four incised lines.  The handle has 
a variant embryo shell thumbpiece, a short strut at 
the lower attachment point, and an outward curving 
terminal.  Capacity is Imperial quarter gill = 1¼ fl oz.   
1¼” (32mm) rim, and 1⅜” (35mm) base diameters.  3” 
(78mm) tall, and 2⅓” (60mm) to rim.  100g weight.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 4 p244-248.  

SSAGM-61.  An Imperial quarter-gill Scottish pewter 
tappit hen measure c1880-90.  No maker’s mark, but 
has an unidentified Victorian verification mark of 
three crowns.  A scratch engraved name Gavin is under 
the base.  The low-domed lid has a central plain disc.  
The lower body has three incised lines.  The handle 
has a variant embryo shell thumbpiece, a short strut 
at the lower attachment point, and an incomplete 
terminal.  Capacity is Imperial quarter gill = 1¼ fl oz.   
1¼” (32mm) rim, and 1⅜” (35mm) base diameters.  3” 
(78mm) tall, and 2⅓” (60mm) to rim.  100g weight.  
Bought May 2008 from M Kashden.

860-480.  An Imperial quarter-gill Scottish pewter 
tappit hen measure c1880-90.  No maker’s mark, 
but has crowned X inside the base, and a probable 
ownership initial of a feint letter ‘P’ under the base.  
Two Victorian verification marks for Glasgow (VR36) 
and Lanark County Lower Ward (VR52), and a ‘¼ Gill’ 
capacity label.  The low-domed lid has a central plain 
disc.  The lower body has three incised lines.  The 
handle has an erect thumbpiece, no strut at the lower 
attachment point, and a vestigial terminal.  Capacity 
is Imperial quarter gill = 1¼ fl oz.  1¼” (32mm) rim, 
and 1⅜” (35mm) base diameters.  3” (78mm) tall, and 
2⅓” (60mm) to rim.  100g weight.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.  

345.  A Scots gill capacity Scottish pewter tappit hen 
measure.  No maker’s mark c1780-1825.  Ownership 
initials IS over MT engraved on the medallion of 
the domed lid.  The body decorated with varying 
numbers of incised lines to neck, lower body and base.  
The handle with a short strut at the lower attachment 
point, and vestigial terminal.  Capacity is pre-Imperial 
Scots gill.  1⅝” (42mm) rim, and 2” (50mm) base 
diameters.  4¼” (109mm) tall, and 3⅔” (93mm) to rim.  
175g weight.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 4 p244-248.  

860-479.  A Scots gill capacity Scottish pewter tappit 
hen measure.  No maker’s mark c1825-30.  To the left 
of the handle an early Imperial period D.G verification
mark for the City of Glasgow.  DG refers to the Dean 
of Guild, the office responsible locally for weights 
and measures verification.  An Imperial crown cast in 
relief on the medallion of the domed lid.  The body 
decorated with varying numbers of incised lines to 
neck, lower body and base.  The handle with an erect 
thumbpiece, strut at the lower attachment point, and 
elongated terminal.  Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots gill.  
1¾” (44mm) rim, and 2” (52mm) base diameters.  4⅛” 
(105mm) tall, and 3½” (88mm) to rim.  190g weight.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.
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670.  A wine gill capacity Scottish pewter tappit 
hen measure.  No maker’s mark c1800-1825.  The 
low-domed lid has a central plain disc.  The body 
decorated with varying numbers of incised lines to 
neck, lower body and base.  The handle with an erect 
and ribbed thumbpiece has a short strut at the lower 
attachment point, and a vestigial terminal.  Capacity is 
pre-Imperial wine gill = 4 fl oz.  1¾” (44mm) rim, and 
2” (51mm) base diameters.  4¼” (108mm) tall, and 3½” 
(90mm) to rim.  190g weight.  Bought 10 April 1991 at 
Christie’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 4 p244-248.  

669.  An Imperial gill Scottish pewter tappit hen 
measure c1825-35.  No maker’s mark, but has an 
Inverness County verification mark to the back of 
the handle.  The low-domed lid has a central plain 
disc.  The body decorated with varying numbers of 
incised lines to lower body and base.  The handle with 
an erect thumbpiece has a vestigial strut at the lower 
attachment point, and outward curving terminal.  
Capacity is Imperial gill = 5 fl oz.  2⅛” (54mm) base 
diameter.  4½” (114mm) tall, and 3⅕” (82mm) to rim.  
250g weight.  Bought 10 April 1991 at Christie’s
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 4 p244-248.   

860-478.  An Imperial gill capacity Scottish pewter 
tappit hen measure c1825-35.  No maker’s mark.  The 
low-domed lid has a central plain disc with a pair 
of incised lines.  The body decorated with varying 
numbers of incised lines to neck, lower body and base.  
The handle with an erect and ribbed thumbpiece has 
a vestigial strut at the lower attachment point, and an 
elongated terminal.  Capacity is Imperial gill = 5 fl oz.  
1⅞” (49mm) rim, and 2⅛” (54mm) base diameters.  
4⅞” (126mm) tall, and 4” (101mm) to rim.  255g weight.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

860-477.  A half-mutchkin capacity Scottish pewter 
tappit hen measure c1770-90.  No maker’s mark.  
Ownership initials A over AI on the central plain disc 
of the low-domed lid.  Struck below the rim with 
a partial verification mark G5 possibly one of the 
Glasgow districts.  The body decorated with varying 
numbers of incised lines to neck, lower body and base.  
The handle with an erect thumbpiece has a vestigial 
strut at the lower attachment point, and an elongated 
terminal.  Capacity is pre-Imperial half-mutchkin = 8 
fl oz.  2” (52mm) rim, and 2⅖” (62mm) base diameters.  
5¼” (135mm) tall, and 4½” (116mm) to rim.  275g 
weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late Richard 
Mundey. 

396.  A half-mutchkin capacity Scottish pewter tappit 
hen measure c1780-1810.  No maker’s mark.  The low-
domed lid has a central plain disc.  The body decorated 
with varying numbers of incised lines to neck, lower 
body and base.  The handle with an erect thumbpiece 
has a short strut at the lower attachment point, and a 
vestigial terminal.  Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots half-
mutchkin = 7½ fl oz.  2” (53mm) rim, and 2⅓” (60mm) 
base diameters.  5” (128mm) tall, and 4⅖” (112mm) to 
rim.  300g weight.  Bought 17 May 1984 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 4 p244-248.  

860-476.  An Imperial half-pint Scottish pewter tappit 
hen measure c1830-35.  An illegible maker’s mark 
inside the base, probably that of a Glasgow pewterer.  
County of Fife verification mark dated 1835 to the rim, 
which mark includes a mounted horseman ‘The Thane 
of Fife’.  The domed lid cast centrally in relief with a 
raised medallion comprising ‘IMPERIAL’ over an 
Imperial crown and ‘1826’.  The body decorated with 
varying numbers of incised lines to neck, lower body 
and base.  The handle missing its thumbpiece has a 
strut at the lower attachment point, and an outward 
curving terminal now bent back at the end.  Capacity 
is Imperial half-pint = 10 fl oz.  2¼” (57mm) rim, and 
2½” (69mm) base diameters.  5” (140mm) tall, and 
4⅖” (126mm) to rim.  360g weight.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.
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298.  An Imperial half-pint Scottish pewter tappit hen 
c1826-30 by Robert Whyte of Cowgatehead, Edinburgh 
(1805-51) his mark cast inside the base within concentric 
circles.  Crowned GIV verification mark for Edinburgh 
to left of handle, with an unidentified crowned D (Dean 
of Guild) verification mark flanked by JH.  The Dean 
of Guild was the office responsible locally for weights 
and measures verification.  The typical body decorated 
with varying numbers of incised lines to neck, body 
and base.  The domed lid has a plain central disc.  The 
handle with a short erect thumbpiece has a short strut 
at the lower attachment point, and a vestigial terminal.  
Capacity is Imperial half-pint = 10 fl oz.  2¼” (57mm) 
rim, and 2½” (65mm) base diameters.  5½” (143mm) 
tall, and 5” (126mm) to rim.  360g weight.  Bought 16 
February 1982 at Christie’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 4 p244-248. 

347.  A mutchkin capacity Scottish pewter tappit hen 
c1780-1810.  No maker’s mark.  The domed lid has a 
plain central disc engraved with ownership initials JJ.  
The handle with an erect thumbpiece has a strut at the 
lower attachment point, and a terminal that is now bent 
inwards.  The body decorated with varying numbers 
of incised lines to neck, body and base.  Capacity is 
pre-Imperial Scots mutchkin.  2¾” (70mm) rim, and 
3⅛” (79mm) base diameters.  7⅛” (181mm) tall, and 6” 
(155mm) to rim.  550g weight.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 4 p244-248  

184. A mutchkin capacity Scottish pewter tappit hen 
c1790-1820.  No maker’s mark, but has ownership 
initials T A scratch engraved to the centre of the low-
domed lid, which has a central disc with concentric 
incised lines.  The body decorated with varying 
numbers of incised lines to neck, lower body and base.  
The handle with an erect thumbpiece has no strut 
at the lower attachment point, and a short terminal.  
Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots mutchkin.  7½” (191mm) 
tall.  Bought 30 April 1981 at Christie’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 4 p244-248

860-475.  A mutchkin capacity Scottish pewter tappit 
hen c1780-1810.  No maker’s mark.  The domed lid 
has a plain central disc.  The handle with an erect 
thumbpiece has a vestigial strut at the lower attachment 
point, and a vestigial terminal.  The body decorated 
with varying numbers of incised lines to neck, upper 
and lower body and base.  Capacity is pre-Imperial 
Scots mutchkin.  2½” (64mm) rim, and 3” (77mm) base 
diameters.  7” (177mm) tall, and 5⅞” (151mm) to rim.  
585g weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late 
Richard Mundey.

860-473.  A chopin capacity Scottish pewter tappit hen 
c1770-90.  No maker’s mark.  The domed lid has a 
plain central disc with ownership initials PH over IR.  
The handle with an unusual erect thumbpiece has no 
strut at the lower attachment point, and a short blunt 
terminal.  The body decorated with varying numbers 
of incised lines to neck, lower body and base.  Capacity 
is pre-Imperial Scots chopin.  3” (76mm) rim, and 3⅞” 
(99mm) base diameters.  9¾” (248mm) tall, and 8½” 
(216mm) to rim.  Formerly in the collection of the late 
Richard Mundey.

195.  A chopin capacity Scottish pewter tappit hen 
c1770-90.  No maker’s mark.  The domed lid has a 
plain central disc with ownership initials IA over 
W.  The handle with an erect thumbpiece has a short 
strut at the lower attachment point, and an elongated 
terminal.  The body decorated with varying numbers of 
incised lines to neck, upper and lower body and base.  
Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots chopin.  3” (76mm) rim, 
and 3⅞” (99mm) base diameters.  8⅘” (224mm) tall, 
and 7⅗” (193mm) to rim.  1.1kg weight.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 4 p244-248.  

860-474.  A chopin capacity Scottish pewter tappit 
hen c1770-90.  No maker’s mark.  The domed lid 
has a plain central disc with ownership initials WB 
over ID.  The handle with an erect thumbpiece has 
a short strut at the lower attachment point, and an 
elongated terminal.  The body decorated with varying 
numbers of incised lines to neck, and base.  Capacity 
is pre-Imperial Scots chopin.  3” (76mm) rim, and 3⅞” 
(99mm) base diameters.  8¾” (222mm) tall, and 7½” 
(191mm) to rim.  Formerly in the collection of the late 
Richard Mundey. 

460.  A chopin capacity Scottish pewter crested tappit 
hen c1780-1820.  No maker’s mark.  The domed 
lid with a central finial.  The handle with an erect 
thumbpiece has a short strut at the lower attachment 
point, and a short blunt terminal.  The body decorated 
with varying numbers of incised lines to neck, upper 
and lower body and base.  Capacity is pre-Imperial 
Scots chopin.  3” (76mm) rim, and 3⅞” (99mm) base 
diameters.  9¾” (247mm) tall, and 7½” (191mm) to rim.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 6 (right) p244-248.  Illustrated p37 
An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

179.  A chopin capacity Scottish pewter crested tappit 
hen c1780-1800.  No maker’s mark.  The domed lid with 
a central finial.  The handle with an erect thumbpiece 
has a vestigial strut at the lower attachment point, and 
a vestigial terminal.  The body decorated with varying 
numbers of incised lines to neck, upper and lower 
body and base.  Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots chopin.  
3” (76mm) rim, and 3⅞” (98mm) base diameter.  9½” 
(240mm) tall, and 7⅗” (193mm) to rim.  1kg weight.  
Bought 30 April 1981 at Christie’s.  
Illustrated p37 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

. 

182.  A Scots pint capacity Scottish pewter tappit 
hen c1790-1820.   No maker’s mark.  The domed lid 
has a plain central disc.  The handle with an erect 
thumbpiece has no strut at the lower attachment 
point, and a short blunt terminal.  The body decorated 
with varying numbers of incised lines to neck, body 
and base.  Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots pint.  11½” 
(293mm) tall.  Bought 30 April 1981 at Christie’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 4 p244-248.  

860-472.  A Scots pint capacity Scottish pewter tappit hen by Archibald Napier 
of Edinburgh 1733B son of John Napier 1700B by whose right he became a 
Burgess.  His AN touchmark dated 1733 to the left of the handle.  The domed 
lid has a plain central disc engraved with ownership initials WB over HC.  The 
handle has a very rare palmette thumbpiece with detail cast into the reverse as 
well as the face side, with a vestigial strut at the lower attachment point, and 
an outward curving terminal.  The body decorated with varying numbers of 
incised lines to neck, body and base.  Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots chopin.  
11½” (292mm) tall, and 9¾” (248mm) to the lip.  Formerly in the collection of 
the late Richard Mundey who bought it 21 May 1971 as Lot 105A at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated in the Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 1991 p69
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860-531.  A Scots pint capacity Scottish pewter tappit 
hen by Robert Brown of Edinburgh 1731B who died 
in 1745, his dated castle mark to the left of the handle.  
The initials RB cast into the top of the handle are 
probably his maker’s mark used on hollow-ware.  
The domed lid has a plain central disc engraved with 
ownership initials RH over ID.  The handle has an erect 
thumbpiece now turned back at the top, a vestigial strut 
at the lower attachment point, and a vestigial terminal.  
The body decorated with varying numbers of incised 
lines to neck, body and base.  Capacity is pre-Imperial 
Scots pint.  5” (127mm) base diameter.  11” (278mm) 
tall, and 9¾” (245mm) to rim.  1.8kg weight.  Formerly 
in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

16.  A Scots pint capacity Scottish pewter crested tappit 
hen c1790-1810.  No maker’s mark.  Has Scottish form 
of ownership initials I M over Mc F engraved with a 
fern symbol on the rim.  Muir and Moffat of Glasgow 
(antiques dealer) scratched under the base.  The 
domed lid with a central finial.  The handle with an 
erect thumbpiece has a vestigial strut at the lower 
attachment point, and a short blunt terminal.  The 
body decorated with varying numbers of incised lines 
to neck, upper and lower body and base.  Capacity is 
pre-Imperial Scots pint.  12” (305mm) tall overall, and 
9¾” (248mm) to rim.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 6 (left) p244-248.  Illustrated p37 
An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

12.  A Scots pint capacity Scottish pewter tappit 
hen c1800.   No maker’s mark.  The domed lid is a 
20th century replacement.  The handle with an erect 
thumbpiece has a short strut at the lower attachment 
point, and a vestigial terminal.  The body decorated 
with varying numbers of incised lines to neck, 
body and base.  Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots pint.  
Dimensions not recorded.
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Pot-bellied  measures
This form of measure is characterised by its’ globular body, and like the tappit 
hen they have an upper ‘collar’, domed lid with an erect thumbpiece, and a 
simple D-section strap handle with a hinge boss on lidded, and some lidless 
examples.  Some, but not all domed lids, have a central slightly raised disc.  
Maker’s marks are rarely present, and the few known are cast into the inside 
base.  Verification marks for districts of Inverness County are sometimes 
seen on the back of the handle, and it is assumed they were applied during 
the period when it was acceptable to continue using pre-Imperial capacities 
c1826-35.  Not all commentators agree these are verification marks, and some 
consider them to be maker’s marks.  Design details vary with time and maker, 
although the presence of incised lines to the body and lid are not consistent 
with any specific period or location.  The capacities of pot-bellied measures 
range from the Scots quart (6 Imperial pints) to a quarter-mutchkin.  Some of 
these capacities as with tappit hens are exceedingly rare.  For example, only 
two examples of the Scots quart are known, both in Brechin Cathedral, and 
only one of which is probably Scottish, the other being Dutch.

SSAGM-43.     A Scots “wee half-gill” capacity Scottish pewter variant 
pot-bellied measure c1710-50.  No maker’s mark.  The centre of the domed 
lid engraved with ownership initials DG over ET.  The pear-shaped body 
with an incised line below the rim, and another above the shallow hollow 
foot.  The C-shape handle has a variant of a palmette thumbpiece with 
detail cast into the reverse as well as the face side, a stumpy curving 
terminal, and vestigial strut at the lower attachment point.  Similar 
thumbpieces are seen on some early tappet hens dating from the first half 
of the 18th century (see #860-472).  Capacity is 2 fl oz pre-Imperial Scots.  
2½” (64mm) tall to rim.  Bought 2014 from M Kashden.

SSAGM-4.  A Scots quarter-mutchkin capacity Scottish 
pewter variant pot-bellied measure c1720-60.  By an 
unidentified maker ‘I (?)’ his partial touchmark to the 
rim to the left of the handle.  The pear-shaped body 
with an incised line below the rim, and a substantial 
lower body fillet.  The double dome lid is similar to 
ones seen on mid-18th century Scottish tankards.  The 
C-shape handle has a variant of the shell thumbpiece 
with detail cast into the reverse as well as the face side, 
a short outward curving terminal, and no strut at the 
lower attachment point.  Similar thumbpieces are seen 
on some tappet hens dating from the first half of the 
18th century (see #860-472).  Capacity is pre-Imperial 
Scots quarter-mutchkin = 3.6 fl oz.  4” (103mm) tall.  ex 
M Boorer collection with his label to base.  Bought 22 
November 2012 as Lot 136 at Bonhams.

1221.  A Scots gill capacity Scottish pewter lidless 
pot-bellied measure.  No maker’s mark c1760-90.  
Ownership initial W scratch engraved on handle.  The 
handle lacking a hinge boss has no strut at the lower 
attachment point, and an elongated terminal now bent 
inwards.  The globular lower body on a splayed foot.  
The rim, upper body and foot each have an incised 
line.  Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots gill.  2¼” (58mm) 
base diameter.  4⅓” (110mm) tall.  356g weight. 

581a.  An Imperial gill Scottish pewter pot-bellied 
measure c1825-30.  No maker’s mark.  The centre of the 
domed lid engraved with ownership initials DLMD.  
The handle has an erect thumbpiece now turned back 
at the top, no strut at the lower attachment point, and 
a vestigial terminal.  The globular lower body on a 
splayed foot.  The lid, rim, upper and middle body 
each have an incised line.  Capacity is Imperial gill 
= 5 fl oz.  2¼” (58mm) base diameter.  4¾” (120mm) 
tall, and 4⅛” (105mm) to rim.  375g weight.  Bought 
August 1987 from R Mundey.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 1 (right) p244-248.  Illustrated p38 
An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

180.  A Scots mutchkin capacity Scottish pewter lidless 
pot-bellied measure.  No maker’s mark c1760-90.  The 
handle lacking a hinge boss has no strut at the lower 
attachment point, and an elongated blunt terminal.  
The globular lower body on a splayed foot.  The 
rim, upper body and foot each have an incised line.  
Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots mutchkin = 15 fl oz.  
3⅛” (79mm) base diameter.  5¼” (133mm) tall.  620g 
weight.  Bought 30 April 1981 at Christie’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 2 (right) p244-248.

337.  A Scots chopin capacity Scottish pewter lidless 
pot-bellied measure.  No maker’s mark c1760-90.  
Probable ownership initials IR engraved on the upper 
part of the handle.  The handle lacking a hinge boss 
has no strut at the lower attachment point, and a short 
terminal now bent inwards.  The globular lower body 
on a splayed foot.  The rim and upper body have three 
incised lines.  Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots chopin 
= 30 fl oz.  3⅜” (86mm) rim, and 3¾” (95mm) base 
diameters.  6½” (165mm) tall.  900g weight.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 2 (centre) p244-248.  

586.  A Scots chopin capacity Scottish pewter pot-
bellied measure c1780-1800.  No maker’s mark, but has 
an Inverness County verification mark to the back of 
the handle.  The centre of the domed lid engraved with 
a decorative spiral and ownership initials WD over IW.  
The handle has an erect thumbpiece now turned back 
at the top, no strut at the lower attachment point, and 
an elongated terminal now bent inwards.  The globular 
lower body on a splayed foot.  The lid, rim, and body 
have incised lines.  Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots 
chopin = 30 fl oz.  measured to the plouk in the neck.  
3⅝” (92mm) rim, and 3½” (88mm) base diameters.  
7½” (191mm) tall, and 6⅔” (170mm) to rim.  1.03kg 
weight.  Bought August 1987 from R Mundey.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 1 (centre) p244-248.  Illustrated p38 
An Introduction to British Pewter 1997. 
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735.  A Scots pint capacity Scottish pewter pot-bellied 
measure by John Ross of Aberdeen c1732-48.  Cast 
into the inside base is MADE BE JOHN ROSS, with 
an unusual letter (R?) or device at 6 o’clock between 
John and Ross.  Ownership initials IMR over AR 
engraved on mid body.  The handle with a ridged 
erect thumbpiece now turned back at the top has 
a short strut at the lower attachment point, and an 
outward curving terminal.  The globular lower body 
on a splayed foot.  The domed lid, rim, and body have 
incised lines.  Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots pint = 
60 fl oz.  4⅙” (106mm) rim, and 4¾” (121mm) base 
diameters.  10” (254mm) tall, and 8½” (215mm) to rim.  
Bought May 1992 from A Bartram.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Spring 1993 Fig 2 p31.

181.  A Scots pint capacity Scottish pewter pot-bellied 
measure c1780-1800.  No maker’s mark, but has an 
Inverness County verification mark to the back of 
the handle.  The domed lid has a plain central disc.  
The handle with an erect thumbpiece has a short 
strut at the lower attachment point, and an elongated 
terminal.  The globular lower body on a splayed foot.  
The lid, rim, and body have incised lines.  Capacity is 
pre-Imperial Scots pint = 60 fl oz.  10” (254mm) tall.  
Bought 30 April 1981 at Christie’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 1 (left) p244-248.

272.  A Scots pint capacity Scottish pewter lidless pot-
bellied measure.  No maker’s mark c1760-90.  A plouk 
inside the neck shows the level at which the correct 
capacity is measured.  The handle was cast from a 
mould used for both lidded and lidless measures, and 
has a vestigial strut at the lower attachment point, and 
a short blunt terminal.  The hinge lug is uncut or ‘blind’ 
although the location of the hole for the (undrilled) 
hinge pin is visible.  The globular lower body on a 
splayed foot.  The rim has a pair of incised lines, which 
are repeated four times on the body and upper foot.  
Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots pint = 60 fl oz.  4¼” 
(108mm) rim, and 4¾” (120mm) base diameters.  9” 
(229mm) tall.  Bought 5 February 1981 at Christie’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 2 (left) p244-248

1099.  An Imperial quarter-gill Scottish pewter ‘ribbed 
or fluted’ thumbpiece baluster measure c1880.  No 
maker’s mark.  An illegible circular verification mark 
to the left of the handle.  The flat lid with a single incised 
line.  The pear shaped body form, erect thumbpiece, 
and absence of a strut to the lower handle attachment 
suggest a late 19th century Glasgow maker.  A pair 
of twin incised lines to the mid body.  Capacity is an 
Imperial quarter gill = 1¼ fl oz.  1⅓” (34mm) rim, and 
1⅜” (35mm) base diameters.  2⅔” (68mm) tall, and 
1⅞” (49mm) to rim.  75g weight.  Bought April 1997.

997.  An Imperial half-gill Scottish pewter ‘fluted or 
shell’ thumbpiece baluster measure c1830-40.  No 
maker’s mark, but has an early Glasgow verification
mark to the left of the handle, and another for C of S 
(County of Stirling) to the front rim.  The flat lid with 
two single incised lines.  The pear shaped body form, 
erect thumbpiece, and short strut to the lower handle 
attachment suggest an early Victorian Glasgow maker.  
The ball terminal to the handle is very unusual.  A 
pair of twin incised lines to the flat lid, and mid body.  
Capacity is an Imperial half gill = 2½ fl oz.  1⅝” (42mm) 
rim, and 1¾” (45mm) base diameters.  3⅔” (94mm) 
tall, and 2⅔” (68mm) to rim.  150g weight.  Bought 
April 1997.

Flat lid baluster measures:  ‘ball and bar’, ‘embryo shell’, and ‘spade’ 
thumbpiece types
The styles of baluster measure with flat lids that predominated throughout 
England from the 16th until the early 19th century do not appear to have 
been adopted in Scotland.  The earliest form of pre-Imperial Scottish flat
lid measure had a ball thumbpiece attached to the lid by a narrow strip, 
and became known as ‘ball and bar’ measures.  They were not exclusive 
to Scotland as similar ones were also made in the North of England, but 
tend to have a less bulbous body with the ball set higher above the hinge 
as if on a stalk.  They are found only in the smallest capacities: Scots half-
mutchkin, gill and half-gill, but were also made to Old English Wine 
and Imperial Standard capacities.  These were followed by flat lids with 
variously shaped thumbpieces known as ‘embryo shell’, ‘spade’, and 
‘ribbed or ridged’.  The lid attachment is no longer a ‘bar’ but has evolved 
to a pointed triangular extension.  From c1830 onwards, the Edinburgh 
pewterers moved away from pear-shaped to bulbous bodied Imperial 
capacity measures, initially with flat lids and embryo shell thumbpieces 
followed by dome-lidded examples for the rest of the 19th century.  Most 
of the 19th century forms are found in a wide range of pre-Imperial and 
Imperial capacities, the latter ranging from quarter-gill to half-gallon.

156.  An Imperial half-gill Scottish pewter ‘ball and 
bar’ baluster measure c1861.  No maker’s mark, but 
has an 1861 dated Glasgow verification mark to the 
left of the handle.  The flat lid with a single incised 
line.  The characteristic pear shaped body form, 
forward leaning ball on its ‘bar’ lid attachment, strut 
to the lower handle attachment, and outward curving 
terminal suggest a Glasgow maker.  Pairs of twin 
incised lines to the mid and lower body.  Capacity is 
an Imperial half-gill = 2½ fl oz.  2¾” (70mm) tall.  160g 
weight.  Bought 5 February 1981 at Christie’s.

200.  A Scots gill capacity Scottish pewter ‘ball 
and bar’ baluster measure.  No maker’s mark 
c1800-30.  Ownership initials I McA over K 
scratch engraved on the lid.  The flat lid with a 
single incised line to the outer edge.  The handle 
has a ball thumbpiece with bar attachment to 
the lid, a vestigial strut at the lower attachment 
point, and a short blunt terminal.  Single incised 
lines to the rim, and upper and lower baluster 
body.  1⅞” (48mm) base diameter.  3¾” (95mm) 
tall.  200g weight.

155.  An Imperial gill Scottish pewter ‘ball and bar’ 
baluster measure c1830-50.  No maker’s mark, but 
has an early Glasgow verification mark to the left of 
the handle.  The flat lid with a single incised line.  The 
characteristic pear shaped body form, forward leaning 
ball on its ‘bar’ lid attachment, strut to the lower handle 
attachment, and outward curving terminal suggest a 
Glasgow maker.  Pairs of twin incised lines to the mid 
and lower body.  Capacity is an Imperial gill = 5 fl oz.  
2⅕” (56mm) base diameter.  3¼” (84mm) tall.  Bought 
5 February 1981 at Christie’s.

154.  An Imperial half-pint Scottish pewter ‘ball and 
bar’ baluster measure c1830-50.  No maker’s mark.  The 
� at lid with a single incised line.  The characteristic pear 
shaped body form has the unusual feature of a relatively 
deep brim with two incised lines at the upper and lower 
parts.  The handle with a forward leaning ball on its ‘bar’ 
lid attachment, strut to the lower attachment point, and 
outward curving terminal suggest a Glasgow maker.  A 
pair of twin incised lines to the lower body.  Capacity 
is an Imperial half-pint = 10 �  oz.  5⅛” (131mm) tall.  
Bought 5 February 1981 at Christie’s.

202.  An Imperial half-pint Scottish pewter ‘embryo 
shell’ baluster measure c1826.  No maker’s mark, but 
almost certainly made in Edinburgh whose pewterers 
used this characteristic shape of baluster body during 
the � rst third of the 19th century.  Several veri� cation 
marks the earliest being a City of Edinburgh GIV and 
castle mark.  Also a veri� cation mark RW over DG (for 
Robert Wright who was Dean of Guild in c1826-27, and 
the o� cer responsible locally for weights and measures 
veri� cation).  Later marks include Edinburgh County, 
and Midlothian County with various date stamps.  The 
� at lid with a single incised line, and the rim, mid and 
lower body with pairs of incised lines.  The handle with 
an erect embryo shell thumbpiece has a short strut to 
the lower attachment point, and an outward curving 
terminal.  Capacity is an Imperial half-pint = 10 �  oz.  
4½” (115mm) tall.

201.  An Imperial pint Scottish pewter ‘embryo shell’ 
baluster measure c1826.  No maker’s mark, but almost 
certainly made in Edinburgh whose pewterers used this 
characteristic shape of baluster body during the � rst 
third of the 19th century.  Several veri� cation marks 
the earliest being a City of Edinburgh GIV and castle 
mark.  Also a veri� cation mark RW over DG (for Robert 
Wright who was Dean of Guild in c1826-27, and the 
o� cer responsible locally for weights and measures 
veri� cation).  Later marks include Edinburgh County, 
and Midlothian County with various date stamps.  The 
� at lid, rim, and mid body with two pairs of incised 
lines, and the lower body with three incised lines.  The 
handle with an erect embryo shell thumbpiece has a 
vestigial strut to the lower attachment point, and a short 
blunt terminal.  Capacity is an Imperial pint = 20 �  oz.  
5½” (140mm) tall.
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895.  A very rare Scots wine capacity quart Scottish 
pewter treble dome lid measure.  No maker’s mark, 
but almost certainly made in Edinburgh possibly by 
William Scott III or IV c1820-30.  Ownership engraving 
Wine Company of Scotland to the body below the spout 
*.  The treble domed lid is unique to this form of wine 
quart measure, although flat lid and lidless variants 
using the same body mould are known.  The balus-
ter body with frontal spout, and three groups of four 
incised lines at the rim, upper and lower body.  The 
strap handle with spade thumbpiece, short strut at the 
lower attachment point, and an outward curving ter-
minal.  3⅞” (98mm) base diameter.  8⅞” (225mm) tall, 
and 6⅞” (175mm) to rim.
* The Wine Company of Scotland began in 1824 when James 
Balfour, manager of the Joint Stock Wine Company joined 
other entrepreneurs moving to the New Town.  In November 
1824, he rented premises at 40 St. Andrew Square, and moved 
in June the following year to 14 George Street, which became 
its headquarters, and by 1830 had vaults at 5 Hamilton Place 
managed by R Johnston.  The Company continued until 1851 
when the business was transferred to a private � rm.

397.  A rare Imperial quart Scottish pewter double 
dome lid measure c1826.  No maker’s mark, but almost 
certainly made in Glasgow.  County Ross verification
mark includes a separate crown.  Glasgow measures 
with a double domed lid are scarce variants, and have 
an incised line around the edge, and a central medal-
lion cast with IMPERIAL over a crown and 1826.  The 
body with three groups of two incised lines at the rim, 
upper and lower body.  The embryo shell thumbpiece 
with a horizontal groove across the lower section, and 
a bracket attachment to the lid.  The strap handle has a 
short strut at the lower attachment point, and an out-
ward curving terminal.  8¼” (210mm) tall.  Bought 17 
May 1984 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 7 (left) p244-248.  

435.  An Imperial quart Scottish pewter baluster meas-
ure by William Scott IV of Edinburgh (1826-49) his 
name mark under the lid c1826-30.  Two verification
marks to the rim, the earliest a City of Edinburgh GIV 
and castle mark, with another for CB, which may be 
County of Berwick.  Capacity label 1 QT.  The flat lid 
with two pairs of incised lines, the rim with one pair, 
and the mid and lower body each with three incised 
lines.  The handle with an erect embryo shell thumb-
piece has a short strut to the lower attachment point, 
and an outward curving terminal.  Capacity is an 
Imperial quart = 40 fl oz.  4” (104mm) rim, and 4⅙” 
(106mm) base diameters.  8½” (216mm) tall.  1.2kg 
weight.  Bought May 1985 from A Bartram.

330a.  An Imperial quart Scottish pewter tulip meas-
ure by Robert Galbraith of Glasgow 1829-72 his touch-
mark to the left of the handle.  Above the Galbraith 
mark are several City of Glasgow verification marks, 
the earliest being a dated one.  QUART capacity label 
to right of handle.  The tulip-shaped body with incised 
line below the rim, frontal spout, and an ovolo mould-
ed hollow foot.  The twin C-scroll handle with fishtail
terminal attached to the body by short struts.  Capac-
ity is an Imperial quart = 40 fl oz.  4⅓” (110mm) base 
diameter.  7” (180mm) tall.  900g weight.

467.  A chopin capacity Scottish pewter tulip-shaped 
mug.  No maker’s mark, but almost certainly made in 
Glasgow probably by a member of the Galbraith fami-
ly c1800-30.  The tulip-shaped body with frontal spout, 
double-curved handle with erect thumbrest and fis -
tail terminal attached to the body by short struts, and a 
hollow pedestal foot.  No dimensions recorded.  Given 
August 1985 by J Russell.

Lidless measures with handles and pouring spouts
Pewterers in Glasgow and its surrounding areas produced mugs with frontal 
spouts to serve as pub and domestic measures.  These are known in both pre-
Imperial and Imperial capacities.  

330c.  A chopin capacity Scottish pewter tulip-shaped 
measure.  No maker’s mark, but almost certainly made 
in Glasgow probably by a member of the Galbraith 
family c1800-30.  The tulip-shaped body with frontal 
spout, double-curved handle with fishtail terminal at-
tached to the body by short struts, and a hollow ped-
estal foot.  No dimensions recorded.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 8 (left) p244-248.  Illustrated p35 
An Introduction to British Pewter 1997, but capacity wrongly 
described as a quant (sic).     

330b.  A mutchkin capacity Scottish pewter tulip-
shaped measure.  No maker’s mark, but almost cer-
tainly made in Glasgow probably by a member of the 
Galbraith family c1800-30.  The tulip-shaped body 
with frontal spout, double-curved handle with erect 
thumbrest and terminal attached to the body by short 
struts, and a hollow pedestal foot.  3⅕” (82mm) rim, 
and 3⅖” (86mm) base diameters.  5” (125mm) tall.  
425g weight.
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 8 (right) p244-248.  

861a.  An Imperial half-pint Scottish pewter measure 
by William Drew of Glasgow 1825-66 his touchmark 
inside the base.  Two early Imperial period verification
marks for the City of Glasgow to the left of the handle.  
One with DG (for Dean of Guild, the office responsi-
ble locally for weights and measures verification) and 
IG (for Imperial Gallon), the other with the arms of 
the City.  The larger image of the maker’s mark inside 
the base shows concentric incised lines, which were 
added at the time of manufacture before the mark was 
applied.  This sort of detail appears often on Scottish 
measures.  The tapering body with incised line below 
the rim, large frontal spout, and a spreading reeded 
hollow foot.  The S-curve handle attached to the body 
by short struts has a pronounced thumbrest, and out-
ward curving terminal.  Capacity is an Imperial half-
pint = 10 fl oz.  2⅘” (71mm) rim, and 3¼” (84mm) base 
diameters.  4⅕” (107mm) tall, and 3⅞” (100mm) to 
rim.  225g weight.

Dome lid baluster measures: treble, double, and single domed 
With the introduction of Imperial Standard, the pewterers had to commission 
new moulds.  As an interim measure, and because of local preferences, they 
continued to produce the earlier flat lids either stamping them to show their 
relationship to Imperial measure for example ¾IS or IG or ⅘IS or IG (IS = 
Imperial Standard, or IG = Imperial Gallon), or as ‘Glass’ measures known in 
three sizes, which was a local descriptor used alternatively.  It is unlikely that 
any dome lidded Scottish measures were made prior to 1826.  Thereafter, a 
plethora of forms were created by the Edinburgh and Glasgow pewterers who 
adopted variants of body forms, lids and thumbpieces.

600a.  An Imperial pint (stamped 4 gills) Scottish pew-
ter lidded measure by David Gourlay and Son of Edin-
burgh their mark D. GOURLAY & SON EDINBURGH 
cast under the lid c1833.  Several veri� cation marks the 
earliest being a City of Edinburgh GIV and castle mark.  
Also a veri� cation mark JM over DG (for John Mac-
� e who was Dean of Guild in 1833-35, and the o� cer 
responsible locally for weights and measures veri� ca-
tion).  Later marks include County of Fife, and Pitten-
weem Royal Burgh (JT for J Tod, senior magistrate) with 
various date stamps.  The single dome lid has an incised 
line around the edge, and a central medallion cast with 
IMPERIAL over a crown and thistle.  The bulbous body 
has three incised lines.  The strap handle with shell 
thumbpiece, short strut at the lower attachment point, 
and an outward curving terminal.  3½” (91mm) rim and 
base diameters.  5⅓” (136mm) tall, and 4⅗” (117mm) to 
rim.  Mundey label a� xed to base.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Spring 1989 p26-27.

3. A half-pint Scottish pewter lidded measure by Wil-
liam Scott IV of Edinburgh (1826-49) his name mark 
cast under the lid.  An 1849 dated City of Edinburgh 
verification mark to the rim.  The body and lid have 
wrigglework/pricked decoration, and incised lines.  
The concave sided dome lid has a plain central medal-
lion with a single incised line to its outer edge, and 
another to the lid edge.  The S-shaped handle with a 
vertically ribbed thumbpiece, short strut at lower at-
tachment point, and outward curving terminal.  The 
bulbous body with twin incised lines.  2⅞” (72mm) 
base diameter.  4¾” (122mm) tall.  ex C Peal Collection 
bought 13 November 1980 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated, discussed and wrongly ascribed to James Moyes 
by Peal at Fig 122 Pewter of Great Britain for Pleasure and In-
vestment 1983.
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860-514.  A gill Scottish pewter lidded measure c1860-
80.  No maker’s mark.  The convex sided dome lid 
having a typical central cast medallion with crowned 
capacity label IMPERIAL GILL.  The S-shaped handle 
with a shell thumbpiece, strut to lower attachment 
point and outward curving terminal now bent in-
wards.  The pear shaped body with an incised line at 
the upper and lower parts of the rim, and two pairs 
of incised lines at the mid body, and above the foot.  
2” (52mm) rim and base diameters.  4⅜” (111mm) tall, 
and 3½” (89mm) to rim.  250g weight.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.    

4.  A gill Scottish pewter lidded measure c1880-90.  No 
maker’s mark, but has verification marks to the rim 
for Zetland (VR456), with a date stamp for (18)92.  The 
convex sided dome lid having a typical central cast 
medallion with crowned capacity label IMPERIAL 
GILL.  The S-shaped handle with a shell thumbpiece, 
strut to lower attachment point and outward curving 
terminal.  The pear shaped body with two pairs of in-
cised lines at the mid and lower parts.  2” (52mm) base 
diameter.  4⅛” (106mm) tall.  198g weight.  ex Peal col-
lection bought 13 November 1980 at Sotheby’s.

28.  A gill Scottish pewter lidded measure c1860-80.  No 
maker’s mark, but has a pre-1879 double-headed eagle 
verification mark to the rim for Lanark Lower Ward.  
The convex sided dome lid having a typical central 
cast medallion with crowned capacity label GILL and 
V.R.  The S-shaped handle with a shell thumbpiece, 
strut to lower attachment point and outward curving 
terminal now bent upwards.  The pear shaped body 
with an incised line at the upper and lower parts of 
the rim, and two pairs of incised lines at the mid body, 
and above the foot.  2⅛” (54mm) base diameter.  4½” 
(114mm) tall.    
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13.  A gill Scottish pewter lidded measure by James 
Moyes of Edinburgh 1851-91 his name mark cast un-
der the lid.  An 1874 dated verification mark for the 
City of Edinburgh to the rim.  The concave sided dome 
lid has a plain central medallion with a single incised 
line to its outer edge, and another to the lid edge.  The 
S-shaped handle with a vertically ribbed thumbpiece, 
short strut at lower attachment point, and outward 
curving terminal.  The bulbous body with twin in-
cised lines.  2¼” (57mm) rim and base diameters.  3¾” 
(95mm) tall.  280g weight.

14.  A gill Scottish pewter lidded measure by Rob-
ert Whyte of Cowgatehead, Edinburgh (1805-51), his 
name mark with capacity cast under the lid.  County 
of Edinburgh verification mark dated 1838 to the rim, 
with a later date stamp for 1865.  The concave sided 
dome lid has a plain central medallion with a single in-
cised line to its outer edge, and another to the lid edge.  
The S-shaped handle with a vertically ribbed thumb-
piece, short strut at lower attachment point, and out-
ward curving terminal.  The bulbous body with twin 
incised lines.  3¾” (95mm) tall.  256g weight.  

860-510.  A very rare quart Scottish pewter lidded 
measure c1830.  No maker’s mark, but has an early 
City of Glasgow verification mark on rim to left of 
handle.  Also an IG with DG verification mark (for Im-
perial Gallon, and Dean of Guild who was the office
responsible locally for weights and measures verific -
tion).  The convex sided dome lid has a typical central 
cast medallion with crowned capacity label IMPERI-
AL QUART.  The S-shaped handle with a shell thumb-
piece, strut to lower attachment point and outward 
curving terminal.  The pear shaped body with an in-
cised line at the upper and lower parts of the rim, with 
two pairs of incised lines at the mid and lower parts.  
3⅞” (100mm) rim, and 4⅖” (112mm) base diameters.  
8⅚” (225mm) tall, and 6⅘” (173mm) to rim.  Formerly 
in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

860-511.  A pint Scottish pewter lidded measure c1830-
50.  No maker’s mark, but has an early City of Glasgow 
verification mark on rim to left of handle.  The convex 
sided dome lid has a typical central cast medallion 
with crowned capacity label IMPERIAL STANDARD.  
The S-shaped handle with a shell thumbpiece, strut to 
lower attachment point and outward curving termi-
nal.  The pear shaped body with a pair of incised lines 
to the rim, and three incised lines to the upper body.  
6½” (165mm) tall, and 5¼” (133mm) to rim.  Formerly 
in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.   

 
157.  A pint Scottish pewter lidded measure c1830-50.  
No maker’s mark, but has an Ayrshire verification
mark on rim to left of handle.  The convex sided dome 
lid has a typical central cast medallion with crowned 
capacity label IMPERIAL PINT 1826.  The S-shaped 
handle with a shell thumbpiece, strut to lower attach-
ment point and outward curving terminal.  The pear 
shaped body with an incised line at the upper and 
lower parts of the rim, and a pair of incised lines to the 
upper body.  6½” (165mm) tall.  Bought 19 February 
1981 at Sotheby’s.

SSAGM-9.  A pint Scottish pewter lidded measure 
c1863-64.  No maker’s mark, but has a dated Glasgow 
verification mark for 1864 on rim to left of handle, 
with a later one for Dundee.  Unusual ownership let-
tering D:W:E:C:C to front of rim, possibly referring to 
an institution rather than an individual.  The convex 
sided dome lid has a typical central cast medallion 
with crowned IMPERIAL STANDARD capacity label.  
The S-shaped handle with a shell thumbpiece, strut to 
lower attachment point and outward curving termi-
nal.  The pear shaped body with an incised line at the 
upper and lower parts of the rim, with two pairs of 
incised lines at the mid and lower parts.  3⅛” (79mm) 
rim, and 3⅜” (86mm) base diameters.  6½” (165mm) 
tall, and 5¼” (133mm) to rim.  

860-512.  A half-pint Scottish pewter lidded measure 
c1830-50.  The initials RG cast into the top of the 
handle are probably the maker’s mark of Robert 
Galbraith of Glasgow 1829-72.  An early Glasgow City 
district verification mark on the rim to left of handle.  
The convex sided dome lid has a typical central cast 
medallion with crowned capacity label IMPERIAL ½ 
PINT.  The S-shaped handle with a shell thumbpiece, 
strut to lower attachment point and outward curving 
terminal.  The pear shaped body with an incised line at 
the upper and lower parts of the rim, a pair of incised 
lines at the mid body, and a single incised line above 
the foot.  2½” (65mm) rim and base diameters.  5⅜” 
(137mm) tall, and 4⅙” (106mm) to rim.  360g weight.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

158.  A half-pint Scottish pewter lidded measure 
c1830-50.  No maker’s mark, but has several veri� -
cation and date marks on the rim to left of handle.  
The convex sided dome lid has a typical central cast 
medallion with crowned capacity label IMPERIAL ½ 
PINT 1826.  The S-shaped handle with a shell thumb-
piece, strut to lower attachment point and outward 
curving terminal.  The pear shaped body with two 
pairs of incised lines at the mid and lower parts.  5⅔” 
(145mm) tall.  Bought 19 February 1981 at Sotheby’s.

27.  A half-pint Scottish pewter lidded measure c1870.  
No maker’s mark.  Unusually of Edinburgh bulbous 
body form, but with Glasgow style lid and cast me-
dallion.  Several verification marks to the rim, includ-
ing Royal Burgh of Lanark, and Lanark Middle Ward 
(VR25).  The convex sided dome lid has a typical cen-
tral cast medallion with crowned capacity label IM-
PERIAL ½ PINT.  The S-shaped handle with a ribbed 
thumbpiece, strut to lower attachment point and out-
ward curving terminal.  The body with an incised line 
to the lower rim, and two pairs of incised lines to the 
mid body, and above the foot.  2¾” (70mm) base di-
ameter.  4½” (114mm) tall.  350g weight. 
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506.  A very rare half-gill Scottish pewter thistle mea-
sure c1864.  No maker’s mark, but has an 1864 dated 
Glasgow veri� cation mark to the left of the handle.  The 
S-curve handle with button attachments top and bottom 
has a raised thumbrest, and outward curving terminal.  
The neck has a strengthened rim, and the base does not.  
Capacity is Imperial half-gill = 2½ �  oz.  1⅓” (34mm) 
rim, and 1½” (38mm) base diameters.  3½” (90mm) tall.  
Previously sold 13 November 1970 as part Lot 122 at 
Sotheby’s.  Bought 22 April 1986 as Lot 264 at Sotheby’s.
Illustrated p33 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.  Illus-
trated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA 
Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 9 (centre) p244-248.  

505.  A very rare half-gill Scottish pewter thistle measure 
c1840-50.  No maker’s mark.  A variant of a Glasgow 
verification mark used before c1850 on rim to left of 
handle.  The S-curve handle with button attachments 
top and bottom has a rearward projecting thumbrest, 
and outward curving terminal.  The neck and base 
each having a strengthened rim.   Capacity is Imperial 
half-gill = 2½ fl oz.  3⅜” (86mm) tall.  Previously sold 
13 November 1970 as part Lot 122 at Sotheby’s.  Bought 
22 April 1986 as Lot 263 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 9 (left) p244-248.  Illustrated p33 
An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

860-515.  A rare 2-glass Scottish pewter lidded mea-
sure c1830-50.  No maker’s, verification or capacity 
marks.  The convex sided dome lid having a central 
cast medallion with crowned capacity label.  The S-
shaped handle with a shell thumbpiece, strut to lower 
attachment point and outward curving terminal.  The 
pear shaped body with an incised line at the upper 
and lower parts of the rim, and two pairs of incised 
lines at the mid body, and above the foot.  Capacity 
is 2-glass = quarter-mutchkin.  1⅚” (47mm) rim, and 
base diameters.  4” (102mm) tall, and 3” (76mm) to 
rim.  150g weight.  Formerly in the collection of the 
late Richard Mundey.  

860-517.  A rare 1-glass Scottish pewter lidded mea-
sure c1830-50.  No maker’s, verification or capacity 
marks.  The convex sided dome lid having a central 
cast medallion with crowned capacity label.  The S-
shaped handle with a shell thumbpiece, strut to lower 
attachment point and outward curving terminal.  The 
pear shaped body with an incised line at the upper 
and lower parts of the rim, and two pairs of incised 
lines at the mid and lower body.  Capacity is 1-glass 
= Scots eighth-mutchkin.  1½” (40mm) rim, and 1⅖” 
(37mm) base diameters.  3½” (90mm) tall, and 2⅓” 
(60mm) to rim.  105g weight.  Formerly in the collec-
tion of the late Richard Mundey.  
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860-516.  A half-gill Scottish pewter lidded measure 
c1840-50.  No maker’s mark, but has a variant of a 
Glasgow verification mark used before c1850 on rim 
to left of handle.  The convex sided dome lid having a 
typical central cast medallion with crowned capacity 
label IMPERIAL HALF GILL.  The S-shaped handle 
with a shell thumbpiece has a strut to lower attach-
ment point and outward curving terminal.  The pear 
shaped body with two pairs of incised lines at the mid 
and lower parts.  1¾” (45mm) rim and base diameters.  
3½” (90mm) tall, and 2⅝” (67mm) to rim.  125g weight.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.  

29.  A half-gill Scottish pewter lidded measure c1863-
64.  No maker’s mark, but has a dated Glasgow veri� -
cation mark for 1864 on rim to left of handle, and large 
1/2 GILL capacity label, with two other verification
marks.  The convex sided dome lid having a typical 
central cast medallion with crowned capacity label 
½ GILL and G.R.  The S-shaped handle now lacking 
its thumbpiece has a strut to lower attachment point 
and outward curving terminal.  The pear shaped body 
with an incised line at the upper and lower parts of 
the rim, and two pairs of incised lines at the mid body, 
and above the foot.  1¾” (45mm) base diameter.  4” 
(102mm) tall.  154g weight.

860-518.  A quarter-gill Scottish pewter lidded mea-
sure c1860-80.  No maker’s mark.  Two verification
marks on rim to left of handle, the later being a post-
1879 one for the City of Edinburgh.  The convex sided 
dome lid having a typical central cast medallion with 
crowned capacity label.  The S-shaped handle with a 
shell thumbpiece, no strut to lower attachment point 
and outward curving terminal.  The pear shaped body 
with three incised lines to the mid body.  1½” (38mm) 
rim and 1⅗” (41mm) base diameters.  2⅝” (67mm) tall, 
and 2” (51mm) to rim.  100g weight.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey. 

1048.  A quarter-gill Scottish pewter lidded mea-
sure c1880-90.  No maker’s mark, but has a post-1879 
Glasgow verification mark on the rim to the left of the 
handle.  The convex sided dome lid having a typical 
central cast medallion with crowned capacity label.  
The S-shaped handle with a shell thumbpiece, a strut 
to lower attachment point and outward curving termi-
nal.  The pear shaped body with a single incised line 
to the rim, and two pairs at the mid and lower parts.  
1¾” (45mm) rim and base diameters.  3⅜” (86mm) tall, 
and 2½” (65mm) to rim.  125g weight.  Bought from R 
Mundey.

860-513.  A rare 4-glass Scottish pewter lidded measure 
c1830-50.  No maker’s, verification or capacity marks.  
The convex sided dome lid has a pair of incised lines 
instead of the more usually seen central cast medallion.  
The S-shaped handle with a shell thumbpiece, strut to 
lower attachment point and outward curving termi-
nal.  The pear shaped body with two pairs of incised 
lines at the mid and lower parts.  Capacity is 4-glass = 
half-mutchkin.  2⅓” (60mm) rim and base diameters.  
5” (127mm) tall, and 4⅙” (97mm) to rim.  284g weight.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey. 

 
674.  A rare 2-glass Scottish pewter lidded measure 
c1830-50.  No maker’s, verification or capacity marks.  
The convex sided dome lid having a central cast medal-
lion with crowned capacity label.  The S-shaped handle 
with a shell thumbpiece, strut to lower attachment point 
and outward curving terminal.  The pear shaped body 
with an incised line at the upper and lower parts of the 
rim, and two pairs of incised lines at the mid body, and 
above the foot.  Capacity is 2-glass = quarter-mutchkin.  
1⅚” (47mm) rim, and 2” (53mm) base diameters.  4⅜” 
(111mm) tall, and 3⅙” (81mm) to rim.  200g weight.  
Bought 7 August 1991.

LIDLESS MEASURES
After the introduction of Imperial measure, the demand for lidded measures 
slowly declined.  They were gradually replaced by lidless ones especially in the 
North (East) of Scotland, and by the last third of the 19th century, lidless measures 
predominated throughout Scotland.  There is good evidence to show that the North 
East of Scotland favoured lidless measures the most, and the term ‘Aberdeen’ is 
often used to describe lidless measures particularly of the tappit hen type. 
Thistle measures
These are so-called because the body shape resembles a thistle head.  They are 
rarely seen because they became illegal for not conforming to the 1907 Weights 
and Measures Regulations requiring that all measures should empty completely 
when tilted to an angle of 120°.  Despite what P Spencer Davies says in Scottish 
Pewter 1600-1850 they are known in both pre-Imperial and Imperial capacities, but 
may not be much earlier in origin than c1820.  When veri� ed, they tend to have 
Glasgow veri� cation marks, which suggests they originated there, and from the 
variety of design features they may have been the products of several workshops.  
The neck and globular body constitute the ‘vessel’ and the lower section beneath 
is a hollow foot.  Both the top edge of the neck, and lower edge of the foot were 
sometimes made with, and sometimes without a rim.  They range in capacity from 
a pint to one-eighth of a pint in Imperial sizes, and probably were made only in the 
three smallest pre-Imperial capacities that equate to ‘Glass’ measures.  
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903a.  A very rare Scots half-gill Scottish pewter 
thistle measure c1830-50.  No maker’s, verification
or capacity marks.  The S-curve handle with button 
attachments top and bottom has a raised thumbrest, 
and vestigial terminal.  The neck and base each having 
a strengthened rim.  Capacity is pre-Imperial Scots 
half-gill = 1.9 fl oz.  1½” (40mm) rim diameter.  3⅕” 
(82mm) tall.  132g weight. 

160.  A very rare quarter-gill Scottish pewter thistle 
measure c1850-60.  No maker’s mark, but has a dated 
Glasgow verification mark to the left of the handle of 
the type used c1849-64.  The S-curve handle with a 
button attachment at the top has a raised thumbrest, 
and has been repaired at the bottom and now 
lacks a terminal.  The neck and base each having a 
strengthened rim.  Capacity is Imperial quarter-gill = 
1¼ fl oz.  2¾” (69mm) tall.  ex Peal collection.  Bought 
6 October 1981 at Sotheby’s.
Illustrated at Fig 84, and described by Peal in British Pewter 
and Britannia Metal 1971.  Illustrated and discussed by Neish 
in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 9 (right) p244-
248.  Illustrated p33 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

506a.  A very rare quarter-gill Scottish pewter thistle 
measure c1850-60.  No maker’s mark, but has a variant 
Glasgow verification mark to the left of the handle 
of the type used c1840-50.  The S-curve handle with 
a raised thumbrest is attached directly to the body, 
and has a vestigial terminal.  The top of the globular 
body has a pair of incised lines.  The neck and base 
each having a strengthened rim.  Capacity is Imperial 
quarter-gill = 1¼ fl oz.  2⅝” (67mm) tall

Tappit hen variants of lidless measures
By the mid-19th century the only remaining Edinburgh pewterer was James Moyes 
whose holloware has distinctive features, and he is not known to have made tappit 
hens.  So, the majority of other measures were probably made in Glasgow, as 
evidenced by the presence on them of Glasgow veri� cation marks, or in the case 
of bulbous bodied measures were imported from say Manchester or Birmingham.  
It is possible that a couple of Scottish provincial makers continued to produce 
measures during the mid-19th century, but no � rm evidence exists to prove that 
assumption.  The smallest tappit hen variants were made lidded and lidless, and 
sometimes without a handle probably as they were cheaper for licensees to buy, 
and easier to use.  Thus, this type of tappit hen body is found in three forms: lidded 
with a handle, lidless with a handle, and lidless without a handle.  When these 
measures have a handle it is usually of the form seen on later 19th century bulbous 
measures.    

1.  A gill Scottish pewter variant tappit hen measure 
of unusually squat form c1880-90.  No maker’s mark, 
but has a post-1891 verification mark to the rim for the 
Parliamentary Burgh of Airdrie (VR 555).  The measure 
appears to have been made using components of a 
larger sized tappit hen, cut down and assembled to 
create this unusual form.  2⅜” (60mm) base diameter.  
2⅝” (67mm) tall.  162g weight.  ex Peal collection.  
Bought 13 November 1980 at Sotheby’s.

1286.  An exceptionally rare quarter-gill Scottish 
nickel plated pewter variant tappit hen measure 
with beading to the neck ring c1830-50.  This is an 
uncommon form*, has no maker’s mark, but a similar 
pewter example in a Canadian collection is by John & 
R Ferguson, tinsmiths and pewterers of Glasgow, John 
being made free in 1815.  Engraved Wm Cook with ¼ 
Gill on the opposite side.  An early oval Glasgow ‘tree’ 
verification mark inside the rim.  Capacity is Imperial 
quarter gill = 1¼ fl oz.  2¼” tall.  Bought October 2006
from C Ricketts.
*This is a form of measure not recorded by P Spencer Davies 
in Scottish Pewter 1600-1850.

309.  A half-gallon Scottish pewter variant tappit 
hen measure c1840-70.  No maker’s mark.  A pre-
1865 veri� cation mark for the City of Aberdeen on 
the rim, and HALF IMP. GALLON struck under the 
base.  This is an example of the unlidded ‘Aberdeen 
type’ with an uncut and undrilled (‘blind’) hinge lug 
to the top of the handle, which has a short strut at 
the lower attachment point, and outward curving 
terminal.  The body decorated with varying numbers 
of incised lines to neck, body and base.  The form of 
the base, and location of the concentric rings on the 
lower body, show the measure was extended from 
a Scots pint to Imperial standard capacity.  The base 
is rounded outwards, which typically was done to 
increase capacity.  Capacity is Imperial half-gallon = 
80 �  oz.  11½” (292mm) tall.  Bought 17 December 
1981 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 5 (left) p244-248.  

310.  A quart Scottish pewter variant tappit hen 
measure c1840-70.  No maker’s mark.  There is a post-
1879 veri� cation mark for Ban�  County (VR15) to the 
rim.  Under the base is an earlier veri� cation mark 
showing the capacity with DG (for Dean of Guild, the 
o� cer responsible locally for weights and measures 
veri� cation).  This is an example of the unlidded 
‘Aberdeen type’ with an uncut and undrilled (‘blind’) 
hinge lug to the top of the handle, which has a short 
strut at the lower attachment point, and outward 
curving terminal.  The body decorated with varying 
numbers of incised lines to upper and lower neck, 
body and base.  Capacity is Imperial quart = 40 �  
oz.  9” (226mm) tall.  Bought 17 December 1981 at 
Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 5 (2nd left) p244-248.  

183.  A pint Scottish pewter variant tappit hen measure 
c1840-60.  No maker’s mark.  There is a post-1860 
veri� cation mark for the Aberdeen district of Aberdeen 
County to the rim.  Under the base is an earlier 
IMPERIAL over DG veri� cation mark used by the City 
of Aberdeen (Dean of Guild, the o� cer responsible 
locally for weights and measures veri� cation).  This 
is an example of the unlidded ‘Aberdeen type’ with 
an uncut and undrilled (‘blind’) hinge lug to the top 
of the handle, which has a short strut at the lower 
attachment point, and outward curving terminal.  The 
body decorated with varying numbers of incised lines 
to upper and lower neck, body and base.  Capacity is 
Imperial pint = 20 �  oz.  6” (152mm) tall to the rim.  
Bought 30 April 1981 at Christie’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 5 p244-248.   

457.  A rare mutchkin capacity Scottish pewter variant 
tappit hen measure c1830-50.  No maker’s, capacity 
or verification marks.  This is an example of the 
unlidded ‘Aberdeen type’ with an uncut and undrilled 
(‘blind’) hinge lug to the top of the handle, which has 
a vestigial strut at the lower attachment point, and 
outward curving terminal.  The body decorated with 
varying numbers of incised lines to the neck, body 
and base.  Capacity is pre-Imperial mutchkin = 15 �  
oz.  No dimensions recorded.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 5 p244-248.  

464.  A half-pint Scottish pewter baluster measure 
c1830-50.  No maker’s mark.  A pre-1865 verification
mark for the City of Aberdeen on the rim, with 
several later ones including Banff County.  This form 
of measure is the smaller version of the unlidded 
‘Aberdeen type’ with an uncut and undrilled (‘blind’) 
hinge lug to the top of the handle, which has a vestigial 
strut at the lower attachment point, and an outward 
curving terminal.  The body decorated with varying 
numbers of incised lines to the neck, body and base.  
Capacity is Imperial half-pint = 10 fl oz.  2½” (65mm) 
rim and 2⅔” (68mm) base diameters.  4¼” (108mm) 
tall.  270g weight.
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620.  A half-pint Scottish pewter baluster measure 
c1830-50.  No maker’s mark.  Several post-1879 
verification marks for Banff County on the rim.  
Under the base is an earlier IML over DG verification
mark (meaning Imperial, and Dean of Guild, the 
office responsible locally for weights and measures 
verification).  This form of measure is the smaller 
version of the unlidded ‘Aberdeen type’ with an 
uncut and undrilled (‘blind’) hinge lug to the top of 
the handle, which has a vestigial strut at the lower 
attachment point, and an outward curving terminal.  
The upper and lower body decorated with varying 
numbers of incised lines.  Capacity is Imperial half-
pint = 10 fl oz.  2½” (65mm) rim and 2⅔” (68mm) 
base diameters.  4⅖” (112mm) tall, and 4⅕” (107mm) 
to the rim.  290g weight.

463. A gill Scottish pewter baluster measure c1830-
50.  No maker’s or verification marks.  Under the 
base is IMPERIAL over DG (Dean of Guild, the 
office responsible locally for verification of weights 
and measures).  This form of measure is the smaller 
version of the unlidded ‘Aberdeen type’ with an 
uncut and undrilled (‘blind’) hinge lug to the top of 
the handle, which has a vestigial strut at the lower 
attachment point, and now lacks a terminal.  The 
body decorated with varying numbers of incised 
lines to the neck, body and base.  Capacity is Imperial 
gill = 5 fl oz.  2⅛” (54mm) rim and 2” (51mm) base 
diameters.  3⅗” (93mm) tall.  190g weight.

1072.  A quarter-gill Scottish pewter variant tappit 
hen measure c1880-1900.  Struck with a crowned X 
inside the base, otherwise no identifiable maker’s 
mark.  Made without a handle.  The lower body has 
three incised lines.  Capacity is Imperial quarter gill 
= 1¼ fl oz.  1¼” (32mm) rim and base diameters.  
2⅓” (60mm) tall.  65g weight.

430.  A quarter-gill Scottish pewter variant tappit hen 
measure c1885-90.  No maker’s mark, but has several 
veri� cation marks for the City of Dundee, with numerous 
date stamps ranging from 1890 to 1904.  The lower body 
has a pair of incised lines.  Capacity is Imperial quarter 
gill = 1¼ �  oz.  1¼” (32mm) rim and 1⅜” (35mm) base 
diameters.  2¼” (58mm) tall.  75g weight.
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 5 p244-248.  

105.  A quarter-gill Scottish pewter variant lidless 
tappit hen measure c1900-10.  No maker’s mark, but 
has a Glasgow verification mark (ER62) to the right 
of the handle with other marks possibly divisional 
numbers or date stamps for (19)05 and ‘06.  Capacity 
is Imperial quarter gill = 1¼ fl oz.  1⅜” (36mm) base 
diameter.  2½” (63mm) tall.  75g weight.  Bought from 
R Mundey.

344.  A quarter-gill Scottish pewter variant lidless 
tappit hen measure.  No maker’s mark.  The lower 
body has three incised lines just above the footrim.  
The handle with a short strut at the lower attachment 
point.  Capacity is Imperial quarter gill = 1¼ fl oz.  1⅓” 
(34mm) base diameter.  2¼” (60mm) tall.  75g weight. 
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 9 12/1989 Fig 5 p244-248.   

Bottle capacity measures
Prior to the introduction of Imperial Standard measure in 1826, many local 
and customary capacities were favoured across the United Kingdom.  The 
‘bottle’ equated to two-thirds of an ale quart (c26.7 �  oz), but only became 
a legally prescribed measure from 1870-1878.  As such, these measures are 
very rare.  Only the Cities of Edinburgh and Glasgow obtained standards for 
this capacity, and it may be that only in Edinburgh were pewter measures 
made to the legal standard, and not surprisingly examples are rare.  The only 
identi� ed pewterer who made measures to these capacities was James Moyes 
of Edinburgh 1851-91.

676.  A bottle capacity Scottish pewter measure by 
James Moyes of West Bow, Edinburgh his touch-
mark inside the base.  The upper body with dated 
Edinburgh verification marks for 1874 and 1875, 
and BOTTLE capacity label.  The tall slightly incurv-
ing body with two pairs of triple incised lines, and 
a bold raised fillet separating it from the foot.  The 
S-curve handle with a thumbrest, and ‘ball and tear-
drop’ terminal attached to the body by short struts.  
Capacity is one bottle = 26.7 fl oz.  3⅝ (92mm) rim, 
and 3¾” (96mm) base diameters.  6⅓” (161mm) tall.  
594g weight.   

SSAGM-20.  A bottle capacity Scottish pewter beaker 
measure c1850.  No maker’s, verification or capac-
ity marks.  Possibly made in Edinburgh from Britan-
nia metal where a similar alloy was used by Robert 
Whyte and Son 1848-54.  This beaker almost certainly 
predates the legalisation of the Bottle measure in 1870.  
Capacity is equivalent to one bottle = 26.7 fl oz.  2⅛” 
(54mm) base diameter.  6” (152mm) tall.  8½ oz weight.  
Bought March 2007 from C Ricketts.

1050.  A half-bottle capacity Scottish pewter measure by 
James Moyes of West Bow, Edinburgh his touchmark in-
side the base.  The upper body with a dated Edinburgh 
veri� cation mark, and ½ BOTTLE capacity label.  The tall 
slightly incurving body with two pairs of triple incised 
lines, and a bold raised � llet separating it from the foot.  
The S-curve handle with a thumbrest, and � shtail termi-
nal attached to the body by short struts.  Capacity is half-
bottle = 13.4 �  oz.  2⅞” (74mm) rim, and 2⅘” (71mm) 
base diameters.  4¾” (120mm) tall.  435g weight. 

440. A unique* bottle capacity Scottish 
pewter measure made in Edinburgh 
probably by James Moyes.  No maker’s 
mark, but has an X inside the base.  
The rim with an 1874 dated Edinburgh 
verification mark, and BOTTLE 
capacity label.  The bulbous body with 
incised lines midway.  4” (102mm) 
base diameter.  4⅞” (123mm) tall.  550g 
weight.
* P Spencer Davies notes in Scottish Pewter 
1600-1850 that this and the following half-
bottle example are the only ones known

796.  A quarter-gill Scottish pewter variant 
lidless tappit hen measure c1880-1900.  No 
maker’s mark.  Two star-shaped cancellation 
stamps added over earlier (now illegible) 
verification marks on the rim*.  Capacity is 
Imperial quarter gill = 1¼ fl oz.  1⅓” (34mm) 
rim and 1⅖” (36mm) base diameters.  2¼” 
(60mm) tall.  70g weight.  Bought September 
1993 from M Kashden.
* These rarely seen star ‘cancellation’ marks were 
added by Weights and Measures Inspectors to 
show the measure was condemned for some 
violation of Weights and Measures legislation.  
In some parts of the country the measure would 
have been confiscated, or destroyed on the spot 
typically by being crushed underfoot.  

441.  A unique* half-bottle capacity 
Scottish pewter measure made in Ed-
inburgh probably by James Moyes.  No 
maker’s mark.  The rim with an 1874 
dated Edinburgh verification mark, 
and ½ BOTTLE capacity label.  The 
squat bulbous body with incised lines 
midway.  3½” (90mm) base diameter.  
3⅔” (94mm) tall.  350g weight.
* P Spencer Davies notes in Scottish Pewter 
1600-1850 that this and the previous bottle 
example are the only ones known
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Measures possibly made in Scotland
Sometimes, collectors and students of Scottish pewter encounter ‘unusual’ 
examples, which because they lack a maker’s mark cannot be de� nitively classed 
as made in Scotland.  The presence of veri� cation marks from Scottish local 
authorities only means the measure was used in trade in Scotland.

1135.  A half pint British pewter bulbous measure 
c1880-90, which may be a Scottish made item.  No 
maker’s mark.  The rim with many verification marks 
including Dundee, Perth City and Perth County, with 
date stamps from the Edwardian period.  No dimen-
sions recorded.

1031. A half-gill British pewter measure c1880-90, 
which may be a Scottish made item.  No maker’s 
mark, but has an X inside the base.  The rim with a 
post-1879 verification mark for the City of Glasgow.  
1⅞” (49mm) rim, and 1⅔” (43mm) base diameters.  
2⅓” (59mm) tall.  125g weight.

585.  A quarter-gill British pewter whisky measure in 
the shape of a thistle c1900.  No maker’s, verification
or capacity marks.  Possibly made in Scotland, but 
more likely imported from Manchester or Birming-
ham to sell as a tourist souvenir.  The neck engraved 
A Wee Drappie, and the lower body decorated with a 
geometric design.  Capacity is Imperial quarter gill = 
1¼ fl oz.  1½” (40mm) rim, and ⅞” (24mm) base diam-
eters.  1⅚” (47mm) tall.  25g weight.  Given December 
1986 by R Mundey.

TANKARDS
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527.  An English pewter variant � at lid tankard by the 
unidenti� ed maker IS his touchmark inside the base 
c1685-1700.  The mark may be the pot touch of John 
Smith of London 1685-1732.  The plain straight sided 
body with a broad slightly elevated band below the 
rim, and a pair of incised lines over another broad 
convex band above the narrow skirt foot.  The � at lid 
has a vestigial ‘double dome’ in the form of a central 
small ‘pimple’, and frontal denticulations.  The ram’s 
horn thumbpiece is a convincing replacement.  The 
S-curve handle with a raised thumbrest behind the 
hinge assembly, swan’s neck upper attachment and 
a shield terminal.  5⅛” (130mm) base diameter.  6¾” 
(172mm) tall, and 5⅛” (130mm) to rim.  900g weight.  
ex Michaelis collection bought by Morse 12 November 
1973 as Lot 86 at Sotheby’s. 
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TANKARDS
Tankards were elite drinking vessels
Tankards were always the more elite vessels used for drinking in the 17th and 18th centuries until they went out of fashion in the early 19th century.  
Their form, and the development of their body and handle styles closely match those of mugs (see chapters on Lidless Drinking Vessels).  Tankards can be 
subdivided into two main groups: the earliest have tapering cylindrical bodies initially with flat lids and later with double domed lids, then from c1730 the 
rounded pear or tulip shaped bodies start to appear.  Early in the 18th century, handles became larger with stronger curves, scroll thumbpieces and fishtail
terminals.  Next was a gradual transition to handles with solid chairback thumbpieces and ball terminals of the ‘hooded ball’ type.  Pewterers usually 
struck their marks twice on tankards: hallmarks on the lid, and touchmark or pot touch inside the base.  Once domed lids were introduced, the hallmarks 
were struck on the upper body to either side of the handle depending on the pewterer’s preference.  The capacities of tankards are not as varied as measures 
and flagons, and none a e known larger than a wine capacity half-gallon. 

Flat lid tankards
The earliest dateable pewter tankard is thought to have been made c1650, and is closely similar to the later Stuart forms with flat lids and plain cylindrical 
bodies.  However, Commonwealth period examples had very flat lids that were more shallow than those from the closing decades of the 17th century, 
and insignificant flat bases.  Although the bodies changed only slightly over the next 50 years, there were several designs of thumbpieces, possibly the 
earliest being of the triple, and twin cusp types also seen on beefeater flagons. About 15% of flat lid tanka ds from the 1670s and 1680s have thumbpieces 
of the twin lovebird type with a voluted cresting.  Later thumbpieces include several variants of the ram’s horn (42%), the palmette or palm tree (10%), 
and scroll (4%).  One unique example in the Collection has a crown thumbpiece (see #860-417) while unique forms in other collections include a bird 
vulning, chrysalis, twin acorn, and plume/spray.  A feature of almost all early tankards are single or several serrated shaped projections (crenulations or 
denticulations) standing proud of the rim flange of the flat lid.  From c1675-85 the handle has a long tongue dropping down the upper body from the hinge 
assembly, which probably served to strengthen the lid and hinge.   

Miniature or toy tankards
These are very rare objects, and may have been made as children’s toys.  

960.  An English pewter miniature or toy � at lid tankard by an unidenti� ed 
maker IC his touchmark inside the base c1680-1700.  The body tapering 
inwards from the rim to the foot.  The body rim has an inner raised � ange 
acting as a keeper ring that � ts into a groove near the edge of the lid.  The 
� at lid with two concentric incised lines centrally, and a variant of an erect 
thumbpiece.  The C-curve handle with short strut at lower attachment point 
extending into a rounded terminal.  The hollow ovolo moulded foot with 
everted edge, and turning lines underneath.  2⅞” (73mm) tall.

1123  An English pewter miniature dome lid tankard c1690-1710.  No maker’s 
mark, so dating is based on the general range for full size tankards of this 
type.  The body tapering inwards from the rim to the foot, and decorated 
with wrigglework leaves and � owers.  The double-dome lid with frontal 
denticulations, and rows of vertical gadrooning.  The thumbpiece is large 
and features a head inside a lyre-shaped outline.  The head may represent a 
cherub, cat or devil.  The ovolo moulded foot is also gadrooned.  1⅖” (36mm) 
base diameter.  3¼” (82mm) tall, and 2¼” (58mm) to rim.  90g weight.  Bought 
January 1999.

572.   An English pewter � at lid tankard by the 
unidenti� ed maker SB his lozenge shaped touchmark 
inside the base c1685-1700.  A possible maker is Samuel 
Booth of York.  Ownership initials EB struck on the 
front of the rim.  Both the body and lid are hammered 
all over as a decorative � nish.  The straight sided body 
with ovolo moulded foot.  The � at lid with frontal 
denticulations, and a palm tree thumbpiece.  The 
S-curve handle with an unusual ramshorn terminal.  6” 
(153mm) tall.  Bought August 1988 from A Bartram.

633.  An English pewter � at lid tankard by TB of 
Wigan his circular beaded edge touchmark of a chalice 
� anked by T and B below three stars or � ower heads 
with a chalice and stars inside the base c1680-1700.  The 
slightly tapering plain body with a stepped hollow foot.  
The � at lid with frontal denticulations, and a ram’s 
horn thumbpiece.  The S-curve handle with a boot-heel 
terminal.  5” (128mm) base diameter.  7⅛” (181mm) tall, 
and 5⅜” (96mm) to rim.  400g weight.  Bought 5 June 
1989 at Sotheby’s.

615.  A pint English pewter � at lid tankard c1675-85.  
No maker’s mark.  The cylindrical plain body with an 
ovolo moulded hollow foot.  The � at lid with frontal 
denticulations, and a rare plumed (or spray) thumbpiece.  
The S-curve handle with a raised thumbrest behind the 
hinge assembly, and a boot-heel terminal.  3½” (90mm) 
base diameter.  5” (128mm) tall, and 3¾” (96mm) to rim.  
400g weight.  Bought April 1989 from R Mundey.

Flat lid tankards with plain, repousse or hammered all over bodies

These forms include some of the rarest of the flat lid group, and about 41% 
of recorded flat lid tankards have plain bodies, eight (5%) have decorative 
hammering (see #572), and two are repousse decorated.  The pint capacity 
example (see #615) is especially rare, as most flat lid tankards are of larger 
capacities

Wrigglework decoration and commemorative tankards

The earlier flat lids were unadorned with decoration until in London c1680-85 
it became the fashion to employ wrigglework engraving, which initially seems 
to have been used to create Royal mementoes.  This paralleled the development 
of Royal portraits on a range of delft pottery.  There survives a sizeable group of 
English pewter with patriotic decoration made to commemorate events such as 
Royal accessions, coronations and weddings.  These commemoratives include 
armorial dishes, portrait spoons and tankards, and were most popular from 
c1685-1715, although the production of Royal portrait spoons lasted well into 
the 18th century.  About 36% of surviving flat lid tankards are decorated with 
wrigglework, with another 16% being Royal portrait tankards.  These typically 
depict the bust of the monarch flanked by the emblems of the rose, lion, thistle 
and unicorn.  Only one example of a James II portrait tankard is known, with 
the rest being dedicated to William and Mary (15), and William alone (11).  
Over time, and increasingly in the provinces, pewterers produced a wide range 
of wrigglework designs.  They used a narrow chisel-like blade, which they 
simultaneously pushed at an angle while rocking it from side to side along the 
metal to create a zigzag groove.  This is what is known today as wrigglework.  
British wrigglework should be viewed as naive folk art, as pewterers while 
skilled craftsmen were not scholarly artists.  They responded to trends in other 
materials as best they could.  Thus their designs may be seen as crude, but it is 
this aspect which is so appealing to collectors who enjoy the simplicity of these 
depictions of everyday objects and scenes.  During the late Stuart period, we 
occasionally find a rare wrigglework dome lid tankard (see #860-408) or later in 
the 18th century a commemorative tankard such as that celebrating John Wilkes 
(1725-97) the great Parliamentary Reformer (see #1279).
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504.  An English pewter � at lid tankard by Charles 
Wareing of Shipston-on-Stour, Worcestershire 
1685-97 his touchmark inside the base.  Ownership 
initials BS to the front of rim.  The cylindrical body 
with an ovolo moulded hollow foot.  The drum with 
wrigglework engraving of three tulips with foliage, 
and a � ower head on the lid.  The � at lid has frontal 
denticulations, and a twin love-bird thumbpiece.  
The S-curve handle with a boot-heel terminal.  4⅗” 
(117mm) base diameter.  6⅜” (160mm) tall, and 
4⅔” (120mm) to rim.  725g weight.  ex W Buckell 
collection.  Bought 22 April 1986 as Lot 206 at 
Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 11/1995 Fig 4 p112-114.

860-419.  An English pewter � at lid tankard 
by Lawrence Anderton of Wigan 1660-99 his 
touchmark inside the base.  Ownership triad of 
initials of W over PH to the front of the lid rim.  
The body and lid with wrigglework engraving of 
tulips and foliage including a central � ower motif.  
The cylindrical body showing entasis, which is a 
narrowing of the diameter below the rim, and at the 
bottom of the drum.  The lid with frontal extensions 
or denticulations to the rim.  The ‘S’-shaped handle 
with palmette thumbpiece, half-shield terminal, 
and ornate casting behind the thumbrest.  There is 
a short strut and lozenge shaped escutcheon plate 
at the lower attachment point of the handle.  6⅘” 
(173mm) tall, and 5” (128mm) to rim.  3⅚” (98mm) 
mouth and 5” (129mm) base diameters.  816gm 
weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late Richard 
Mundey whose collection label is under the base.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 11/1995 Fig 3 p112-114.
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639.  An English pewter commemorative � at lid tankard by the unidenti� ed 
maker RS his crowned oval mark inside the base.  Based on the form and 
decorative details, the maker is probably from London, and the most likely 
candidate is Robert Seare/Sayers 1669-94.  Ownership triad of initials R over 
IM to the front of the lid rim.  The front of the body engraved in an oval 
cartouche with wrigglework half portraits below a crown of King William III 
and Queen Mary above the Royal cypher, and � anked by wrigglework birds 
and � owers.  The sides with depictions of birds with � owers and foliage.  The 
tankard probably made and decorated to commemorate either the Glorious 
Revolution of 1688 when they were chosen as monarchs over the catholic King 
James VII, or their coronation in 1689.  The � at lid with frontal denticulations 
decorated with a wrigglework spray.  The S-curve handle with a variant of the 
ram’s horn thumbpiece, and a possibly unique seahorse terminal with shield.  
4⅖” (112mm) base diameter.  6⅛” (155mm) tall, 4⅖” (113mm) to rim.  602g 
weight.  Bought August 1990 from A Bartram. 
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1991 
p37-38.  Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 11 8/1997 
Fig 1 p252-256 & Vol 11 11/1995 Fig 6 p112-114.  Illustrated at p47 in An Introduction to 
British Pewter 1997.  Discussed by Neish in The Royal Touch Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 12 
7/2002 p336.  Illustrated and discussed by Garland Pass in the Bulletin of the PCCA 
Fig 33 Summer 2004 p21. 

486.  An English pewter commemorative � at lid tankard 
by Richard Donne of London 1677-99 his beaded 
lozenge touchmark inside the base, and his hallmarks 
on the lid.  Ownership triad of initials P over IM to the 
front of rim.  The front of the body engraved in an oval 
� oriate spray cartouche with wrigglework half portraits 
below a crown of King William III and Mary and their 
crowned WMR cypher, the sides with supporters of 
a lion and rose, and unicorn and thistle.  The tankard 
probably made and decorated to commemorate either 
the Glorious Revolution of 1688 when they were 
chosen as monarchs over the catholic King James VII, 
or their coronation in 1689.  The � at lid decorated with 
a wrigglework spray, has frontal denticulations, and a 
ram’s horn thumbpiece.  The S-curve handle with an 
elaborate shield terminal.  5⅓” (136mm) base diameter.  
7⅛” (181mm) tall, and 5½” (139mm) to rim. Sold 
12.11.1991 as  Lot 781 at Sotheby’s.  Bought 31 October 
1985 as Lot 12 at Sotheby’s (ex Hand collection?). 
Exhibited June 1989 as item #20 at Grosvenor House ‘England 
in the Time of William and Mary’.  Illustrated and discussed 
by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 11 11/1995 Fig 1 
p112-114.  Discussed by Neish in The Royal Touch Bulletin of 
the PCCA Vol 12 7/2002 p335.

  
556.  An English pewter commemorative � at lid tankard 
by William Eddon of London 1691-1747 his rare and 
dated beaded circular touchmark inside the base, and 
his hallmarks on the lid.  Ownership triad of initials M 
over EM to the front of the rim.  The front of the body 
engraved in an oval cartouche with wrigglework half 
portraits below a crown of King William III and Mary and 
their crowned WMR cypher, the sides with supporters 
of a lion and rose, and unicorn and thistle.  The tankard 
probably made and decorated to commemorate either 
the Glorious Revolution of 1688 when they were 
chosen as monarchs over the catholic King James VII, 
or their coronation in 1689.  The � at lid decorated with 
a wrigglework tulips, has frontal denticulations, and 
a ram’s horn thumbpiece.  The S-curve handle with 
a raised thumbrest behind the hinge assembly, and 
a shield terminal.  4⅔” (119mm) base diameter.  6⅔” 
(168mm) tall, and 4⅘” (122mm) to rim.  710g weight.  
Bought 30 September 1987 at Christie’s. 
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 11/1995 Fig 5 p112-114.  Discussed by Neish in 
The Royal Touch Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 12 7/2002 p335

860-417.  An English pewter commemorative � at lid 
tankard by the unidenti� ed maker TN his touchmark in 
a beaded circle inside the base.  Based on the form and 
decorative details, the maker is probably a provincial 
one, and a likely candidate is Thomas Nicholls II of 
Walsall c1690.  Ownership triad of crowned initials 
W over IG to the front of the lid rim.  The front and 
sides of the body divided into roundel panels, and the 
upper body engraved God Bless King William.  The 
panels have a Royal crown � anked by W R at the front, 
and the side roundels are decorated with wrigglework 
tulips.  The lid has a wrigglework crown.  The � at lid 
with frontal extensions or denticulations to the rim.  The 
S-curve handle with a unique crown thumbpiece, and 
a half shield shape terminal.  6⅗” (167mm) tall, and 
4¾” (120mm) to rim.  4¾” (121mm) mouth and 4⅘” 
(122mm) base diameters.  712g weight.  Formerly in the 
collections of the late C Minchin, and Richard Mundey 
his collection label under base. 
Exhibited and described as item #23 Pewterware with Royal 
Associations at Pewterers’ Hall, London from 1 to 13 July 
1974.  Illustrated by Deborah Stratton in Mugs and Tankards 
- A Collector’s Guide 1975 p41.  Illustrated and discussed by 
Peal at Fig 67 p97 Pewter of Great Britain for Pleasure and 
Investment 1983.  Illustrated in the Journal of the Pewter 
Society Autumn 1992 Fig 4 p139.  Illustrated and discussed 
by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 11 11/1995 Fig 2 
p112-114.  Discussed by Neish in The Royal Touch Bulletin of 
the Pewter Collectors Club of America Vol 12 7/2002 p335.

622.  An English pewter � at lid tankard by the 
unidenti� ed maker IL his touchmark to the inside 
base.  He is probably a Wigan maker based on the 
form and decorative details such as the cast decoration 
to the upper handle, and a likely candidate is James 
Leatherbarrow III 1680-1711.  Ownership initials MH to 
the front of the lid.  The cylindrical body with an ovolo 
moulded hollow foot.  The front of the body engraved 
in a circular wrigglework cartouche with a bird, and 
both sides with tulips and foliage, and a � ower head 
on the lid.  The � at lid with frontal denticulations, and a 
palmette thumbpiece.  The S-curve handle with ornate 
casting at the top, and a half shield terminal.  A Richard 
Mundey collection label under the base.  6⅔” (170mm) 
tall, and 5” (126mm) to rim.  832g weight.  Bought 
October 1989 from R Mundey.

Right hand photo is of a complete mark
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Double dome-lid tankards
The domed lid otherwise known more accurately as the double-domed 
lid came to dominance in the 18th century.  The form first appeared c1685 
evidenced by the touchmark of John Smith of London struck in 1685, which 
depicts a dome-lid tankard.  Initially, dome-lid tankards had more pronounced 
domes, were taller, more slender, and often retained the projecting lid flange
with pronounced denticulation seen on flat lids (see #860-408 & #537). They 
also tended to have a low fillet to the body unlike the flat lids.  By the second 
decade of the 18th century the tankard body reverted to squatter and broader 
proportions.  Thumbpieces initially followed those used on flat lids, and 
then new forms were introduced.  These include the draped or cloaked solid 
chairback, followed later in the 18th century by the open chairback.  Initially, 
the thumbpieces were solid, but soon decorative cut-outs were introduced, 
the most common being oval or heart shaped.

537.  A quart English pewter cylindrical tankard by the 
unidentified maker TB his touchmark inside the base 
c1700-1720.  He is probably a Wigan maker based on the 
form and decorative details such as the cut card decora-
tion to the upper handle.  Crowned ownership initials 
ML struck to front of the lid rim.  The straight sided body 
with a single narrow raised fillet low down the body, and 
an ovolo moulded foot.  The tall double-dome lid with a 
flat rim and ram’s horn thumbpiece.  The S-curve han-
dle with cut-card decoration to the upper part behind the 
hinge assembly, and a spade terminal.  5” (127mm) base 
diameter.  7⅛” (181mm) tall, and 5⅖” (138mm) to rim.  
1kg weight.  Bought 14 October 1986 at Sotheby’s.

860-536.  A quart English pewter tapering tankard 
c1705-20.  No maker’s marks, but style and decora-
tive features suggest made in Wigan.  The slightly ta-
pering body has a narrow raised fillet low down the 
body, and an incised line above the ovolo moulded 
hollow foot.  The high double dome lid has a palm 
tree thumbpiece with central pellets to the front and 
a plain back, the hinge assembly has only three lugs 
and is soldered flat on the handle.  The S-curve han-
dle has cut card decoration behind the hinge assem-
bly, and a boot heel terminal.  The style of thumb-
piece, and presence of the body fillet indicates a 
likely date of manufacture between c1705-20.  7½” 
(190mm) tall, and 5¾” (146mm) to rim.  5” (127mm) 
base diameter.  Formerly in the collection of the late 
Richard Mundey.

738.  A quart English pewter tapering tankard by an 
unidentified maker his crowned fleur de lys touch-
mark inside the base, and four identical lion rampant 
hallmarks below a crowned X to the left of the handle 
c1690-1720.  The tapering body has a narrow raised 
fillet low down the body, and an incised line above 
the ovolo moulded hollow foot.  The high double 
dome lid has a variant ram’s horn thumbpiece, the 
hinge assembly has only three lugs and is soldered 
flat on the handle, which with the wider than usual 
rim are all features of an early dome lid tankard.  The 
S-curve handle with an unusual scrolled cylinder 
terminal retains the ‘scrape’ marks to the underside 
left by the pewterer while hand finishing the handle.  
7½” (191mm) tall.

891a.  An English pewter tapering tankard by an 
unconfirmed maker AB his bird touchmark inside 
the base c1690-1700.  The maker is probably from 
Wigan, and may be either Adam Bankes III 1660-1705 
or Adam Bankes IV 1671-1716.  The tapering body 
has a raised fillet low down the body, and an incised 
line above the ovolo moulded hollow foot.  The 
double dome lid has a variant palmette thumbpiece, 
the hinge assembly is soldered flat on the handle.  
The S-curve handle has an unusual scrolled cylinder 
terminal.  6” (154mm) tall.  Bought March 1996.

860-418.  An English pewter commemorative � at lid tankard by the unidenti� ed 
maker CB his touchmark in a beaded circle inside the base, and four identical 
hallmarks of a squirrel in a lozenge on the lid.  Ownership initials IG on the 
handle thumbrest.  The front of the body engraved in a multi-lobed cartouche 
with wrigglework half portraits of King William III and Queen Mary below a 
crown, and � anked respectively by WR and MR.  The sides with wrigglework 
depictions of a lion and a unicorn, a rose and a thistle.  The tankard probably 
made and decorated to commemorate either the Glorious Revolution of 
1688 when they were chosen as monarchs over the catholic King James VII, 
or their coronation in 1689.  The � at lid with frontal denticulations decorated 
with wrigglework foliage and � owers.  The ‘S’-shaped handle with a modern 
replacement thumbpiece, and boot heel terminal.  5½” (140mm) tall, and 4⅓” 
(110) to rim.  3¾” (96mm) mouth and 4⅗” (117mm) base diameters.  692gm 
weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey. 
Discussed by Neish in The Royal Touch Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 12 7/2002 p335.   

860-408.  An English pewter cylindrical tankard by 
an unidenti� ed maker TB his touchmark inside the 
base.  The circular beaded edge mark shows a chalice 
� anked by T and B below three stars or � ower heads.  
The decorative format of the wrigglework is seen on 
� at-lidded tankards from Wigan suggesting TB may be 
a Wigan maker.  The straight sided body has a raised 
� llet low down the body, with an incised line above 
and below it, and an incised line above the stepped 
hollow foot.  The front of the body has a wrigglework 
engraving of a bird in a circular cartouche.  The double-
domed lid has frontal extensions to the rim sometimes 
described as denticulations.  The S-curve handle has a 
palm tree thumbpiece with central pellets, and a boot 
heel terminal.  The style of thumbpiece, and presence 
of the body � llet indicates a likely date of manufacture 
between c1705-20.  6⅞” (175mm) tall, and 5” (128) to rim.  
4” (101mm) mouth and 4⅚” (123mm) base diameters.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

575.  A quart English pewter cylindrical tankard 
by Joseph Pratt I of London 1670-1721 his IP 
touchmark inside the base, with the hallmarks 
of Abraham Wiggin of London 1707-c1738 to 
the right of the handle.  The front of the body 
is engraved with the arms of The Worshipful 
Company of Butchers.  The arms were granted 
by the College of Heralds in 1540, the motto be-
ing - ‘Omnia Subjecisti Sub Pedibus, Oves et Boves’ 
(thou hast put all things under his feet, all sheep 
and oxen).  The heraldic emblems relate to the 
Butchers’ craft.  The winged bull is an allusion 
to St. Luke, the patron saint of the Butchers.  The 
cylindrical body with a narrow raised fillet low 
down the body, and a widening foot rim with in-
cised reeding.  The S-curve handle with a scroll 
thumbpiece, and a fishtail terminal.  A former 
owner’s label under the base.  4⅞” (124mm) base 
diameter.  7” (180mm) tall, and 5½” (140mm) to 
rim.  Bought 13 September 1988 at Sotheby’s. 

473.  A quart English pewter cylindrical tankard 
c1710-30.  No maker’s mark, but has ownership 
triad of initials C over AM to front of rim.  The 
straight sided body with a raised fillet low down 
the body with an incised line above and below it, 
which decorative element is repeated above the 
ovolo moulded foot.  The double dome lid with 
denticulations to the front of the flat rim, and 
a ram’s horn thumbpiece.  The broad S-curve 
handle with a boot heel terminal.  5⅛” (131mm) 
base diameter.  7” (178mm) tall.  950g weight.

340.  A quart English pewter cylindrical tankard 
by the unidentified maker TB, his touchmark 
inside the base.  A likely maker is Thomas 
Boulton I of Wigan 1723-50.  The straight sided 
body with a central narrow raised fillet, and a 
slightly stepped foot rim.  The double dome lid 
with a milled decorative scroll thumbpiece.  The 
broad S-curve handle with a boot heel terminal.  
4½” (113mm) base diameter.  6¾” (172mm) tall, 
and 5” (129mm) to rim.  834g weight.  Bought 21 
December 1982 at Phillips.
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776a.  A quart English pewter cylindrical tankard 
by William Eddon of London 1690-1747 his touch-
mark inside the base, with his X and hallmarks 
above crowned WR to the left of the handle.  The 
straight sided body with a narrow raised fillet low 
down the body, and spreading foot with incised 
lines.  The double-dome lid with a solid draped 
chairback thumbpiece.  The S-curve handle with 
raised thumbrest to upper element behind the 
hinge assembly, and a hooded ball terminal.  5” 
(127mm) base diameter.  7” (179mm) tall, and 5½” 
(139mm) to rim.  1kg weight.  Bought 30 April 1981 
at Christie’s. rim.  

1184.  An English pewter cylindrical tankard by 
Thomas Page of Bristol 1737-56 his touchmark in-
side the base.  The flat lid and ram’s horn thumb-
piece are badly chosen replacements.  The tankard 
would originally have had a double dome lid and 
a scroll or a chair back thumbpiece.  The plain 
straight sided body with a shallow slightly stepped 
foot rim.  The S-curve handle with a raised thum-
brest to upper element behind the hinge assembly, 
and a hooded ball terminal.  4⅖” (113mm) base 
diameter.  6⅓” (161mm) tall, and 4¾” (120mm) to 
rim.  740g weight. 

378.  A quart English pewter tapering tankard by 
George King of Liverpool 1823-35 his crowned X 
above his touchmark inside the base, and three 
hallmarks to left of handle.  The tapering body with 
frontal spout has a narrow raised fillet low down 
the body with an incised line above and below it.  
The base of the body with multiple incised lines, 
and a slightly stepped convex foot rim.  The double 
dome lid with an erect open chairback thumbpiece.  
The double scroll handle with two raised buttons at 
the attachment points, and a fishtail terminal.  7½” 
(191mm) tall.  Bought 12 October 1984 at Sotheby’s.

Tulip or pear shaped tankards
Tulip or pear shaped bodies first appeared during the 1730s.  Pewterers seem 
to have created dome lids with a rounded or flattened top throughout the 18th 
century.  The earliest tulip tankards have hollow cast, bold C-curve handles 
with solid thumbpieces and hooded ball terminals.  Next was a gradual 
transition to handles with pierced thumbpieces, and plain ball terminals.  Later 
in the 18th century, double scroll handles with open chairback thumbpieces 
appeared.  Considerable numbers were exported to North America.     

474.  A quart English pewter tulip tankard by an 
unidentified maker his hallmarks below X to the 
left of the handle c1750-80.  Ownership in the 
Scottish format with twinned pairs of initials FM 
over GD between two wrigglework columns.  
The plain tulip shaped body with convex domed 
foot.  The double dome lid with a cloaked chair 
back thumbpiece.  The S-curve handle with raised 
thumbrest to area behind the hinge assembly, and a 
hooded ball terminal.  4⅖” (113mm) base diameter.  
7⅗” (193mm) tall, and 6” (153mm) to rim.  998g 
weight.

170.  A quart English pewter tulip tankard probably 
by a London maker his unidentified mark inside the 
base, and crowned WR to right of handle c1770-1800.  
Ownership engraving M. Evans to the body.  The tulip 
shaped body with central twin incised lines.  The 
double dome lid with an open chair back thumbpiece.  
The double scroll handle with two raised buttons at 
the attachment points, and a fishtail terminal.  4½” 
(113mm) base diameter.  7½” (190mm) tall.  Bought 5 
February 1981 at Christie’s.

679.  A quart English pewter tulip tankard by John 
Ingram and Charles Hunt of Bewdley, Worcestershire 
trading as Ingram & Hunt 1778-1807.  Their crowned 
X, I & H touchmark, and LONDON label inside the 
base, and detrited hallmarks to the right of the handle.  
Ownership engraving WC to front of body.  The tulip 
shaped plain body with a convex domed foot.  The 
double dome lid with an open chair back thumbpiece.  
The double scroll handle with two raised buttons at 
the attachment points, and a fishtail terminal.  4½” 
(113mm) base diameter.  8” (203mm) tall.  900g weight. 

860-532.  A quart English pewter tulip tankard of a 
form made in the West Midlands from c1830-1900.  No 
maker’s mark.  To the right of the handle is a shield 
shaped verification mark with three castles, and 1866.  
The tulip shaped plain body with frontal spout, and 
a convex domed foot.  The double dome lid with 
peacock’s tail thumbpiece, and an erect thumbrest.  
The twin C-scroll handle is attached to the body by 
two raised buttons at the attachment points, and 
has a fishtail terminal.  4½” (115mm) base diameter.  
7⅞” (200mm) tall, 6” (153mm) to rim.  1200g weight.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

1279.  A quart English pewter tankard 
by John Townsend and Thomas Giffi of 
London trading as Townsend & Giffi
1770-78 their crowned X, hallmarks and 
crowned WR mark to the left of the handle, 
and Townsend’s touchmark inside the base.  
Ownership initials TPL engraved to front 
of body.  A double-dome lidded tankard 
with double scroll handle having an open 
chairback thumbpiece, and decorative 
casting to the thumbrest.  Set into the centre 
of the lid, a medallion with the bust of the 
politician John Wilkes, with the legend JOHN 
WILKES ESQ*.  The reverse shows the figu e 
of Liberty next to an obelisk with the legend 
45 / North Briton / Magna Carta / in Memory 
of the Year / MDCCLXVII.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late ‘Bud’ Swain (USA).  
Bought 19 May 2007 as Lot 66 of Session 3 
of The Charles V Swain Collection at North 
East Auctions Portsmouth New Hampshire.  
4⅞” (124mm) base diameter.  8” (202mm) 
tall.
*In a letter to Swain dated 7.1.1963, the late Ron 
Michaelis said ‘It is most unusual for any English 
piece to bear commemorative medallions.  I 
can think of only two others ... these are early 
straight sided tankards .... Your own tankard is 
particularly interesting for its association with 
John Wilkes the great Parliamentary Reformer’.  
Wilkes (1725-97) was arrested in 1763 for an 
attack on King George III’s speech on peace 
with France.  After his release he fled to France, 
was expelled from the House of Commons, 
and outlawed for publishing libels.  Three 
times re-elected M.P. for Middlesex, but his 
elections annulled, he finally took his seat in 
1774.   Illustrated and described by Swain in his 
British Pewter collection catalogue at pp50-51.  
He bought it in 1960 from Herbert and Richard 
Sandor of Lambertville NJ.  Swain wrote about 
it ‘An English Commemorative Tankard’ in the 
Bulletin of the Pewter Collectors Club of America 
Vol.4 pp158-59.  Illustrated by Hornsby at Fig. 95 
p60 & Fig 919 p271 in Pewter of the Western World 
1983.  Alex Neish illustrated and discussed the 
tankard and Wilkes ‘Seditious Libel and Political 
Immortality’ in the Journal of the Pewter Society 
Autumn 2007 pp27-28.  Illustrated and briefly
described in the Bulletin of the Pewter Collectors 
Club of America Vol.15 Summer 2017 pp9 and 11.

580a.  A pint English pewter tapering tankard by 
John Hudson I of London 1771-1829 his touchmark 
inside the base, and hallmarks to left of handle.  
The front of the body engraved with a family crest 
of a stag’s head, the neck pierced by an arrow.  The 
tapering body with two groups of incised lines 
near the top and bottom handle attachments.  The 
base of the body with multiple incised lines, and 
a slightly stepped convex foot rim.  The double 
dome lid with an open chairback thumbpiece.  
The double scroll handle with short struts at the 
attachment points, and a fishtail terminal.  3⅞” 
(100mm) base diameter.  5¾” (145mm) tall, and 
4⅓” (110mm) to rim.  600g weight.  Bought January 
1988 from A Bartram.
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SSAGM-13.  A probably Austro-Hungarian pewter 
tankard dating from the first third of the 19th 
century.  No maker’s mark.  The shallow double-
dome lid with a central rudimentary knop.  The 
body with raised bands at top, middle and bottom 
replicating the structure of a barrel.  The C-handle 
with a simple erect thumbpiece.  2½” (64mm) base 
diameter.  6” (152mm) tall, and 4½” (114mm) to rim.   

European tankards
The collection includes a few examples of European pewter wares one of 
which is the tankard #SSAGM-13.     

CHALICES & CUPS
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CHALICES & CUPS 
Chalices
The oldest extant pewter chalices are those found in priest’s graves and tombs.  In 1175, the Council of Westminster reasserted that pewter could only be used for 
sepulchral purposes - that is to provide a chalice or other object to be buried with a priest.  Probably as silver was too costly, it later became usual for churches to 
provide pewter chalices despite this contravention.  Examples of sepulchral chalices dating from at least the 13-14th centuries are recorded.  They tend to have a 
wide and shallow bowl, and simple knopped stem on a spreading circular foot, and apart from its diminutive size #1240 is of this form.
In church ritual the chalice is used in all Christian churches to hold wine in the celebration of the Eucharist.  It represents the chalice of the Last Supper referred to 
in the New Testament: “Take and drink ye all of it. For this is the chalice of my blood ...”.  Until the 13th century all communion celebrants drank from the chalice, then 
gradually it was withdrawn from the laity in churches of the western Roman tradition, and only the celebrating priest drank the wine.  In the eastern tradition, 
the chalice continued to be offe ed to all communicants.  The restriction of the chalice to the priest continued in the Roman Catholic church, and meant that the 
bowls of catholic chalices are smaller than those used by Protestants.  By the Reformation, Protestant reformers supported using secular objects to demystify 
church rituals.  From at least 1547 when the laity were readmitted to Holy Communion, it was the practice to bring unconsecrated wine to the communion table.  
This process was accelerated after 1603 when their use was further regularised.  

Chalices differ greatly in size, and in the form and shape of the bowl, stem and foot.  British chalices predominantly have circular feet, so ones with other shaped 
bases are likely to be European.  Within Britain it is not easy to distinguish between the chalices made in various parts of the country as many have generic 
features.  However, some take a purely local form, for example there is a style unique to Ireland (see #258), and the deep ‘U’ bowled Scottish Reformed Church 
chalices also are seldom found elsewhere.  Some churches, especially in the North East of Scotland did not use chalices, preferring instead to use beakers (see 
#557-560 & #SSAGM-16, 17 & 18). 

Some chalices may have served purely secular purposes, although today it is difficul to be sure except in a very limited number of cases.  For example see #881, 
which is a rare example made from a coconut.  Coconuts were prized in early times for their healing powers and drinking vessels were often formed from them.  
The coconut cup is a variety of standing cup, made and used in Europe in the 15th and 16th Century, with a revival in Georgian England.  Usually, like #881 they 
have a pedestal foot, or 3 ornamental feet and are mounted in silver or Old Sheffield plate. 

1240.  An English pewter miniature standing bowl or 
‘� at cup’ c1380-1450.  No maker’s mark.  The broad 
shallow bowl sits on a knopped baluster stem, and 
wide spreading slightly domed foot.  The diminutive 
size suggests this could be a toy, or less likely a wine 
taster.  The design copies contemporary imported 
premium glass, and similar sizes of miniature cups 
are recorded in Holland.  2⅓” (60mm) rim, and 1⅘” 
(46mm) base diameters.  2½” (64mm) tall.  In excavated 
condition having been found on the foreshore of the 
River Thames.  Bought November 2004.

Miniature and toy chalices and cups 
Smaller chalices may be either toys, miniature versions or wine tasters (see #8, 
#15, #552, #1240), there are four others in the Collection, which are described 
in the section on Decorated chalices and cups (#578, #906, #1113, & #1292).  
At least one of these is a travelling chalice used by the clergy to administer 
communion to parishioners unable to attend church, and as part of the last 
rites for the terminally ill (see #1105).  Sometimes, travelling chalices were 
made with a separate cup that unscrewed from the stem and foot, which 
when reversed was stored inside the cup.  These are usually made of brass, 
and rarely of pewter. 

8. A European probably Dutch pewter miniature 
chalice or cup of unusual and early form*.  No maker’s 
mark.  The plain cup with a blade knop at the top of 
the short thick stem and a � llet at the point where the 
stem meets the almost � at foot.  1⅝” (42mm) tall, with 
diameter at rim of 1⅜” (36mm)
*Verster illustrates others of similar size and form at Plate 
90 Old European Pewter 1957, and suggests a 15th or 16th 
century dating.  Jan Beekhuizen of the Dutch Pewter 
Society suggests the dating as 16th or 17th century.  No 
English example is known.  

552.  An English pewter miniature goblet chalice.  
No maker’s mark, but dating c1590-1640.  The tulip 
shaped bowl with a � ared rim sits on a stepped 
hollow foot.  2” (51mm) rim diameter.  1¾” (45mm) 
tall.  Found in the River Thames foreshore.  Bought 14 
October 1986 at Sotheby’s.  

15.  An English pewter small chalice c1620-50*.  The 
bucket shaped cup with a ball knopped stem on a � at 
foot with shallow stepped edge.  No maker’s mark.  
2¼” (57mm) base diameter.  3⅛” (79mm) tall.  ex Peal 
collection.  Bought 13 November 1980 at Sotheby’s.
*This form is typically ascribed to the � rst half of the 17th 
century.  Illustrated by Michaelis in British Pewter 1969 p49.  
Illustrated by Peal at Plate 5 Pewter of Great Britain for Pleasure 
and Investment 1983.  Illustrated p18 An Introduction to British 
Pewter 1997.  An almost identical example illustrated at Fig 
158 Pewter of the Western World 1983 p86 by Hornsby who 
dates it c1630.  

1105.  An English pewter travelling chalice c1660-1710.  
No maker’s mark.  The U-shaped cup with a pair of 
incised lines below the rim, and another low down.  
The ball knopped stem sits on an almost � at foot.  1⅔” 
(43mm) base diameter.  2⅞” (75mm) tall.  Bought 28 
April 1998.

1113.  A possibly English pewter miniature chalice 
c1570-1620.  No maker’s mark.  The shallow small 
cup on a short stem upon a column with gadrooned 
cast decoration to the top, and an ovolo-moulded base 
with gadrooned cast decoration around the foot.  In 
excavated condition, with extensive nature’s gilding.  
2⅖” (62mm) base diameter.  2½” (65mm) tall.  Formerly 
in the collection of the late Dr ‘Sandy’ Law.  Bought 25 
September 1997 as Lot 126 at Phillips, Chester.

906.  An English pewter cast decorated chalice or wine 
cup c1590-1610.  No maker’s mark.  The tulip shaped 
bowl with an everted rim has two deep bands of cast 
decoration.  The double knopped stem has an upper 
rounded band knop, and a lower blade knop.  The 
dished top hollow foot has a band of cast decoration 
to the outer edge of the ovolo moulding that encircles 
it, and a chunky rim.  2” (51mm) rim diameter.  3¾” 
(95mm) tall.  Found on the Thames foreshore.  Bought 
23 August 1988 from M Kashden. 

996. An English pewter chalice by Charles Flood of 
London 1632-45 his touch of a bird and spray in a beaded 
circle under the base*.  Ownership initials IH or HI 
wriggled under the foot.  The tapering cup engraved all 
over with wrigglework � ower sprays.  The vase knopped 
stem with a central reeded band above a slightly domed 
foot engraved with radiating lines of wrigglework 
forming panels.  4” (102mm) base diameter.  7” (180mm) 
tall.  ex K Bradshaw Collection.  Bought 18 March 1997 as 
Lot 384 at Sotheby’s Summer Place.  
*Flood may have specialised in the production of such chalices 
as several by him are recorded, although this is the only one 
that is decorated with wrigglework.  Illustrated by Hornsby Fig 
154 Pewter of the Western World 1983.  Illustrated by Bradshaw 
(cover photo) Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 1987. 

578.  A probably Dutch pewter decorated toy drinking 
cup c1650-80*.  No maker’s mark.  The wide bowled 
shallow cup with feint leaf decoration and what looks 
like illegible Gothic lettering.  The baluster stem with 
a low blade knop.  The spreading shallow domed foot 
is engraved with a design of whorls.  Excavated from 
the Thames foreshore, with extensive nature’s gilding.  
1½” (38mm) base diameter.  2” (50mm) tall.  Bought 
December 1987 from M Kashden. 
*Dubbe et al show three similar cups at Fig 116 p162 in Van 
tin gegoten, uit tin genoten 2004.  Illustrated and discussed by 
Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol.9 5/1988 p143-44, and 
in the Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1989 p36. 

Decorated chalices and cups
Like most British pewter, decorated examples of loving cups, chalices, and 
other stemmed vessels are rarely seen.  Apart from vessels used in churches 
that often have their ownership engraved on them, generally very few have 
wrigglework or other forms of decorative engraving, and almost none are 
cast decorated.  The Collection includes several rare chalices and loving cups 
with wrigglework decoration (see #153, #996, #1292 & #860-456).  A Dutch 
toy cup has decorative engraving (see #578).  Cast decoration appears on 
three vessels (see #906, #1113 & #1278).
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153.  An English pewter wriggle-work chalice c1690-
1700.  The maker’s partial touchmark WN over a star in 
a beaded circle is struck twice under the foot.  This may 
be the pot touch of William Neaton of London 1687-
1707 whose touchmark includes a star, and a crescent.  
The tulip shaped cup with bladed baluster stem.  The 
bowl and flat spreading foot engraved in wriggle 
work: the bowl with thistles and a roundel containing 
a naive foliate device separated by the initials I.A.H., 
and the foot with a band of triangular ornament.  3¾” 
(98mm) rim and 4” (102mm) base diameters.  6⅝” 
(170mm) tall.  396g weight.  16 fl oz (455ml) capacity.  
Bought 19 February 1981 at Sotheby’s. 
Illustrated at Fig 160 Pewter of the Western World 1983 p86 by 
Hornsby who incorrectly describes the maker as WM

1278.  An English pewter loving cup by William Hux 
of London 1700-29 his touchmark dated 1700 inside the 
base.  Ownership triad of initials B over RM under the 
base.  The U-shaped cup with a deep fillet decorated 
with gadrooning to the upper drum, and a diffe ent 
format of gadrooning to the lower section of the body 
below a narrow fillet.  The twin S-shaped solid handles 
with semi-tongued thumbrests, cast beaded decoration 
to their backs, and variants of the split ball terminal.  
4” (101mm) rim, and 2⅖” (62mm) base diameters.  4” 
(100mm) tall.  ex R Mundey and D Little collections.  
Bought May 2007 as Lot 92 at Christie’s King Street, 
London.  
Exhibited as item #115 Pewter a Celebration of the Craft at 
the Museum of London from May 1989 to May 1990, and 
illustrated in the catalogue.  

258.  An Irish pewter chalice c1740-60.  No maker’s 
mark, but the form of the chalice is like others made in 
Dublin.  The beaker shaped cup, with thick knopped 
stem, and steeply domed hollow foot.  Capacity is one 
old Irish pint = 15.5 fl oz.  3½” (90mm) base diameter.  
8⅔” (220mm) tall.  500 gm weight.  Bought 1981 at 
Sotheby’s.

1292.  An English pewter wrigglework toy chalice or 
wine cup.  No maker’s mark, but from other similar 
examples the likely dating is 1650-80*.  The conical cup 
with scrolling foliate wrigglework decoration, with 
later symmetrical pierced holes to the lower half of the 
body.  The short stem rising from a circular foot with a 
single incised line to the outer edge.  Found in Sussex.  
In excavated condition with nature’s gilding.  2” 
(50mm) tall.  Bought 7 May 2008 as Lot 502 at Bonhams 
Chester.
* Three larger almost identical examples are known.  One 
by Jonathan Ingles of London formerly in the Lord-Barkin 
collection (USA) was sold by Bonhams as Lot 632 in May 
2009.  Two others, lacking maker’s marks are in the collection 
of the Worshipful Company of Pewterers (#310 & #311)  

860-456.  An English pewter toasting cup by WB who 
probably is William Bankes of Wigan 1670-93, his 
touchmark of WB in a lozenge inside the base.  The 
tapering body with a fla ed rim has two encircling 
cross-hatched bands of wrigglework enclosing two 
doves with roses and foliage.  The twin C-curve handles 
with grooved thumbrests, and spade terminals.  The 
shallow ovolo moulded foot has two incised lines near 
the rim.  The large capacity of this vessel suggests it 
probably served as a toasting cup at banquets.  These 
were filled with wine or ale, then sugar and spices 
added, sometimes such a drink is known as hippocras.  
The twin handles made passing the cup from guest to 
guest much easier.  67 fl oz capacity = half-gallon wine 
standard.  5⅝” (143mm) base diameter.  6½” (165mm) 
tall.  Formerly in the collection of the late Richard 
Mundey.  
Illustrated by Michaelis in British Pewter 1969 p51 (centre).  
Illustrated and discussed by Mundey in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Spring 1989 p22.  Illustrated and discussed 
by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 11 11/1995 Fig 1 
p115.  Illustrated An Introduction to British Pewter 1997 p19.

Irish chalices
What has been considered as the archetypical form of Irish chalice is now known 
to be only one of several forms recorded and of which three are represented in 
the Collection.  This more commonplace chalice has a high domed hollow foot, 
thick knopped stem, and straight sided bowl (see #258).    

762.  An Irish pewter chalice c1690-1720, which 
is probably one of a pair of the earliest Irish ones 
known*.  No maker’s mark.  The beaker shaped cup 
with two raised fillets, and a flat base.  The baluster 
stem with a ‘squashed’ ball under the cup, and a band 
at the base.  The dished top hollow foot has several 
incised lines, and a moulded rim.  3⅞” (99mm) rim, 
and 4⅕” (107mm) base diameters.  8” (203mm) tall.  
766g weight.  ex HJ Fell collection.  Bought 22 June 
1993 as Lot 545 at Sotheby’s Sussex.
*Either this or its twin was exhibited at the Antiques 
Exhibition sponsored by the Daily Telegraph at Olympia 
in 1928 (#P45 at p142 of catalogue), and illustrated 
by Cotterell at Plate XXIXc of Old Pewter 1929 p97.  On 
both occasions said to be one of two in major collections 
(Charles Port & Alfred Yeates) and formerly from Comber 
church on Strangford Loch, near Belfast, County Down.  
Illustrated in the Connoisseur September 1921.

547 & 548.  A pair of Irish pewter communion cups 
c1740-70.  No maker’s mark.  Engraved Usher’s Quay 
Meeting below intertwined initials*.  The elongated 
U-shaped cup on a bulbous acorn knopped stem.  
The stepped slightly domed foot with several incised 
lines.  10” (254mm) tall.  Bought 14 May 1987 from A 
Bartram.    
*The meeting house on Usher’s Quay in Dublin was set 
up by Presbyterian seceders from the established church 
who in about 1770 joined with another group.  Illustrated 
plate 25 Irish Pewter - A History 1995 p26.  Illustrated p39 
An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.  Illustrated and 
described by Hall Fig 22.12 Journal of the Pewter Society 
Autumn 1997 p43.  Cited under Fig 34 p19 Types of Irish 
Pewter 2005.

English chalices
It is perhaps strange that much less is known, or has been written, about English 
made pewter chalices that are not decorated with wrigglework engraving.  In 
the absence of identi� able maker’s marks, the attribution to particular parts of 
Britain has to be somewhat tenuous.  Hornsby illustrated a number of chalices 
attributed as English in Pewter of the Western World p85-92 1983.  In 1934, a major 
exhibition of church plate from Norfolk churches included only one late 18th 
century chalice among the 123 exhibits.  Work has begun to create a typography 
based on bowl shape and size, stem, and foot features using examples from the 
Collection and elsewhere.  Interested individuals should contact the author for 
more information.          

612.  An English pewter chalice by the unidentified
maker CC his touchmark of a shield with a fleur de 
lys flanked by initials inside the rim c1500-1550.  The 
wide mouthed cup with fine turning to the outside, 
including two pairs of incised lines near the rim and 
base.  The bladed stem broadening to the base, which 
consists of a circular hollow foot with a rising and 
falling flanged surround.  In excavated condition 
having been found in London with traces of nature’s 
gilding.  Formerly in the collection of Richard Mundey 
from whom it was bought April 1989.  4” (101mm) rim, 
and 3⅛” (79mm) base diameters.  4¾” (121mm) tall.  
Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 87.3%, 
lead 11.6%, copper 0.36%, 0.67% bismuth, 0.02% antimony, 
which according to Weinstein (2011) suggests a non-British 
origin.  Exhibited and illustrated as item #46 in the catalogue 
of the exhibition of British Pewterware at Reading Museum 
and Art Gallery from 20 September to 31 October 1969, and 
at Worthing Art Gallery 1971.  Illustrated and described by 
Homer in the Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 1992 Fig 
1 p137, although he cited the maker as GC.  Illustrated and 
discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The Archaeology of Pewter 
Vessels in England 1200-1700.

SSAGM-39.  An English pewter chalice c1635-
55.  No maker’s mark.  Engraved on the base 
is a cross on a raised platform of dressed stone 
blocks whose symbolism is unclear, but perhaps 
alludes to Calvary*.  The small tulip shaped cup 
with a ball knopped stem sits on a flat spreading 
foot with a blade where the stem meets the foot.  
The base is finely turned underneath.  3” (76mm) 
rim, and 4⅛” (102mm) base diameters.  5½” 
(140mm) tall.  Bought 2015 from M Kashden. 
*Another chalice of similar proportions, with an 
almost identical foot engraved with a cross was 
formerly in the Little collection, and is illustrated at 
Fig 146 Pewter A Celebration of the Craft 1200-1700 1989. 
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1112.  An English pewter chalice c1650-1680.  No 
maker’s mark.  The conical shaped cup on a triple 
bladed knop stem.  The dished top hollow foot with 
an ovolo moulded edge.  2⅘” (71mm) rim, and 3⅖” 
(87mm) base diameters.  4⅞” (125mm) tall.  232g 
weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late Dr 
‘Sandy’ Law.  Bought 25 September 1997 as Lot 422 at 
Phillips, Chester.
Illustrated by Hornsby Fig 163 Pewter of the Western World 1983.

512.  An English pewter chalice c1730-70.  No maker’s 
mark, although there are indecipherable hallmarks to 
the rim.  The tapering cup with an incised line below 
the rim.  The complex stem starts below the flat base of 
the cup, tapers inwards to a short reeded mid section, 
and ends with a segmented domed hollow foot 
having several incised lines.  3⅖” (87mm) rim, and 
3⅛” (80mm) base diameters.  6⅖” (163mm) tall.  284g 
weight.  ex W Buckell collection.  Bought 22 April 1986 
as part of Lot 243 at Sotheby’s.  

287.  An English pewter chalice c1740-80.  No maker’s 
mark.  The beaker shaped cup with strengthened rim 
has reeding above and below a raised fillet at mid 
body.  The blade knopped stem sits in a stepped foot.  
4” (103mm) base diameter.  8” (204mm) tall.  676 gm 
weight.  Bought 29 October 1981 at Christie’s.

881.  A drinking vessel made from a coconut shell 
unusually mounted in pewter rather than silver, 
which the majority are.  No maker’s mark, which 
makes dating tricky, but possibly early 18th century*.  
A pewter disc is inset into the coconut with scratched 
initials which are now illegible.  The rim of the coconut 
finished with a scalloped pewter edge, and standing on 
a short stem with a domed hollow foot.  6⅜” (162mm) 
tall.  350g weight.
*Coconuts were prized in early times for their healing powers 
and drinking vessels were often formed from them.  The 
coconut cup is a variety of standing cup, made and used in 
Europe in the 15th and 16th Century, with a revival in Georgian 
England.  Usually they have a pedestal foot or 3 ornamental 
feet and are mounted in silver or Old She� eld plate.

358.  An English pewter chalice c1750-80.  No maker’s 
mark.  The tulip shaped cup has an incised line just 
below the fla ed rim.  The ball knopped stem on 
a hollow domed foot.  4⅙” (106mm) rim, and 3½” 
(89mm) base diameters.  7¼” (184mm) tall.  488g 
weight.

1025.  An English pewter chalice c1770-1800.  No 
maker’s mark.  The U-shape tall cup sits on a short 
ball knopped stem.  The domed hollow foot with a 
stepped edge.  3⅖” (87mm) rim, and 4⅓” (110mm) 
base diameters.  7⅖” (188mm) tall.  518g weight.

511.  An English pewter chalice c1770-90.  No maker’s 
mark.  The tulip shaped cup has an incised line just 
below the fla ed rim.  The ball knopped stem on a 
hollow domed foot with reeded edge.  4⅙” (106mm) 
rim, and 4” (101mm) base diameters.  8½” (216mm) 
tall.  550g weight.  ex W Buckell collection.  Bought 22 
April 1986 as part of Lot 243 at Sotheby’s.  

739.  An English pewter chalice c1780-1800.  No 
maker’s mark.  The tulip shaped cup has an incised 
line just below the slightly fla ed rim.  The stem with 
a raised fillet midway, and at the base.  The shallow 
domed hollow foot with a flat rim.  3¾” (95mm) rim, 
and 4¼” (109mm) base diameters.  7⅞” (200mm) tall.  
495g weight.

564.  An English pewter communion cup c1800.  No 
maker’s mark.  Believed to have belonged to the 
communion service of the Glenbervie/Drumlithie 
Episcopal Church of Scotland in Kincardineshire.  The 
tulip shaped cup has an incised line just below the 
slightly fla ed rim.  The stem with decorative reeding 
at its top, a raised fillet midway, and a concave fillet at 
the base.  The shallow domed hollow foot with a flat
rim.  3” (76mm) rim, and 4” (102mm) base diameters.  
7⅛” (181mm) tall.  403g weight.

6 & 7.  A pair of Britannia metal communion cups by Shaw and Fisher of 
Sheffiel (1830-94) their mark and pattern number 69 under the base of 
one (the other base is a replacement)  The fla ed cup with vertical seam, 
and the stem with a bladed knop.  The gently sloping hollow foot with 
incised lines and a vertical edge.  Each engraved Parliamentary Road U.P. 
Church 1838*.  8¼” (210mm) tall, and 4½” (114mm) base diameter.  676 
and 741g weight. 
*The Parliamentary Road United Presbyterian Church was formed when some 
members of the Regent Place congregation began to attend services by the 
former minister of the Cathedral Square United Presbyterian Church at the 
Trades’ Hall.  In 1838/39 they moved to this church in Parliamentary Road.  

244-247.  Four English Britannia metal communion cups by Philip Ashberry 
of Sheffiel 1829-78 their mark under the base.  Each engraved Free Church 
Crailing 1843, and forming part of a larger group of communion ware from 
this church*.  The slightly flaring tulip shaped cups with strengthened 
rims.  The stems with blade knops and moulded hollow feet having 
multiple incised lines to upper edge.  4⅓ (110mm) base diameter.  8½” 
(216mm) tall.  Weights vary from 689, 710, 755 to 760g.  28 fl oz capacity.  
Bought 5 February 1981 at Christie’s.  
*Crailing Free Church, north Roxburghshire.  According to Rev. William Ewing’s 
Annals of the Free Church of Scotland (Edinburgh 1914) the minister of Crailing, 
Andrew Milroy, left the Church of Scotland for the Free Church in 1843 when 
the church was built and the communion service purchased.  The district being 
entirely rural, the congregation suffe ed through depopulation. The members 
were, for the most part, working people.  Membership: 1848, 185; 1900, 142. 

Scottish chalices and communion beakers
Much more is known, and has been written, about pewter chalices probably 
made in Scotland than those from other parts of the United Kingdom.  
Several chalices in the Collection while known to have been used in Scotland 
are English made, and thus are listed in the section on English chalices (see 
#6 & 7, #244-247 & #564).  The earliest recorded Scottish chalices date from 
c1700, but the great majority that remain were made in the second half of 
the 18th century.  The main centres being Edinburgh, Glasgow and Paisley.  
The typography of Scottish chalices is well covered by P Spencer Davies in 
Scottish Pewter 1600-1850 2014 p147-155.   

17.  A Scottish pewter chalice c1740-70.  No maker’s 
mark.  The U-shaped cup with ball knopped stem.  
The gently sloping hollow foot with incised lines and 
a vertical edge.  9” (241mm) tall with a base diameter 
of 5” (125mm).  714g weight. This is similar to chalice 
#194a. 

194a.  A Scottish pewter chalice c1750-80.  No maker’s 
mark.  The U-shaped cup with ball knopped stem.  
The gently sloping hollow foot with incised lines and 
a vertical edge.  5½” (140mm) bowl diameter.  9¼” 
(235mm) tall.  This is similar to chalice #17.

462.  A Scottish pewter communion cup c1768.  No 
maker’s mark.  Engraved Associate Congregation Rattray 
1768.  The U-shaped cup with ball knopped stem.  The 
domed hollow foot with a sloping edge.  5⅔” (145mm) 
rim, and 4⅓” (110mm) base diameters.  8⅔” (220mm) 
tall.  664g weight.  
Illustrated by Neish in the Journal of the Pewter Society 
Spring 1994 Fig 1 p105, and said to be the one of the earliest 
Scottish cups in the Neish Collection. 

478.  A Scottish pewter communion cup c1778.  No 
maker’s mark.  Engraved Associate Congregation of 
Kilmarnock 1778*.  The tulip shaped cup with incised 
line below rim has a bulbous stem.  The domed hollow 
foot with a sloping edge.  4¼” (108mm) base diameter.  
9” (229mm) tall.  708g weight. 
* Kilmarnock is in Ayrshire, and communion tokens for the 
Associate Congregation also dated 1778 are known, but the 
significance of the date is unknown.  Illustrated by Neish 
in the Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1994 Fig 4 p107.
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461.  A Scottish pewter communion cup c1823.  No 
maker’s mark.  Engraved The Refd Presbyn Congregation 
Edinr. 1823*.  The egg shaped cup with strengthened 
rim has an inverted acorn knopped stem.  The dished 
top hollow foot with a moulded edge.  5⅛” (130mm) 
rim, and 5⅓” (136mm) base diameters.  8” (205mm) 
tall.  674g weight. 
*This refers to the Reformed Presbyterian Congregation 
probably of North Edinburgh.  The Reformed Presbyterian 
Church was established in 1743 from the remaining 
Cameronian congregations, which had refused to accept 
the Restoration of Episcopalianism in 1660 and had not 
re-entered the Church of Scotland when it was established 
on a Presbyterian basis in 1690.  Illustrated by Neish in the 
Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1994 Fig 7 p108.

331 & 332.  A pair of Scottish pewter communion cups 
by James Moyes of West Bow, Edinburgh 1851-91 his 
mark under the base.  Engraved South College Street U.P. 
Church 1858*.  The U-shaped cup with ball knopped 
stem.  The outward sloping hollow foot with a vertical 
edge.  4¾” (120mm) base diameter.  8⅔” (220mm) tall.  
1028 gm & 953 gm weight.  Bought 13 April 1982 at 
Phillips.  
*This refers to the United Presbyterian Church otherwise 
known as College Street South Relief Church, Edinburgh.  
When in 1764 the settlement of an objectionable minister 
to the parish church occurred, a number of parishioners 
withdrew from the Established Church and eventually 
applied to the Relief Synod for supply of sermon. A church 
was built and opened for worship in 1766. It was rebuilt 
in 1797 and again in 1857, and this communion ware must 
have been commissioned at that time.

369 & 370.  A pair of Scottish pewter communion 
cups.  No maker’s mark c1770.  Engraved ‘Kilbirnie’ 
on the base for the Kirk Session of Kilbirnie, north 
Ayshire*.  The broad tulip shaped cup with slightly 
fla ed rim has a pair of incised lines at mid body.  
The baluster stem with two pairs of incised lines.  
The domed hollow foot with a reeded edge.  5¼” 
(133mm) rim, and 4¼” (108mm) base diameters.  
8⅘” (224mm) tall.  704g & 736g weight. 
*Exhibited as items #400-403 (two of a set of four 
identical cups) at the Loan Exhibition of Old Pewter at 
the Provand’s Lordship, Glasgow from 1 January to 31 
March 1909.  Illustrated in the Connoisseur March 1909 
p178. 

242 & 243.  A pair of cups from a Scottish pewter 
communion set.  No maker’s mark, but almost 
certainly made by William Scott who made the � agon 
of this communion set for the Associate Congregation 
of Bristo, Edinburgh.  Each engraved Mr. I.P. B-O C-H 
ASOTE CONGN BRISTO 1786*.  The egg shaped cup with 
a strengthened rim, and inverted acorn knopped stem.  
The sloping hollow foot with an ovolo moulded edge.  
4⅖” (112mm) base diameter.  8⅔” (221mm) tall.  672 & 
677g weight.
*The Rev. Dr James Peddie (born 1759) was ordained pastor 
of this congregation 3 April 1783, and remained there for 63 
years.  The identities of B-O, and C-H remain unknown.

1067.  A Scottish pewter communion cup c1790.  No 
maker’s mark*.  Engraved ARDCLACH 1790, which 
parish is in Nairnshire.  The tulip shaped cup with an 
incised line below the rim, and a ball knopped stem.  
The domed hollow foot with a stepped edge.  4⅖” 
(112mm) base diameter.  10⅕” (259mm) tall.  858g 
weight.  
*The distinctive and somewhat unusual form of this cup 
is almost identical to a pair from Cawdor Kirk also in 
Nairnshire suggested by P Spencer Davies to have been 
made by James Dallas of Inverness.  Illustrated by Neish 
in the Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1994 Fig 2 p106.

583.  A Scottish pewter communion cup c1794.  No 
maker’s mark.  Engraved ASSOCIATE CONGN. EDIN. 
1794*.  The egg shaped cup with a strengthened 
rim, and inverted acorn knopped stem.  The dished 
top hollow foot with an ovolo moulded edge.  4⅞” 
(124mm) rim, and 4⅜” (111mm) base diameters.  8⅔” 
(221mm) tall.  618g weight.  Bought September 1987 
from Tiften Kemp.
*This is probably the Episcopal Congregation of Charlotte 
Chapel, Edinburgh, which was founded in 1794.

475.  A Scottish pewter communion cup c1803.  No 
maker’s mark.  Engraved Duirness Kirk Session 
1803*.  The egg shaped cup with twin strap handles 
has an inverted acorn knop stem.  The dished top 
hollow foot with a moulded edge.  9” (229mm) tall.  
*Duirness is in Sutherland, and while communion 
tokens for the Kirk Session also dated 1803 are known, 
the significance of the date is unknown.  Illustrated by 
Neish in the Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1994 
Fig 6 p108.

567.  A Scottish pewter communion cup c1800-10.  No 
maker’s mark.  Engraved with the symbol of the glory 
IHS with a cross over the letter H.  Believed to have 
belonged to the communion service of the Laurencekirk 
Episcopal Church, Kincardineshire, which was built in 
1804.  The egg shaped cup with a strengthened rim, 
and inverted acorn knop stem.  The dished top hollow 
foot with an ovolo moulded edge.  5⅕” (133mm) rim, 
and 5¼” (134mm) base diameters.  7⅞” (201mm) tall.  
598g weight.

510.  A Scottish pewter communion cup c1822.  No 
maker’s mark.  Engraved Relief Church Leith 1822*.  
The tulip shaped cup with incised line below rim has 
a reeded raised fillet low down the bowl.  The ball 
knopped stem rises from the outward sloping hollow 
foot with a vertical edge.  5¼” (135mm) rim, and 4⅞” 
(125mm) base diameters.  9¼”  (236mm) tall.  825g 
weight.  ex W Buckell collection.  Bought 22 April 1986 
as part Lot 243 at Sotheby’s. 
*Early in the 19th century, a group of Leith people who had 
been worshipping in Edinburgh resolved to form their own 
Relief Congregation.  They rented the old Parish Church 
of North Leith (St. Ninian’s), petitioned the Relief Church 
Presbytery for permission to establish a congregation in 
Leith according to the principles of the Relief Church, and 
on 30 April 1822 received the Presbytery’s permission to 
proceed.  The Relief Church of Leith became Junction Road 
Church in 1825, and in 1975, St. Thomas’ Junction Road 
Church.  Illustrated Fig 79 p152 British Pewter 1971, Plate 
11 The Pewter Collector 1971, and Fig 5 p107 Journal of the 
Pewter Society Spring 1994.

148 to 151.  A set of four Scottish pewter communion cups c1770-80*.  No 
maker’s mark.  Each engraved Belonging to the Associate Congregation of 
Sanquhar 1777.  The steeply flaring cups with twin incised lines midway, and 
a bladed stem.  The stepped base with incised lines and a vertical edge.  5½” 
(140mm) rim and base diameters.  8½” (216mm) tall.  Weight varies between 
887 & 898 g.  Bought 19 February 1981 at Sotheby’s. 
*John Somers says ‘These pieces are very early examples of the use of pewter in 
sheet.’  Peter Spencer Davies says these are ‘quite unlike any others in Scotland’*.  
They were probably commissioned when Andrew Thomson was appointed Minister 
(1776-1815) of the Sanquhar South United Presbyterian Church.  Illustrated by Neish 
in the Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1994 Fig 3 p106.  Illustrated p34 An 
Introduction to British Pewter 1997.  Illustrated and discussed* Fig 6.33 Scottish Pewter 
1600-1850 2014.  
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SSAGM-16, 17 & 18.  Three probably Scottish pewter 
communion beaker cups c1720-50.  No maker’s marks, 
but may well be the products of a pewterer from the 
North East of Scotland where their use seems to have 
been focused.  They may be made of sheet pewter as 
they are relatively light in weight, and easily damaged 
as seen by the condition of #18.  3” (76mm) base 
diameter.  6¼” (159mm) tall. 

557-560.  A set of four Scottish pewter communion 
beakers c1750-70.  No maker’s mark.  Believed to 
have belonged to the communion service of the 
Glenbervie/Drumlithie Episcopal Church of Scotland 
in Kincardineshire.  The plain tall beaker cups with 
a simple foot rim*, one has been crudely cut down 
probably after damage, which has reduced its height.  
3¾” (95mm) rim, and 2¾” (70mm) base diameters.  6” 
(153mm) tall.
*This style of communion beaker is typically found in 
the North East of Scotland especially in parishes around 
Aberdeen.  Initially, they were shorter, but began to become 
more tall and slender during the 18th century.  They are 
made from sheet metal.

Scottish communion beakers
Pre-Reformation churches used a stemmed chalice for communion wine.  
After 1560, by when all communicants took wine, the receptacles were 
referred to as cups.  In many rural Presbyterian parishes, secular drinking 
vessels were commonly used by congregations unable to affo d dedicated 
cups either in silver or pewter.  Very few pewter communion cups have 
survived possibly because those parishes later replaced them with silver 
forms.  The earliest surviving Scottish communion beakers include a small 
group from parishes in what is now Aberdeenshire ranging in estimated 
dates from c1670 to c1680, and two shorter pairs (4” tall) which are Dutch 
made.  From these and the examples in the Collection, it appears that those 
made in the North East of Scotland are taller (about 6-6½” tall).  

271.  An English pewter mug with a band of knurled 
decoration below the lip.  No maker’s mark.  The 
handle with tongued top and spade terminal.  Mugs of 
this form are known from Wigan dating from the late 
18th century.  Similar ones are often described as from 
North West England, although this example is smaller 
than usually seen.  2¾” (70mm) tall.  Bought 6 October 
1981 at Sotheby’.

Loving cups - preferably known as caudle, and toasting cups
The name loving cup is a modern descriptor, used today when referring to a 
vessel with a deep and broad body having twin vertical handles (as opposed 
to porringers that have horizontal handles).  Such cups survive from at least 
the mid-17th century when we believe they were used for mildly alcoholic 
drinks such as posset or caudle, and then known as caudle cups, and may 
include the smaller sized examples (see #152 & #164), plus #1278, which is 
described in the section on Decorated chalices and cups.  Other much larger 
twin handled vessels are known as toasting or wassail cups, and were used 
at formal dinners, festive occasions and banquets when they were passed 
from hand to hand (see #860, & #860-454), plus #860-456, which is described 
in the section on Decorated chalices and cups.  Each person would take a sip 
before passing the cup on to his neighbour.  Such ceremonial practice is still 
preserved by the Livery Companies of London who serve hippocras as the 
spiced wine drunk from the cups, and in places by wassailing.  Wassailing 
was a local tradition in some parts of the UK, which fell into two distinct 
categories.  The house-visiting wassail is the practice of people going door-
to-door, singing and offering a drink from the wassail bowl in exchange for 
gifts - the practice still exists, but has largely been displaced by caroling.  
The orchard-visiting wassail refers to the ancient custom of visiting 
orchards in cider-producing regions of England, reciting incantations and 
singing to the trees to promote a good harvest for the coming year.  Some 
18th century ‘loving cups’ have engraving referring or alluding to sporting 
events including cock fighting, and it is assumed that these were awarded as 
trophies, which practice continued into the 20th century but using various 
drinking vessels such as mugs and tankards.   

860.  An English or possibly Irish pewter toasting cup by 
an unidentified maker his harp touchmark in a beaded 
circle under the base.  Engraved to one side of the 
body with the date 1709 below which is a wrigglework 
mantled coat-of-arms incorporating shamrocks and 
other devices.  The body with an everted rim, and an 
ovolo moulded hollow foot.  The twin S-curve handles 
with elongated thumbrests and boot-heel shaped 
terminals.  7¼” (185mm) rim diameter.  4½” (115mm) 
tall.  944g weight. 
Illustrated p40 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

860-454.  An English pewter toasting cup c1720-50.  No 
maker’s mark.  The tulip shaped cup with a pair of 
incised lines below the everted rim, and a raised fillet
lower down.  The twin C-curve handles with elongated 
thumbrests, and ball terminals.  The ovolo moulded 
hollow foot with a vertical rim edge.  Capacity 28 fl oz.  
6½” (167mm) rim, and 4½” (113mm) base diameters.  
6⅜” (162mm) tall.  1.225kg weight.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.

152.  An English pewter toasting cup c1740-50*.  No 
maker’s mark, but probably by a Wigan pewterer as 
the form of the handle matches others from Wigan.  
The U-shaped body has a slightly fla ed rim, and two 
bands of incised lines.  The foot is simple with an ovolo 
shaped element.  Twin C-scroll handles, with tongued 
thumbrests and fish tail terminals.  5⅗” (142mm) rim 
and 4⅔” (120mm) base diameters.  5½” (138mm) tall.  
825g weight.  55 fl oz (1575ml) capacity.  Bought 19 
February 1981 at Sotheby’s. 
*Said to be one of a pair then in the Navarro collection, either 
this or its twin is illustrated and discussed by Cotterell Fig 

866-872.  Seven Scottish pewter communion cups c1834.  No maker’s mark, 
but one of the Kinniburgh family of pewterers of Edinburgh made other items 
from the same communion set.  Each engraved Un. Asso. Congregation Rousay 
1834*.  The tapering cup with a slightly fla ed rim.  The stem with a bladed 
knop emerging from a domed hollow foot with an outer flat flange and near 
vertical edge.  The dimensions vary slightly, which is probably due to the 
degree of hand and lathe finishing rather than as the Pewter Society Database 
authors suggest because they were cast in diffe ent moulds.  Each is about 
8¾” (223mm) tall, with slightly diffe ent rim and base diameters (average 
4⅞”-5”) and, weights ranging from 975g to 888g.  Bought 29 June 1995 as part 
of Lot 128 at Phillips, Edinburgh.
*This refers to the Rousay United Associate Secession Church.  Rousay is an Orkney 
island 4 miles broad and 3 miles long.  This place was fixed upon as a preaching 
station by the United Associate Presbytery of Edinburgh in 1829.  A congregation 
was organized in 1834 and a place of worship built the same year.  This church joined 
with the Rousay and Egilsay Free Church in 1906 to become the Trumland United 
Free Church.
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121 Pewter Down the Ages 1932 who described it as a wassail 
bowl, and catalogued by the Fitzwilliam Museum as 
NAV.83-1933.

164.  An English pewter loving cup by Thomas 
Schofield & Co., of Birmingham 1790-1808 their 
hallmarks below the rim.  The tulip shaped body has 
twin S-curve handles with erect thumbrests, coiled 
ball-like upper attachment points and ball terminals.  
The cup sits on a deep, ovolo moulded hollow foot.  
Capacity ½-pint.  4⅜” (111mm) tall.  ex Peal collection.  
Bought 6 October 1981 at Sotheby’s. 

328.  An English pewter loving cup c1800-1830.  No 
maker’s mark.  The U-shaped body has a slightly 
fla ed rim, and mid body fillet.  The twin handles 
with elongated thumbrests and vestigial terminals are 
unusual and probably a regional variant of the more 
usual double scroll type.  The slightly stepped foot is 
simple with vertical rim.  4¼” (108mm) rim and 3⅝” 
(92mm) base diameters.  6¾” (170mm) tall.  600 gm 
weight.

718.  An English pewter loving cup c1820-40.  No 
maker’s mark, but based on its form possibly made in 
Birmingham.  The tulip shaped body has an incised line 
below the rim.  The twin scroll handles with flattened
thumbrests attached to the body by raised discs.  The 
cup sits on a shallow low domed hollow foot.  3¼” 
(84mm) rim, and 2⅞” (74mm) base diameters.  4⅞” 
(124mm) tall.  350g weight.

FLAGONS
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FLAGONS - ENGLISH and EUROPEAN 
The majority of all surviving English pewter flagons were made for church use, although contemporary secular use of some in the Collection is likely, for example 
see flagons #377, #381 & #479.  However, the collection also includes two post-medieval examples (#381 & #860-415) which are exceptional pieces, and remarkable 
survivors.  There is a rare group of ceremonial flagons made and engraved for Friendly, and other Societies, guilds and corporations (see flagons #175, #278 & 
#379).  There are also examples of alehouse flagons (see flagons #727 & #860-451), and a pair of Britannia metal communion flagons (#248)

The typology used for English flagons tends to derive from three main approaches: assumed dating, locality of origin, and one or more distinctive stylistic 
features.  Flagons of the first half of the 17th century are typically described by their presumed period of manufacture, hence the nomenclature ‘James I’, and 
‘Charles I’.  Note that such ‘period’ dating is approximate, and what are possibly later transitional examples using components from both styles are known (see 
flagons #274, #481 pair & #860-522).  From the second half of the 17th century we have ‘Beefeater’ flagons so-called for a resemblance between their lids and the 
hats worn by the Yeomen of the Guard at the Tower of London (see flagons #177, #284, #574, #614, #860-457 & #860-521).  From the later Stuart period come the 
flat-lidded flagons, with one variant (#824) continuing well into the 18th century (see flagons #377, #503a, #824 & #900a).  The 18th century sees new styles, and 
notably the emergence of lids with domes.  Typically from London are the ‘spire’ flagons renowned for the impressive knops or finials on their lids, and which 
continued to be made right through until the 19th century (see flagons #145 pair, #171, #314 & #487).  Diffe ent types of regional variants came from the North 
of England such as the ‘Wigan’ and ‘York’ types (see flagons #294 pair, #489, #668, #754, #1115 & #860-525), and ‘Acorn’ flagons named for the similarity of their 
body shape and lid knops to that of an oak acorn (#297, #613 & #887a).  The flagons in the Collection are illustrated and described in an approximate dating 
sequence within the typography used.   

381. A possibly English pewter post-medieval � agon 
c1480-1530*.  No maker’s mark.  The pear-shaped 
body with two incised lines just above the more 
bulbous part, and a hollow skirt base.  There is a 
patch repair to the lower front.  The shallow domed 
lid with central raised boss, short ‘wedge’ attachment 
and twin ball thumbpiece.  The solid strap handle 
attached directly to the rim and lower body with a 
vestigial terminal.  c30 �  oz capacity.  8” (203mm) tall.  
Excavated in Stamford Street, Blackfriars, London in 
1924.  Bought 12 October 1984 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated (cover photo) and described by Neish in the 
Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 1994.  Peal illustrates 
what may be the same � agon before any restoration in 
British Pewter and Britannia Metal Fig 21 p84.  Another 
formerly in the Little collection was sold 1 May 2007 as 
Lot 76 at Christie’s.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein 
(2011) in The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-
1700.  *Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be 
tin 49.3%, lead 50.1%, copper 0.39%, 0.09% bismuth, 0.1% 
antimony.  This � agon has a very high lead content, which 
suggests a non-British origin.  If this is English it is hugely 
important, as one of only a handful extant.  

Post-medieval flagon
There are perhaps fewer than a dozen English flagons that can be reliably 
dated in this period.  The example in the Collection (see #381) is similar 
to one formerly in the Little collection except for its twin ball thumbpiece.  
Among other recorded early forms are some very elegant ones with shallow 
domed lids having twin ball thumbpieces, a pear-shaped or bulbous body 
with a narrow stem linking the body to a domed foot.    

860-415.  A probably Belgian pewter post-medieval 
� agon.  No maker’s mark c1500-50.  The slightly convex 
lid has an inner keeper ring, and a low set hammerhead 
thumbpiece.  The body cast in two vertical halves, 
welded together, lathe-turned and the base � nished 
by inserting a cast armorial medallion.  The medallion 
depicts a rampant animal with lettering around the 
periphery.  Engraved to the lid with two forms of the 
Chi Rho christogram: one of crossed swords, the other 
a sword with an initial B near the end.  8” (203mm) tall 
to the rim.  Formerly in the collection of the late Richard 
Mundey who bought it on 29 April 1968 at Christie’s.  
*Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 
66.7%, lead 32.6%, copper 0.53%, 0.10% bismuth.  This 
� agon resembles Low Country � agons in style,  and its 
high lead content suggests a non-British origin.  However, 
the high copper content is unusual for continental � agons, 
which Weinstein suggests could be because it was made 
of recycled English pewter, however in the 16th century 
most of the tin used on the continent was imported from 
England.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in 
The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.  

860-524. An English pewter � agon of the ‘James I’ type 
c1605-25.  No maker’s mark.  The slightly tapering 
cylindrical plain body with ovolo moulded rim and 
hollow foot.  The inside base of the body is curved, 
and does not extend as low as the foot rim.  The ‘bun-
shaped’ lid with a central raised disc, knob � nial, and 
erect stepped thumbpiece.  The single curve handle 
with shield terminal is attached directly to the rim and 
body, and has a cast protuberance above the lower 
attachment point.  4⅗” (117mm) rim, and 5⅗” (142mm) 
base diameters.  13¼” (337mm) tall, and 10⅝” (270mm) 
to rim.  2.5kg weight.  Formerly in the collection of the 
late Richard Mundey. 

449. An English pewter � agon of the ‘James I’ type 
c1605-25.  No maker’s mark.  The slightly tapering 
cylindrical plain body with an ovolo moulded rim and 
hollow foot.  The inside base of the body is curved, 
and does not extend as low as the foot rim.  The ‘bun-
shaped’ lid with a central raised disc, knob � nial, and 
erect stepped thumbpiece.  The single curve handle 
with shield terminal is attached directly to the rim and 
body, and has a cast protuberance above the lower 
attachment point.  11¾” (299mm) tall.  Bought 7 July 
1985 at Christie’s.

273.  An English pewter � agon of the ‘James I’ type 
c1605-25.  Traces of an illegible touchmark to top of 
handle.  The cylindrical plain body having moderate 
entasis, with ovolo moulded rim and hollow foot.  The 
inside base of the body is curved, and does not extend 
as low as the foot rim.  The ‘bun-shaped’ lid with a 
bladed � nial, and erect stepped thumbpiece.  The single 
curve handle with shield terminal is attached directly to 
the rim and body, and has a cast protuberance above the 
lower attachment point.  4⅖” (112mm) rim diameter.  
14” (355mm) tall.  2.385 kg weight.  Bought 5 February 
1981 at Christie’s.  

Flagons from the first half of the 17th centur
Flagons of the ‘James I’ and ‘Charles I’ types show an evolution in form, 
but there are many variants including examples that tend to be described 
as ‘transitional’.  It appears that flagons from the early 17th century were 
typically ‘knopped’ meaning they have a finial on the ‘bun-shaped’ lid.  It is 
likely that none were made originally with a pouring spout, so when looking 
at the features of #488 it should be considered without a spout   

479. An English pewter � agon of the ‘James I’ type by 
RB his touchmark of a bird in beaded circle on the back 
of the handle.  The maker possibly is Robert Banks I of 
Wigan c1605-25.  Ownership initials IC wrigglework 
engraved under the base.  The slightly tapering 
cylindrical plain body has incised lines below the ovolo 
moulded rim, and an ovolo moulded hollow foot.  The 
‘bun-shaped’ lid with a central raised disc, knob � nial, 
and erect stepped thumbpiece with cast gadrooning to 
the tip, which is an unusual feature.  The single curve 
handle with shield terminal that has cast gadrooning is 
attached directly to the rim and body, and has a cast 
protuberance above the lower attachment point.  4⅖” 
(112mm) rim diameter.  14” (355mm) tall.  2.385 kg 
weight.  Bought 4 October 1985 from A Bartram.

488. An English pewter � agon of the ‘James I’ type 
c1605-25.  The maker’s touchmark of TN in a beaded 
circle to the top of the handle.  The cylindrical plain 
body with a simply made probably later frontal spout, 
ovolo moulded rim and hollow foot.  The inside base of 
the body is curved, and does not extend as low as the 
foot rim.  The ‘bun-shaped’ lid with a central raised disc, 
knob � nial, and erect stepped thumbpiece.  The single 
curve handle with shield terminal is attached directly 
to the rim and body, and has a cast protuberance above 
the lower attachment point.  4⅗” (117mm) rim, and 5⅗” 
(142mm) base diameters.  13¼” (337mm) tall, and 10⅝” 
(270mm) to rim.  2.5kg weight.  Bought 26 November 
1985 at Phillips.

860-453.  An English pewter flagon of the ‘Charles I’ 
type c1630-50.  Traces of an illegible touchmark on 
the handle.  The cylindrical body with a raised fillet
below the rim and an incised line above the ovolo 
moulded hollow foot.  The bun-shaped lid with knob 
finial, and erect heart pierced thumbpiece topped with 
a horizontal bar.  The S-curve handle with ‘swan neck’ 
at upper attachment point has a spade terminal.  5” 
(128mm) rim, and 6⅘” (173mm) base diameters.  14½” 
(368mm) tall, and 11⅞” (303mm) to rim.  3.26kg weight.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.
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891.  An English pewter communion � agon of the 
‘Charles I’ type.  No maker’s mark.  The greater depth of 
the bun lid and hollow foot suggest a provincial maker 
c1630-50.  Two sets of initials ‘IE’ and ‘W•A•R’ in shield 
shaped outlines over ‘1681’ struck at the top of the handle 
behind the hinge assembly probably refer to donor(s) 
or churchwarden(s), although the date is unlikely to 
be contemporary with manufacture.  The maker made 
great use of pairs of incised lines to decorate the � agon: 
three pairs on the top, side, and lower edge of the lid; 
two pairs at the top of the body, with several more at the 
base of the drum, and on the foot.  The otherwise plain 
cylindrical body with ovolo moulded rim and hollow 
foot. The bun-shaped lid with a central raised disc, 
and an erect thumbpiece topped with a horizontal bar 
having a heart shaped cut-out.  The S-curve handle with 
‘swan neck’ at upper attachment has a spade terminal.  
3⅘” (97mm) rim, and 5⅜” (137mm) base diameters.  
10¾” (273mm) tall, and 8½” (216mm) to rim.  Bought 12 
November 1973 at Sotheby’s.

646.  An English pewter communion � agon of the 
‘Charles I’ type by EG his almost illegible initialled 
touchmark of two forms of � agon to the back of the 
handle.  The maker probably is Edward Gibbon of 
London 1623-43 who was a known hollow-ware maker.  
Engraved on the body Bought for the parish church 
of etchingham in sussex march 26 ano 1635.  EG was a 
truly proli� c pewterer, with about half of all surviving 
Charles I � agons being made by him.  The cylindrical 
body with a deep � llet below the rim and an incised line 
above the ovolo moulded hollow foot.  The bun-shaped 
lid with erect heart pierced thumbpiece topped with a 
horizontal bar.  The S-curve handle with ‘swan neck’ at 
upper attachment has a spade terminal.  14⅛” (359mm) 
tall, and 12” (305mm) to rim.  Bought July 1990 from 
Richard Mundey.
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274.  An English pewter � agon of a transitional ‘James I 
/ Charles I’ type c1630.  By the unidenti� ed maker RI his 
mark of a bird volant � anked by two stars to the upper 
handle.  The cylindrical plain body having moderate 
entasis, with ovolo moulded rim and hollow foot.  The 
body with cast and incised � llets at the top and bottom 
of the drum tapers inwards to the base accentuating the 
entasis.  The bun-shaped lid with a disc � nial, and cast 
decorated erect stepped thumbpiece.  The single curve 
handle with cast decorated shield terminal is attached 
directly to the rim and body, and has a protuberance 
above the lower attachment point.  The cast decorated 
thumbpiece has a gadrooned top edge, and four 
decorative panels on the front and reverse sides.  The 
upper front panel has what looks like three wheat 
sheaves or acorns, and the lower panel on both sides 
with a rose and saltire.  The upper rear panel has what 
looks like a primitive spiral or Sta� ordshire knot.  The 
handle terminal is cast decorated with a rose in a beaded 
border.  The decorative elements on this � agon were said 
to be unique in the catalogue of the Reading Exhibition 
of British Pewterware 1969.  However, a James I � agon 
dated 1629 in Bonhams sale of 8 September 2005 Lot 134 
had identical cast decorated features, with a di� erent 
maker’s mark.  3⅘” (97mm) rim and 5⅛” (130mm) base 
diameters.  11⅘” (355mm) tall.  1450 gm weight.  ex Peal 
collection.  Bought 6 October 1981 at Sotheby’s. 
Exhibited at Reading Museum and Art Gallery as item 62 
in 1969.

634 & 635.  A pair of English pewter communion � agons 
of the ‘Charles I’ type by GG his touchmark to the upper 
back of each handle.  The maker probably is George 
Groome of London 1626-58 who was a known hollow-
ware maker.  Engraved on the body RG over 1634 (the 
Minister or donor of the � agon), and the churchwardens 
names I Lowle and I Tovy, and their initials I over L, 
and I over T on top of lid.  The cylindrical body with 
a deep � llet below the rim and an incised line above 
the ovolo moulded hollow foot.  The bun-shaped lid 
with erect heart pierced thumbpiece topped with a 
horizontal bar.  The S-curve handle with ‘swan neck’ 
at upper attachment has a spade terminal.  6” (153mm) 
base diameter.  13½” (343mm) tall, and 11¼” (286mm) 
to the rim.  ex AH Isher collection formerly at Olveston 
Church, Gloucestershire.  Bought 5 June 1990 as Lot 646 
at Sotheby’s, Billingshurst.  
Illustrated p17 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

860-458.  An English pewter flagon of the ‘Charles I’ 
type c1625-35.  Traces of an illegible circular touchmark 
inside the base.  The cylindrical body with a pair of 
incised lines below the rim repeated twice above the 
ovolo moulded hollow foot.  The bun-shaped lid 
with an erect heart pierced thumbpiece topped with a 
horizontal bar.  The S-curve handle with ‘swan neck’ at 
upper attachment has a spade terminal.  4½” (116mm) 
rim, and 5¾” (146mm) base diameters.  12½” (320mm) 
tall, and 10¼” (262mm) to rim.  2.2kg weight.  Formerly 
in the collection of the late Richard Mundey. 

860-522.  An English pewter flagon of a variant 
‘Charles I’ type by the unidentified maker LB* his 
circular touchmark inside the base c1640-50.  The 
cylindrical body with a pair of incised lines below the 
neck repeated twice above the ovolo moulded hollow 
foot.  The variant bun-shaped lid with a spray type 
thumbpiece.  The S-curve handle attached directly to 
the rim has a spade terminal.  3⅔” (93mm) rim, and 
5⅙” (132mm) base diameters.  10⅔” (271mm) tall, and 
8⅜” (213mm) to rim.  1.125kg weight.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.  
*The most likely candidate is Lawrence Butcher who was 
apprenticed in 1611 to John Twist pewterer of London, 
and upon the death of his master turned over to James 
Terry another London pewterer in October 1613.  Upon 
completing his apprenticeship he may have moved away 
from London rather than seek his freedom in the City.

Flagons from the second half of the 17th century - transitional and 
beefeater types
Transitional and beefeater flagons appear to have been made elsewhere than 
London, and the Collection includes several that are or may be by provincial 
pewterers.  Although categorised as from the second half of the 17th century, 
some beefeater flagons may be f om the early 18th century.  

481 & 482.  A pair of English pewter ‘transitional’ 
flagons.  No maker’s mark, but probably the work of 
a provincial maker during the second half of the 17th 
century or possibly later.  The upper body engraved with 
a small cartouche dated 1715 above a winged cherub’s 
head, which is just conceivably contemporary with 
manufacture.  The flagons include an anachronistic mix 
of components with elements from ‘James I’, ‘Charles 
I’, and  Cromwellian flagons.  The cylindrical body 
of Charles I form with some entasis  has a deep fillet
above a pair of incised lines below the rim, and two 
groups of four incised lines above the ‘James I’ style 
ovolo moulded hollow foot, which is unusually deep.  
The lid and twin-cusp thumbpiece are like those found 
on beefeater flagons, although the button-like waisted 
finial is unusual.  The S-curve handle with ‘swan neck’ 
at upper attachment has the form of pointed spade 
terminal seen on ‘Charles I’ and ‘beefeater’ flagons. 
Being hand made, dimensions vary slightly between 
the two flagons:  3⅘” (97mm) rim, and 4⅘” (122mm) 
base diameters.  11⅛” (280mm) tall, and 8⅞” (227mm) 
to the rim.  1.57kg weight.  Bought 31 October 1985 as 
Lot 19 at Sotheby’s.
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860-521.  An English pewter ‘beefeater’ flagonby Henry 
Seagood of Kings Lynn, Norfolk who was made free in 
1667.  His hallmarks on the lid, and touchmark inside 
the base.  The plain cylindrical body with a raised fillet
below the rim.  The flat lid of typical form with a twin-
cusp thumbpiece.  The wide foot fla es out from the 
drum with an incised line where the ovolo moulding 
begins, and a flat base.  The S-curve handle with ‘swan 
neck’ at upper attachment, and spade terminal.  4⅝” 
(118mm) rim, and 6¾” (173mm) base diameters.  9⅝” 
(245mm) tall, and 7¼” (184mm) to rim.  1.975kg weight.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey. 

614.  An English pewter ‘beefeater’ flagon by William 
Pettiver of London c1679-81 his touchmark inside 
the base, and his initials cast into the back of the 
thumbpiece, which is a rare feature.  The cylindrical 
body with a raised fillet below the rim, and a pair 
of incised lines at the base of the drum.  The flat lid 
of typical form with a twin-cusp thumbpiece.  The 
wide foot fla es out from the drum with an incised 
line where the ovolo moulding begins, and a flat
base.  The S-curve handle with ‘swan neck’ at upper 
attachment, and spade terminal.  61 fl oz capacity.  4½” 
(115mm) rim, and 6¾” (172mm) base diameters.  10¾” 
(273mm) tall, and 8⅗” (218mm) to rim.  1.75kg weight.  
Formerly in the Sutherland-Graeme (sold 3 June 1965 
as Lot 80 at Sotheby’s), and Michaelis collections (sold 
12 November 1973 as Lot 93 at Sotheby’s).  Bought 21 
June 1989 at Sotheby’s.  A Richard Mundey label under 
the base.  
Illustrated by Michaelis (bottom photograph) in British 
Pewter 1969 p46, but not attributed.

860-457.  An English pewter ‘beefeater’ flagon c1670-
80.  By the unidentified maker RB his dated touchmark 
featuring a fouled anchor in a beaded circle inside the 
base.  The cylindrical body with a raised fillet below 
the rim.  The flat lid of typical form with an erect heart 
pierced bar thumbpiece.  The wide foot fla es out 
from the drum with an incised line where the ovolo 
moulding begins, and a flat base.  The S-curve handle 
with ‘swan neck’ at upper attachment, and spade 
terminal.  4⅞” (124mm) rim, and 7⅛” (181mm) base 
diameters.  12” (305mm) tall, and 9⅝” (245mm) to rim.  
1.75kg weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late 
Richard Mundey whose label is under the lid.

284.  An English pewter ‘beefeater’ flagon c1670-90.  
No maker’s mark.  The cylindrical body with a deep 
fillet below the rim, and a pair of incised lines at the 
base of the drum.  The flat lid of typical form with an 
uncommon variant of a ramshorn thumbpiece, which 
is rarely seen on beefeater flagons.  The wide foot fla es 
out from the drum with an incised line where the ovolo 
moulding begins, and a flat base.  The S-curve handle 
with ‘swan neck’ at upper attachment, and spade 
terminal.  5” (128mm) base diameter.  8¾” (222mm) 
tall, and 6⅘” (173mm) to rim.  Bought 29 October 1981 
at Christie’s.  

177.  An English pewter ‘beefeater’ communion flagon
c1680.  No maker’s mark.  Engraved with ownership 
initials ‘S PETR’ (possibly for St. Peter’s Church) on the 
back of the handle.  The cylindrical body with a deep 
fillet below the rim, and an incised line at the base of 
the drum.  The flat lid of typical form with a twin-cusp 
thumbpiece.  The wide foot fla es out from the drum 
with an incised line where the ovolo moulding begins, 
and a flat base.  The S-curve handle with ‘swan neck’ at 
upper attachment, and shield terminal.  5¼” (135mm) 
base diameter.  9⅜” (238mm) tall, and 7½” (190mm) to 
rim.  1100g weight.  Bought 30 April 1981 at Christie’s. 

574.  An English pewter ‘beefeater’ flagon c1680-1700.  
No maker’s mark.  The cylindrical body with a deep 
fillet below the rim, and a pair of incised lines at the 
base of the drum.  The flat lid having a raised central 
disc and an outer incised line, with a twin-lobed 
thumbpiece, which is uncommon on beefeater flagons. 
The exceptionally wide foot fla es out from the drum 
with an incised line where the ovolo moulding begins, 
and a flat base.  The S-curve handle with ‘swan neck’ 
at upper attachment, and boot heel terminal.  The 
Worshipful Company of Pewterers has a similar 
example, and it has been suggested that such wide 
bases may have added stability for shipboard use.  
5¼” (134mm) rim, and 8¾” (222mm) base diameters.  
11¾” (298mm) tall, and 9” (229mm) to rim.  Bought 13 
September 1988 at Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated p20 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

Flagons from the late 17th and early 18th centuries - flat lidded and 
transitional types
By the last decade of the 17th century, the evolution of the flagon shifted to 
ones with virtually flat lids, and with some features similar to tankards of the 
same period.  It seems that many of these flat lidded flagons had provincial 
origins although the probably earliest one in the Collection (see #900a) was 
made in London.

900a.  An English pewter flat lid flagon by John Smith 
of London 1685-1732 his circular beaded touchmark 
with a double dome lid tankard on the back of the 
handle.  Ownership triad of initials T over DD to 
the lid.  Pricked ownership of ‘Rose Manor’ and ‘TR 
1697’ under the base.  The cylindrical body with two 
equidistant raised fillets having incised lines above 
and below them, and a small ovolo moulded foot.  
The flat lid with a pair of double incised lines, solid 
denticulations to the front edge, and a twin lovebird 
thumbpiece.  The single curve handle with a boot heel 
terminal.  3¾” (95mm) rim, and 4⅝” (118mm) base 
diameters.  7⅞” (202mm) tall, and 6⅜” (162mm) to 
rim.  825g weight.  Bought March 1997.

377.  An English pewter regional � at lid � agon by TB of 
Wigan his circular beaded edge touchmark of a chalice 
� anked by T and B below three stars or � ower heads 
inside the base c1690-1710.  Ownership triad of initials 
C over RS under the lid.  The tapering cylindrical body 
with a band of cast gadrooning below the rim repeated 
above the vestigial footrim.  The � at lid with a single 
denticulation to the front edge, and a ram’s horn 
thumbpiece.  The single curve handle with a pointed 
spade terminal.  3⅘” (97mm) rim, and 4½” (115mm) 
base diameters.  9⅕” (234mm) tall, and 7⅝” (194mm) 
to rim.  950g weight.  ex AT Isher collection.  Bought 12 
October 1984 at Sotheby’s.

487.  An English pewter ‘spire’ flagon of an early form 
c1710-30.  No maker’s mark.  The tapering cylindrical 
body with a complex fillet to the upper body, and 
another where the drum meets the hollow slightly 
fla ed foot.  The variant of a ‘bun’ lid evolving into 
a double dome lid is probably unique, and has a ball 
finial and spiral thumbpiece with serrated top.  The 
single curve handle attached directly to the rim and 
body has a boot heel terminal.  11⅘” (300mm) tall.  
Bought 26 November 1985 at Phillips.
Illustrated by Hornsby in Pewter of the Western World 1983 Fig. 
660 p202.  

503a.  An English pewter regional flat lid flagonpossibly 
from the West Midlands c1690-1720.  The circular 
beaded touchmark inside the base of an unidentified
maker BL or BC above an animal passant suggested to 
be a wolf.  The attribution of locality to the Midlands 
based on the extreme similarity between the features 
of this flagon and those made by William Wood of 
Birmingham.  The plain tapering cylindrical body with 
a vestigial footrim.  The flat lid with denticulations 
to the front edge, and a twin lobed thumbpiece.  The 
single curve handle with a twin lobed terminal.  11” 
(279mm) tall.
Illustrated by Michaelis at Fig. 65 in Antique Pewter of the 
British Isles 1971.

824.  An English pewter flat lid flagon by William 
Eddon of London 1690-1747 his touchmark inside the 
base, and hallmarks on the lid.  These rare flagons are 
the forerunners of those made and used later in the 
18th century in Scotland.  The form appears to have 
been developed by Eddon, and continued by his 
successors including William Charsley.  This example 
is what Jan Gadd JPS Spring 2002 described as Eddon’s 
second (of three sizes), and is less well made than 
some more expensively finished examples with fla ed 
lower bodies.  The form hardly changed over the next 
century.  The tapering body with incised lines below 
the rim and above the foot, a broad central fillet with 
incised lines above and below it, and a reeded foot.  
The slightly domed lid with an incised line to the outer 
edge, and a twin cusp thumbpiece.  The single curve 
strap handle with spade terminal.  9⅚” (250mm) tall.  
ex A Hibbs collection.  Bought 14 July 1994 as Lot 334 
at Lawrence’s, Crewkerne.
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Flagons from the early 18th century - dome lidded types
During the first decade of the 18th century, the evolution of the flagon shifted 
again to ones with double dome lids, and with some features similar to 
tankards of the same period.  It seems that most of these dome lidded flagons
had provincial origins especially in the North of England.

668.  An English pewter regional flagon from York by 
IW his touchmark of IW in a shield inside the base.  
The maker possibly is John White II 1699-1719.  The 
plain tapering cylindrical body with a raised turned 
fillet below the rim, and four more equidistantly 
positioned above the ovolo moulded hollow foot.  The 
double dome lid with a scroll thumbpiece of a form 
used in York.  The single curve handle with a boot heel 
terminal.  11½” (292mm) tall.  Bought 18 June 1991 at 
Sotheby’s.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 11/1994 Fig 1 p48-51.  Peal illustrates at Fig 
75 (left) a virtually identical example by the same maker in 
Pewter of Great Britain 1983 p107. 

1114 a&b.  A pair of English pewter regional communion 
flagons from Wigan c1700.  The maker is either Adam 
Banks III 1660-1705 or Adam Banks IV 1671-1716 
who used the same circular touchmark of AB above 
a bird, which is struck inside the base.  Engraved to 
the upper body D - fs over K (Dumfries Kirk*).  The 
cylindrical plain body fla es slightly outwards at 
the base above the ovolo moulded foot, which has 
an incised line above the rim.  The double dome lid 
with denticulations to the front of the flat rim, and a 
decorative beaded ‘reversed C’s’ scroll thumbpiece.  
The single curve handle with a spade terminal.  4” 
(103mm) rim, and 6⅜” (162mm) base diameters.  14½” 
(370mm) tall, and 11⅜” (289mm) to rim.  2.2kg weight.  
* The flagons were originally part of a set of four identical 
flagons sold 11 November 1976 as two pairs (Lots 97 & 98) 
by St Michael Parish church, Dumfries at Sotheby’s London.  
Discussed at p135-136, and illustrated at Fig 6.9 by Spencer 
Davies in Scottish Pewter 1600-1850 2014. 

860-525.  An English pewter regional � agon from Wigan 
by IH his touchmark of IH in a heart inside the base 
c1700-20.  The maker probably is John Harvey II 1688-
1723, or possibly John Hardman 1693-1743.  The plain 
tapering cylindrical body with an incised line below 
the rim, and a slightly raised � llet above the slightly 
spreading hollow foot.  The double dome lid with 
denticulations to the front of the � at rim, and a scroll 
thumbpiece of a form used in Wigan.  The single curve 
handle with a spade terminal.  Capacity 60 �  oz.  4⅛” 
(105mm) rim, and 5⅞” (151mm) base diameters.  10⅕” 
(259mm) tall, and 8¼” (211mm) to rim.  1.3kg weight.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey.

754.  An English pewter regional � agon from Wigan 
by TB his touchmark on the back of the handle.  The 
maker probably is Thomas Boulton I 1723-50.  Engraved 
to the front of the body with a ribbon-tied swag, leaf 
and plume design above which is a defaced inscription 
dated ‘1732 & 1733’.  The tapering body has a raised 
� llet with incised lines above and below it at the base of 
the drum where the unusual outward curving hollow 
foot begins.  The tall double dome lid with an unusual 
palmette and mask thumbpiece.  The C-curve handle has 
a short strut at the lower attachment point, then curves 
out to a spade terminal.  7¼” (184mm) base diameter.  
11” (280mm) tall.  ex R Boocock collection.  Bought 22 
September 1992 as Lot 1175 at Sotheby’s Sussex.  
Exhibited as item #30 at the City of Lincoln Usher Gallery 
from 29 September to 27 October 1962.

489.  An English pewter regional flagon from Wigan by 
an unidentified maker his indistinct touchmark inside 
the base.  The plain cylindrical body with a raised 
fillet low down the drum, which steps out to the deep 
and massive spreading skirted and hollow base.  The 
double dome lid with a palm and heart thumbpiece.  
The single curved handle with a boot heel terminal.  
8¾” (222mm) base diameter.  13⅛” (334mm) tall, 
and 10⅞” (276mm) to rim.  2.4kg weight.  Bought 26 
November 1985 at Phillips.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in Journal of the Pewter 
Society Spring 1988 p102-103.

294 & 294A.  Two English pewter regional flagons from Wigan.  One (#294) 
by GB his hallmarks and crowned X inside the base.  The maker probably 
is George Boulton c1760-96.  The second (#294A) has a crowned X and 
hallmarks to the upper body, and inside the base, which are probably those 
used by a successor to William Baldwin II 1679-1733.  The cylindrical body 
with a bold fillet of four incised lines, and decorative reeding to the deep 
and massive spreading skirted and hollow base.  The double dome lid (with 
denticulations to the front of the flat rim on #294), and a twin-headed eagle 
thumbpiece.  The S-curved handle with a mascaron (cherub’s face) behind 
the hinge, and heart-shaped terminal.  Half-gallon ale standard capacity.  8¾” 
(222mm) base diameter.  13⅛” (334mm) tall, and 10⅞” (276mm) to rim.  2.7kg 
weight.  One flagon bought Spring 1983 at Phillips, the other 4 February 1992 
as Lot 391 at Sotheby’s, Billingshurst.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1988 p102-103.   

Flagons from the middle of the 18th century - acorn types
The so-called ‘acorn’ flagons are named for their body shape, which resembles 
that of an oak acorn.  In the form of #613 they were thought to be very rare, 
but recent studies of examples in collections and Northern museums have 
identified more.  The total number of examples of all types now known is 
about 60.  The rarest forms are like those in the Collection (see #887a & #277)  

613.  An English pewter ‘acorn’ flagon c1730-60.  No 
maker’s mark, although most marked examples 
originate from the North East of England, and York 
in particular.  The body has a raised fillet at the top 
of its tapering cylindrical upper section, 4” (102mm) 
long frontal spout, and globular lower section with 
hollow ovolo moulded foot is typical of this form.  The 
double dome lid has a tall weak acorn-shaped finial,
and ramshorn thumbpiece of a form used on other 
York hollow-ware.  The single curve handle attached 
directly to the rim and body has a boot-heel terminal.  
Formerly in the collection of Richard Mundey bought 
from him April 1989.  4½” (116mm) rim, and 5⅘” 
(148mm) base diameters.  13” (330mm) tall, and 10⅜” 
(265mm) to the rim.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 11/1994 Fig 3 p48-51.

277.  An English pewter ‘acorn’ � agon c1750-60.  No 
maker’s mark, although most marked examples 
originate from the North East of England, and York in 
particular.  The plain body with its tapering cylindrical 
upper section, frontal spout, and globular lower section 
with hollow ovolo moulded foot is typical of this form.  
The double dome lid has an acorn-shaped � nial and 
open chairback thumbpiece.  This squat example has 
some uncommon features such as the sweeping curved 
handle with a variant of the hooded ball terminal.  8⅝” 
(219mm) tall.  ex C Peal collection.  Bought 6 October 
1981 at Sotheby’s. 
Exhibited at Reading Museum and Art Gallery as item 177 
in 1969.  Illustrated and discussed by Peal at Fig 75 Pewter 
of Great Britain for Pleasure and Investment 1983.  Illustrated 
and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 11 
11/1994 Fig 2 p48-51.
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175.  A quart English pewter guild or corporation 
flagon by Phillip Matthews of London 1736-49 his 
hallmarks and crowned X to left of handle, and 
touchmark inside the base.  Engraved to the front 
mid body below the arms of the City of Norwich: 
Drinke fare, dont sware, God save ye Kinge Xber ye sixth 
1772.  The significance of the date October 6th of this 
inscription is unknown, nor any special relevance 
for the words other than a sensible admonition.  The 
U-shaped body with two incised lines, and an ovolo 
moulded foot.  The double scroll handle having 
escutcheon plates at the upper and lower attachment 
points, and a hooded ball terminal.  The double 
dome lid with finial, and a heart pierced chairback 
thumbpiece.  40.8 fl oz capacity.  8¾” (222mm) tall.  
Bought 30 April 1981 at Christie’s.

727.  An English pewter lidless flagon by William 
Newham of London 1730-55 his W·N touchmark in 
a shield under the base.  The cylindrical body with a 
frontal spout, and a raised body fillet with incised lines 
above and below it.  A similar decorative effect gives 
balance above the outward-curving hollow base.  The 
flagon was made lidless, which can be seen from the 
blind (undrilled) hinge lug on top of the solid strap 
handle.  The single curve handle projects away from 
the body to a great extent before curving downwards 
and outwards to the spade terminal.  11½” (292mm) 
tall.  Bought February 1992 from M Kashden.

860-451.  A gallon English pewter lidless innkeeper’s 
� agon c1805-25.  No maker’s mark, although probably 
by a London pewterer as all marked examples of this 
form are made in London.  The body with a � ared 
rim has a broad � llet midway to the spreading base.  
The S-shaped handle with a raised thumb grip and 
boot heel terminal.  Engraved later for the innkeeper 
William Dennis, White Swan, Ware who moved to The 
Crown and Anchor, Ware in 1880-90.  11½” (286mm) 
tall.  Formerly in the collection of the late Richard 
Mundey.

379.  An English pewter guild flagon by Henry 
Carpenter of London 1757-1819 his hallmarks near the 
rim to the left of the handle.  Engraved below the spout 
with the arms of the Norwich Wool Guild over ‘1770’: 
the three devices appear to be shuttles suggesting this 
was a weavers’ guild.  The body engraved with the 
names of Guild officers ‘Samuel Simonts: Headsman; 
Richard Boatwright: Clerk;  James Balls and Robert Warnes: 
Supervisors’.  The tapering body with a frontal spout, 
raised fillet to the mid body, and an ovolo moulded 
foot.  The double dome lid with a scroll thumbpiece.  
The double scroll handle with a fishtail terminal.  5½” 
(140mm) rim, and 7⅔” (195mm) base diameters.  13” 
(330mm) tall, and 11⅛” (283mm) to rim.  Bought 12 
October 1984 at Sotheby’s.
Illustrated p26 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.  

278.  A gallon English pewter Friendly Society ale 
flagon by Francis Bonaventure Gerardin 1797-1821 his 
hallmarks and crowned WR verification mark to left 
of handle.  Engraved ‘This Friendly Society Established 
April 3rd at the Raven, King Street 1819 / Martin Fountain 
Headsman / Thos. Parkerson, Henry Coleman Supervisors / 
Wm Brown Snr Clerk’.  The flagonbelonged to a Norwich 
Friendly Society described in an 1857 Government 
report as a Loan Society with outstanding loans of £4 
15s 7d.  The tapering cylindrical body with a pair of 
incised lines below the rim, bold fillet at mid body, and 
multiple incised lines extending from the drum over 
the flaring ovolo moulded foot.  A frontal spout has 
a teardrop below it.  The double dome lid with open 
chairback thumbpiece.  The single curve handle with 
spade terminal attached to the body by escutcheon 
plates.  5¾” (146mm) rim, and 7¾” (197mm) base 
diameters.  13⅜” (340mm) tall, and 11½” (292mm) to 
the rim.  ex Peal collection.  Bought 6 October 1981 at 
Sotheby’s.
Illustrated and discussed by Peal at Fig 63 British Pewter and 
Britannia Metal for Pleasure and Investment 1971.

Spire flagon
The earliest of this type started to appear during the reign of King George I, 
but did not look like those shown below.  For example, see #487, which is one 
of the early 18th century transitional styles that evolved into the more familiar 
form that continued through the last three quarters of the 18th century, and 
into the early 19th century.

Flagons used by hostelries, friendly societies and places of public 
entertainment
These flagons are often of larger capacity as they were meant to serve several 
individuals.  Apart from its form, flagon #175 is possibly the most unusual for 
its diminutive size, and may well have formed part of a larger garnish if it is a 
Corporation or Guild flagon 

314.  An English pewter ‘spire’ flagon c1760-80.  No 
maker’s mark.  The tapering cylindrical body with a 
complex fillet to the upper body, and another where 
the drum meets the hollow fla ed foot.  The double 
dome lid with knopped finial and solid draped chair-
back thumbpiece.  The double scroll handle with 
tongued pip thumbrest, and hooded ball terminal.  
This form was typically made in London c1760-80, al-
though variants are known from Bewdley and Bristol.  
6⅕” (158mm) base diameter.  12” (305mm) tall, and 
9⅜” (238mm) to rim.  1.85kg weight.  ex Hopcraft col-
lection.  Bought 4 June 1982.

171.  An English pewter ‘spire’ flagon c1800-50.  No 
maker’s mark, although the majority of this general 
type were the product of London pewterers c1780-
1810.  The body of tall, slightly tapering form with a 
frontal spout having a decorative rounded projection 
below it.  Decorative incised fillets to the mid body are 
repeated at the bottom, which sits on a hollow skirt 
base.  The double scroll handle attached to the body 
by an escutcheon plate at the lower attachment point.  
The double dome lid has a substantial finial, and open 
chairback thumbpiece.  12¼” (311mm) tall.  Bought 5 
February 1981 at Christie’s.

145 & 146.  A pair of English pewter ‘spire’ fla -
ons c1800-1850.  No maker’s mark, although the 
majority of this general type were the product of 
London pewterers.  The body of tall, slightly ta-
pering form with a frontal spout having a deco-
rative rounded projection below it.  Decorative 
incised fillets to the mid body are repeated at the 
bottom, which sits on a hollow skirt base.  The 
twin C-scroll handle attached to the body by oval 
pads.  The double dome lid has a substantial fi -
ial, and open chairback thumbpiece.  4” (103m) 
rim, and 6⅜” (162mm) base diameters.  14½” 
(370mm) tall, and 11” (279mm) to the rim.  2200g 
weight.  Bought 19 February 1981 at Sotheby’s. 

887a.  An English pewter ‘acorn’ communion flagon dated 1727.  No 
maker’s mark, although most marked examples originate from the 
North East of England, and York in particular.  Engraved above the 
mid-fillet of the globular lower body: an IHS motif within a sun in 
splendour, and ‘Deo et Ecclesiae de Kirkby Stephen SS Com Westmoreland’ 
over ‘1727’.  ‘SS’ in the inscription probably standing for St Stephen, 
the parish church of Kirkby Stephen often called the Cathedral of the 
Dales.  The body has raised fillets at the top and bottom of its tapering 
cylindrical upper section, a very long frontal spout, and globular 
lower section with central raised fillet, and hollow ovolo moulded 
foot.  The double dome lid has an acorn-shaped finial, and unique 
large thumbpiece with a scrolling design on its face.  The single 
curve hollow cast handle attached directly to the rim and body has a 
ridged boot-heel terminal.  4⅜” (111mm) rim, and 6½” (165mm) base 
diameters.  16” (407mm) tall, and 11⅞” (302mm) to the rim.  Bought 
November 1995 at Sotheby’s.  
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248 & 249.  A pair of English Britannia metal communion flagons by Philip 
Ashberry of Sheffiel 1829-78.  Each engraved ‘Free Church Crailing 1843’*, 
and forming part of a larger group of communion ware from this church.  
The straight sided bodies with raised fillets below the rim, at mid-body, 
and above the ovolo moulded foot, and frontal spouts.  The double dome 
lids now lacking thumbpieces.  The massive S-curve handles with shield 
terminals.  7⅝” (193mm) base diameter.  12¼” (310mm) tall.  2kg weight.  
Bought 5 February 1981 at Christie’s.
*Crailing Free Church is in north Roxburghshire.  According to Rev. William Ewing’s 
Annals of the Free Church of Scotland (Edinburgh 1914) the minister of Crailing, 
Andrew Milroy, left the Church of Scotland for the Free Church in 1843 when the 
church was built and the communion service purchased.  The district being entirely 
rural, the congregation suffe ed through depopulation. The members were, for the 
most part, working people.  Membership: 1848, 185; 1900, 142.

Sheffield Britannia metal flag FLAGONS - SCOTTISH 
The earliest surviving church flagons used in Scotland date from c1680-90, but 
are not of Scottish make being of Dutch or London manufacture.  Most Scottish 
made communion flagons date from the second half of the 18th century, and 
into the first decades of the 19th century.  The Collection includes the earliest 
known Wigan made communion flagons inscribed for Dumfries Kirk, which 
are included in the section on English and European Flagons (see #1114).  Many of 
the earliest Scottish made flagons have a short ‘beak’ or single denticulation to 
the front edge of the lid, which may have been copied from mid-17th century 
English tankards.  The earliest known Edinburgh flagons are by Thomas Inglis 
III, and although undated the one in the Collection (see #555) can be no later 
than 1713.  Although Inglis was the first Scottish pewterer to make flagons of 
this type, they had their origins in the London workshop of William Eddon one 
of whose somewhat later flat lid flagons is in the Collection, and recorded in 
the section on English and European Flagons (see #824).  The Collection includes 
the only two known Scottish ‘spire’ flagons both with frontal spouts (see #561 
& #566).  
Many Scottish flagons are engraved to show the church for which they were 
made, or in which they were used.  Scottish practice for showing people’s 
initials means that when there are two pairs of initials they may be either those 
of the elders of the church, or a secular set relating to a husband and wife, as 
women tended to be referred to by their maiden names.  

555.  A Scottish pewter communion flagon by Thomas 
Inglis III of Edinburgh 1686-1713 his mark under the 
lid.  Believed to have come from the communion 
service of St. John’s Episcopal Church Alloa, and the 
handle is scratch engraved with an A (for Alloa?)  The 
tapering body with a wide mid-body fillet, and several 
incised lines to the shallow hollow foot.  The slightly 
domed lid has a single triangular denticulation to 
the front edge.  The strap handle with twin cusp 
thumbpiece and spade terminal.  4” (102mm) rim, 
and 5⅛” (130mm) base diameters.  9” (230mm) tall, 
and 7⅔” (196mm) to rim.  1.3kg weight.  
Illustrated and discussed by Spencer Davies in the Journal 
of the Pewter Society Spring 2008 p39, and at Fig 6.8 (left) 
in Scottish Pewter 1600-1850 2014. 

561.  A Scottish pewter laver or small communion 
flagon c1740-60.  No maker’s mark*.  Engraved to 
the body front with a circle enclosing the sacred 
monogram IHS beneath a cross, and above another 
device.  Believed to have belonged to the communion 
service of the Glenbervie/Drumlithie Episcopal 
Church of Scotland in Kincardineshire.  The tapering 
body with a frontal spout and raised fillet has an 
unusual deep skirted hollow foot inserted below the 
bold reeded base of the drum.  The shallow domed 
lid has a several incised lines, a triple-lobed knop, 
and a flat rim.  The S-curve handle with a draped 
chairback thumbpiece, and hooded ball terminal.  
3¼” (83mm) rim, and 4⅙” (106mm) base diameters.  
6⅞” (175mm) tall, and 5⅖” (138mm) to rim.  750g 
weight.  
*Spencer Davies states that this laver is by Adam 
Anderson of Edinburgh 1734-60.  It appears to be the same 
one he illustrates at Fig 6.42 in Scottish Pewter 1600-1850 
2014, which he says is from the Episcopalian Church of St 
Laurence, Laurencekirk, Aberdeenshire.

566.  A Scottish pewter communion flagon by an 
unidentified maker his crowned rose mark inside the 
base c1740-60*.  The mark may have lettering in an 
arc below the rose, and is of the generic type widely 
used as a secondary mark by Edinburgh pewterers 
in the mid-18th century.  The flagon comes from the 
communion service of the Scottish Episcopal Church 
of St Laurence, Laurencekirk, Aberdeenshire.  The 
tapering body with a frontal spout and wide mid-
body fillet has an unusual deep skirted hollow foot 
inserted below the drum.  The double dome lid has 
a triple-lobed knop, and a flat rim.  The double scroll 
handle with a draped chairback thumbpiece, and 
hooded ball terminal.  6½” (167mm) base diameter.  
12½” (320mm) tall, and 10⅛” (258mm) to rim.  2.15kg 
weight.  
*Spencer Davies states that this laver is by Adam Anderson 
of Edinburgh 1734-60.  It appears to be identical (apart 
from the distorted foot) to the one he illustrates at Fig 6.12 
in Scottish Pewter 1600-1850 2014.  Exhibited as item #423 
at the Loan Exhibition of Old Pewter held in Provand’s 
Lordship, Glasgow from 1 January to 31 March 1909.

480.  A Scottish pewter communion flagon c1773.  No 
maker’s mark.  Engraved Relief Kirk of Jedburgh 1773*.  
The tapering body with a wide mid-body fillet, and 
several incised lines to the shallow hollow foot.  The 
slightly domed lid has an incised line near the edge.  
The strap handle with twin cusp thumbpiece and spade 
terminal.  6⅛” (156mm) base diameter.  10⅝” (270mm) 
tall, and 9⅙” (233mm) to rim.  1.825kg weight.  Bought 
31 October 1985 as part of Lot 26 at Sotheby’s.
*This refers to the High Street Relief Presbyterian Church.  
In 1755, the elders of the parish of Jedburgh, anticipating the 
settlement by patronage of another, unacceptable, minister 
among them, entered into a written compact in which they 
‘unanimously agreed and resolved to stand or fall together 
in the election or choice of a minister for the parish’.  Soon 
after, they proceeded to procure votes in favor of Mr. 
Thomas Boston, minister of Oxnam.  The congregation, 
having separated from the Established Church for the 
purpose of obtaining Mr. Boston, formed the ‘Presbytery of 
Relief’ with the Rev. Messrs Gillespie of Dunfermline, and 
Colier of Colinsburgh, in 1761.  A church building was built 
by the end of 1757, and superseded by another in 1818.

1205.  A Scottish pewter flagon by Stephen Maxwell 
of Glasgow 1763-95 his sailing ship touchmark inside 
the base with the legend SUCCESS TO YE BRITISH 
COLONIES S MAXWELL*.  The tapering body has his 
variant frontal spout with an outward projection at the 
base, a fillet below the rim, and a wide mid-body fillet. 
The shallow hollow foot has several incised lines.  The 
flat lid with twin central incised lines, and another pair 
at the outer edge has a keeper ring underneath.  The 
strap handle with twin cusp thumbpiece and spade 
terminal.  6” (155mm) base diameter.  9⅝” (245mm) 
tall, and 8¼” (210mm) to the rim.  
*Several Scottish pewterers added such sentiments to their 
marks, which refer to the importance of the American 
colonies as customers for their wares

293.  A Scottish pewter flagon by Robert Graham and 
James Wardrop of Glasgow trading as Graham & 
Wardrop 1774-1812 their touchmark inside the base.  
The tapering body with a frontal spout, wide mid-
body fillet, and several incised lines to the spreading 
hollow foot.  The flat lid with an urn shaped knop 
has an incised line near the edge.  The strap handle 
with twin cusp thumbpiece and spade terminal.  14½” 
(368mm) tall*.  Bought 1981 at Sotheby’s.
*This is a rare tall form as the standard size, which is more 
squat and shorter were the most commonly made by 
Glasgow pewterers. 
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384.  A Scottish pewter flagon by an unidentified
maker whose touchmark is inside the base c1770-
1790*.  Engraved ownership initials WC over MA to 
the upper body.  The tapering body with a wide fillet,
and two incised lines to the shallow foot.  The almost 
flat lid with an incised line near the edge.  The strap 
handle with twin cusp thumbpiece and spade terminal 
has a short strut at the lower attachment point.  9⅞” 
(251mm) tall.  Bought 25 January 1984 at Sotheby’s.
*The mark with the sailing ship heading to the left is unlike 
all other Scottish ‘ship’ marks, which have the ship facing to 
the right.  Only Matthew Connell of Glasgow 1774-98 had a 
touch with a ship facing to the left like this one. 

241.  A Scottish pewter communion flagon
c1786.  Possibly by William Scott II of 
Edinburgh 1780-88, with an unrecorded 
Made in Edinburgh label comprising a 
crowned rose with the legend above and 
below inside the base.  Engraved ASOTE 

CONGN BRISTO 1786 over Mr. I.P. above 
B-O and C-H*.  The almost straight sided 
body with a wide fillet, frontal spout, and 
several incised lines to the spreading foot.  
The slightly domed lid with an incised line 
near the edge.  The strap handle with twin 
cusp thumbpiece and spade terminal.  7” 
(179mm) base diameter.  13” (331mm) tall.  
3.1 kg weight.

* From the communion set of the Associate Congregation 
Church of Bristo, Edinburgh.  The Rev. Dr James Peddie 
(born 1759) was ordained pastor of this congregation 3 April 
1783, and remained there for 63 years.  The identities of B-O, 
and C-H remain unknown.

279 & 280.  A pair of Scottish pewter 
communion flagons by James Wright 
of the West Bow, Edinburgh 1777-
1813 his touchmark and hallmarks 
inside the base.  Engraved to the upper 
body Dedit Gulielmus Mitchel Armiger 
AD 1794 (given by William Mitchel 
armourer).  The tapering body with a 
wide fillet, and two incised lines to the 
spreading foot.  The almost flat lid with 

an incised line near the edge, and hinged frontal spout.  
The strap handle with twin cusp thumbpiece and 
spade terminal.  4½” (116mm) rim, and 6” (152mm) 
base diameters.  10⅝” (270mm) tall, and 9⅙” (233mm) 
to rim.  Bought 23 July 1981 at Christie’s. 

250 & 251.  A pair of Scottish pewter 
communion flagons by James Wright of the 
West Bow, Edinburgh 1777-1813 his hallmarks 
and crowned X over a thistle secondary mark 
inside the base.  Each engraved Kirk of Crailing 
1802*.  The slightly tapering body with a wide 
fillet, and several incised lines to the sp eading 
foot.  The slightly domed lid with an incised line 
near the edge.  The strap handle with twin cusp 
thumbpiece and spade terminal.  11” (280mm) 
tall.  Bought 5 February 1981 at Christie’s.

*Crailing is in north Roxburghshire.  One of these exhibited as 
item #330 at the Loan Exhibition of Old Pewter held in Provand’s 
Lordship, Glasgow from 1 January to 31 March 1909.

339.  A Scottish pewter communion flagon from 
Tollcross Central Church, Glasgow c1806*.  Made 
by Robert Graham and James Wardrop of Glasgow 
trading as Graham & Wardrop 1774-1812 their 
touchmark inside the base.  The touchmark has the 
legend SUCCESS TO THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA#.  The tapering body with a frontal spout, 
reeding below the rim, and three sets of incised lines, 
with another above the spreading hollow foot.  The flat
lid with an acorn shaped knop has an incised line near 
the edge.  The strap handle with twin cusp thumbpiece 
and spade terminal.  8” (202mm) base diameter.  12½” 
(319mm) tall.  2.65kg weight.  Bought 24 August 1982 
at Phillips.
* Until the beginning of the 19th century, locals of Tollcross 
and its vicinity attended a chapel of Ease at Shettleston.  
However, by 1805 local people decided to build a new 
church in Tollcross itself and that it should be of the Relief 
persuasion.  The Relief Church had seceded from the 
Church of Scotland in 1761 and was particularly popular in 
the Glasgow district.  Mr Caddell of the Clyde Iron Works 
donated an acre of ground upon which the church was built 
and a churchyard laid out in 1806.  The Relief Presbytery 
was petitioned on 1st July, 1806 and the congregation was 
subsequently received into that Church.  #Several Scottish 
pewterers added such sentiments to their marks, which refer 
to the importance of the American colonies as customers for 
their wares.

666.  A Scottish pewter flagon by William Scott II or 
III of Edinburgh 1780-88 or 1790-1826 his touchmark 
poorly struck inside the base.  The tapering body with 
a wide mid-body fillet, and several incised lines to the 
shallow hollow foot.  The lid is slightly domed.  The 
strap handle with twin cusp thumbpiece and spade 
terminal has a very short strut at the lower attachment 
point.  6¼” (159mm) base diameter.  8½” (216mm) tall.

431.  A Scottish pewter flagon by Robert Kinniburgh I 
of Edinburgh 1796-1812 his touchmark inside the base.  
The tapering body with frontal spout has a wide mid-
body fillet, and several incised lines to the spreading 
hollow foot.  The almost flat lid has an incised line near 
the edge.  The strap handle with twin cusp thumbpiece 
and spade terminal.  4⅝” (118mm) rim, and 6” (155mm) 
base diameters.  10” (255mm) tall, and 8½” (218mm) to 
rim.  1.65kg weight.

325 & 326.  A pair of Scottish pewter 
communion flagons c1815.  By Robert 
Kinniburgh I of Edinburgh 1796-1812 
his partially indistinct touchmark 
inside the base.  Engraved Relief 
Congregation Shaw’s Lane Berwick 1815.  
The tapering body with a wide mid-
body fillet, and several incised lines 
to the spreading hollow foot.  The 
flat lid has an incised line near the 
edge.  The strap handle with twin 

cusp thumbpiece and spade terminal.  6⅛” (156mm) 
base diameter.  10⅞” (276mm) tall.  1700 gm weight.  
Bought 11 June 1982 at Sotheby’s.
* This refers to the Dissenting Protestant Relief Congregation 
of Shaw’s Lane (also known as Chapel Street), Berwick-
upon-Tweed.  The congregation had a Meeting House 
rather than a church, and preferred the Scottish approach to 
non-conformist worship.

667.  A Scottish pewter flagon by Robert Whyte of 
Cowgatehead, Edinburgh 1805-51 his touchmark 
inside the base.  The tapering body with a wide mid-
body fillet, and several incised lines to the shallow 
hollow foot.  The lid is slightly domed with an incised 
line near the edge.  The strap handle has a twin cusp 
thumbpiece and slender spade terminal.  6⅝” (158mm) 
base diameter.  9⅚” (250mm) tall, and 8⅝” (219mm) to 
the rim.  1.9kg weight.

860-432.  A Scottish pewter flagon by an unidentified
maker his indistinct mark inside the base c1780-
1820.  Engraved with churchwardens or ownership 
initials AD over AW below the rim to left of handle.  
The tapering body with a wide fillet, and two incised 
lines to the shallow foot.  The flat lid with an incised 
line near the edge.  The strap handle with twin cusp 
thumbpiece and spade terminal has a short strut at the 
lower attachment point.  6” (154mm) base diameter.  
9¾” (248mm) tall.  1.65kg weight.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.

1052.  A Scottish pewter flagon by Robert Galbraith of 
Glasgow 1828-73 his touchmark inside the base.  The 
tapering body with a frontal spout, reeding below the 
rim, and a wide mid-body fillet.  The shallow hollow 
foot has several incised lines.  The almost flat lid has a 
raised central disc with a large acorn shaped knop.  The 
strap handle with twin cusp thumbpiece and spade 
terminal has a short strut at the lower attachment 
point.  6⅛” (156mm) base diameter.  10¼” (261mm) 
tall.  1.825kg weight.

476 & 477.  A pair of Scottish pewter flagons
c1830-50.  No maker’s mark, but probably by a 
Glasgow maker.  The tapering body with a wide 
fillet, frontal spout, and two incised lines to the 
shallow foot.  The shallow double dome lid with 
a bladed knop.  The strap handle with unusual 
cabbage leaf thumbpiece and spade terminal 
has a short strut at the lower attachment point.  

5” (127mm) rim, and 6½” (166mm) base diameters.  
11⅖” (290mm) tall, and 9” (229mm) to rim.  2.45kg and 
2.5kg weight.
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875-878.  Four Scottish pewter flagons c1834.  Made by one of the Kinniburgh family of pewterers of Edinburgh.  
Each engraved Un. Asso. Congregation Rousay 1834*.  The tapering body with a wide mid-body fillet, and several 
incised lines to the shallow hollow foot.  The lid is slightly domed.  The strap handle with twin cusp thumbpiece 
and spade terminal has a very short strut at the lower attachment point.  10¼” (260mm) tall.  Bought 29 June 1995 
as part of Lot 128 at Phillips, Edinburgh.
*This refers to the Rousay United Associate Secession Church.  Rousay is an Orkney island 4 miles broad and 3 miles long.  
This place was fixed upon as a preaching station by the United Associate Presbytery of Edinburgh in 1829.  A congregation was 
organized in 1834 and a place of worship built the same year.  This church joined with the Rousay and Egilsay Free Church in 
1906 to become the Trumland United Free Church.

MEDIEVAL and POST-MEDIEVAL
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MEDIEVAL and POST-MEDIEVAL items up to c1600
Other relevant items are listed in the following chapters Candlesticks, Early Measures, Flagons, Tokens &c, Porringers, Sadware, and Spoons.  

The majority of medieval ‘finds’ tend to be small objects excavated by ‘mudlarks’ from rivers and riparian contexts.  The most frequently encountered items 
are pilgrim signs.  They were originally produced as souvenirs to satisfy the need to reveal and remind where a pilgrim had visited, and the authorities at 
pilgrimage sites were only too happy to raise funds in this way.  Our ancestors also liked to adorn their hats and cloaks with decorative items including 
secular badges.  The Collection has a wide selection of both types of badges, as well as ampullae and a religious statuette, bells and whistles, staff heads 
and other personal accessories such as a dagger/sword chape, toy vessels, and miniature items of furniture.    

Statuette of the Virgin and child 14th century
1177.  A medieval base alloy statuette of the Virgin 
and child c1300-1350.  The cast figu es are shown 
with the Madonna crowned and robed, seated on a 
throne, and gazing down to her left*.  She has her 
right arm bent upwards towards the infant Christ 
who she holds on her left knee with her left arm.  
Much of the throne is obscured with the exception 
of a longitudinal section to each side shown 
decorated with a geometric pattern.  1” (27mm) 
wide at the base.  2⅓” (60mm) tall.  Bought June 
2000.  
*It has been suggested that items like this are possibly 
fittings from Precentors’ staffs or crosiers.  However, it 
is more likely that they were objects of private devotion, 
perhaps used in association with tabernacles.

Our ancestors found social and spiritual pleasure from being in groups, 
whether on pilgrimage or on feast days.  The fraternity this created 
was undoubtedly reinforced by occasional exuberance, at times to the 
accompaniment of noise from bells, rattles and whistles.  The sound output 
from these small devices might individually be modest, but multiplied by 
scores or hundreds was deafening, and described by contemporary sources 
as a general nuisance. 

498.  An English pewter or base alloy cast decorated 
whistle c1400-80.  Of boatswain’s type with a stem 
ending in a bulbous head.  The upper edge has two 
suspension loops with a strip of finely cast cresting 
running between them.  3⅓” (85mm) long.  Found 
on the Thames foreshore at the northern end of 
Southwark Bridge in 1985.  Bought 29 January 1986 
from A Bartram. 
Spencer illustrates and discusses this whistle in Salisbury & 
South Wiltshire Museum Medieval Catalogue, Part 2, Pilgrim 
Souvenirs and Secular Badges Fig 193 p93, and p62-64.  

Noisemakers - whistles and bells 14-15th century

892a.  An English pewter or base alloy cast decorated 
zoomorphic whistle c1400-80.  The fish shaped body 
with realistic dorsal, adipose, caudal and anal fins,
and decorated with scales and ribs.  The  whistle still 
in working condition.  1¾” (45mm) long.  Found at 
Walsingham, Norfolk.  Bought March 1996.

1137.  An English pewter or base alloy cast decorated 
zoomorphic whistle c1380-1430.  The body and well 
decorated partially extended wings now lacking the 
tail.  Possibly a hawking or falconry whistle.  1½” 
(40mm) long.  Found on the River Thames foreshore.

1280.  An English pewter or base alloy cast decorated 
zoomorphic whistle c1400-50.  The body in the shape 
of a cockerel.  Possibly a pilgrim whistle, although 
it could have served a purely secular purpose.  1¾” 
(45mm) long.  Found on the River Thames foreshore.  
Bought April 2007 from M Kashden.  

951.  An English pewter or base alloy cast decorated 
‘Canterbury’ bell c1350-80.  The miniature bell having 
two bands of cast text: one above the mouth, and the 
remains of canons at its top.  The lower band of text 
was probably CAMPANA + THOME for Thomas’s 
(Becket) bell.  The original suspension loop now 
impacted into the top of the bell.  It would once have 
had a lead-tin alloy clapper held in place by a split-
pin inserted through a hole in the top.  Probably used 
as a pilgrim sign worn around the neck*.  1¾” (45mm) 
tall.  30g weight. 
* See footnote to #1230.

Staff heads 14-15th centur

1230.  An English pewter or base alloy ‘Canterbury’ 
bell c1350-80.  The miniature bell with the original 
quatrefoil suspension loop, and lead-tin alloy clapper.  
Probably used as a pilgrim sign worn around the 
neck*.  1⅖” (37mm) base diameter.  1½” (39mm) tall.
* This was to commemorate the martyrdom of St Thomas 
Becket. These bells were popular among pilgrims to Canterbury, 
especially during the 14th century and alluded to the belief that 
when Becket was murdered all the bells in the city rang without 
human guidance at the time of  his death.

764.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim’s sta�  
head commemorating St Thomas Becket c1430-90.  
The hollow cast three-dimensional figu e of Becket in 
his robes wearing a mitre, holding in his left hand the 
archiepiscopal cross, the right hand raised in blessing.  
Finely detailed, and designed to adorn the top of a 
pilgrim’s staff.  Excavated in Canterbury, and has 
nature’s gilding.  One of the finest and probably the 
only complete example to have survived.  4” (100mm) 
tall.  Bought September 1992. 
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 12 10/2013 Fig 1 p498.

1174.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim’s sta�  
head of the goddess Diana c1280-1350.  A unique 
depiction of the goddess (also known as Artemis) 
with pleated robes, and a quiver on her back.  She 
was usually depicted as the maiden goddess of the 
hunt, bearing a bow and arrows.  Later she became 
associated with the Moon and both deer and cypress 
are sacred to her.  She was seen to be the patron of 
women in general, and specifically fertility, invoked 
by women for conception and childbirth, both of 
which helped to ensure her continued mythical and 
religious viability.  2⅞” (73mm) tall.  Found on the 
River Thames foreshore.  Bought June 2001.

Pilgrimage involved walking considerable distances, which was assisted 
hugely by having a staff.  The archaeological evidence shows that some 
pilgrims chose to add a pilgrim sign to the end of their staff.  The iconography 
involved is essentially the same as for badges.  The chapter Hostelries, 
Friendly Societies & Places of Public Entertainment shows an example of a Tudor 
processional pole head (see #912). 

These miniature flasks usually made of a lead-tin alloy gave pilgrims two forms of 
souvenir for one purchase.  They were designed to hold a small quantity of ‘holy 
water’ dispensed from the shrine or holy well the pilgrim visited, which became 
one of the most popular ways of achieving contact with a chosen saint.  The ampulla 
had two suspension loops so it could be easily worn by the pilgrim, or possibly later 
used as a secondary relic in the home or local parish church.  All have a hollow cast 
decorated body constructed from two pieces soldered together, with rounded face 
and flatter everse sides.   

953.  A probably European pewter or base alloy 
pilgrim’s staff head depicting a three-dimensional bird 
c1450-80.  The hollow cast decorated body constructed 
from two pieces soldered together.  It may originally 
have been a representation of a peacock, but now only 
the body and socket remain.  2⅓” (60mm) long.

916.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim’s sta�  
head depicting a three-dimensional peacock c1450-
80*.  The hollow cast bird is finely decorated on both 
sides, with a crest to the head.  The large displayed 
tail set at right angles to the body gives an indication 
of the ‘eyes’ of the tail feathers.  From the middle of 
the peacock’s back emerge a human arm and hand, 
which probably would have held a cross and/or 
a banner.  1½” (38mm) wide, and 2¼” (58mm) tall.  
Bought December 1996.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 1997 Fig 16 p34.  Illustrated 
and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 
12 10/2013 Fig 1 p498.*The peacock was a symbol of 
immortality often linked with pride – a theme which 
related to Becket’s life and death.  It may be that the peacock 
symbolised the magnificence of the regalia and vestments 
worn by Thomas Becket in contrast to his hair shirt and 
flagellation.  It was also thought to be a sign of a vow being 
made at Becket’s shrine or the fulfilment of a vow to do so.  

919.  An English lead alloy pilgrim ampulla c1350-
1500.  The body moulded and cast decorated with 
oval loops at the shoulders for suspension.  Deco-
rated with a scallop shell on the front*, with a shield 
of arms to the reverse.  The arms may be ecclesias-
tical and probably have no heraldic significance.  2” 
(50mm) tall.
*The scallop shell was originally associated with a 
pilgrimage to the shrine of St James at Compostela but 
was adopted later as the emblem of pilgrimage itself and 
many have been found in connection with the major sites 
at Canterbury, Walsingham and Salisbury.

Ampullae 14-15th century
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1254.  An English base alloy pilgrim ampulla c1350-
1400.  The body moulded and cast decorated with 
angular loops at the shoulders for suspension.  
Decorated with a four petalled flower with midribs 
to the front, and a hatched design that may be a 
crown on a hatched ground to the reverse.  The four-
leaf motif possibly deriving from the four-leaf clover 
or the true-love herb paris quadrifolia.  Found on the 
River Thames foreshore.  Bought April 2006 from M 
Kashden. 

1255.  An English base alloy pilgrim ampulla c1350-
1400.  The body with hatched decoration to both sides, 
and angular loops at the shoulders for suspension.  
One side has a flowe , and the other what may be a 
basket.  1¾” (44mm) tall.  Found on the River Thames 
foreshore.  Bought April 2006 from M Kashden. 

1140.  An English pewter or base alloy cast decorated 
fragment c1430-80.  The fragment with an ornamented 
castellated top possibly comes from the upper part of 
an alm’s or child’s purse frame.  The row of stitching 
loops along the lower edge would be used to attach 
the textile or leather purse.  1⅙” (30mm) tall and wide.  
Excavated in 1978 from the River Thames foreshore at 
Swan Wharf, a little upstream from the north end of 
London Bridge. 
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 12 2/2000 p80.

1253.  An English pewter or base alloy dagger 
chape c1558-1603*.  The tongue shaped chape is cast 
decorated on both sides.  Each side depicts a male 
figu e above a Tudor rose holding an outstretched 
sword.  The figu e appears to be wearing clothing 
typical of the period of Henry VIII with a tunic with 
pleated skirt and puffed upper sleeves, and hose 
slashed above the knee.  1” (25mm) maximum width.  
2½” (64mm) long.  Found on the River Thames 
foreshore.  Bought March 2006 from M Kashden. 
*A ‘chape’ is the metal terminal that stops the point of 
a dagger or sword from piercing the end of a leather 
scabbard.  Normally such fittings were made of brass and 
the choice of soft pewter alloy is unusual.

501.  An English base alloy belt buckle c1500-1550.  
The ‘figu e-of-eight’ shaped double loop buckle with 
cast owner’s gothic initials within a trefoil*.  1⅝” 
(42mm) long.  1⅜” (35mm) wide.  Bought 29 January 
1986 from A Bartram.
*Double loop buckles began to predominate over the single 
loop types in the Tudor period, and the ‘figu e-of-eight’ or 
‘spectacle’ buckle is by far the most common form in both 
the 16th and 17th centuries. 

483.  An English pewter decorative badge or boss c1430-
80.  The central element in the form of a six petalled 
� ower enclosed within a circular rim with a beaded 
inner edge.  The � ower may refer to the � ower of life, or 
be a representation of a lily.  The object may have been 
used as a decorative stud on harness, or was a livery 
badge, and possibly was a pilgrim badge.  1⅝” (43mm) 
diameter.  Bought 6 February 1986 from A Bartram.

500.  An English pewter or base alloy cast decorated 
miniature vessel c1450-1500.  The inverted bell shaped 
body curves inwards from an angled rim, with three 
equidistant raised � llets.  A large cast decorated shield 
of a lion rampant extends from below the rim to the 
base.  If not a miniature of a much larger vessel such as 
a font, the vessel is more likely to have served a secular 
purpose such as a dice shaker.  1½” (40mm) tall.  1¾” 
(45mm) wide.  Bought 29 January 1986 from A Bartram.

928.  An English base alloy conical hollow vessel 
c1470-1520.  The squat conical body having plain 
sides.  The upper dished face pierced centrally with 
a circular hole, and decorated with an engraved 
floral design on a crudely hatched background.  One 
suggestion for the purpose of the object is a whistle, 
but it is more likely to be a lid or stopper.  Dimensions 
not recorded.

938.  An English pewter cast decorated badge or boss 
c1430-80.  The central element in the form of a multi-
lobed flower encircled by a ribbed design.  The outer 
edge with a milled and cast decorated design.  The 
flower may be a representation of a rose.  The object 
may have been used as a decorative stud on harness, 
or was a livery badge, and possibly was a pilgrim 
badge.  1¼” (32mm) diameter.  5g weight. 

Personal accessories

Domestic items including miniature vessels

952.  An English pewter or base alloy hemispherical 
miniature vessel c1450-1500.  The inverted bell shaped 
body curves inwards from the rounded rim, with 
three equidistant cross hatched raised fillets on the 
hemispherical side.  A large cast decorated quartered 
armorial shield with two fleur de lys extends from 
below the rim to the base on the flat side.  The 
function of this vessel is unknown, and various ideas 
have been proposed including a toy vessel, and bird 
feeder.  In excavated condition with nature’s gilding.  
1½” (39mm) tall.  78g weight.    

961.  A probably English pewter miniature 
bowl with twin opposing loop handles.  
No maker’s mark c1580-1620.  The base 
drilled wih seven holes, one centrally 
surrounded by 6 equidistantly.  About 
1” (27mm) tall.  No other dimensions 
recorded.

981.  An English base alloy toy spouted flagon c1350-
1400.  The plain pear shaped body with a cylindrical 
neck, and C-curve handle may have been cast in one 
piece.  This toy jug copies full sized pottery jugs of the 
period made both locally and imported from northern 
France*.  The full-sized jugs would have been used for 
serving wine, ale or beer, and for general household 
use.  2¼” (58mm) tall. 
*The Museum of London notes the presence of a large 
number of miniature jugs, ewers and pitchers and other 
metal toys from London saying this shows that there was 
a thriving mass market in children’s playthings in the 
medieval period. It is thought that these miniature vessels 
were probably girls’ toys.

1029.  A possibly Tudor pewter miniature porringer or 
wine taster now lacking most of its single ear.  The ear 
is cast integrally with the body, and cast decorated with 
a design of berried foliage.  In the centre of the bowl is 
a raised boss or medallion featuring a bust of a young 
woman with ELYSA BET.  She is depicted with a hair style, 
head covering, and clothing appropriate for a 16th century 
gentlewoman.  2⅙” (55mm) diameter across the bowl. 

1103.  An English base alloy cast decorated fragment 
of a miniature votive candleholder c1300-80.  The base 
decorated with diagonal cross-hatching each lozenge 
with a pellet centrally.  The candleholder socket cast 
separately to the base.  1⅙” (30mm) wide across the 
base.  ⅜” (10mm) tall.  
Discussed and illustrated by M Kashden in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 1987 Fig 5 p47. 

1192.  An English pewter vessel of unknown purpose 
c1540-90.  No maker’s mark.  Possible ownership initials 
OII under the base.  The bulbous body tapers in from the 
mid-body towards the neck and the foot.  The neck � ares 
out to the rim, and has a pair of incised lines.  The slightly 
domed hollow foot � ares out from the lower body.  The 
domed lid has a tubular prominence that probably was 
the base of a knop now broken o� .  The strap handle has a 
large hinge assembly with a massive lid attachment, and 
erect thumbpiece.  Found on the River Thames foreshore, 
and in excavated condition with extensive nature’s 
gilding.  1⅜” (35mm) diameter.  2¼” (57mm) tall.

1245.  An English or European pewter rectangular 
trencher with a raised reeded edge c1475-1525.  On the 
face an unidentified mark, which may be a maker’s 
mark of a crowned hammer below a pelleted display 
flanked by two shields each with a coat of arms of 
the de Grelle family.  Cotterell notes another almost 
identical example of this form of rectangular flat plate 
with an upturned edge in Holland dating c1500, which 
he illustrated at Fig 17, and discussed in Pewter Down 
the Ages 1932.  Dubbe shows a very similar example he 
dates to late 15th century at Fig 54 p156 in Keur van tin 
uit de havensteden Amsterdam, Antwerpen en Rotterdam 
1979.  8¼” (210mm) long, and 6⅔” (170mm) wide. 
Found in Billingsgate, London.  Bought November 2005 
from M Kashden.
*Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 80.0%, 
lead 16.0%, antimony 3.4%, and a trace of copper.  This unusual 
alloy might suggest the trencher is not of English origin.

.

956. A probably English pewter miniature 
or toy chest panel c1540-90.  This cast 
decorated item seems to represent the 
front elevation of a wooden chest with 
several turned legs.  The elaborate cast 
decoration features a pair of twin handled 
vases containing floral displays, which 
may be lily pots.  At the upper centre is 
an oval area with a keyhole copying an 
escutcheon plate.  No evidence of a hinge, 
a pin or other attachment devices.  1⅛” 
(28mm) tall.  1⅝” (42mm) long.
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Pilgrim signs came about because pilgrims had long sought natural souvenirs 
to commemorate their trip and bring home some of the site’s sanctity.  The 
scallop shell was the earliest pilgrim sign worn by pilgrims to the shrine of 
Santiago de Compostela.  Vendors at holy sites also sold ampullae to carry 
holy water or oil from the site.  Signs were an artistically legible and affo dable 
accessory for the ordinary medieval pilgrim.  Most of the signs were made of 
a eutectic alloy typically combining six parts of tin with four of lead.  They 
were mass produced cheaply in bronze, cuttle bone or limestone moulds.  
The quality of signs varied greatly: some were naive and crudely made, 
others display great craftsmanship and skill.  As a generalisation, English 
pilgrim signs often had an integral pin and clasp while European ones more 
usually have sewing loops.  Signs were worn on outer clothing and hats, 
around the neck, and some were made to be fixed to the top of staves.  It is 
likely that the most popular shrines sold upwards of 100,000 signs a year.  
Pilgrim signs help one to gain an insight into the visual world of medieval 
Christendom.  They typically contain imagery relating to the saint venerated 
at the particular site.  The production of pilgrim signs reached its zenith in 
the 14th and 15th centuries, and declined after the Protestant Reformation of 
the mid-16th century.  Tens of thousands have been found over the years, and 
they form the largest corpus of surviving medieval art objects.  Pilgrimage 
sites often housed a saint’s relics.  For example, St Thomas Becket was 
martyred at Canterbury Cathedral in England in 1170 and his body remained 
there, becoming the epicentre of an enormously popular cult.  Pilgrim signs 
associated with his cult have a particularly diverse array of imagery, including 
that of his shrine, his head reliquary and scenes from his life.  Shrines to the 
Virgin were widespread, as are signs associable with her, and often show her 
holding the Christ child, or represent the first letter of her name. 
Badges made in the Middle Ages served purposes beyond pilgrim souvenirs.  
Livery badges were presented to servants and allies by great figu es, and 
became highly controversial in the decades leading to the Wars of the Roses.  
Other badges, with motifs such as lovers’ tokens and mini brooches, were 
perhaps a form of cheap jewellery.  A genre of ‘bawdy’ badges sometimes with 
explicit, and mostly with implied sexual imagery functioned as apotropaic, or 
protective devices.  It is believed they were meant to safeguard their owners 
from the threat of the evil eye, and other ‘noxious influences’, which during 
the worst outbreaks of the Plague, was thought capable of transmitting the 
disease.  However, when looking at these badges one might care to consider 
the craftsmanship and skill involved in their creation and manufacture.  
Perhaps, those that make one smile today were also intended to achieve the 
same or greater reaction among our medieval ancestors.  

Pilgrim signs and secular badges

526.  An English pewter or base alloy badge in the form 
of a hat c1430-80.  The hat with a narrow brim split and 
turned up at the back decorated with lozenge-shaped 
badges or brooches as displayed by pilgrims to record 
their travels.  The hat also has a tapering crown with a 
broad band around the middle, and a feathered plume 
rising from a circular badge.  Found on the Thames 
foreshore at Dowgate.  2¾” (70mm) tall.  Bought 18 
November 1986 at Phillips. 
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 12 10/2013 Fig 1 p498.

897.  An English pewter brooch or lover’s token 
depicting a (hawthorn or blackberry?) plant with two 
flowering blooms, two (groups of) berries, and three 
leaves c1450-1500.  The purpose of this type of item 
was doubtless purely decorative and amatory.  1⅖” 
(36mm) tall, and 1¼” (32mm) wide.  Bought June 1996 
from D Moulson. 
Illustrated and discussed by Spencer at Fig 321 and p118 
Salisbury Museum Medieval Catalogue Part 2.  Illustrated p10 
An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.

918.  An English pewter or base alloy lyre shaped 
brooch or strap end c1400-50.  The cast decorated 
frame with roundels and cross hatching in the shape 
of a lyre or Lombardic letter A.  This is more likely to 
be a strap end as the lower edge is rough implying the 
rest of the strap end has broken o� .  If it is a lover’s 
brooch then the letter A could represent ‘amor vincit 
omnia’ (love conquers all)  1⅖” (37mm) wide.  1½” 
(40mm) tall.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 12 10/2013 Fig 2 p499.

922. An English base alloy apotropaic pendant 
fragment c1380-1430.  The fragment of a sailing ship 
is hollow cast, with the remains of the lower part of 
the mast and fore and aft rigging.  Within the body 
of the ship are what may be a pair of ambulant 
phalluses*.  1⅙” (30mm) wide.
*Several examples of this device are known.

Apotropaic badges and secular items 924.  An English pewter or base alloy apotropaic 
badge of a cock mating with a hen c1380-1430.  
The badge depicts a cock on a hen, pecking its 
neck and probably symbolising sexual virility*.  
The legs of the hen are missing. Possibly 
English as another example was found in 15th 
century deposits in London, while others have 
been found at the villages of Riemerswaal and 
Nieuwlande, near Bergen op Zoom (Zealand, the 
Netherlands) in the Schelde estuary.  
*This badge provides slightly more subtle phallic 
imagery than do some other apotropaic badges.  By 
c1300 ‘coc’ was used as a colloquial term for penis. 

925.  An English pewter or base alloy zoomorphic 
badge c1250-1300.  The possibly fragmentary 
cast decorated badge appears to show a creature 
or two with features of a fish and a fowl.  ⅔” 
(17mm) wide.

957.  An English pewter or base alloy livery 
badge c1430-80.  A crowned ear of wheat with 
the crown on the apex of the ear, and possibly 
missing the stalk that is seen on other examples.  
Livery badges signified the wearer’s allegiance 
to a particular nobleman.  This very stylised 
badge may be that of one of the Holland family 
who were Dukes of Exeter*.  1¼” (32mm) long.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of 
the PCCA Vol 12 10/2013 Fig 2 p499. *The badge could 
either be that of John Holland, Duke of Exeter (1447d), 
or his son Henry Holland, Duke of Exeter (1475d) 
who was a grandson of John of Gaunt.  A supporter 
of the Lancastrian dynasty, Henry Holland fought 
on the losing side at the battles of Towton (1461) and 
Barnet (1471). Following the battle of Barnet, Henry 
Holland was imprisoned for the remainder of his life 
in the Tower of London.

934.  A English pewter or base alloy circular 
pilgrim sign containing a Celtic cross.  ½” (13mm) 
diameter.

1144. An English pewter or base alloy apotropaic badge probably of an 
ape physician c1420-50*.  The badge depicts a man wearing a cowled hood 
standing on a fish, ejaculating or urinating into a mortar while pounding 
a long pestle into the mortar.  The original pin present and intact.  Bought 
October 1999.  Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA 
Vol 12 10/2013 Fig 2 p499.
*During the middle ages the process of grinding corn was a popular sexual 
metaphor.  The iconography of this badge probably relates to medieval physicians 
one of whose practices was the ‘reading’ of urine, and whose universal emblem 
was the urinal.  So, perhaps these badges were a satirical jibe at the questionable 
concoctions devised by the medieval medical profession.  Similarly, this image 
could be that of an ape-like ‘wildman’ (woodwose or wodehouse) who became a 
common fertility symbol as body hair was indicative of lust and fecundity.  
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499.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign of 
St Edward the Confessor c1400-1450*.  The six sided 
cast decorated frame with pierced scallops and foliate 
decoration showing the King’s bust wearing a crown, 
and he with curly hair.  The decoration includes 
beaded edges to the frame, and other motifs hinting 
at jewels.  1⅜” (35mm) diameter.  Bought 29 January 
1986 from A Bartram.
*By the late 14th century representations of the famous story 
of St Edward and the pilgrim were found in many media in 
almost every part of Westminster Palace.  Edward, last of 
the Saxon kings was canonised in 1161, and two years later 
his relics were solemnly translated.  

678.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign of 
the three Magi c1320-70. The annular brooch with an 
animal head at the top of the pin and, cast decorated 
around the ring the names of the Magi in Lombardic 
lettering: Caspar, Melchior and Balthazar.  Excavated 
at Billingsgate, London.  2” (51mm) diameter.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 12 10/2013 Fig 2 p499.

908.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign 
c1400-80.  The frame depicting a churchlike structure 
with gothic arched windows.  As some of the upper 
structure is missing it is possible this sign depicts either 
St George and the dragon (here depicted possibly as 
a serpent coiled at his feet) or St Christopher with a 
child on his back.  The saint is shown holding with 
both hands a diagonally displayed straight object.  No 
dimensions recorded.

 921. An English pewter or base alloy devotional badge 
or amulet c1420-70.  The quatrefoil lobed design with 
five roundels, one at the extremity of each lobe, and 
one in the centre.  The whole enriched with subsidiary 
pearled decoration.  This may be a device adopted by 
the cult of the Five Wounds of Christ.  ¾” (20mm) tall 
and wide.  

923.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign 
of King Henry VI c1480-1510*.  The figu e of Henry 
VI robed in state stands above the lion of England.  
He holds a long sceptre surmounted with a fleu -
de-lis, and the orb is shown centred on his chest.  
The crowned head, and arms are missing from this 
example.  No dimensions recorded.  
*In 1471 Henry VI the last of the Lancastrian dynasty was 
defeated in battle at Tewkesbury by Edward IV.  He was 
executed in the Tower of London, and within a year of 
his burial began to emerge as almost the last of England’s 
medieval saints.  His tomb in St George’s Chapel, Windsor 
became one of the foremost places of pilgrimage for the 
next quarter century. 

926.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign of 
Our Lady of Walsingham c1450-1500*.  The square 
frame with a pelleted border depicts the Annunciation, 
with the Virgin Mary, the Archangel Gabriel and the 
lily-pot between them.  ¾” (19mm) wide and tall.
*The village of Walsingham in Norfolk became one of the 
great European sanctuaries once the miraculous statue of 
the Virgin there was recognised.  The cult drew all levels of 
society from Kings to peasants. 

 
927.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign of 
the Virgin Mary with Jesus c1440-90*.  The standing 
figu e of the Virgin Mary with a naked Christ child 
with haloed head at her left shoulder.  Her crowned 
head now detached retains the brooch pin.  She holds 
a sceptre with a fleur de lys head over her right 
shoulder.  1⅞” (50mm) tall.

930.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim brooch 
c1470-1520.  The circular frame with what may be a 
damaged loop shown here at the top, but possibly 
originally would be at the base to attach a trinket*.  
The beaded frame with a four leaf flower centrally.  
⅗” (15mm) diameter.
*If brooches like this were intended as pilgrim souvenirs, 
then it is likely they originated from Canterbury.  Their 
primary purpose was to provide the attachment for a 
pendant miniature trinket.  Such trinkets include flagons,
whistles, a bagpipe, and purses.
  

929.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim 
sign fragment from the shrine of John Schorn 
c1480-1530*.  In another complete example 
Schorn stands beside his famous devil-trap, a 
thigh length leather boot in which he caught 
the devil.  This fragment is missing half of the 
frame, and the boot.  The sign depicts Schorn 
in his pulpit with a book in his right hand.  
No dimensions recorded.   
*John Schorn was the miracle working rector of 
North Marston from around 1282 until his death 
in 1315.  He was most famous as an exorcist who 
trapped the Devil in a boot.  Schorn was never an 
o� cial saint but once his remains were transferred 
around 1478 to his shrine at St George’s Chapel 
Windsor it became a popular pilgrimage 
destination.  His protection was sought against 
drowning, fever and blindness and his help sought 
by ‘unhappy boys who are in sadness’.  Schorn’s 
reputation as an uno� cial Saint seems to have 
lasted until the Reformation.

932.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign 
of St Edward the Confessor c1370-1420.  The simple 
quatrefoil frame showing the King’s bust with wavy 
hair framing the face.  Original pin still attached.  ⅞” 
(23mm) wide and tall.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 12 10/2013 Fig 2 p499.
 
955.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign of 
a king c1380-1430*.  The bust of a king surrounded 
by a circular frame with pearled edges, and close set 
dot and circle motifs.  The king’s head with wavy hair 
framing the face is similar to conventional portraits 
on contemporary coins.  1” (25mm) diameter.
*In theory this might be linked to one of several royal 
saints, and is one of a significant number of similar signs 
portraying the same peculiar hairstyle.  On balance, the 
most likely candidate is Edward the Confessor.  
 

1190.  An English pewter or base alloy 
apotropaic badge of a squirrel c1400-1450.  The 
cast decorated badge depicts a squirrel with 
an erect tail sitting on a tree branch holding/
eating a nut*.  1⅕” (31mm) wide.  1⅝” (42mm) 
tall.  Found on the Thames foreshore.
*The badge may be sexually symbolic, as squirrels 
had sexual connotations in medieval culture.  For 
example, nut cracking could be an analogy for 
opening something, which it is suggested may have 
a more bawdy meaning that would appeal hugely 
to the medieval sense of humour.  Other squirrel 
badges and seal matrices are known with the legend 
‘I crake notis’ (I crack nuts) probably symbolising 
a sexual conquest.  Sometimes, squirrels appear in 
medieval art as women’s familiars.  The sex act in 
many medieval fabliaux is referred to as ‘having 
the final course, ... to grind grain, to harvest, to 
crush grapes, to crack nuts’ etc.  Fabliaux are comic, 
often anonymous tales written by jongleurs in 
northeast France between c1150-1400, and generally 
characterized by sexual and scatological obscenity, 
with a set of attitudes contrary to the church and to 
the nobility.

1194.  An English pewter or base alloy 
zoomorphic badge in the form of a sea 
monster or fish c1380-1450.  The crescent 
shaped badge retains its original pin on 
the reverse.  The head with open mouth 
to the right, and the forked tail to the 
left.  The back of the creature covered 
with projecting spines.  1½” (40mm) long.  
1⅙” (30mm) wide.  Found on the Thames 
foreshore.

1195.  An English pewter or base alloy 
secular badge of a bird c1380-1430.  The 
ring shaped frame with an outer decorative 
band of equidistant pellets, and an inner 
ring of beaded decoration.  The bird 
standing in a parrot like attitude is perched 
upright looking backwards.  This probably 
represents a popinjay*.  1¾” (45mm) 
maximum diameter.  Found at Bull Wharf, 
Upper Thames Street in 1979.
*The badge was found near the site of the 
mansion of the 14th century tycoon Sir John 
Pulteney who had the curtains and coverlets of 
his beds patterned with violet popinjays.

Pilgrim signs and amulets
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SSAGM-67.  An English lead-alloy pilgrim sign of the 
‘head reliquary’ of St Thomas Becket c1420-70*.  The 
sign is a bust of St Thomas wearing a bishop’s mitre 
and an elaborate collared amice (vestment covering the 
shoulders). The face is schematic, with large eyes under 
eyebrows, a bold nose and a possible moustache.  The 
mitre has a band around its lower edge and up the centre, 
decorated with pearls to indicate jewels, the outer border 
has plain beading.  An outward-curling lock of hair 
escapes from each side of the mitre.  The wide upright 
collar of the amice has no clear decoration surviving, but 
on the chest are two circular ornaments and some smaller 
pellets.  The lower border of the bust is decorated with 
beading.  A pin survives on the reverse.  Excavated in 
1979 from the River Thames foreshore, near the north end 
of Southwark Bridge.  ¾” (19mm) wide.  1¼” (31mm) tall.  
3g weight. 
*These signs commemorated the Canterbury reliquary 
known as Caput Sancti Thome or the Head of St Thomas, 
which contained the part of Becket’s skull hacked o�  by his 
assailants.  It was expensively re-fashioned in the early 14th 
century (c1320), and seems to have become especially popular 
as a focus for pilgrimage after that time.  Signs of this form are 
the commonest type of pilgrim souvenir in Europe.

1229.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign 
of the Annunciation lily pot c1360-1410.  The vase 
shaped object is narrow waisted with decorative 
bands at the rim, mid body and foot.  The original 
vase would have had twin handles, and what is now 
seen as a stubby finial would have been the stalks of 
the lilies.  No dimensions recorded.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 2004 Fig 61 p51.

1203.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign of 
St Leonard c1340-1420.  The Saint wearing a bishop’s 
vestments and mitre is standing on a scroll with an 
inscription probably giving his name.  In his left hand 
is a crosier and his right hand is raised in a gesture 
of blessing, while fetters hang from his right wrist.  
Length: 1¾” (44mm) tall.  ¾” (19mm) wide.  Found on 
the Thames foreshore at Southwark.  Bought June 2003. 
*St Leonard of Noblac was known as a liberator of prisoners 
and is often shown with fetters or manacles. His shrine at 
Saint-Leonard-de-Noblat in France was covered in fetters 
from the many prisoners who had offe ed them in thanks 
for their release.  For British pilgrims who could not get 
to France during the Hundred Year’s War, it is likely there 
was an English shrine to St Leonard, but its location is 
uncertain.

1228.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim 
sign of the crucifixion c1350-1400.  A cross 
with trefoil terminals to the horizontal beam, 
repeated at the foot.  Within each trefoil is a 
three-stemmed lily.  The head of the cross has 
been repaired and the addition may not be 
contemporary with the original cross.  On one 
side of the cross is a figu e of Christ, and on the 
other side the Virgin Mary*.  No dimensions 
recorded.  Found on the Thames foreshore.
*The representations of lilies with Christ and the 
Virgin Mary on this cross provide an unusual and 
somewhat cryptic iconography.  It might be an 
allusion to the belief that the Annunciation and 
Crucifixion took place on the same date, as the 25th 
of March was for centuries seen as the beginning of 
the year of grace, or to the two events that marked 
the beginning and end of the incarnation of Christ.  

936.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim 
sign of the Virgin and Child c1480-1530.  The sign 
depicts the Virgin and infant Jesus within the horns 
of a crescent moon decorated at its lower edge with 
pearls.  She holds the child on her left arm, and is 
crowned and sceptred, and though partly concealed 
by the crescent, is probably standing.  1¼” (32mm) 
wide.  1½” (38mm) tall.

937.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim 
brooch c1410-60.  The circular frame with what may 
be a damaged loop at the base to attach a trinket*.  
The beaded frame with a fleur de lys centrally.  
The fleur de lys, or representation of the lily, was 
associated with the Virgin Mary and in particular 
the Annunciation.  ⅗” (15mm) diameter.
*If brooches like this were intended as pilgrim souvenirs, 
then it is likely they originated from Canterbury.  Their 
primary purpose was to provide the attachment for a 
pendant miniature trinket.  Such trinkets include flagons,
whistles, a bagpipe, and purses.  

985.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign 
of a crown c1410-50*.  The crown with a central 
fleu on, and alternating fleur de lys and trefoils.  
The side fleurs represented in true profile, and 
the jewelled circlet is shown in perspective.  No 
dimensions recorded.  Found on the Thames 
foreshore at Westminster.
*It is likely that these crowns are connected with the cult 
of St Edward at Westminster.  However, such items are 
capable of other interpretations, and could be purely 
secular livery badges.  In 1387 King Richard II sent a 
serjeant-at-arms to give badges of silver and gilt crowns 
to the important inhabitants of Essex, Cambridgeshire, 
Norfolk and Suffolk provided they swore allegiance to 
him.  So, it is possible that some of the pewter crown 
badges were a less formal expression of fealty to Richard 
or another king.

986.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign 
of the Annunciation lily pot c1380-1430.  The vase 
shaped object is narrow waisted with twin handles 
and two of what would originally have been three 
lilies.  No dimensions recorded.  Found on the 
Thames foreshore. 

Thomas Becket was born in London in 1118.  He became a royal official and a great 
friend of King Henry II, and was made Archbishop of Canterbury in 1162.  After 
arguing with the King, he fled to France in 1164.  Becket returned to Canterbury 
in 1170 and was killed in the cathedral by four knights who thought this would 
please the King.  People were outraged at the murder of an archbishop on holy 
ground and Becket was canonised becoming one of the patron saints of London.  
Londoners travelled to Canterbury to pray at the shrine there and bought badges 
and ampullae as souvenirs of their pilgrimage.

Pilgrim signs of St Thomas Becket

935.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign 
fragment c1400-50.  The fragment shows a figu e under 
an arch cast decorated with cross hatching.  This is the 
right hand part of the letter ‘M’ for ‘Maria’ and in the 
complete version would have had a man and woman 
under each arch.  The sign relates to the Virgin Mary 
who was thought of as a universal protector.  Most 
churches had an image of the Virgin Mary as a focus 
for worship and some cult figu es became pilgrimage 
sites, attracting visitors from beyond their local area.  
It is uncertain where this badge was produced as there 
were many cults of Our Lady in medieval England 
and abroad.  No dimensions recorded.

933.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign 
fragment of the crucifixion c1340-90.  The fragment 
comprises a male figu e with braced arms apparently 
hanging below a heavy rectangular beam with trefoil 
shaped ends.  Below his feet is another trefoil shape.  
No dimensions recorded.  Found on the Thames 
foreshore at Bankside.  Bought 1997.

1145. An English pewter or base alloy large pilgrim 
sign of the Rood of Grace, Boxley c1380-1430*.  The 
sign depicts Jesus Christ nailed through the palm 
of each hand, with his feet crossed on the cross of 
grained wood that has a slanting plaque above 
his head initialed ‘INRI’ (translated from the Latin 
meaning ‘Jesus of Nazareth, The King of the Jews’).  
The cross, and its terminals are decorated with barbed 
quatrefoils, surrounded by trefoil crockets.  There are 
more trefoils sprouting from the edges of the cross 
as if the wood is bursting into leaf.  A pilgrim or the 
keeper of the rood stands to the right of the altar, with 
a rosary in one hand, and reaching towards a group 
of offerings such as candlesticks, coins and brooches.  
On the altar front is ‘gras’ (grace)  3½” (90mm) tall.  
Bought November 1999.    
* The sign derives from the Rood of Grace at Boxley Abbey, 
Kent, which had a lifesize figu e of Christ.  This was 
venerated by large numbers of pilgrims travelling between 
London and Canterbury.  Boxley’s figu e of Christ was 
famous for shedding tears, and it was said that sometimes 
the face would move.  In 1538, the Christ figu e was taken 
down by the commissioners for the dissolution of the 
English monasteries, and a mechanism was found inside 
the head.  It was subsequently taken to London, where 
it was thrown to the crowd by the Bishop of London.  
Illustrated and described by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 12 10/2013 Fig 1 p498.

1266.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign of 
St Caister c1425-75.  The sign depicts Richard Caister 
a priest preaching from a polygonal pulpit.  The frame 
arranged as a rectangle edged vertically with rows of 
crockets, and comprising a scroll inscribed with the 
Latin legend ‘soli : deo : hoior : et : amur : et : gory’.  The 
Holy Ghost in the form of a dove is to the upper left, 
while above the priest are the outstretched hands and 
bearded face of God surrounded by a cross-nimb and 
a glory.  2¼” (57mm) tall. 
* Caister vicar of St Stephen Norwich (1402-20) was noted 
for his piety and learning.  After his death in 1420, his 
tomb was thought to work miracles so became a place of 
veneration and pilgrimage.
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987.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign 
of the ‘head reliquary’ of St Thomas Becket c1440-
90.  The hollow and relief cast decorated head 
and shoulders of an archbishop wearing a richly 
ornamented mitre, and an elaborate collared amice.  
Found at Canterbury. No dimensions recorded.

726.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim 
sign of the ‘head reliquary’ of St Thomas Becket 
c1350-1400.  The cast decorated head and 
shoulders of an archbishop wearing a richly 
ornamented mitre, with the word ‘Thomas’ in 
Lombardic lettering at the base of the amice.  
An intact pin to the reverse.  Becket’s face with 
facial hair is cast in relatively high relief,  which 
modelling became more perfunctory during the 
15th century.  3⅓” (85mm) tall.  20g weight.  Found 
near to the Port of London Authority Office at 
St. Katherine Wharf, London.  Formerly in the 
Michaelis Collection.  Bought February 1992.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of 
the PCCA Vol 10 12/1992 p157-158. 

909.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign 
of St Thomas Becket c1330-80.  The mitred bust of 
Becket framed by two gothic arches in a starburst 
frame of nine curved rays, with Lombardic lettering 
around the inner gallery: SANCTUS THOMAS.  The 
curved rays symbolise Becket as the rising sun.  In 
this depiction, Becket has a moustache.  A horizontal 
line across the forehead, tracery and circular frame 
indicates a crack in a repaired mould used to cast the 
badge.  3⅜” (86mm) diameter.  Bought November 
1996.  Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of 
the PCCA Vol 10 12/1992 p157-158.  Illustrated on the front 
cover of An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.
  

910.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign with 
a rare depiction of the murder of Thomas Becket on 29 
December 1170 c1300-1400.  Becket is kneeling before 
an altar in Canterbury Cathedral, with a tonsured 
cleric, Edward Grim, holding an archiepiscopal sta�  
to the right, with four armoured knights wielding 
swords to the left.  The frame of pierced quatrefoils, 
with four large trefoils adding ‘corners’ to the circular 
badge.  3¾” (95mm) diameter.  Excavated from the 
River Thames foreshore at Dowgate, London.  Bought 
March 1998.  
Illustrated by Neish as the cover photo of the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Spring 1990.  Illustrated and discussed by 
Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 10 12/1992 p157-158.  
Illustrated p8 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.  Cover 
illustration The Cult of St Thomas Becket in the Plantagenet 
World c1170-c1220 by Webster & Gelin, Boydell Press 2016

980.  An English pewter or base alloy pilgrim sign 
of the ‘head reliquary’ of St Thomas Becket c1390-
1440.  The hollow and relief cast decorated head 
and shoulders of an archbishop wearing a richly 
ornamented mitre, and an elaborate collared amice.  
The head would have originally been set in a frame 
from which it has become detached, and now has a 
crack across the neck with an old repair to the reverse.  
2⅔” (68mm) tall.  Illustrated and described by Neish 
in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 10 12/1992 & Vol 12 
10/2013 Fig 1 p498.

TOKENS, WEIGHTS, BADGES, 
COINS & MEDALS 

same sign with head at diffe ent 
angle to shoulders
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TOKENS, WEIGHTS, BADGES, COINS & MEDALS 
 
This part of the collection caters well for the interests of numismatists.  From Roman coins to superb examples of the work of the medal maker, the collec-
tion offers a broad insight of what was made in pewter over the centuries.  The study of forgeries is especially relevant here, and the copper-alloy ‘Billy 
and Charlie’ medallions show great creativity by the forgers William Smith and Charles Eaton c1860.  Purportedly medieval but made in the last third 
of the 19th century, these two men began making their own counterfeit artifacts in 1857, producing versions of medieval pieces, especially badges. These 
forgeries found a ready market, given the Victorian enthusiasm for medieval artifacts (see #1015 under Victorian to 21st Century chapter).  
Coins and tokens

722b.    A hoard of nineteen Roman copper-alloy coins from the reign 
of Emperor Gallienus found inside a Romano-British pewter jug at 
Ravenshead, Nottinghamshire. Publius Licinius Egnatius Gallienus came 
from a distinguished Etruscan family, and ruled as Augustus from 253-
268 AD.  He ruled jointly with Valerian I from 253-260, with Valerian I 
and Saloninus in 260 and solely from 260-268 after his father’s capture 
by Parthia in 260.  Ruling during the Crisis of the 3rd century that nearly 
caused the collapse of the Roman Empire, he repelled wave after wave of 
barbarian invaders, but was unable to prevent the secession of important 
provinces.  Gallienus presided over a late � owering of Roman culture, 
patronising poets, artists and philosophers.  He was assassinated by his 
own soldiers in 268 while besieging Milan.  One coin is bronze, the rest of 
silvered bronze i.e. washed in silver.  No dimensions recorded.  Bought 
October 1991 from M Kashden.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 11 5/1996 Fig 
3 p148-160.  

A few rare British coins have been made of pewter principally during the 
second half of the 17th century, including pewter farthings such as #939.  The 
so-called ‘gun money’ was an issue of coins minted to pay the forces of James 
II during the Williamite War in Ireland between 1689 and 1691.  A rare few 
were minted in pewter, with the majority in copper or brass.  The intention 
was for them to be redeemed for silver coins following a victory by James II.   
To allow a gradual replacement they were dated not only for the year, but 
also the month of minting.  As James lost the war, the replacement did not 
take place, and the coins were allowed to circulate at much reduced values 
until the usual coinage resumed.  The name ‘gun money’ stems from the 
notion that they were minted from melted down guns, but many base metal 
objects including church bells were also used.

1217.  An English tin-lead alloy Medieval jetton.  One 
side shows a flowe , the other an abstract pattern.  ⅗” 
(15mm) diameter.

1218.  An English tin-lead alloy Medieval jetton.  
One side shows a bird, the other a cross.  ⅔” (17mm) 
diameter.

1219.  An English tin-lead alloy Medieval jetton.  One 
side shows a cross within a band of chevrons, the 
other an obscured decoration.  ⅝” (16mm) diameter.

1117.  Two pieces of tin, which may be a part of 
what was possibly a sample, against which metal 
was judged. The purpose of this object is suggested 
by the gouges which are in one side. It has been 
excavated from the Thames and was thought to be a 
strake which Welch, in his history of the Worshipful 
Company of Pewterers, finds mentioned in the 1509-
10 accounts and deduced to be ingots of tin. From a 
further reference in 1533-4 he confirms this and says: 
‘They are shown to have been small objects, weighing 
only 7 1/4 oz each, either actually or in the average. 
The fact of their being bought by weight at 4d a pound 
strongly suggests that they were small blocks of tin in 
an unmanufactured state.  The total weight of the two 
pieces is 2.98 oz or 85g, which seems too little even to 
fit ‘in the average’. 

939.  A James II pewter farthing with a copper plug 
in its centre c1685-1688*.  The obverse with a regal 
laureate and cuirassed (draped) bust facing right, 
and the legend Jacobus Secundus.  The reverse with 
Britannia seated facing left, holding a spray of 
leaves, olive branch, spear and shield, and the legend 
Britannia.  Both sides with a toothed border.  The edge 
inscribed in raised letters Nvmmorvm Famvlvs and 
dated.  No dimensions recorded.    
*In 1672, Charles II demonetised tokens announcing the 
government would provide copper small change coins.  
Never before had the crown issued coppers.  This was made 
possible by the development of screw presses, which replaced 
hammered coinage.  The first copper halfpence and farthings 
were minted in 1672.  In 1684-85 Charles began minting tin 
farthings hoping to assist the ailing British tin industry as well 
as obtaining a higher minting profit for himself.  A square plug 
of copper was added to the centre as an anti-counterfeiting 
measure.  James II started the production of a plugged tin 
halfpenny in 1685 and continued production through 1687.  

SSAGM-32-35.  Four medieval pilgrim and other 
tokens made of tin-lead alloys.  Dating from the 13-
14th centuries.  Largest is 1” in diameter, and the 
smallest is ½”.  Bought May 2013 from C Ricketts.  

1207.  An English tin-lead alloy Medieval jetton.  One 
side shows a bird with wings outspread, the other a 
shield.  ⅝” (16mm) diameter.

1208.  An English tin-lead alloy Medieval jetton.  One 
side shows a circle of eight bezants or raised dots, 
the other a ‘star’ of six radiating lines.  ⅔” (17mm) 
diameter.

1209.  An English tin-lead alloy Medieval jetton.  One 
side shows a fleur de lys, the other side is obscured.  
⅔” (17mm) diameter.

1210.  An English tin-lead alloy Medieval jetton.  One 
side shows a cross, the other a shield.  ⅔” (17mm) 
diameter.

1211.  An English tin-lead alloy Medieval jetton.  One 
side shows a shield with three lateral bars, the other a 
‘mesh’ decoration.  ⅔” (17mm) diameter.

1212.  An English tin-lead alloy Medieval jetton.  One 
side shows a flowe , the other side is obscured.  ⅗” 
(15mm) diameter.

1214.  An English tin-lead alloy Medieval jetton.  
One side shows a shield, the other side is plain.  ⅝” 
(16mm) diameter.

1215.  An English tin-lead alloy Medieval jetton.  One 
side shows a shield, the other with three rods.  ⅝” 
(16mm) diameter.

1216.  An English tin-lead alloy Medieval jetton.  Both 
sides show an 8-petalled flowe .  ⅗” (15mm) diameter.
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Scottish badges and trade tokens 
The collection has a good and representative group of beggars badges and 
tradesmen tokens.  Another area relates to the various ‘badges’ issued by 
towns and burghs to certain types of workmen under some form of municipal 
licence.  Neish has written about the latter in Caddies and Pewter (Journal of the Pewter 

Society Autumn 1997 p14-15) illustrating four examples from the Museum of Edinburgh 
relating to a coal porter, a chairman, a chimney sweep, and a town porter. 

Poor relief in Scotland and Beggar’s badges 

Licensed begging within the bounds of the parish or burgh was one means 
by which authorities could limit their obligations to the poor.  Most, if not all 
of the beggars’ badges illustrated date from the last third of the 17th century, 
or later, and some 277 diffe ent examples were listed by Kerr & Lockie in 
1962 Scottish Beggar’s Badges Proc Soc Ant of Scotland.  The suppression of beggars was a cause of 
great concern nationally, and attempts to deal with the problem go back to 
at least the 16th century in Scotland.  Often jointly with the Kirk session, 
town councils drew up lists of the resident poor, and offe ed them some 
relief.  Simultaneously, they usually sought to suppress begging by vagrants.  
The 1672 Courts Act states if the contributions at the parish church are not 
sufficien ‘to entertain’ such persons as, through age or infirmit , are not able 
to work, they are to receive a ‘badge or ticket, to ask alms at the dwelling 
houses of the inhabitants of their own parish only, without the bounds 
whereof they are not to beg’.  It seems such attempts often fell into abeyance 
until in 1740 Paisley took action, followed in 1751 by Selkirk.  The Town 
Clerk of Montrose sought guidance in the early 1770s, and in 1775 the council 
introduced a scheme for regulating the begging poor.  They gave out badges 
to 50 poor people to enable them to beg within Montrose, and appointed a 
town keeper to go through the town apprehending any strangers and others 
who begged without a badge, and who would be imprisoned and punished.  
Evidence taken by the Poor Law Inquiry for Scotland, and published in their 
1844 Report, reveals the widespread efforts made to control begging, and 
assist the deserving poor.  The issuing of badges was often remarked upon, 
but it seems few were issued by most authorities, and any that have survived 
are therefore rare.  

663 & 663a.  Two Scottish base metal uniface 
beggar’s badges each with integrally cast 
suspension ring.  A rectangular cut cornered badge 
within a border of raised pellets.  One stamped on 
the face with DYSART No. 15 POOR, the other with 
DYSART No. 2 POOR.  The badge gave licence to 
the bearer to beg within the perimeter of the town 
of Dysart, Fifeshire.  2⅘” (71mm) wide, and 2½” 
(63mm) wide.  80 gm weight.  Illustrated by Neish 
in Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 13 6/2006 p44.

662.  A Scottish base metal uniface beggar’s badge 
pierced at the top with two holes for suspension or 
sewing to clothing.  A large oval badge with beaded 
edge.  Cast on the face a shield containing a rose, which 
is the emblem of the Burgh.  Cast above the shield 
NO (‘8’ stamped) and MONTROSE, with BEGGING 
and POOR flanking the shield.  The stamped date 
1678 below the legend may well be a later addition 
to enhance the apparent age of the badge.  Scratched 
on the reverse G SCOTT, probably a one-time owner.  
The badge gave licence to the bearer to beg within 
the perimeter of the Royal Burgh of Montrose, For-
farshire.  4⅜” (110mm) long, and 3⅙” (81mm) wide.  
235 gm weight.  
Illustrated by Neish in Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 13 6/2006 p44.

1027.  A Scottish base metal uniface beggar’s badge 
with four projecting equidistant attachment loops 
from the Burgh of Kirkwall, Orkney.  In the centre 
within a ring a ship in full sail heading to the left, 
which is the emblem of the Burgh.  No lettering, but 
below the ship is the number ‘23’.  The badge gave 
licence to the bearer to beg within the perimeter of 
Kirkwall.  2⅔” (68mm) diameter across the loops.  
Illustrated by Neish in Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 13 6/2006 p44.

1236.  A Scottish base metal uniface beggar’s badge 
with integrally cast suspension ring.  In the centre 
within a ring a pot of lilies, which is the emblem of 
the Burgh of Aberdeen.  Cast around the rim OLD 
ABD 1722, with the number ‘22’ stamped below the 
suspension ring.  The badge gave licence to the bearer 
to beg within the perimeter of Old Aberdeen.  1⅗” 
(40mm) diameter.  Bought October 2004. 
Illustrated by Neish in Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 13 6/2006 p44.

1237.  A Scottish base metal uniface beggar’s badge 
pierced for suspension or sewing to clothing.  Cast 
on the face Ellon 1742.  The badge gave licence to the 
bearer to beg within the perimeter of the town of 
Ellon, Aberdeenshire.  1⅗” (41mm) diameter.  Bought 
October 2004.  
Illustrated by Neish in Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 13 6/2006 p44.

1238.  A British base metal uniface beggar’s badge 
pierced for suspension or sewing to clothing.  
Engraved on the face PAH, and stamped No. 5.  
Traces on the reverse of a date possibly 1734 or 
1704.  The badge gave licence to the bearer to beg 
within the perimeter of the locality from where it 
was issued.  1⅕” (31mm) long, and ⅘” (20mm) 
wide.  Bought October 2004.  
Illustrated by Neish in Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 13 
6/2006 p44.

1242.  A Scottish base metal uniface beggar’s badge 
pierced for suspension or sewing to clothing.  
Stamped with the name A GORDON (the beggar?) 
arched above a beaded circle cast with the legend 
KEITH NO [5?].  The badge gave licence to the 
bearer to beg within the perimeter of the town 
of Keith, Morayshire.  2¾” (70mm) tall, and 2¼” 
(57mm) wide.  Bought August 2005 at Bonhams 
Scottish sale.  

1243.  A Scottish base metal communion token 
dated 1827 drilled with two holes probably for 
suspension, so that it could serve as a beggar’s 
badge for the parish of Newtyle, Angus.  Cast 
to the obverse with the legend NEWTYLE KIRK 
MDCCCXXVII I. COR XI 23-29, and the reverse 
partially illegible: LUKE XII 19[XX] THIS DO IN 
REMEMBRANCE OF ME.  Using communion 
tokens as beggar’s badges is a recorded practice.  
1⅛” (29mm) long, and ⅞” (23mm) wide.  Bought 
August 2005 at Bonhams Scottish sale.

Tradesmen’s weights and tokens

939a.  A Scottish pewter trade token for AD Douglass 
Edinburgh, Tobacconist Lawnmarket 1811, and 
showing a crossed pair of long clay pipes.  No 
dimensions recorded.   

940.  A pewter trade or communion token for WH on 
one side, and MM on the other side.  No dimensions 
recorded. 

940a.  A Scottish pewter trade token for tradesman T 
Henry, North Leith.  No dimensions recorded.  

941.  A Scottish pewter trade token for tradesman 
Alexander Galloway, 107 West Bow (Edinburgh) - tea, 
spirits, wines and groceries.  No dimensions recorded.

946.  A Scottish copper alloy trade token for tradesman 
Alexander Galloway, 107 West Bow (Edinburgh) - tea, 
spirits, wines and groceries.  ⅘” (21mm) diameter.  7g 
weight

942.  A British pewter trade token or weight engraved 
TK over a shield with ½ OUNCE FINE PEWTER (obv).  
The reverse with another shield but lettering is worn 
and difficult to ead.  No dimensions recorded.

943.  A Scottish pewter trade token issued by JN a 
hammerman whose crowned hammer is depicted 
on the reverse.  No maker’s mark.  As one face shows 
a crowned hammer, which was the emblem of the 
Edinburgh Incorporation of Hammermen, then a 
possible candidate is the pewterer John Napier who 
as the son of another pewterer Archibald Napier I was 
made free 1 May 1700.  ⅘” (21mm) diameter.  7g weight.  
Described by Neish in the Journal of the Pewter Society 
Spring 1986 p107.  Illustrated and discussed by Neish in 
the Journal of the Pewter Society Autumn 1992 p152.  

944.  A Scottish pewter trade token for tradesman J. 
Dick, Grocer, 523 Lawnmarket (Edinburgh).  Depicts 
a barrel.  ⅘” (21mm) diameter.  

SSAGM-45, 47 & 48 Three rare excavated pewter weights, probably made 
provincially, but have no maker’s marks*.  The largest struck with the letters 
GG is 1⅜” diameter and weighs 11 grams.  The one next to it struck with the 
letter G is 1¼” and weighs 12 grams.  The smallest struck with the letters BB 
is 1⅛”, and weighs 9 grams, and has ‘nature’s gilding’.  Bought September 
2014 from C Ricketts.  
*An article ‘An early 17th century London pewter weight’ in the Spring 2003 Journal 
of the Pewter Society p43, gives more information.  

 showing the relative sizes of the weights
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945.  A Scottish pewter trade token for tradesman John 
Watson of No 88 High Street, Edinburgh.  He is listed 
in the 1815-16 Post Offic Directory for Edinburgh as 
a grocer.  No dimensions recorded.

949.  A Scottish pewter trade token for tradesman John 
Watson of No 88 High Street, Edinburgh.  He is listed 
in the 1815-16 Post Offic Directory for Edinburgh as 
a grocer.  No dimensions recorded.

947. A Scottish pewter trade token for tradesman 
H. MacFarlane, Lawnmarket (Edinburgh), with a 
representation of a drinking mug on the reverse.  ⅘” 
(21mm) diameter.  6g weight. 
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society Autumn 1992 p152. 

948.  A pewter trade or communion token initialled 
TD over F on one side, and mostly illegible on the 
reverse except for the lowest line that seems to read 
BALER in reverse.  No dimensions recorded.

950.  A uniface copper alloy trade token for ID.  No 
dimensions recorded.

1235.  A Scottish pewter tradesman’s badge with 
integrally cast suspension ring and loop.  Engraved 
around the edge JOBBER NO. 1  SLAUGHTER 
HOUSES.  The badge has the arms of the City of 
Edinburgh in the centre over the partially legible 
motto: NISI DOMINUS FRUSTRA (‘Except the Lord 
In Vain’, an abbreviation of a verse from the 127th 
Psalm - ‘Except the Lord build the house/They 
labour in vain that build it’).  The badge dating from 
c1801-33 gave licence to the bearer to work within the 
Edinburgh slaughterhouses.  2⅔” (68mm) diameter.  
Bought October 2004.  
Illustrated by Neish in the Journal of the Pewter Society 
Autumn 2005 Fig 34 p30, and Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 13 
6/2006 p44.

Jobber’s and other licensed tradesmen badges

1259.  An English pewter token or jetton undated but 
possibly commemorating the accession of Queen 
Elizabeth I or Mary Queen of Scots.  The obverse 
has the legend GOD SAVE THE QUENE around 
a crowned shield quartered with 3 fleur de lys in 
the first and fourth quarters and a fish or dolphin 
hauriant in 2nd and 3rd. To the reverse is a lion 
rampant in a garter with the legend HONISOT MAL 
Y PEN.    1⅛” (29mm) diameter.

1260.  An English pewter token or jetton dated 1574 
probably commemorating Queen Elizabeth I or 
Mary Queen of Scots.  To the obverse is a crowned 
heart-shaped shield with 3 fleur de lys between two 
crowned classical columns, with the legend PIETA 
E.T. IVSTIA 1574. The reverse has a garter with lion 
rampant, and the legend HONISOLT MAL Y PENCE.  
1⅛” (29mm) diameter

1261.  An English pewter token or jetton probably 
Elizabethan likely dating from c1580.  The obverse 
with a depiction of a phoenix rising from flames
with the legend SOLA PHOENIX OMNIAE 
MUNDI.  To the reverse is a three-quarter bust of 
Queen Elizabeth I wearing a ruff with the legend ET 
ANGLIAE GLORIA.    Later drilled with five holes.  
1⅛” (29mm) diameter

1262.  An English pewter token or jetton undated 
but probably Elizabethan.  To the obverse a lion 
rampant flanked by the letters E and R.  The 
reverse with a crown and portcullis.  ¾” (20mm) 
diameter.

Showing a better example

Showing a better example

Showing a better example

Medals, badges and plaques
These were first produced in the 17th century and many are masterpieces 
of the diemaker’s craft, and the pewterer who cast them so perfectly.  They 
reached their zenith during the 19th century.

SSAGM-46. A rare English copper alloy armorial 
boss with the cypher and arms of King James (I?).  
This is of the type used as centrepieces on so-called 
rosewater dishes, and on the neck of ewers (see Fig 
133 Pewter of the Western World for a similar example 
on the handle of a ewer in Ludlow Museum).  Only 
traces of the original enamel remain.  1⅛” (29mm) 
diameter.  Bought September 2014 from C Ricketts.

582.  An English pewter badge dated 1680, with a key.  
No maker’s mark.  When excavated the badge was 
wrapped around the key, but the significance of their 
relationship, if any is unknown.  The strap top, which 
may represent a sword held vertically is bent over to 
form a hanging loop.  At each side a crown with three 
spherical upper parts, The central element below the 
date 1680 is a human face with long curly hair.  3¼” 
(83mm) wide.  4” (102mm) long.  Excavated from the 
River Thames foreshore.  Bought September 1987 
from M Kashden.

1200.  Medal dating from the reign of George IV.  On 
one side a depiction of George IV slaying a dragon, 
with the inscription ‘S. GEORGIVS EQVITVM.
PATRONVS’.  The other side has a representation 
of Christ and the apostles on a ship on a stormy Sea 
of Galilee, with the inscription ‘IN TEMPESTATE 
SECVRITAS’.  1⅜” (35mm) diameter.

1290.1.  Medal to commemorate the Feast of Our 
Lady, Help of Christians.  Probably referring to the 
papal edict issued by Pope Pius VII in 1815 after the 
Congress of Vienna and the Battle of Waterloo.  No 
dimensions recorded. 

1290.  A group of eight 19th century pewter commemorative medallions.  ex K 
Gordon collection.  Bought 7 May 2008 as Lot 343 at Bonhams Chester

1290.2.  Medal to commemorate the visit of Queen 
Victoria to the City of London 1837.  The reverse 
shows WELCOME and the arms of the City over 
various figu es including the Queen, Lord Mayor, 
and Britannia with shield over a legend that reads: In 
commemoration of Her Majesty’s visit to the City of London 
Nov 9 1837, below which is The Right Honourable John 
Cowan Lord Mayor.  No dimensions recorded. 

1290.3.  Medal to commemorate the visit to Scotland 
of George IV in 1822.  Obv: laureate bust of the King 
with legend George IV ascended the British throne Jan 
29 1820 in the 58 year of his age.  Rev: rose, thistle and 
shamrock entwined below the Order of the Thistle 
with the legend Scotland hails with joy the visit of Her 
Sovereign Aug 1822.  No dimensions recorded.

1290.4.  Medal to commemorate the death of Nelson 
o�  Cape Trafalgar 1805.  Medal commemorating Vice-
Admiral Horatio Nelson (1758-1805) and Nelsonic 
Crimson Oakes. Obverse: The Admiral’s bust with tie-
wig, full uniform, with ribbon and star of K .B. Legend: 
‘GALLANT NELSON DIED OCTR. 21 OFF CAPE 
TRAFALGAR’. Reverse: Masonic emblems- a cross (left), 
and anchor (right) a compass in the centre between the 
moon and stars, the eye of God above, the sun rainbow 
and Noah’s ark below. Legend: ‘NELSONIC CRIMSON 
OAKES’. Exergue: ‘COMMENCED JANY 19 1808’.  The 
Nelsonic Crimson Oakes was a friendly society founded 
in 1808 in the Black Country. Benedetto Pistrucci made 
this medal.  2” (53mm) diameter.

 1290.5.  Medal to commemorate the coronation of 
King William IV and Queen Adelaide crowned 
at Westminster Abbey September 8 1831.  No 
dimensions recorded.

1290.6.  Medal to commemorate the Coronation 
of Edward VII and Queen Alexandra 1902.  No 
dimensions recorded. 

1290.7.  Medal to commemorate the Jubilee of Queen 
Victoria 1837-87.  One side shows five shields labelled 
Australia, Cape Colony, New Zealand, Canada, and 
Great Britain.  No dimensions recorded. 

1290.8.  Medal given by the towns of Manchester 
and Salford to commemorate the accession and 
Coronation of King George IV.  No dimensions 
recorded. 

Tudor tokens or jettons
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1258.  An English white metal school attendance 
medal for the diocese of Salisbury.  The obverse 
with the madonna and child, and the reverse 
with the legend DIOCESE OF SALISBURY FOR 
UNBROKEN ATTENDANCE DURING A SCHOOL 
YEAR.  2⅓” (60mm) long, and 1⅝” (42mm) wide.

1247.  An English pewter fi e insurance plaque.  The 
plaque decorated with the coat of arms of the City of 
Nottingham, within a belt border inscribed ‘Nott’s and 
Derby’s’.  The Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire Fire 
and Life Insurance Company was established in 1835 
with headquarters in Nottingham.  9⅞” (252mm) 
long, and 8” (205mm) wide.  Bought January 2006 at 
Gorringes.

1199.  A pewter seal matrix commemorating 
Lieutenant General Sir Thomas Picton GCB (1785-
1815) for his role in the siege of Badajoz, and the 
Battle of Waterloo where leading his second brigade 
to the charge he was the most senior office to die.  
Probably made shortly after the battle c1815.  In two 
halves, one with a portrait of Picton wearing the Star 
of the Order of the Bath.  The other shows Picton 
with a sword in his left hand planting the English 
flag on a battlement of the citadel of Badajoz.  A 
statue in his honour stands in St. Paul’s Cathedral.  
The legend LIEUT. GEN. SIR T. PICTON K.B., on one 
side, and BADAJOZ APRL VI MDCCCXII on the 
other.  Probably made by F MILLS, and engraved by 
D MUDIE whose names are present, with 18.6.1815.  
1¾” (45mm) diameter.

661 & SSAGM-36.1-36.3.  Four Scottish pewter badges or pendants with the 
arms of the Edinburgh Incorporation of Hammermen (a crowned hammer) 
surrounded by thistles and roses.  No maker’s mark.  Probably a membership 
badge of the Hammermen Incorporation.  Possibly the pewter version was 
intended for ordinary members, with senior members and offic bearers having 
ones made say in brass and silver according to their rank.  Examples of these 
are in the Museum of Edinburgh, Huntley House, Canongate, Edinburgh.  No 
dimensions recorded.   
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 10 12/1991 Fig 1 p75.  
Neish has suggested this may be a beggar’s badge worn on their distinctive blue cloaks 
by the bedesmen of the Magdalen Chapel who had been authorised by the City Council 
to beg for alms in the streets.

SNUFF & TOBACCO  
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SNUFF & TOBACCO  
Snu�
It is said that Christopher Columbus introduced snuff, or ground tobacco, to Europe at the end of the 15th century after one of his party noticed people using 
it in Haiti.  Actually, the first people known to have used ground tobacco as snuff were indigenous Brazilians who ground tobacco leaves with a mortar and 
pestle made of rosewood, causing the tobacco to acquire a delicate aroma of the wood.  The resulting snuff was stored in airtight ornate bone bottles or tubes 
to preserve its flavour for later consumption
Early in the 16th century, the Spanish established and held a trade monopoly in the City of Seville, which became Europe’s first manufacturing and development 
centre for snuff.  In 1561 the French ambassador in Lisbon, Jean Nicot (from whom ‘nicotine’ is derived) described tobacco’s medicinal properties as a panacea.  
He is credited with introducing ground tobacco snuff to the Royal Court of Catherine de’ Medici to treat her persistent headaches.  The resulting ‘cure’ 
popularised snuff among the French nobility.  The Dutch were responsible for naming the ground powdered tobacco “snuff” (snuif).  Snuff was always an 
expensive luxury commodity as the tobacco had to be imported and the hand grinding process was laborious.
In 1611, commercially manufactured snuff arrived in North America through John Rolfe, the husband of Pocahontas, who used a sweeter Spanish variety of 
tobacco.  Though most of the colonists never fully accepted the English style of snuff use, ‘aristocratic’ Americans used snuff.  Snuff use in England increased in 
popularity after the Great Plague as people believed snuff had valuable medicinal properties, and was made even more fashionable when Charles II returned 
from exile in France and continued his snuff habit.  Thereafter snuff use spread from Europe to Japan, China, and Africa.  A whole snuff taking culture developed 
with the manufacture of snuff boxes, bottles, mulls and elaborate ‘mouchoirs’ or handke chiefs.  
Retailers soon set up shops dealing solely in snuff and snuff accessories.  Tiny, decorative snuff boxes were so small because they were designed to hold only one 
day’s worth of snuff, as prolonged exposure to air causes snuff to dry out and lose its scent.  In 17th century coffee houses people took tobacco in three forms 
- as nasal snuff, inhaled into the nose, as chewing tobacco, and by ‘drinking’ it, i.e. by smoking it through a pipe.  Snuff use peaked in Britain during the reign 
of Queen Anne, and doctors recommended it as a general cure-all, including to treat coughs, colds or headaches.  Initially, snuff taking helped to distinguish 
elite members of society from the common populace, which generally smoked its tobacco.  By the 19th century, most people took snuff using small, cheaply 
made snuffboxes to carry the snuff.  Tobacconists purveyed a wide range of snuffs, which could be purchased in a paper twist and easily transferred to one’s 
snuffbox.  The manufacture of snuff boxes became a major activity in many parts of the country, with many materials involved from precious metals to base 
metals.  Sometimes only the lid and hinge were constructed from metal, and a wide variety of natural materials used for the body.  These include cowrie, mussel 
and other shells, and possibly through longstanding tradition in Scotland horn and bone were especially favoured.  These are known as snuff mulls (see #540 
& #541)  There had also developed a fashion in clubs, and grander homes to invite guests to take a pinch from a much larger snuff receptacle that we know as 
desk or table snuffs.  It is unlikely that the very large example in the Collection (see #SSAGM-31) is one of those, and with its carrying strap is probably a rare 
example used to offer snuff to groups out fishing, hunting or shooting, and was probably carried by the gillie.  The small storage jar in the Collection, with its 
innovative lid design to keep it airtight (see #SSAGM-62) is a very rare item, but probably served someone lacking easy access to a tobacconist.  The range of 
forms and designs used to embellish snuff boxes and vesta cases is enormous.  Some were commemorative items celebrating significant events and people.  
Others replicated naturalistic objects like scallop shells, or man made items like derringer pistols and pocket watches.    

SSAGM-31.   A Scottish pewter snu�  horn by John 
Durie, Edinburgh c1830-68 his ‘DURIE’ touchmark 
inside the hinged lid.  The body is made from a 
complete longhorn, and mounted in pewter to 
create the terminal with thistle shaped � nial, and 
the rim with hinged lid.  11½” long measured 
across the horn from lid to tip.  The circular lid is 
2¼” diameter.  The thistle tip is 2¼” long with a 
¾” diameter terminal.  The horn is drilled in two 
places with identical ring mounts for a carrying 
cord or strap, and are so placed that the horn is 
balanced when carrying it.  Bought April 1994 
from Baltimore. 

SSAGM-5.    A British pewter ovoid snu�  box with 
spoon holder.  No maker’s mark and rarity makes 
dating di� cult, but probably c1780-1820.  This rare 
rounded ovoid form would place great demands 
on the maker’s skill, and can only have been hand-
made, and is only the second example of this form 
recorded.  5-part hinge with central cut in lid, which 
is decorated with simple geometric engraving.  Inside 
the lid is a slotted area for a small snu�  spoon that 
is now missing.  3½” long, 2” wide, and 1¼” high.  
Bought September 2012 from C Ricketts.

SSAGM-62.    An English pewter snu�  
jar with slip-on internal and external lids.  
No maker’s mark.  This is an unusual 
form of snu�  bottle, which is too small 
to be a tobacco jar.  The external slip on 
lid � ts closely and well to the rim of the 
globular body.  The internal lid with an 
inset grip that when twisted tightens the 
lid in the body to seal the contents from 
the air.  3¼” overall height.  2⅜” lid and 
base diameters.’Bought November 2017 
from C Ricketts.

540.  A Scottish pewter mounted pocket snuff mull.  
No maker’s mark.  The manufacture of snuff mulls 
was a specialist occupation, and the best known 
maker of the pewter mounted versions is John Durie 
of Edinburgh c1830-68.  He used various hoof and 
horn based bodies, although this example is made 
from the foot of a young animal such as a deer.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 5/1994 Fig 6 p36-40.

541.  A Scottish pewter mounted pocket snuff mull 
by John Durie of Edinburgh c1830-68 marked inside 
the lid.  Ownership John Samuel DALKEITH scratch 
engraved on the outside of the hinged lid.  Durie was 
a specialist maker of pewter mounted snuff mulls, 
and used various hoof and horn based bodies.  This 
example is made from the foot of a young animal 
such as a deer.  3¼” (83mm) long, and 1½” (38mm) 
wide.  80g weight.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the 
PCCA Vol 11 5/1994 Fig 6 p36-40.

The native people of Mesoamerica and South America had discovered and 
used tobacco by smoking it in pipes or chewing long before the arrival of 
European settlers.  The early settlers took the practice back to Europe, where 
it became popular.  Out of the four plants of the Americas that spread to the 
rest of the world (potato, maize, tomato, and tobacco) only tobacco is used 
in every country.  Tobacco was completely unfamiliar to Europeans before 
the discovery of the New World.  Once Europeans arrived, tobacco became 
one of the primary products fuelling colonisation, and also a driving factor 
in the acquisition of African slave labour.  The Spanish introduced tobacco 
to Europeans c1528, and by 1533, Diego Columbus mentioned a tobacco 
merchant of Lisbon in his will, showing how quickly the tra� c had sprung 
up.  In 1563, a Swiss doctor reported that chewing or smoking a tobacco 
leaf ‘has a wonderful power of producing a kind of peaceful drunkenness’.  
Sir Walter Raleigh introduced Virginian tobacco to England, although John 
Hawkins was the � rst to bring tobacco seeds.  Importing tobacco into England 
became controversial, especially in 1604 when King James I wrote his polemic 
‘A Counterblaste to Tobacco’.  The king denounced tobacco use, and that year, 
enacted a statute imposing a massive protective tari�  on tobacco imports.  
Although duty rose by 4000%, English demand remained strong despite 
the high price.  Because of the e� ect on the economies of the Virginia and 
Bermuda colonies, James created a royal monopoly in 1624.  No tobacco could 
be imported except from Virginia, and a Royal license costing £15 per year 
was required to sell it.  Later, to help the colonies Charles II banned tobacco 
cultivation in England.  
As with snu� , a wide range of tobacco and smoking related wares were made.  
Interestingly, it is rare to � nd such items made of pewter dating from earlier 
than the later 18th century.  It is likely that the general populace initially used 
(leather) tobacco pouches rather than pewter boxes to carry their tobacco.  To 
aid the smoker, other accessories included wall pockets for matches or spills, 
and pocket vesta cases for matches, rare examples of which are occasionally 
seen.  Even pipes were made of pewter although very few have survived.  The 
greatest variety is among tobacco boxes, some of which are sometimes found 
with their original lead pressers inside (see #805 & #SSAGM-54).  The presser 
served to keep the tobacco compressed and more moisture retentive.  We are 
reminded of the close association of tobacco production with slavery in the 
knops seen on some of the probably earlier tobacco boxes.  These typically 
depict a blackamoor’s head, but one rare example in the Collection shows an 
Oriental or a Moor dressed in robes with a sash around the waist, and sitting 
cross-legged (see #907).

Tobacco
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SSAGM-50. An English pewter wall pocket to hold 
matches or spills.  No maker’s mark.  Very uncommon, 
and only one other known of a di� erent form*.  
Made from three pieces of heavy gauge sheet pewter 
soldered together at rear and bottom edges to create the 
straight backed wall bracket and semi-circular pocket.  
Decorated with drilled holes arranged symetrically, 
and wrigglework line detailing around the edges of the 
bracket and pocket.  4½” (mm) tall, with a maximum 
width of 2¾” (mm).  The pocket has a diameter of about 
1⅜” (mm).  Bought November 2006 from C Ricketts
*shown by Hornsby at Fig 266 Pewter of the Western World 1983.

860-503.  An English pewter octagonal tobacco box 
by an unidenti� ed probably London maker his 
touchmark of a camel in a circle inside the base c1775*.  
Ownership initials BC also struck under a LONDON 
label.  The box retains the original presser plate inside.  
The relief cast scenes to both sides show Sir Walter 
Raleigh smoking, with a servant about to douse 
him with water thinking him on � re.  The lift-o�  lid 
surmounted by a male lion couchant.  
*The only pewterer recorded using a touchmark of a camel 
is John Gurnell of London c1772-78.  Towards the end of the 
19th century Gaskell and Chambers of Birmingham made 
copies of this tobacco box theirs with a faulty panel.

907.  A possibly English pewter lidded tobacco 
container c1800-30.  No maker’s mark.  The squat 
inverse tapered body with a raised � llet at the top and 
an ovolo moulded foot.  The shallow double domed 
and reeded lid with a tall cast � nial in the form of a 
seated male � gure* sits inside the rim.  3⅗” (92mm) 
rim, and 3½” (89mm) base diameters.  4¼” (109mm) 
tall, and 2⅖” (62mm) to rim.  344g weight.  
Illustrated and discussed by Richard Mundey in the 
Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 19.  *The figu e may represent an 
oriental or a Moor dressed in robes with a sash around the 
waist, and sitting cross-legged.

1045.  A Dutch pewter lidded tobacco container c1820-
50.  No maker’s mark.  The cylindrical body with 
beaded decoration at the top and foot, and a swag 
decorated frieze.  The slip-on lid with beaded edge 
decoration and a large urn-shaped � nial.  4½” (114mm) 
rim, and 5” (127mm) base diameters.  6⅖” (164mm) 
tall, and 3” (78mm) to rim.  620g weight.  
 

805.  An English pewter lidded tobacco container c1820-
50.  No maker’s mark.  The squat slightly taper sided 
body with incised lines just below the rim and above 
the foot, and slightly raised � llets at the top and above 
the base.  The low domed and reeded lid with a cast 
� nial in the form of a blackamoor’s head sits inside the 
rim.  The original lead presser with spheroidal knop 
is present inside the base.  5” (127mm) diameter.  4⅚” 
(123mm) tall, and 2⅔” (69mm) to the rim.  730g weight.  
Bought in London October 2001. 

SSAGM-54  An English pewter lidded tobacco container 
c1800-30.  No maker’s mark.  The squat slightly taper 
sided body with incised lines at mid-body, and below 
the rim and above the foot.  There are rounded raised 
� llets at the top and above the base.  The low domed 
and cast decorated lid with a cast � nial in the form of 
a blackamoor’s head sits inside the rim.  The original 
lead presser with spheroidal knop is present inside the 
base.  5” (127mm) diameter.  4⅚” (123mm) tall, and 2⅔” 
(69mm) to the rim.  Bought in London October 2001.  

1075.  An English pewter lidded octagonal tobacco 
container c1810-30.  No maker’s mark.  The original 
lead presser is present inside the base.  The steeply 
sloping lift-o�  lid with a � nial in the form of a male 
head and torso with arms crossed over the chest.  
This may well be a depiction of an Afro-Caribbean in 
servitude as other tobacco boxes more commonly have 
the head only of a worker on a tobacco plantation.  No 
dimensions recorded.

1239.  An English pewter lidded cylindrical tobacco 
container c1850-80.  No maker’s mark.  Ownership 
engraving WE to the body.  The double dome lid with 
a large acorn finial.  The tapering cylindrical body 
with vestigial foot rim has two bands of incised lines.  
5” (127mm) tall.  Bought March 2005 from Leonard 
Antiques, Essex.

DESK, TIMEKEEPING & WRITING 
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Desk, timekeeping  & writing

DESK, TIMEKEEPING & WRITING ACCESSORIES 
In the 17th and early 18th centuries, the more prosperous members of society could affo d items such as a sundial, and pocket watch.  Indeed, the more affluen
bought toy or miniature versions of many everyday items for their children to play with.  The Collection has many other items of toy or miniature pewter wares, 
which can be found in the following chapters: Romano-British; Candlesticks &c; Early Sadware; Porringers; Lidless Drinking Vessels - pre-Imperial; Tankards; Chalices 
& Cups; and Medieval &c.     

887.  An English pewter miniature or toy watch 
c1700-1720 *.  No maker’s mark.  The gilded or 
brass dial has integrally cast Roman numerals, 
and would have had rotating � ngers that are now 
missing.  The body with a simple suspension 
ring.  No dimensions recorded.    
* See footnote to #902a

902a.  An English pewter miniature or toy watch 
c1680-1710*.  No maker’s mark.  The gilded or 
brass dial has integrally cast Roman numerals, 
decoration and fingers.  The body with a simple 
suspension ring.  1⅗” (41mm) diameter, and 
1” (27mm) deep.  Bought June 1996 from D 
Moulson.
* The earliest toy watches date from the mid-17th 
century, and some were relatively sophisticated 
having moving parts, including winding 
mechanisms that made a noise.  William Thomas 
Hux 1700-29 is one of the London pewterers who 
appear to have specialised in making such items.

964.    An English lead-pewter alloy miniature sundial c1600-30.  Integrally 
cast with initials IS or SI, which may be a maker’s mark.  The circular clock 
face cast with Roman numerals, also has decorative elements in each corner, 
and retains the original gnomon*.  In excavated condition, with extensive 
nature’s gilding.  2½” (65mm) square.  110g weight.
This is a very rare survivor especially being English.  Small sundials like this 
without holes for mounting were used indoors probably standing on a window 
sill.  *The gnomon of a sundial is the vertical element that casts a shadow.

Before the use of glazed paper became commonplace, inkstands usually had a 
‘sander’ or pounce pot.  This held powdered gum sandarac, which was sprinkled 
over the paper before writing began, and rubbed in to stop the paper soaking up 
ink.  This is the origin of the term ‘sander’ meaning to dispense ‘sandarac’ not 
sand literally.  The resin from which gum sandarac is made comes from a small 
tree found in north-west Africa, and is either exuded naturally, or like rubber, 
made by cutting the bark of the tree, and it then hardens on exposure to air.  Once 
ground to a � ne powder the resin is useable.  Similarly, before blotting paper was 
available, the ‘pounce’ pot of the inkstand was used to absorb excess ink.  The term 
pounce derives from the Latin for pumice, and is a � ne powder, most often made 
from powdered cuttle� sh bone that was used both to dry ink and to sprinkle on a 
rough writing surface to make it smooth enough for writing.
Having been � rst made at the end of the 18th century, by the 1840s, the dipping 
pen with a steel nib had replaced the traditional quill pen.  The � rst patent for a 
fountain pen was taken out in France in 1827, but the British dipping pen was 
cheap and widely available, so it was not until much later in the 19th century that 
American versions of a free � owing fountain pen with its own ink reservoir started 
to be used, and these were neither a� ordable nor practical for many purposes.  So, 
the dipping pen continued to be used in many o� ces, post o� ces and schools 
until the 1950s even though the � rst ‘biro’ was invented in 1938.
Traditional shakers had a dished or concave top, so that excess ‘sand’ could be 
returned to the container.  Examples may be seen to the right of the photographs 
of the writing standishes (see items #1082 & #338), and an alternative form can be 
seen in the lower drawer of the cube inkstand (see #383), which brie� y became 
popular towards the end of the 18th century.  An innovative form has a wooden 
handle and � lls from one end and dispenses from the other (see #SSAGM-6).  
Steadily during the 18th century the expense of traditional standishes led to the 
development of new forms, ending with the � at desk-sets becoming the most 
popular.  These twin-lidded hinged boxes with ball or semi-ball feet were less 
cumbersome and easier to keep clean than their predecessors.  They o� ered extra 
storage for pens and writing accessories like sealing wax and seals.  The era of 
the ‘public dipping pen’ continued right through until after World War II.  That is 
why so many of the circular ‘capstan’ shaped inkwells have survived.  Some were 
made lidded and others lidless, and some were mounted on plate bases for greater 
stability.  Inkstands with holes drilled through the plate base were undoubtedly 
meant to be used in public locations like post and council o� ces.  The holes drilled 
around the circumference of these inkwells were to hold the dipping pens when 
not in use.  Some are found today with the initials ‘S’ and ‘O’ struck underneath, 
which refers to His or Her Majesty’s Stationery O� ce, typically abbreviated most 
recently to HMSO.

Inkwells and writing accessories

860-471.  An English pewter standish or inkstand by 
George Smith of London 1714-54 his touchmark of 
a female bust dated 1714 under the base.  The rectan-
gular chest type box on a plinth has a � at hinged lid, 
three interior compartments, and a full width drawer 
with a handle knob.  Each of the four sections serving 
a di� erent purpose: the left compartment for the origi-
nal pounce pot (sand shaker), the centre (now empty) 
for sealing wax, and the right with corner brackets for 
an inkwell plate and inkwell (both missing), and the 
drawer to hold writing instruments and accessories.  
(193mm) long and (76mm) deep.  (76mm) tall.  860g 
weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late Richard 
Mundey.

779.  An English Britannia metal inkwell.  No maker’s 
mark, but probably made in Sheffiel during the 
early 19th century.  The unusual design features a pen 
dipper near the base, which works in conjunction with 
a form of self-levelling reservoir inside the inkwell.  
The reservoir is filled by removing the slip-on domed 
lid with a bold terminal.  No dimensions recorded.

383.  An English pewter cube inkstand.  No 
maker’s mark, but from other marked examples 
dates from George III period.  The flat top 
pierced with four pen holes, having a hinged 
domed cover with an inkwell below.  The two 
copper wires retain the top in the body, which 
has two drawers, the lower one serving as a 
pounce pot.  3⅝” (92mm) tall.  660g weight.  
Bought 25 January 1984 at Sotheby’s.

SSAGM-40.  An English pewter lidless 
inkwell.  No maker’s mark, but from the style 
of the inkwell dating is c1800-40.  The inkwell 
is similar to examples usually found ensuite 
with standishes, and may have been made from 
a salt mould (see #1082).  Although the non-
matching lid with blackamoor finial came with 
the inkwell, it is probably from a tobacco jar.  3” 
(76mm) diameter, and 1¾” (44mm) tall to rim.  
Bought July 2002.   

1082.  An English pewter writing standish with ink pot, candleholder and 
pounce pot.  No maker’s mark.  Engraved to the tray top: For ye Use of ye Great 
Vestry Room, and separately: Saml Coupers Vestry Clerke 1745, and Shoreham 
Old Church.  This type of writing standish was a popular desk accessory 
throughout the 18th century, although early ones like this are rare survivors.  
The rectangular dished footed stand has a long drawer running underneath, 
and four ball feet.  The top has three circular raised locating rings for the ink 
pot, candlestick and pounce pot.  The removable top of the inkpot has four 
holes for pens, and a central larger hole beneath which the inkwell would 
have been located.  The candleholder is an uncommon feature, and may not 
be contemporary to the standish.  The pounce pot has multiple piercings to 
the sealed top.  6¾” (172mm) wide.  5½” (140mm) tall overall.  11⅕” (285mm) 
long.  1.86 kg total weight.

338.  An English pewter Treasury inkstand* by George Alderson I of London 
1728-48 his touchmark and secondary address label to underside.  This inkstand 
is one of the largest known.  The box has twin � ap lids on a shared hinge, and 
sits on four inverted cup feet.  One half is divided into three elements to give 
spaces for an ink pot, storage for sealing wafers, and a pounce pot.  The other 
half is undivided and probably held pens and other writing accoutrements.  
The ink pot sits beneath a 4-holed pewter top to hold pens upright.  The 
pounce pot with a central � nial to assist in lifting it from its space has concentric 
rings of holes.  Envelopes had to be made up by hand and then sealed with 
the moistened wafers.  Later, wax superseded wafers, and inkstands included 
a taperstick and miniature candles to melt the wax.  9¾” (248mm) long.  7” 
(179mm) wide.  Bought 17 December 1981 as Lot 102 at Sotheby’s. 
Described with many others by Hayward in the Journal of the Pewter Society 
Autumn 2010 p11-20.  *This form of inkstand is named after the silver versions used 
by officials in the reasury during the Stuart period.     
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SSAGM-6.  A European pewter desk ink sander 
with original wooden handle and cast pewter mallet 
head.  No maker’s mark, but probably a 19th century 
innovation.  One side is for filling the sander, and the 
other side is to sprinkle the sand onto the writing paper.  
4½” long.  Bought September 2012 from C Ricketts.

1076.  An English pewter novelty boot c1850-80.  
Possibly intended for multi-use including as an 
inkwell, pin cushion, match or spill holder.  No 
maker’s mark.  Well detailed casting with the sole and 
toe-cap diffe entiated, and having a brass lining, lace-
holes and laces.  No dimensions recorded.

1093.  An English pewter capstan lidded inkwell.  
No maker’s mark.  Dating is c1900-30.  The outward 
tapering body has a mid-band of four incised lines.  
The shallow domed lid has a three-part hinge.  The 
recessed flat top has five pen holes, and is centred with 
the original ceramic inkpot.  The inkwell has a top 
diameter of 3⅜” (86mm), and the base a diameter of 
3½” (89mm).  2⅙” (55mm) tall.  375g weight.

931a.  An English pewter variant capstan plate based 
lidless inkwell.  No maker’s mark.  Dating is c1880-
1920.  The very large inkwell body differs from the 
more usually seen capstan-shaped body (see for 
example #896 & 1093) having marked entasis (convex 
body that narrows towards the top), and two groups 
of five incised lines.  The inkwell stands on a circular 
plate base that has three incised lines to the outer edge.  
The removable recessed flat top has seven pen holes, 
and is centred with the original ceramic inkpot bearing 
the legend Leeds Education Committee.  The inkwell 
has a top diameter of 5½” (141mm), and the plate base 
a diameter of 9½” (241mm).  3½” (90mm) tall.  1.3kg 
weight.  Bought 1997.

1132.  An English sheet pewter lidded stationery box 
c1870-1900.  No maker’s mark.  The rectangular box 
with a hinged flat lid that sits inside the base, has a 
central division that slopes down to make access 
easier for removing items such as pen knibs in the 
front receptacle.  The rear full length receptacle was 
probably used as a pen holder, and the small front one 
for stamps, string etc.  1” (26mm) tall.  6¼” (160mm) 
long. 1⅘” (46mm) wide.  180g weight.

896.  An English pewter capstan plate based lidded 
inkwell.  No maker’s mark.  Dating is c1880-1920.  
The cylindrical inkwell with broad fillet at mid body.  
The plate base has two equidistant incised lines.  No 
dimensions recorded.

593.  A pair of iron compasses suggested dating 14-
15th century.  Excavated from the River Thames.  No 
dimensions recorded
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HEALTH, MEDICAL & PERSONAL 
HYGIENE 
Categories
This chapter is sub-divided into four categories derived from the work of 
Hornsby p116 Pewter of the Western World 1983 who separated his so-called ‘medical pewter’ 
into three categories.  
These offer a useful way to group items in the Collection.  They embrace 
pewter wares made to: 
1. treat ailments and illness 
2. feed and comfort the young, sick and infirm
3. receive the products of bodily functions
4. assist with personal hygiene and grooming

1124.  An English pewter patent medicine or castor 
oil* spoon c1835-40 invented in 1827 by Charles 
Gibson.  No maker’s mark but stamped on the body 
C. Gibson, Inventor, Bishopsgate St Within.  Gibson was 
a goldsmith.  The tubular, hollow stem and enclosed 
container with a hinged cover were what Gibson 
patented.  This example has a repair to the stem, 
and the handle angle should look like the example 
shown below.  They were designed to be � lled via 
the hinged cover, and used to administer medicine 
such as castor oil to the recipient.  This was done by 
blocking the hollow handle while inserting the tip 
into the mouth, and then unblocking causing the oil 
to � ow from the opening at the front. This item was 
part of the exhibition on Life in Victorian Times at the 
Smith Museum, Stirling.  5¼” (135mm) long.  40g 
weight. 
*Castor Oil is a very pale yellow liquid that is extracted 
from castor seeds (Ricinus Communis). It is an anti-
in� ammatory and anti-oxidant oil which has been used 
for centuries for its therapeutic and medicinal bene� ts. It 
is believed that most of castor oil’s bene� ts are derived 
from its high concentration of unsaturated fatty acids. 
Although it has a strong and rather unpleasant taste, 
castor oil is still widely used in cosmetics, soaps, textiles, 
and medicines. 

1157.  An English pewter balsam inhaler by George 
Alderson of London 1792-1826 his touchmark inside 
the base.  Owner’s name G. BEDFORD stamped three 
times under the base.  Inhalers appear to be a mug 
with the addition of a specialised lid that has no hinge, 
but fits snugly into the top of the body.  However, 
the complete item including the handle is made for 
medicinal use with herbal hot water to ease and treat 
respiratory diseases.  The straight sided body with a 
hole connecting the bottom of the hollow handle to 
the interior, which allows the air blown through the 
handle to agitate the liquid helping vapours to be 
released.  The C-shaped handle has three holes before 
the thumbrest, which is where the user blows.  The 
pierced brass cover on the lid swivels to allow herbal 
material to be stored in the small compartment beneath.  
The lid’s ‘chimney’ would have tubing attached when 
in use*.  5⅓” (136mm) tall and 4⅜” (111mm) to rim, 
with 4” (102mm) base diameter.  650g weight. 
*A complete assembly is shown at Fig 216 p138 Pewter at the 
V & A Museum.  

1293.  An English pewter balsam inhaler probably 
made in London c1835-60.  No maker’s mark.  Usual 
form of handle with three holes before the thumbrest.  
The lid’s ‘chimney’ would have tubing attached when 
in use.  Inhalers were used with herbal hot water to 
treat respiratory diseases.  The pierced brass cover is 
original.  5¼” (133mm) tall and 4⅜” (111mm) to rim, 
with 4” (102mm) base diameter.  

168.  A possibly Dutch or French pewter syringe with 
wooden plunger and handle for medical or veterinary 
use c1820.  No maker’s mark, and of medium size.  
1⅝” (42mm) barrel diameter.  15” (380mm) open and 
8¾” (221mm) closed length.  250g weight.

Pewter ware for treating ailments and illness
The Collection has a representative group of wares including medicine 
spoons, balsam inhalers, and syringes.  The latter include both large 
examples (see #168) that were probably for veterinary use, and small 
syringes most probably used to treat sexually transmissible diseases.  There 
exists an even wider range of such wares including theriac (all purpose 
cough mixture) and ointment pots, eye cups, and suppository moulds. 

827.  An English pewter small syringe c1750-
1800.  No maker’s mark.  The cylindrical body 
with a metal plunger and ring handle.  Probably 
intended for the treatment of men with a 
sexually transmissible disease like gonorrhea or 
syphilis.  In excavated condition with extensive 
nature’s gilding.  No dimensions recorded

1233.  An English pewter small syringe c1800-
30.  No maker’s mark.  The cylindrical body 
with a metal plunger and ring handle.  Probably 
intended for the treatment of men with a 
sexually transmissible disease like gonorrhea 
or syphilis.  No dimensions recorded.

1028.  An English pewter nipple shield or 
protector* c1780-1820.  No maker’s mark.  
Rising from a flange on top of the almost flat
disc is a central protrusion pierced with four 
holes.  1¾” (45mm) diameter.  1” (25mm) tall.  
25g weight.
*The advertising material shows a pair of  English Dr 
Wansbrough’s metalic nipple shields in their original 
round container.  These were intended to prevent 
nursing mothers from developing sore nipples.  The 
shields illustrated have only one hole, and are of 
more recent manufacture than that in the Collection.  
In the 18th and 19th centuries, nipple shields were 
made from a variety of materials most commonly in 
wood, ivory and silver.  They were often perforated 
allowing the baby to feed through them, although 
probably with considerable difficul .  There were 
also unperforated examples that would have been 
removed before feeding.  

Pewter ware for feeding and comforting the young, sick and infir
Babies, young children (and lambs) were fed from pewter ‘sucking’ bottles 
whose screw-off caps usually incorporate a nipple (see #502).  Sometimes the 
screw-off nipple end is missing, and what is left is a bottle with a carrying 
ring (see #472).  Nursing mothers were provided with nipple protectors 
(see #1028), which are now scarce items.  Feeding older sick and/or infirm
patients was achieved using pap boats (see #1148, and see also #1125 & #1128 
in the chapter Victorian to 21st century) and spouted pots (see #1248).  One 
of the most unusual items is the early baby’s ‘wolf’s tooth teether’, which is 
also a rattle, and a whistle (see #1202).

1202.  An English pewter baby’s rattle by an 
unidentified maker AB his initials cast into the whistle 
end of the handle.  Dating is tricky, but is probably 
c1550-90.  A wolf’s canine tooth is fitted to the head, 
providing the teething infant with a subtly corrugated 
surface to chew and rub on their gums.  All of the 
pewter is cast decorated with cross hatching except the 
hollow, ball-shaped head which has a Tudor form of 
design around it.  The cross-hatching would provide 
further tactile interest for little hands (and mouths).  
The ball served as a rattle, hung with four copper-alloy 
bells, and probably contained seeds or beads.  Young 
infants, capable of grasping and waving their hands 
might easily produce sounds with this rattle-and-
bell combination.  There is a whistle at the end of the 
handle, better suited for older babies and toddlers.  3⅔ 
(94mm) long.  1¾” (45mm) wide including the bells.  
Found on the River Thames foreshore, City of London.
Illustrated and discussed by Huggett in the Tudor Child: 
Clothing and Culture 1485 to 1625 2013.  As well as being 
a small toy to distract the young child and calm it when 
teething, it was widely believed such objects had exorcising 
and protective powers to protect the child from illness and 
adversity, and dispel evil.  At a time when infant mortality 
approached 50%, the rattle served as an amulet. Costly 
materials like wolf’s tooth, coral, and rock-crystal were used 
for rattles both for their beauty, and the special, supernatural 
powers attributed to them.  They were endowed with many 
natural and magical properties: for example, wolf‘s tooth 
symbolised power, and was assumed to transfer strength 
and cunning power to the child thus protecting it against 
danger.  Wolves’ teeth were believed to provide relief for 
sore gums and protect against convulsions.  These sorts 
of rattles began to appear in children’s portraits at the 
beginning of the 16th century.  Later during the Elizabethan 
period, the basic design was enhanced by adding a whistle 
or little bells, which were also believed to dispel evil spirits.

472.  An English pewter container to carry liquids 
such as milk or alcohol c1770-1800.  No maker’s 
mark.  Probably in this higher status form for human 
consumption, but simpler examples are thought to 
have been used to feed young animals such as lambs.  
The screw-off lid has a large ring probably to attach it 
to a strap.  The pear-shaped body, with S-curve handle 
having a tongue top and ball terminal.  Flat base with 
vestigial foot ring.  Capacity is 27 fl oz.  8½” tall with 
2⅞” base diameter. 710g weight.

972.  An English pewter apothecary measure c1620-50.  
No maker’s mark, but the form of another example by 
Leonard Shaw of London c1645-65 in the collection of 
the Museum of London suggests this one is earlier.  The 
conical bowls have an incised line below the rim.  The 
measure gives two capacities, the larger bowl holding 
twice that of the smaller one.  Larger sizes were used 
as spirit measures in hostelries, while smaller ones like 
this are thought to have been used by apothecaries.  In 
excavated condition with extensive nature’s gilding.  
1⅞” (49mm) tall.  60g weight.
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627.  An English pewter male urinal bottle possibly 
made by John Murphy of London c1840-60.  A small 
plate behind the handle has the mark ‘Murphy, 3 
Middle Row, Holborn’ that may be his unrecorded 
mark, which is repeated underneath, or that of 
a supplier as another Murphy an ironmonger is 
recorded in Holborn in the 1840s.  The upward 
curving mouth suggests the urinal was probably 
intended for use in bed.  The gourd shaped body 
has a flat base, and a strap handle with rounded 
attachment points at its upper and lower ends.  8¼” 
(135mm) tall.  15” (382mm) long.  1.1kg weight.  
Bought October 1989 from R Mundey his typed 
descriptive label under the base.

215.  An English pewter measuring porringer with 
a waisted flat ear handle.  No maker’s mark but 
this form typically dates from the Victorian period.  
The horizontal flat handle having a rounded end.  
The slightly bellied bowl engraved internally with 
graduated incised lines, which are marked to show 
capacities from 4 to 24 fluid ounces.  ex Hopcraft 
collection bought June 1982.  6¼” (159mm) bowl 
diameter.

315.  An English pewter measuring porringer with 
a waisted flat ear handle.  No maker’s mark but 
this form typically dates from the Victorian period.  
The flat handle having a rounded end.  The slightly 
bellied bowl engraved internally with graduated 
incised lines, which are marked to show capacities 
from 4 to 24 fluid ounces.  6½” (165mm) bowl 
diameter.  ex Hopcraft collection bought June 1982.

628.  An English pewter measuring porringer by S 
Maw, Son & Thompson of London 1870-1900 their 
touchmark inside the base.  The slightly waisted flat
handle having a rounded end.  The straight sided 
bowl engraved internally with graduated incised 
lines, which are marked to show capacities from 4 
to 24 fluid ounces.  5⅞” (149mm) bowl diameter.  
9⅚” (250mm) long.  2¼” (57mm) deep.  425g weight.  
Bought October 1989 from R Mundey.

124.  An English pewter commode pot by Ingram 
and Hunt of Bewdley 1778-1807 their touchmark 
on the upper rim.  These were also called ‘stool 
pans’ although ‘Welsh hat’ is favoured by many 
collectors because of their resemblance to the Welsh 
folk costume hats.  They fitted inside a commode, 
which is a purpose made item of mainly bedroom 
furniture usually with a hinged lid.  10¼” (262mm) 
rim, and 5⅛” (130mm) base diameters.  7” (178mm) 
tall.  Bought December 1980 at Phillips. 

205.  A British or possibly European pewter commode 
bowl or wash basin c1780-1800.  No maker’s mark.  
The plain rim deep bowl probably designed to � t in 
a commode chair or wash stand.  Under the rim are 
4 lugs or clips probably added to enable the basin 
to be securely located in an opening.  12” (306mm) 
diameter, and 5½” (141mm) deep.

671.  An English pewter twin handled chamber 
pot c1780-1810.  No maker’s mark.  The globular 
body with turned over rim and ovolo moulded 
foot.  Unusually the base has a removable inset 
mirror.  C-curve handles with erect thumbrests and 
ball terminals.  12½” (318mm) wide across rim and 
handles.  8” (204mm) rim, and 6⅓” (161mm) base 
diameters.  5⅔” (145mm) tall.  1.75kg weight.  

316.  An English pewter bed pan by Lynch and 
Co., possibly of Birmingham their mark on the 
underside c1820-50.  The handle unscrews from the 
main body to assist emptying.  The shallow bowl 
made from two identical castings, with the upper 
part hand finished to create the opening, which has 
a turned-in rim.  The pewterer’s hammer marks are 
visible.  2½” tall.  11⅘” (300mm) diameter excluding 
handle.  ex Hopcraft collection bought June 1982.

376.  An English pewter single handled chamber pot 
by Henry Carpenter and John Martin Hamberger of 
London trading as Carpenter & Hamberger 1794-
1825 with the Carpenter family’s hallmarks and X 
under the base.  The globular body with wide flat
rim and shallow foot ring.  C-curve handle with 
long tongue thumbrest and ball terminal.  10¾” 
(273mm) wide across rim and handle.  8½” (215mm) 
rim diameter.  5⅔” (145mm) tall.  1.51kg weight.  
Bought 12 October 1984 at Sotheby’s. 

1248.  A European pewter feeding pot with hinged lid 
of a type usually associated with France*.  No maker’s 
mark, but based on form dating is 19th century.  2¾” 
(70mm) tall, with a 1¾” (44mm) long spout.  Bought 31 
January 2006 as Lot 292 at Gorringes.  
*Hornsby illustrates another very similar French example at 
Fig 276 p118 Pewter of the Western World 1983.

1148.  A European pewter pap or invalid feeding boat* 
c1840. The ear marked with the touchmark of the 
pewterer HM in a beaded circle with an angel holding 
a sword device, below that mark is what may be a 
town or ownership mark.  5¾” (146mm) long.
*A pap boat is a small receptacle for feeding pap to infants 
and invalids. The typical form is boat-shaped, with the 
feeding end shaped as a short lip or an extended tapering 
lip to be placed on the mouth of the person being fed.  
Sometimes the holding end has an ear or a handle.  ‘Pap’ 
allegedly derived from the Scandinavian for the sound 
made when a baby opens his mouth for nourishment, was 
probably introduced during the mid 18th century.  Recipes 
for pap usually called for bread, flour and water.  A more 
nourishing mixture, ‘panada’, was a pap base with added 
butter and milk, or cooked in broth as a milk substitute.  
Variations on the ingredients included Lisbon sugar, 
beer, wine, raw meat juices and Castile soap.  Drugs were 
sometimes added to ‘soothe the baby’.

317.  An Irish pewter chamber pot probably by William 
Hodges and Son of Dublin whose mark appears on 
identical examples c1791-99.  Possibly designed to fit
in a commode, although the twin spatulate shaped ears 
could simply serve to ease carrying when full.  Stamped 
ROYAL HOSPITAL KILMAINHAM DUBLIN*.  12⅖” 
(316mm) diameter across the handles.  4½” (115mm) 
tall.  1400 gm weight.  ex Hopcraft collection bought 
June 1982. 
Illustrated and discussed in the Journal of the Pewter Society 
Spring 2016.  *The Kilmainham Hospital was the Irish 
equivalent to the Royal Hospital Chelsea i.e. a nursing and 
retirement home for military pensioners.  

521.  An English pewter spittoon* by Preston Edgar 
I and James Curtis of Bristol trading as Edgar Curtis 
and Co., 1793-1801 their touchmark, crowned X and 
hallmarks under the base.  The squat circular body with 
short vertical rim, flat base, and twin C-curve handles 
that extend above the rim, which would render the 
vessel unsuitable as a commode.  13⅜” (340mm) wide 
across the handles.  Maximum body diameter of 11⅗” 
(295mm), with 7⅜” (187mm) mouth diameter.  4⅞” 
(125mm) tall. 
*Spittoons are flat-bottomed containers for spitting into, and 
were initially designed for users of chewing tobacco, but 
were also used by tuberculosis suffe ers who had to cough 
up phlegm.  During the 19th century they became a very 
common feature of pubs, brothels, saloons, hotels, stores, 
banks, railway carriages, and other places where people 
(especially adult men) gathered.  Their use was considered 
an advance in public health and manners, intended to 
replace the previously common spitting onto floors, streets, 
and pavements.  Many places passed laws against spitting in 
public other than into a spittoon.  Use began to decline after 
the 1918 flu epidemic, as hygiene and etiquette advocates 
began to disparage their public use, and chewing gum 
replaced tobacco as the favourite chew of younger people.  

Pewter ware for receiving the products of bodily functions
As well as receptacles for waste products, others were used to catch, store or 
measure bodily liquids items such as spittoons (see #521), and blood porringers 
(see #215, #315 & #628).  Measuring porringers were used to measure liquid 
volumes, including blood, and while probably intended for hospital use may 
also have been used domestically.  There were a wide range of vessels to hold 
human waste including commode pots, chamber pots, bed pans, and urinals.  
Some will have been used in hospitals (see #317 & possibly #627) but most were 
used in the home..

502.  An English pewter infant or invalid bottle c1770-
1800.  No maker’s mark.  These feeding or sucking 
bottles were only owned by the wealthy, as most 
women breast-fed their babies.  Hence, they are well 
made, but very rare.  The screw-off cap and nipple 
work perfectly, with no damage to the nipple.  The pear-
shaped body has two pairs of incised lines around the 
mid and lower body, and a single incised line below 
the cap.  The catalogue of the Cow & Gate collection 
of infant feeding bottles describes these as sucking 
bottles, and illustrates one that is almost identical.  In 
very good condition, with light-grey original surface 
patina, and some oxide shading.  Capacity is 7 fl oz.  
5⅛” (130mm) tall with base diameter of 2” (51mm).  
210g weight.  Bought April 1986 from A Bartram.
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1224.  An English pewter double sided barber’s bowl 
by Joseph Spackman of Cornhill London 1749-99 his 
label ‘By His Majesty’s Patent’ with the royal arms 
struck under the rim.  This refers to the English patent 
number 821 granted in 1764 to Spackman and James 
Williamson.  The original plain rim oval dish altered 
after casting to create a scalloped edge with a pair 
of concave cut-outs to fit the neck, and a pair of oval 
apertures to assist the barber in holding the bowl.  The 
‘hole’ is not for soap as unlike some other examples 
with a ‘well’, this hole could not serve that purpose.  
16¾” (425mm) long, 12¾” (324mm) wide, and 3” 
(76mm) tall.  

SSAGM-51.  An English pewter shaving mug 
with removable domed lid, hinged spout cover 
and japanned metal handle.  No maker’s mark, or 
dimensions recorded.  Bought September 2005 from M 
Kashden. 

SSAGM-52.  An English pewter shaving mug with 
removable domed lid, hinged spout cover and ebonised 
wooden handle.  No maker’s mark, or dimensions 
recorded.  Bought September 2005 from M Kashden.

1107.  A probably Dutch pewter bowl by an unidentified
maker his touchmark of a crowned hammer and lion 
rampant below the rim on the inside of the bowl.  
Dating is problematical.  The bowl has a flat top rim, 
and handles that are not contemporary with the bowl.  
3½” (87mm) deep.  13¾” (344mm) diameter.

820.  An English pewter traveller’s canteen by Edward 
Nash, London 1717-42 his touchmark, LONDON label, 
and secondary crowned rose marks in a group on one 
side of the body.  The body like that of some pewter 
warming pans is probably made from basin moulds 
with the base created by trimming off the lower area, 
and inserting a flat base.  To assist carrying, it has a 
pair of strap handles, and a screw-on top.  Such large 
flasks as this one were probably made as canteens for 
saddle or wagon use as they hold more than half a 
gallon of liquid.  They rarely turn up, but when found 
are usually very well made.  10” wide, 9¾” high, and 
3⅞” deep.  

1102.  An English pewter dome-lidded hot water mug 
c1800-1825.  No maker’s mark.  The body with hinged 
domed lid, and strap handle, with the thumbpiece 
now missing from the hinge assembly.  This vessel was 
probably intended to convey hot water for shaving 
to a bedroom, or was a variant of a shaving mug.  3” 
(75mm) base diameter.  5” (125mm) tall.

375.  An English pewter barber’s bowl by Ash and 
Hutton of Bristol 1741-68 their hallmarks and crowned 
X to the rim.  The single reeded semi-broad rim has a 
‘broadness’ factor of 32%.  The original casting altered 
during production by making a concave cut-out to fit
the neck, and a circular aperture to assist the barber in 
holding the bowl with his thumb through the hole.  The 
‘hole’ is not for soap as unlike some other examples 
with a ‘well’, this hole could not serve that purpose.  
3” (77mm) deep.  10½” (268mm) diameter with a 1¾” 
(43mm) wide rim.  765g weight.  ex Isher collection.  
Bought 12 October 1984 at Sotheby’s.

497.  An English pewter dome-lidded shaving mug 
with the mark of Davison and Son of 39 Fleet Street, 
London c1790-1815 on the spout cover*.  The body with 
removable domed lid, hinged spout cover and strap 
handle.  Capacity about one half-pint.  4½” (114mm) 
tall.  Bought April 1986 from A Bartram. 
*Davison and Son may have been retailers rather than 
makers.  A business of this name but noted as perfumers is 
recorded at Fleet Street. 

Pewter ware for assisting with personal hygiene and grooming
Items in this group of wares are among the rarer forms covered by this 
chapter, as their utility meant few have survived.  Basins used with 
washstands cannot be distinguished from other basins, which means some 
of those illustrated in the chapter Dining & Kitchen Paraphernalia may well 
have served that purpose.  It is possible that #205 shown under the previous 
section was intended as a washstand basin.  Most of the items that remain 
are connected with shaving, either bowls for use by a barber (see #375 & 
#1224) or shaving mugs used domestically (see #497, #1102, #SSAGM-51 & 
52).  The shaving mug and barber’s bowl were used to assist wet shaving at 
a time before shaving cream was invented.  Hot water in the mug or bowl 
helped to soften the bristles of the shaving brush.  With shaving mugs the 
domed lid was opened or inverted and used to hold the shaving soap with 
a little hot water and vigorous rotation of the brush produced a lather that 
was then applied to the face.  The invention of the hinged large spout meant 
that the brush could be left to soak without having to put one’s hand into the 
mug body to retrieve it.  The barber’s basin was used similarly.     

VICTORIAN TO 21st CENTURY
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VICTORIAN to 21st CENTURY PEWTER 
Victorian pewter
During the second half of the 18th century, porcelain, pottery, brass, tin plated and Sheffiel plated goods steadily replaced pewter wares.  The introduction 
of Britannia metal later in the 18th century, and its’ increasing mechanisation of pewter manufacture sounded the final death knell of the traditional British 
pewter trade.  The growth of its own pewter industry also meant the North American market for export wares almost ceased.  Fortunately, the moribund 
industry benefited from the introduction of Imperial Standard measure c1826-30, and a sustained growth in beer drinking, with the opening of many new 
public houses through the Victorian era.  These created a rising demand for jugs, drinking vessels, measures and bar fittings for public houses and clubs, 
which helped to underpin businesses by then heavily reliant on the licensed trade.  Other than that, pewterers had to rely on the cheaper everyday items 
such as condiments, inkwells, and utilitarian wares for workhouses and hospitals.  The pieces listed here are only a fraction of the pewter made during the 
19th century in the Collection, so see other chapters such as Hostelries, Friendly Societies & Places of Public Entertainment; Lidless Drinking Vessels; Desk &c Ac-
cessories, and Health, Medical & Personal Hygiene.  

468.   An English pewter chimney ornament or door 
stop c1830-80.  No maker’s mark.  The uniface design 
features a saddled and bridled horse standing on 
a plinth.  This is one of many versions featuring 
animals, birds and horsemen made as cheap 
ornaments to sit either on the mantel shelf usually 
in opposing pairs, or when large like this example 
possibly to serve as door stops.  7” (180mm) tall, 9½” 
(242mm) long, and 2” (52mm) wide.  2.95kg weight.

SSAGM-2.  An English pewter mantel ornament 
in the form of a pheasant.  No maker’s mark, but 
probably Victorian dating.  Very well cast example 
showing a pheasant amongst foliage.  The base is 
also made of pewter.  These items range in size 
from miniature pieces like this one to very large 
examples weighing several pounds like #468.  They 
are almost always uniface as their primary purpose 
was as ornaments, and typically were displayed on 
the fi eplace mantelpiece.  3½” (89mm) tall.  Base is 
3½” (89mm) long, and 1¼” (32mm) wide.  Bought 
January 2007 from C Ricketts.

550 & 551.  A pair of English leady pewter 
decorative roundels.  No maker’s mark, 
but dating is probably 19th century.  
Possibly from a horse harness, but could 
have been used to decorate various 
objects.  2¼” (57mm) diameter.  100g 
weight.

79.  An early 19th century pewter whistle with 
replacement suspension ring, and original ‘pea’ 
inside.  No maker’s mark.  2” (51mm) long.  25g 
weight.

1062.  An English pewter whistle with suspension 
hole incorporated in the finial of the casting.  No 
maker’s mark, but dating mid-19th century or later.  
No dimensions recorded.

827a.  An English pewter double whistle c1890.  
No maker’s mark, but similar examples were 
made by Thomas Yates of Coleshill Street, 
Birmingham.  This is a composite whistle made 
by joining together two whistles: a round tube 
whistle, and a beaufort whistle.  It is complete 
with the original pewter lanyard ring and ball.  
3⅛” (80mm) long.

786.  An English pewter spouted hot water jug retailed 
by Liberty with their MADE IN ENGLAND, TUDRIC 
and SOLKETS marks inside the base, with pattern 
number 0281.  Registration number 421107, which was 
first registered between 1900-1909.  The cylindrical 
body with small frontal spout, has Art Nouveau relief 
cast decoration with a turquoise blue and green enamel 
low down the body.  The C-curve handle covered in 
cane to insulate against heat.  3” (78mm) rim, and 
3½” (90mm) base diameters.  6¼” (160mm) tall.  584g 
weight.  Bought July 1993 from Tim Wright, Glasgow.

At the end of the 19th century, a new style emerged and swept across Europe, 
which became known as L’Art Nouveau in Britain and France.  At the height 
of its popularity around 1900, the arts were seen as a single faction, with 
designers and manufacturers collaborating to produce objects embodying 
movement.  Depictions of naturalistic elements, and the female form, coupled 
with simple interlaced patterns and � owing lines dominated the British 
scene.  Pewter as a decorative medium came out of a long hibernation when 
designers realised its potential.  For example, there was a resurgence of the 
‘hammered all over’ � nish (see #1154/55; #1172; 1234 & SSAGM-3).  In 1899, 
Arthur Liberty began to import the new pewter designs from Germany.  
He also began to sell silver under the ‘Cymric’ label, and within two years 
followed this with the ‘Tudric’ pewter range also produced for his London 
store by WH Haseler of Birmingham.  Archibald Knox joined Liberty in 1901 
as his principal metalwork designer.  Knox had studied celtic design in the Isle 
of Man, and his pewter work re� ects his preference for interlaced strapwork, 
stylised � owers, angular and crescent shaped handles, and the use of blue-
green enamels.  Haseler also made pewter under the ‘Solkets’ label some of it 
designed by Knox.  The origin of Solkets is ‘SOLitaires and locKETS’, which 
were the company’s original speciality.  With his friends Christopher Dresser 
and Rex Silver, Archibald Knox became the most in� uential designers of Art 
Nouveau metalwork.  

Art Nouveau to Contemporary pewter including reproductions

1154 & 1155. A pair of English pewter Art Nouveau mugs made by WH Haseler 
of Birmingham for Liberty’s, London their ‘TUDRIC’ ENGLISH PEWTER mark 
under the base beneath ‘H’ probably for Haseler, with LIBERTY & CO, and 
pattern number 066.  The body � nished by hammering all over.  The C-shaped 
handle with a � at thumbrest divides into two branches about midway to the 
base, then each half broadens out before attaching to the base.  4⅖” (112mm) 
tall, with 3⅞” base diameter.  440g weight.  Capacity 17½ �  oz (500ml). 

1166.  An English pewter teapot retailed by Liberty 
with ENGLISH PEWTER one of the marks they are 
known to have used under the base c1903-10, with 
pattern number 0231.  Registration number RD 

420290, which was first registered between 1900-1909.  
Originally part of a larger tea service that totalled 
eight pieces including the tray.  Possibly designed 
by Archibald Knox.  The circular compressed body 
with upper and lower parts joined at an acute angle, 
and a ring foot.  The body with frontal spout has 
Art Nouveau relief cast decoration to both sides of 
the handle featuring stylised honesty flowers on 
whiplash stems.  The slightly domed hinged lid with 
a thin, erect thumbpiece. The C-curve handle covered 
in cane to insulate against heat.  6½” (170mm) overall 
diameter.  4¼” (110mm) tall. 745g weight.   
    
1167.  An English pewter sugar basin retailed by 
Liberty with ENGLISH PEWTER one of the marks 
they are known to have used under the base c1903-10 
with pattern number 0231.  Registration number RD 

420290, which was first registered between 1900-1909.  
Originally part of a larger tea service that totalled 
eight pieces including the tray.  Possibly designed by 
Archibald Knox.  The circular hemispherical body 
with a rim stepping up by the handle, and a ring foot.  
The body has Art Nouveau relief cast decoration to 
both sides of the handle featuring stylised honesty 
flowers on whiplash stems.  The C-curve handle 
attached directly to the body.  5½” (140mm) overall 
diameter.  2½” (65mm) tall.     

1168.  An English pewter milk jug retailed by Liberty 
with ENGLISH PEWTER one of the marks they are 
known to have used under the base c1903-10 with 
pattern number 0231.  Registration number RD 

420290, which was first registered between 1900-1909.  
Originally part of a larger tea service that totalled 
eight pieces including the tray.  Possibly designed by 
Archibald Knox.  The circular hemispherical body 
with a rim stepping up by the spout, and a ring foot.  
The body has Art Nouveau relief cast decoration to 
both sides of the handle featuring stylised honesty 
flowers on whiplash stems.  The C-curve handle 
attached directly to the body.  5½” (140mm) overall 
diameter.  2¾” (70mm) tall     
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SSAGM-38.  An English pewter Art Nouveau tankard with a glass bottom 
probably made for Liberty’s of London by WH Haseler of Birmingham their 
marks and pattern number 066 on the underside of the base rim.  The marks 
are BCM / TUDRIC and MADE IN ENGLAND.  No dimensions recorded.. 

1170.  An English pewter hot water jug retailed 
by Liberty with ENGLISH PEWTER one of the 
marks they are known to have used under 
the base c1903-10 with pattern number 0231.  
Registration number RD 420290, which was 
first registered between 1900-1909.  Originally 
part of a larger tea service that totalled eight 
pieces including the tray.  Possibly designed 
by Archibald Knox.  The cylindrical body 
with frontal spout, has Art Nouveau relief cast 
decoration to both sides of the handle featuring 
stylised honesty flowers on whiplash stems.  
The slightly domed hinged lid with a thin, erect 
thumbpiece.  The C-curve handle covered in 
cane to insulate against heat.  Capacity 34 fl oz 
(970ml).  3” (75mm) rim, and 3½” (90mm) base 
diameters.  9” (231mm) tall, and 7½” (191mm) to 
rim.  868g weight.

1265.  An English pewter teapot retailed by 
Liberty under their TUDRIC label so marked 
under the base c1903-10.  Pattern number 027.  
Originally part of a larger tea service.  Possibly 
designed by Archibald Knox.  The square body 
having pad feet at each corner, and the handle 
and spout diagonally opposed across the body.  
The slightly domed lift off lid with a pewter 
knop.  The body with frontal spout has Art 
Nouveau relief cast decorative vine roundels to 
the bottom half of all four sides.  The C-curve 
handle covered in cane to insulate against heat.  
No dimensions recorded.  Bought June 2006 
from M Kashden.

1169.  An English pewter lidded container retailed 
by Liberty under their TUDRIC label so marked 
under the base c1900-05.  Workman or size number 
1, with pattern number 0105.  Possibly designed by 
Archibald Knox.  The Art Nouveau cylindrical body 
with flat base has three pairs of applied oval plaques 
with simple abstract designs around the base.  The 
slip-on lid with overhanging deep rim has four more 
plaques.  The container may have been intended for 
tea, or possibly tobacco, but could serve many storage 
purposes.  Diameter: 3¾” (95mm) lid, and 3⅓” (85mm) 
base diameters.  3½” (390mm) tall, and 2⅞” (74mm) to 
rim.  365g weight.

1171.  An English pewter hot water jug retailed by 
Liberty with ENGLISH PEWTER one of the marks 
they are known to have used under the base c1905-
10, with pattern number 0307, and letter P perhaps for 
a workman.  Registration number RD 427010, which 
was first registered between 1900-1909.  Sold as an 
individual piece.  Possibly designed by Archibald 
Knox.  The swelling conical body with vestigial frontal 
spout, has Art Nouveau relief cast decoration to both 
sides of the handle featuring stylised abstract swirling 
designs.  The domed hinged lid flowing back to the 
handle to create a crested thumbpiece.  The C-curve 
handle covered in cane to insulate against heat.  5¼” 
(133mm) base diameter.  8¼” (210mm) tall.

1172.  An English pewter plate retailed by Liberty with 
ENGLISH PEWTER one of the marks they are known 
to have used under the base c1910, with pattern 
number 0109.  Possibly designed by Archibald Knox.  
The Art Nouveau plain rim plate hammered all over, 
with five equidistant decorative relief outlines inset 
with heart-shaped turquoise blue and green enamels.  
9½” (243mm) overall diameter, with 1⅓” (34mm) rim.  
475g weight.

1179.  An English pewter Art Nouveau brooch c1900-
30.  The brooch of convex circular shape, featuring a 
winged scarab beetle, with a pin attachment to the 
reverse.  2⅜” (60mm) diameter.

1173.  An English pewter desk clock retailed by Liberty 
& Co., under their TUDRIC label so marked on the 
reverse, with ENGLISH PEWTER one of the marks 
they are known to have used under the base c1910.  
Workman or size number 1, and pattern number 0482.  
Possibly designed by Archibald Knox.  The German 
clock movement mounted in a square Art Nouveau 
style case inset with four heart-shaped turquoise blue 
glass cabochons, amid a stylised abstract swirling 
design.  The clock with an easel type stand to support 
it when in use.  4” (100mm) square.

1181 & 1182.  A pair of English pewter plates retailed by Liberty under their 
TUDRIC label so marked on the reverse, with pattern number 0108.  Possibly 
designed by Archibald Knox c1900.  The Art Nouveau plain rim plates, with 
� ve equidistant applied oval plaques with simple abstract designs and inserts of 
blue-green abalone shell.  9½” (243mm) overall diameter, with 1⅓” (34mm) rim.  

1186 & 1187.  A pair of English pewter Art Nouveau candlesticks retailed by 
Liberty & Company their pattern number 08 over 8 under the base.  Designed by 
Rex Silver as part of Liberty’s celtic design Tudric range, and probably made by W 
Haseler of Birmingham c1902-10.  The candlesticks have large � at circular bases 
and removable sconces decorated with simple abstract designs.  3½” (89mm) 
sconce diameter, and 6⅖” (164mm) base diameter.  6⅖” (164mm) tall.  400g weight.  

1223.  An English pewter twin eared rose bowl retailed 
by Liberty with ENGLISH PEWTER one of the marks 
they are known to have used under the base c1905-
10.  Pattern number 0320.  Possibly designed by 
Archibald Knox.  The green glass bowl produced by 
James Powell and Sons, trading as Whitefriars Glass, 
and probably designed by James Hogan.  The bowl 
with four cut-out panels, and pairs of turquoise blue 
glass cabochons.  7⅔” (196mm) rim diameter, and 
9¼” (235mm) across the handles.  3⅔” (93mm) tall. 

1225.  An English Art Nouveau pewter twin-eared 
porringer or quaich possibly designed by Archibald 
Knox as part of the Celtic design Tudric range sold 
by Liberty and Company of London their pattern 
number 01286 under the base c1910-12.  Probably 
made by W Haseler of Birmingham.  The outside 
of the bowl having a hammered finish.  The twin 
rounded ears with stylised honesty leaf decoration.  
6⅞” (176mm) across the ears.  5” (128mm) bowl 
diameter.  1⅔” (43mm deep).  250g weight.  Formerly 
in the collection of the late J Gadd.  Bought 21 March 
2004 as Lot 10 at an auction held by the Pewter Society 
(sale label attached to underside).

SSAGM-3.  An English pewter twin eared porringer 
or quaich retailed by Liberty under their TUDRIC 
label so marked under the base, with MADE IN 
ENGLAND c1910-12.  With pattern number 01285.  
Possibly designed by Archibald Knox.  Probably 
made by WH Haseler of Birmingham.  The bowl with 
a hammered all over finish.  The rounded ears with 
honesty leaf ornamentation in the Art Nouveau style.  
6¼” (158mm) across the ears.  4½” (114mm) bowl 
diameter.  2” (43mm) deep.  

1234.  An English Art Nouveau pewter-covered rocking 
ink blotter c1920-25.  The wooden body covered with 
hammered all over pewter sheet.  A removable stained 
wood knob that allows the blotter to be opened, and 
two inset green glass cabochons on the upper surface.  
The underside would have a sheet of blotting paper 
held in place by loosening the top, inserting the paper, 
and tightening the wood knob.  5” (130mm) long.  2⅓” 
(60mm) wide.  2¾” (70mm) tall. 
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Fortuitously for the remnants of the pewter industry two events ensured 
certain businesses could continue into the 20th century.  Simultaneously 
with the introduction and development of Art Nouveau pewter, the demand 
for utilitarian wares was maintained, especially for use in the licensed and 
catering trades, and institutions.  Three plates possibly made for such uses 
are shown at #232 & #1073/74.  Then, as demand for Art Nouveau pewter 
waned the less ‘fussy’ Art Deco period also needed pewter ware, and saw the 
arrival of the ubiquitous hammered tea services and condiment sets, which 
dominated so many homes between the two World Wars (see #218-220).  

20th century pewter

232.  An English pewter plain rim plate by the 
unidentified makers ‘P & D’ of London their touchmark 
and LONDON label to the reverse c1900-20.  Plates 
#1073 & 1074 also have the same marks.  The plate has 
a slightly dished rim, and normally sloping bouge.  
7¾” (189mm) diameter.

1073 & 1074  Two English pewter plain rim plates 
by the unidentified makers ‘P & D’ of London their 
touchmark and LONDON label to the reverse c1900-
20.  Plate #232 also has the same marks.  The plates 
with slightly dished rims, and normally sloping 
bouges.  9¾” (247mm) diameter.  678g & 650g weight.

1251 & 1252.  A pair of bone salad servers c1920, 
mounted with pewter handles in the form of a 
grotesquely stylised man and woman.  No maker’s 
mark.  No dimensions recorded.

218.  An English pewter pepper castor c1920-30.  No 
maker’s mark.  Probably en suite with #219 and #220 
as a cruet set of salt, pepper and mustard pots.  The 
hammered all over finish is typical of domestic pewter 
of the Art Deco period.  Dimensions not recorded.  

219.  An English pewter pepper castor c1920-30.  No 
maker’s mark.  Probably en suite with #218 and #220 
as a cruet set of salt, pepper and mustard pots.  The 
hammered all over finish is typical of domestic pewter 
of the Art Deco period.  Dimensions not recorded.  

220.  A British pewter mustard pot, with removable 
liner.  No maker’s mark.  Probably en suite with #218 
and #219 as a cruet set of salt, pepper and mustard 
pots.  The hammered all over finish is typical of 
domestic pewter of the Art Deco period.  68g weight, 
but other dimensions not recorded.   

1175.  A half-pint English pewter mug to commemorate 
the coronation of George VI May 1937.  No maker’s 
mark, capacity label, or verification marks.  A roundel 
to the left of the handle shows the heads of George 
VI and Queen Mary in profile, over MAY 1937.  
BIRMINGHAM GAZETTE SOUVENIR is cast under 
the base.  Produced for the Birmingham Gazette 
newspaper to give away as souvenirs.  The tapering 
body with an incised line below the rim, and a fla ed 
hollow foot.  The simple C-curve handle attached 
directly to the body.  2⅔” (68mm) rim, and 2¼” (57mm) 
base diameters.  2⅞” (74mm) tall.  114g weight.

1141.  An English pewter commemorative twin eared 
porringer or quaich by Englefields of London 1935-
85 their ‘crown and rose’ mark under the base.  The 
simple rounded bowl with plain trefoil ears.  Cast in 
the centre of the bowl with a crowned rose and crossed 
sceptres encircled by the legend TO COMMEMORATE 
THE CORONATION OF HM QUEEN ELIZABETH II 
JUNE 2ND 1953.  81mm bowl diameter.  145mm long.  
42mm deep.  200g weight.

The ‘art’ of the pewterer has never been totally ‘lost’ thanks to dedicated 
craftsmen, and support from bodies like the Worshipful Company of Pewterers 
of London (WCOP), and the Association of British Pewter Craftsmen (ABPC 
founded in 1970).  Alex and Patricia Neish have also added their in� uence 
through the award they support at the annual Pewter Live competition and 
display.  The Collection includes examples of some of the works of modern 
designers and craftsmen (see #1100, SSAGM-15, #1165, #1193, #1220 & 
SSAGM-65).  Pewter Live is held in May each year at Pewterers’ Hall in 
the heart of the City of London, and celebrates its 30th anniversary in 2018.  
All the pieces of pewter entered by students and professional designers are 
displayed at a 3-day public event opened by the Lord Mayor.  In previous 
years the prizes have been presented by Deyan Sudjic, Director of the 
Design Museum, HRH The Prince of Wales, Tom Dixon, Sir Terence Conran, 
The Marquess of Queensberry and Sir Christopher Frayling. The student 
competition is popular with colleges across the UK, and as a result pewter 
design has become well established on the curriculum of art and design 
courses, while several have engineering departments developing new tools 
and techniques to aid manufacture.  Pewter Live also provides members of 
the ABPC with the opportunity to work closely with participating colleges, 
universities and professional designers by arranging for them to visit pewter 
manufacturers to learn about the traditional processes and techniques 
involved in working with pewter.  

1100.  An English pewter commemorative bowl*.  
The bowl features a frieze with cut-out silhouettes of 
architectural details from the new Globe Theatre and 
Globe Centre in London.  A plaque with a logo and the 
inscription ‘Shakespeare’s Globe’ to the underside of 
the bowl.  This a smaller version of the bowl presented 
to Queen Elizabeth II at the opening of the new Globe 
Theatre on 12 June 1997.  8⅔” (220mm) diameter.  3½” 
(90mm) tall.  Bought 12 June 1997.  
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in The Royal Touch Bulletin 
of the Pewter Collectors Club of America Vol 12 7/2002 p338.  
*A winning design by Chau Ling NG of the University of 
Central England from the Worshipful Company of Pewterers 
Pewter Live competition.  Adapted by master craftsman Tom 
Neal (assembly of the bowl and collar), Edwin Blyde and Co. 
Ltd (base) & J and J Holland (collar).  

SSAGM-15.  An English pewter open globular vase 
by Keith Tyssen of Sheffiel his marks under the base, 
which is also marked 133/250 showing this is from 
a limited edition of 250.  With his marks are those of 
the Association of British Pewter Craftsmen, and the 
Seahorse mark.  The latter mark is only allowed for use 
by ABPC members on their finest wares, and comes 
from the coat of arms of the WCOP.  4¼” (108mm) base 
diameter.  7¾” (197mm) tall.

1165.  An English pewter vase in the art nouveau style 
by AE Williams and Company of Birmingham c2000 
their marks under the base, with that of the ABPC.  
The vase was modelled on an original used in the 
state rooms of the Titanic, and was one of a number of 
designs comprising the Millennium Pewter Collection, 
produced under the aegis of the WCOP.  The ornate 
cast design features two female heads and stylised 
body forms.  8⅔” (221mm) tall.  845g weight. 

1193.  An English pewter covered cup by Philip 
Wakeham (then of Abingdon, Oxfordshire) his mark 
PW over 01 under the base.  He says he made this 
unique item in 2000 as his ‘master piece’.  The tall 
decorative footed stem comprises a pair of chimerical 
sea-horse figu es.  It was inspired by what the artist 
describes as ‘the traditional form of the covered cup’ 
and the coat of arms of the WCOP.  3¼” (83mm) base 
diameter.  10⅘” (275mm) tall. 

865.  An English pewter chess set, with one half of the set darkened using nitric 
acid c1960-70.  The antique board is not contemporary with the chessmen.  
Bought 29 June 1995 as Lot 121 at Phillips Edinburgh. 
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1220.  An English pewter and silver flower petal 
necklace by Tracy Jones, Surrey Institute.  Winner 
of the Neish Prize for the Best Overall Design at the 
WCOP ‘Pewter Live’ event in 2003.

SSAGM-65.  An English pewter etched dish by 
Gordon W Robertson from a limited edition of 10, this 
being 1/10.  The design comes from his Botanique 
collection produced as a submission for the Worshipful 
Company of Pewterers’ Pewter Live 2012 design 
competition.  The brief was to produce a souvenir for 
a public attraction and market it.  Gordon chose Kew 
Gardens as his subject and made a series of pen and ink 
drawings on visits there.  The intention was to create 
images that evoke the wonderful sensory experience 
he always has when visiting Kew.  The dish is hand 
made, and the packaging is a bespoke box with an 
etched pewter decal on the cover matching the design, 
included in the box is a signed limited edition print of 
the design.  His submission for the competition won 
the Open Entry (£100-£250 Retail Category), Best proof 
of sales and The Alexander and Patricia Neish Award.  
13⅔” (347mm) diameter.
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It is likely that ‘fakery’ has existed alongside, and sometimes within, the legitimate 
trade for centuries.  The records of the WCOP, and the Incorporation of Hammermen 
of Edinburgh, reveal their great concern for such practices extends back into the 
16th century.  In most towns and cities, the local guild or trade incorporation tried 
hard to control buying and selling prices for pewter, di� erent categories of metal 
quality, and business practice.  Not unreasonably, they sought to prevent greed 
and other human frailties from undermining their reputation.  Most problems 
related to the use by a pewterer of inferior alloy, or through failing to � nish the 
article to an agreed standard of workmanship, and sometimes to using another 
maker’s touchmark or mould without permission.  At other times, the issue related 
to ‘foreigners’ who had not been granted permission to sell pewter within a given 
location, and of these the most detested were itinerant ‘tinkers’.  Then, in mid-
Victorian times the � rst real ‘fakers’ emerged in the guise of Billy and Charlie.  
They claimed to be ‘mud larks’ who found early base metal artefacts along the 
River Thames foreshore.  The scale of their deceit is truly staggering, and one of 
their allegedly medieval items is below (see #1015).    

Fakes and reproductions

1015. A copper-alloy ‘Billy and Charlie’ 
medallion c1860.  Purportedly medieval but 
made in the last third of the 19th century by 
the forgers ‘Billy’ (real name possibly William 
Smith) and ‘Charley’ (Charles Eaton), who 
began making their own counterfeit artifacts 
in 1857, producing versions of medieval pieces, 
especially badges. These forgeries found a 
ready market, given the Victorian enthusiasm 
for medieval artifacts. 

Soon after pewter collectors started to seek and share information in the late 
19th century, they became targets for those skilled enough to produce apparently 
authentic old items.  Certainly, by 1918 when the Society of Pewter Collectors was 
set up, the often wealthy members competed to expand their collections.  Previously 
unknown forms and sizes of pewter ware began to appear, almost as soon as such 
things were sought.  The trade in fakes and reproductions grew rapidly until by 
the 1930s items made to deceive were being exported to the United States for sale 
in unsuspecting department stores.  Faker’s touchplates served as a record of the 
die-stamps that had been created for the faker or the person commissioning work, 
and several examples are known.  These would then be used to add authenticity 
and/or value to reproduction, repaired or less valuable items.  The name derives 
from when many local guilds of hammermen kept � at plates of pewter to record 
the touchmarks of members, which are known as touch plates.  Only the WCOP in 
London, and the Hammermen of Edinburgh retain such touch plates, that in London 
dating from c1667, and in Edinburgh from c1600.  The Collection has one example 
of a faker’s touch plate (see #1274) and a modern � at plate struck with older dies 
used by fakers (see #1189).  After World War II, a few collectors experimented with 
casting spoons from old moulds, and several examples are shown (see #530/31, 
#1086-88 & #1090).  These were not considered as ‘fakes’ when � rst made, but 
some have reached the general market place, and deceived people.    

20th century fake marks, labels and other marks recorded on modern 
‘touchplates’.

1274.  A British faker’s lead touchplate with 23 
diffe ent fake touchmarks and labels for use 
on pewter items.  Bought during 2006/2007 at 
an auction sale in Oxford.  The plate and each 
mark struck on it is illustrated and discussed in 
the Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 2007 
p35-38.

1189.  A British pewter ‘touch plate’ struck in 
2002 by the Edinburgh Assay Offic using 149 
dies collected by Alex Neish depicting spurious 
maker’s touchmarks, labels and other marks.  
8” (205mm) long.  6⅛” (155mm) wide. The 
marks on this touch plate were illustrated and 
discussed in the Journal of the Pewter Society 
Autumn 2003 p21-36.

751.  An English pewter reproduction flat lid 
tankard by either Richard Neate of London 1923-
53, or Robert Normansell of Birmingham trading as 
Norseman Productions c1910-77.  The tankard may 
appear convincing enough in a photograph, but its 
‘feel’ coupled with the use of known reproduction 
marks confirms it is of 20th century manufactu e.

Bearing in mind the original intention of the ‘faker’ was to deceive, it is 
likely many pewter collections will contain ‘dodgy’ pieces.  Considering 
the size of the Collection, there are very few items in this category.  Some 
are more obvious than others, and a couple may not appear in this section 
because of uncertainty.  In general, the ways in which dubious items are 
spotted often relates to the marks on them, which have been recorded over 
the past 70 to 80 years by collectors.  Sometimes genuine old items were 
‘enhanced’ by the addition of marks attractive to the collector (see #71/72 
& #1185, for example).  Alternatively, when no genuine old pewter was 
available, the faker created a new form (see #42/43).  Another concern for 
collectors of today are what may be termed ‘souvenirs’ that with time have 
aged to an apparently acceptable colour and patina, and either originally 
or more recently had fake marks added (see SSAGM-8).         

Modern reproductions and fakes, and earlier items with marks 
added to deceive

42 & 43.  Two Irish pewter haystack measures 
converted to deceive, probably during the first third of 
the 20th century.  False maker’s marks under the base 
of each include an unidentified touchmark of ‘MU 
crowned’, which is possibly from the Low Countries, 
with fake touchmark and hallmarks of John Ingram of 
Bewdley and Bridgnorth 1755-99 whose dates are too 
early for this body form.  One with ownership initials 
iAb under the base.  Apparently created using the top 
of a larger measure, with a shortened handle, and the 
base filled in with a poorly cast flat piece of pewter.  
Dimensions including capacity not recorded. 

71 & 72.  A pair of probably European pewter plates 
purporting to be by George Beeston of London (1749-
68).  The fake touchmarks deliberately poorly struck 
to the reverse.  Suggested to have been made for 
some occasion connected with George III such as his 
Coronation, as they have a crowned GRIII cypher on the 
rim.  However, this GR mark has been noted elsewhere 
as being added more recently to items to enhance their 
value.  The form of rim edge, and diameter of these 
plates is unlike those made in London.  10½” (267mm) 
diameter.  
Discussed by Neish in The Royal Touch Bulletin of the 
Pewter Collectors Club of America Vol 12 7/2002 p336.

1125.  An English pewter reproduction pap boat or 
invalid feeding cup c1925-40, with what purports to 
be the maker’s mark of DENT struck with a crowned 
X in the bowl.  The ear also has a fake mark ‘1800’ in a 
serrated edged rectangle, with ownership initials FH.  
Such marks are recorded on a modern touchplate of 
fake marks known as the Neate touchplate*.  Formerly 
part of the exhibition on Life in Victorian Times at 
the Smith Museum, Stirling.  ¾” (20mm) deep.  4⅞” 
(125mm) long.  100g weight.
*The Richard Neate Touch Plate and two others of unknown 
origin 1996
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1128.  An English pewter reproduction pap boat or 
invalid feeding cup c1925-40, with the remains in the 
bowl of what originally was the fake mark shown with 
#1125.  The surface of the metal has been heavily bu� ed 
to remove the mark, and give an impression of wear.  
¾” (20mm) deep.  4⅞” (125mm) long.  100g weight.

1185.  A probably modern* English or European pewter 
trencher plate.  The face marked with an unidenti� ed 
crown and hammer mark, and a possible armorial 
shield.    6⅕” (158mm) long, and 5” (126mm) wide.  
* The marks are ostensibly mediaeval but almost certainly 
spurious.  Unlike known examples (for example #1245), the 
crown and hammer mark is engraved, rather than punched, 
and the crown is larger in proportion to the hammer than is 
the case with other examples.  The light weight of the piece 
also suggests that it is not genuinely medieval.  The absence 
of knife marks is another concern.  Analysis of the alloy 
shows the composition to be tin 56.0%, lead 38.0%, antimony 
4.8%, and a trace of copper

SSAGM-8.  An English pewter modern copy of a 
Scottish pot-bellied measure with a LONDON label 
under the base.  The maker of reproduction items like 
this has not been identi� ed.  2¾” (70mm) base diameter.  
4½” (98mm) tall.

530 & 531.  Two English pewter royal portrait 
spoons commemorating Queen Anne who reigned 
from 1702-14.  No maker’s mark, each with initials 
cast into the reverse of the top of the stem: one with 
WP, and the other with SS.  The cast decorated top 
front of each spoon depicts a left facing bust of a 
young head Queen Anne under a crown � anked 
by two cherubs.  The reverse of the bowl cast 
decorated with decorative lace-work designs.  7” 
(179mm) long. 

1086-1088.  Three English pewter reproduction Queen 
Anne trifid spoons p obably cast in an original mould 
by the late RF Michaelis during the mid-20th century.  
The top of the stem with a portrait of Queen Anne, 
the reverse with the initials SS, and the bowl cast 
decorated with ‘lace-work’.  Formerly described as 
made by S. Sanders.  Close inspection reveals these 
castings are poor quality with many ‘blow’ holes.  7” 
(178mm) long.  
Illustrated and discussed by Peal at Fig 35 British Pewter and 
Britannia Metal for Pleasure and Investment 1971. 

1090.  An English pewter reproduction Queen 
Anne tri� d spoon probably cast in an original 
mould by the late RF Michaelis during the mid-
20th century.  The top of the stem with a portrait of 
Queen Anne, the reverse with the initials WP, and 
the bowl cast decorated with ‘lace-work’.  Close 
inspection reveals a poor quality casting with 
many ‘blow’ holes.  7” (178mm) long.  

SSAGM-1.  Three Dutch pewter reproduction 
tri� d spoons by the unidenti� ed maker HK his 
touchmark on the reverse of the stem c1960s.  The 
front with heart and ‘LF’ initials.  Two purchased 
1985 and one known to be recently made was a gift 
from D Moulson.  7⅜” (187mm) long.

SSAGM-68 casting.  An English pewter fake spoon 
cast in an original mould (see #733 in chapter 
on Spoons) during the mid-20th century, but left 
almost un� nished.  The reverse of the stem with the 
initials WI.  The photographs show a poor quality 
casting with many ‘blow’ holes.  7” (178mm) long.  

ADDENDUM
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In the days prior to 1450 Scotland was a backward country and its earliest and most important craftsmen were the men 
who worked with their hammers in lead, brass and pewter to supply the needs of the community and they formed 
Incorporations unique to Scotland with their own rules and by-laws. The Incorporations existed in what then were small 
towns like Perth and Crie� . In “The Journal of the Pewter Society” I have written articles about each of them.

The leading one was Edinburgh being the national capital and from 1541 it had as its meeting place and home the Magdalen 
Chapel in the Cowgate until 1862 when it was sold to the Protestant Institute and subsequently was incorporated into the 
Scottish Reformation Society. It was after a public appeal that it was beautifully restored and today is recognised as one 
of Scotland’s major historic buildings where the reformer John Knox preached against the Catholic  Church.

The walls of the Chapel are decorated with the unique brods or wooden plaques naming those who supported the original 
restoration of the Chapel. I was awarded one as a principal, private donor to the modern restoration. Surprisingly the 
name of the Church of Scotland does not  appear.

The Edinburgh Incorporation of Hammermen, however, has been revived and holds regular meetings in the Chapel 
reciting the Hammermen’s prayer and discussing business before adjourning to a convenient restaurant for dinner. It has 
plans to introduce technical courses with the support of Edinburgh Corporation.

The Magdalen Chapel was built in 1541 in the Cowgate of Edinburgh. It was patronised by Mary of Guise, mother of 
Mary Queen of Scots. Its stained glass windows, the oldest in Scotland, include a panel with her coat of  arms.

It was founded by Janet Rynd and her husband Michael MacQuhane, both friends of the Queen Mother. He was originally 
from Wigtownshire and a prominent citizen of Edinburgh, burgess, merchant and moneylender. Once the tower was 
built a bell was ordered from Flanders. It was rented out during the week - and to the neighbouring Greyfriars Kirk on 
a  Sunday.

The Rev. Sinclair Horne was its moving spirit and I was his supporter and backer.

THE INCORPORATION OF HAMMERMEN & THE MAGDALEN CHAPEL

photos ©Antonia Reeves

SINAGOGA MAYOR
I began collecting pewter in Buenos Aires when we were living there in the 
Sixties. Patricia agreed it would be an acceptable substitute for the silver plates 
that starting a career, I could not a� ord. Like so many of the antiques in that 
city, however, the English pewter was both fake and overpriced. As a result I 
gravitated towards the Jewish material that as family treasure had accompanied 
its owners into exile as they sought to avoid European persecution.

I became fascinated by it and soon was bidding at the twice annual auctions then 
held by Christies in Amsterdam. In time I had accumulated what a Jerusalem  
expert  described  as the world’s leading collection. I had no  fewer than three 
major Jewish museums across the world seeking to buy it. As a dedicated 
collector, however, I do not sell and it began to dominate    our spacious Barcelona 
apartment until I was forced to agree with Patricia something had to be done.

I had several years before I made contact with Miguel Ia� a, an Argentine exile 
who had moved to Barcelona as the country exercised its subtle anti  Jewish 
pressures. He sought to persuade the Jewish community of the existence of the 
synagogue in the old town of Barcelona which can be traced to the 8th century 
and to defend its history. He was convinced he had located the Sinagoga Mayor, 
principal of the Barcelona four that had existed in the 14th century-which was 
built on remains from Roman times.

He excavated the site on his hands and knees and recruited student help. 
Vested interests in the Jewish community derided his beliefs in favour of other 
buildings until he was proved right by o� cial city research. We, for our personal 
support for the Synagogue were the only “strangers” invited to the “wedding” 
ceremony receiving a medieval Torah that had been gifted to the community.

I donated my collection of Jewish pewter to the Synagogue and today it is on 
permanent display. It is visited daily by hundreds of visitors - not all Jewish.

Sadly Miguel Ia� a could not enjoy his achievement.He died and the Sinagoga 
Mayor stands as his memorial. We were not even Jewish, but even as Scottish 
Protestants we shared that dream.

Official chair of the Deacon of th
Hammermen was made by Thomas 
Heron of the Cowgate in 1708. With 
imported Russian leather to cover the 
seat - a chair fit for a prince

The Coat of Arms of Edinburgh -
 “Board painting”c.1740 by Walter Melville, 
Herald Painter.

“Brods” along the North and East walls of the Chapel. These date from 1555 to 1813 and are a 
form of permanent receipt for gifts given over this period  from members of the Incorporation of 
Hammermen or their families.
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Articles about Pewter and Pewterers by Alex Neish 
Journal of the Pewter Society (JPS), Bulletin of the Pewter Collectors’ Club of America (Bulletin), and History Scotland

14th century Pilgrim Badge of Martyrdom of Becket (cover) JPS Spring 1990
15th or 16th century Rare Baluster Flagon (cover) JPS Autumn 1994
17th century Wriggle-work Wine Carafe (cover) JPS Autumn 1992
22.25” Wriggle-work Charger ‘1687’ (cover) JPS Autumn 1995 
A 15th century (Hammerhead) Baluster Measure JPS Spring 1987
A Collection of Candlesticks Bulletin Vol 11 5/1995 p88-95
A European Masterpiece Bulletin Vol 13 6/2006 p48
A Fool’s Bauble Bulletin Vol 12 5/2001 p238-41
A Founding Member’s Testament JPS Autumn 2005
A Measure by David Gourlay and Son JPS Spring 1989
A Mystery from 1772 Bulletin Vol 12 4/2000 p165-66
A Pair of Treasures Bulletin Vol 12 4/2000 p166
A Pinch of Snu�  Bulletin Vol 11 1/1994 p36-40
A Portuguese Flagon JPS Spring 1992
A Rare Cast-Decorated English Coaster Bulletin Vol 11 9/1998 p315
A Rare Cast-Decorated Saucer JPS Spring 2000
A Rewarding Stroll Bulletin Vol 14 4/2010 p16-21
A Saucer for the King? Bulletin p42-
A Second Spanish Postscript Bulletin Vol 12 4/2000 p179-82
A Small Flirtation with France Bulletin Vol 13 5/2006 p21-23                                                   
A Spanish Postscript Bulletin Vol 12 1/1999 p32-36
A Spanish Trio Bulletin Vol 13 7/2007 p24-26
A Trio from Old Europe - Plus a Sextet Bulletin Vol 12 7/2002 p309-13
A Unique Baluster Measure Bulletin Vol 9 5/88 p142-43
A Unique Commemorative Charger JPS Spring 1989
An Early Candlestick Bulletin Vol 12 2/ p74
An English Posset Cup Bulletin Vol 11 4/ p115
An Exceptional Wriggled Charger JPS Autumn 1995
An Irish Story JPS Autumn 1992
An Overdue Obituary JPS Autumn 1996
Another Guild Sign Bulletin Vol 12 1/1999 p42
Another Naval Beer Jug JPS Spring 1986
Caddies and Pewter (Edinburgh caddie badges) JPS Autumn 1997
Catching Toucans in Portugal JPS Autumn 1990
Cigar Holder c1850 JPS Autumn 1992
Edinburgh 1752 (re: pewterers in Directory) JPS Autumn 1992
Edinburgh Badge JPS Autumn 2005
Enamelled-boss Dish in the Burrell Collection JPS Spring 1986

English Jewish Pewter JPS Spring 1998
Excavated Medieval Pewter Bulletin Vol 12 10/2003 p498-99
Exploring England - York and its Flagons Bulletin Vol 11 2/1994 p48-51
Five Unknown Scottish Pewterers JPS Autumn 2005 
Italian Pewter - A Forgotten World Bulletin Vol 14 3/2010 p3-10
Italian Pewter - A Postscript Bulletin Vol 14 4/2010 p32-38        
Items from the Neish Collection JPS Spring 1989
John Taylor’s ‘Penniless Pilgrimage’ 1618 JPS Autumn 1992
Mazarine by Richard Grunwin (cover) JPS Spring 1994
Mazarines or Straining Dishes JPS Autumn 1993
Medieval Pilgrim Badges Bulletin Vol 10 6/1992 p157-58
More Surprises from Spain Bulletin Vol 12 10/2003 p480-83
More Treasures from the Thames Bulletin Vol 12 6/2001 p280-81
North Country Twin Eagle’ Flagons by J Hardman & ‘GB’ JPS Spring 1988
Not One Over the Eight Bulletin Vol 12 1/1999 p43-50
One of the Few Survivors Bulletin Vol 13 7/2007 p38-39
Pewter - and the Oils of Life and Death Bulletin Vol 14 8/2012 p23-24
Pewter and Australia Bulletin Vol 13 10/2008 p27-31
Pewter and the Slave Trade JPS Spring 1993
Pewter is a  Game Bulletin Vol 13 8/2007 p30-36
Pewter of the Americas Bulletin Vol 10 6/1992 p123
Pewter Thieves and Geography Bulletin Vol 12 7/2002 p327-30
Pewthering JPS Spring 1991
Portuguese and Brazilian Pewter Bulletin Vol 9 5/89 p216-19 
Repousse Dishes JPS Spring 1988
Restoration Candlesticks Restored JPS Spring 1987
Reviving Memories Bulletin p41-42
Robert Whyte of Edinburgh JPS Spring 1985
Royal Tankards JPS Spring 1991
Scottish Communion Cups in the Neish Collection JPS Spring 1994
Scottish Pewter Bulletin Vol 9 12/89 p241-43
Scottish Pewter Formats Bulletin Vol 9 12/89 p244-48
Scottish Pewterer’s Trade Token (drawing) JPS Spring 1986
Scottish Punched Decoration JPS Spring 1999
Scottish Trade Tokens and a Beggar’s Badge JPS Autumn 1992
Scottish Veri� cation Marks JPS Spring 1989
Seditious Libel and Political Immorality (John Wilkes tankard) 
JPS Autumn 2007

Some Memorable Candlesticks Bulletin Vol 10 6/1990 p17-18
Some New Purchases JPS Autumn 2004
The Beggars’ Badges of Scotland Bulletin Vol 13 6/2006 p42-45                                                                                                                                           
The Chapel of the Hammermen (Magdelen, Edinburgh) JPS Spring 1990
The Chapel of the Hammermen Bulletin Vol 10 4/1991 p75-76
The Communion Token’s American Connection Bulletin Vol 8 9/83 pp277-78
The Glories of Wriggle Work Bulletin Vol 11 11/1995 p112-14
The Gypsy and The Quaich JPS Spring 1997 
The Hammermen of Aberdeen JPS Spring 1991
The Hammermen of Cupar JPS Spring 1990
The Hammermen of Dundee JPS Autumn 1989
The Hammermen of Dunfermline JPS Spring 1990
The Hammermen of Edinburgh JPS Spring 1988
The Hammermen of Elgin JPS Spring 1996
The Hammermen of Glasgow JPS Spring 1992
The Hammermen of Perth JPS Autumn 1993
The Hammermen of Stirling JPS Spring 1992
The Hammermen of the Canongate JPS Spring 1993 
The Hammermen of the Canongate (a correction) JPS Autumn 1993
The Hidden Advertisement Bulletin Vol 11 8/1997 p245
The Jewish Religious Plate JPS Autumn 1990
The Lost Generation JPS Spring 1991
The Neish Collection of Judaica in Pewter Bulletin Vol 13 3/2010 p3/2005 p33-39
The Other Empire Bulletin Vol 9 8/1988 p190-91
The Pewter of Scotland History Scotland 4/1 2004
The Pewter of Spain Bulletin Vol 11 9/1998 p267-90
The Pewterers of Inverness JPS Spring 1993
The Pewterers of Portugal - Crusading Chalices JPS Autumn 1989
The Priceless Pig (Dundee’s Pirlie Pig) JPS Autumn 1988
The Pride of Portugal Bulletin Vol 12 4/2000 p184-85
The Rarest Decoration of Them All Bulletin Vol 11 8/1997 p252-56
The Royal Touch Bulletin Vol 12 7/2002 p331-38
The Secrets of Old Haddington History Scotland Jan/Feb 2006 p42-47
The Secular Badge Bulletin Vol 12 2/ p80
The Stirling Corn Measures JPS Spring 1987    
The Supreme Candlesticks Bulletin Vol 11 7/1997 p213-16
The Thistle and Pewter (with C Ricketts) JPS Spring 2008
The Throne of the Deacon of the Hammermen (cover) JPS Autumn 2007

The Treasures of the Smith Institute, Stirling JPS Autumn 1993
Three Centuries of Secrecy Bulletin p30-33 
Treasures from the Thames Bulletin Vol 9 5/88 p143-44
Two Decorated Dishes JPS Spring 1990
Two European Curiosities Bulletin Vol 14 3/2010 p40-41
Two Pairs of 17th century candlesticks JPS Spring 1990
Two Recent Acquisitions (Sta�  Ends) JPS Autumn 1997
Unique Brazilian Treasures Bulletin Vol 13 3/2010 p3/2005 p23-25
Veri� cation Marks Inside the Base of Measures and Mugs JPS Spring 1985
Where it All Began Bulletin Vol 11 5/1996 p148-60
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PAST WINNERS OF THE NEISH AWARD: 
Sue Rawley, Open competition 2017 -ALHAMBRA PEDESTAL 

Trish Woods, Open competition 2016 - PASS THE SALT 
Amelia Vickery, South Devon College 2015 - IRIS 

Gill Bridgestock, Open Competition 2014 - OKEANOS 
Gordon Robertson, Open Competition 2013 - IL SOLE ELA LUNA 

Gordon Robertson, Open Competition 2012 -A SELECTION OF PEWTER for Kew Gardens 
Melanie Guy, Open Competition 2011 - Table Centre Piece 

Alicia Head, South Devon College 2010 - Pewter book and Rose 
Helen Edwards, South Devon College 2009 - LITTLE SQUARES TABLE MAT 

Diana Symonds, London Metropolitan University 2008 
John Wright, Hastings College of Art and Design 2007

THE WORSHIPFUL COMPANY OF PEWTERERS
THE PEWTER OF SCOTLAND -Article
HISTORY SCOTLAND JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2004

Sue Rawley, Open competition 2017 -ALHAMBRA PEDESTAL
 Gordon Robertson, Open Competition 2012
 -A SELECTION OF PEWTER for Kew Gardens

Pewter Live is an annual European Design Competition for pewter and is organised by the Company in order to promote 
the use of pewter in modern products. It comprises two separate competitions, one exclusively for students of all ages 
from colleges and universities, and the other an open competition. (See description and entries on pages 213-214)
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THE PEWTER OF SCOTLAND -Article
HISTORY SCOTLAND JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2004
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COMMUNION TOKENS
The communion token is a small disc of pewter or other metal found principally in the Church of Scotland. Usually rectangular but could also be 
square or round. They were a prized proof of good character and issued by the church minister once the candidate had been approved by a jury of 
parishioners. They were normally made of pewter -the first known one is from Glasgow dated 1603 - but they may also be found in lead, copper and 
brass. They were issued  by the church minister once he was satisfied as to the candidate’s knowledge of the Ten Commandments and the Lord’s 
Prayer. They were distributed  by the elders and a stranger moving into town would need a certificate of good character and religious knowledge 
to obtain one

Religious fervour in the 1700s gave special power to those to those distributing the tokens. Dates on tokens are found on the front or back but are 
misleading as many were added when a new minister took over the parish. Ingleby Wood says this should generally be assumed to be the case. 
Those with the holy cross are from the Episcopal Church while the letter D stands for Donavit meaning the Minister gave the tokens for  use in the 
church. Today they are to be found in junk shops, and occasional  antiques fairs. For the largest collection in the world you would have to go to 
Texas where a curious Protestant Institute  has that distinction.

My own collection of tokens was in Brazil. It totalled some 1850. It was being classified and organised when by accident it was all swept up and 
dumped in a drawer. I had not the patience to start again. I sent them to London and sold them badly. Curiously many tokens moved to Australia 
and New Zealand - some with their ministers, others with the faithful.

RICHARD MUNDEY
When I lived in Brazil a pewter-making friend of mine told me that on one of my frequent business trips to London I should look up Richard 
Mundey, the leading pewter dealer in the Capital. Jealously,  however, he avoided giving me his address. Stranded once in London for a few days 
I used the expedient of the telephone directory to find the add ess and piled into a taxi to Chiltern Street.

There I found a stunning display of antique pewter like no other I had ever seen. I  pressed the doorbell and a small, plump man appeared  from the 
basement and opened the door. This was Richard Mundey. He insisted on knowing my name. I said it would mean nothing to him but he insisted 
on knowing to whom he was speaking so I gave it.  The reaction was totally surprising. He did a kind of jig and cried out “You do exist! So many 
times at the big auctions you have pipped me at the post for a very desirable piece   of pewter and yet no one knew who you were. I began to think 
you were an invention of rival dealers seeking to frustrate me”.

Thereafter every time I passed through London I visited his shop and we chatted for  hours. I never left without a prize piece of pewter. Soon he 
was my exclusive buyer at the three major quarterly auctions. I would select the pieces from the catalogue and ifhe agreed he would  buy at the 
price he judged correct. All this was done by telex.

In his 91st. year Richard was hospitalised and told he was dying. He insisted on going home to die in his own bed and spent the last week 
cataloguing the 110 treasures in his private collection that he had saved for his own pleasure.  He told his wife Etta - who was to move in with her 
sister- she must do nothing with the pewter until she had spoken to me. Fortunately Patricia and I were passing through London at the time. We 
found Etta in a desperate state, her Selfridges’ card had been cancelled as soon as the store had read his death notice so she could no longer place 
any orders. The streets were covered in snow and ice so she could  not leave the house and her pipes were frozen.

I bought Richard’s residual  private pewter at his prices. These rare pieces have moved to Stirling to form an integral part of my collection. Etta was 
more than pleased to get  rid of what she called “that old tin Richard  littered around the house”.

Richard had been originally an opera singer in a small company that toured the provinces. When the production folded early he would visit the 
local shops and buy Britannia metal sugar bowls in the shape of coal scuttles to sell in London. From there he graduated to become the number one 
pewter dealer. Normally he called me “Young Man” as he was dying this became “My Son”. This was an honour indeed.

THE PEWTER ROOM, West Bow, Edinburgh
Photos © James Johnson
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AWARD OF FELLOWSHIP OF THE SMITH MUSEUM 
Article by John Bank
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